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ABSTRACT
This thesis is based on a project whereby a classificatory system for sea
disaster narrative was created, using ballads of marine disaster collected from the
Newfoundland repertoire as its foundation. The first chapter discusses the system
itseIr, and contains an outline thereof. It also deals with the reasoning behind the
creation of the system and with its projected use. The actual system thereafter
appears only in appendices.
The remainder of the thesis involves a discussion of new insights about the
ballad repertoire of Newfoundland and Labrador which were revealed through the
research by which the system was created. Chapter Two comprises a diachronic
overview of ballad collection and study within the province of Newfoundland and
Labrador, and a discussion of past work in the area.
commemorative

aspects

of locally

composed

Newfoundland and Labrador are considered.

In Chapter Three, the

marine

disaster

ballads of

This chapter also discusses

variations in factual accuracy which may occur as a result of varying memorial
emphases.
Chapter Four discusses the differences between locally composed ballads
about shipwrecks and drowningsand those ballads on similar subjects which have
been imported into Newfoundland and Labrador from other areas and traditions.
Locally composed pieces usually appear to be more historically and factually
accurate to specific occurrences than do imports.

The firth and fmal chapter

involves a discussion of the poetic and conventional language employed in the
marine disaster ballad and the changes in conventional or formulaic usage which
have occurred in such balladry in Newfoundland and Labrador over the past one
hundredrutyyears.
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Appendix A presents a complete explanation of the classificatory system
itself, with an annotation to each category, explaining its projected content.
Appendix B entails the research work on which the system was founded,
illustrating how the ballads collected from the Newfoundland repertoire were
employed to found the system itself, giving references and cross-references, and
annotating the data to published works in which versions of the same ballads
appear.
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Introduction
Songs or the sea have long been a particular interest or mine, due not only
to my personal aesthetic tastes, but also to my background, since many or the
men or my ramily have been involved in merchant shipping. From my earliest
Quaker antecedents in New Bedford, Massachusetts, to my step-rather, a recently
retired deck orricer or the U.S. Merchant Marine, my ramily has had seararing
connections. Inract,myveryfustundergraduaterolklorecollectionprojectwas
involved with sea lore. Uniting this subject to my other love, music and song,
seemed, thererore, to present avery natural and pleasing prospect. It also
appeared to me that some sort or classiricatory and/or organizational system ror
narratives or marine disaster would be userul as a tool not only ror rolklorists, but
also ror other students or nautical lore and history.
The island or Newroundland, because or its geographical location, has
always been heavily innuenced by the sea which surrounds it. Sinceberoreits
discovery by sea-borne Europeans, its native population depended on the sea ror
sustenance and transport. The newcomers themselves arrived by sea, seeking a
base ror the accumulation or the products or that same sea, prior to transporting
them, again by water, to their home ports, ror consumption. In modern times, the
province or Newroundland and Labrador has been home to both therishingand
sealing industries, as well as providing a base rorocean-goingvessels involvedin
both military and mercantile pursuits.
The unpredictability or the weather in the North Atlantic, coupled with the
rrequency or such hazards as icebergs, dangerously rocky coasts, and
unpredictable currents, have made marine disasters inevitable in the waters

surrounding Newfoundland and coastal Labrador. Human error has contributed
to the losses of both vessels and personnel. It is a rare Newfoundlander who has
not lost some relative or acquaintance to the sea. Ifound,outsidemy actual
research into the subject, that, if I mentioned the topic of my thesis to any nativeborn Newfoundlander or Labradorian, he or she was likely to ask if I knew ·suchand-such a ballad.· If I replied in the affirmative, I was then told, ·That was my
uncle and two of my cousins,· or something similar. If I mentioned a particular
song, my conversational partner might reply, ·Oh, yes, that was from my home
town. I know all about it.· U I had had the temporal and financial resources to
pursue each of these myriad lines of inquiry, I would, most probably, have well
over double the datal am using at present.
The repertoire of ballads in this province is rich and rewarding. It is
fortunate that modern times, advanced technology, and mass media have not
exterminated the genre here, but rather have reshaped it. Songs are still written,
performed, and recorded by professional, semi-professional, and amateur
musicians and versifiers on many subjects of current topical interest. Among
thesesubjects,marinedisastersstillholdapositionofprominence.
More than one song was composed about the demise of the oil rig, Ocean
Ranger, which sank, killing all hands aboard, in IgS2. 1 This tragedy, because
more than eighty lives were lost, fifty-four of them Newfoundlanders, and because
the rig had been, like the famed Titanic, considered virtually • unsinkable, • had a

lEvening Telegram, Monday, 15 February 1982, 1; for IIOngs on the subject, see Tim Rogers,
·The New Balladee..,· Canadian Folk Mu.io Bulletin 16:4 (1982), 8-12. Article includes texts of
three songs.

tremendous impact on the Newfoundland community.2
More recently, another oil rig, the Rowan Gorilla, capsized and sank as it
was being towed across the Atlantic. 3 No lives were lost, and none of the crew
were Newfoundlanders. There was no song added to the Newfoundland ballad
repertoire. One is, however, reminded of something that appeared in a book by
an author resident on the Cornish coast:
...seeing an oil rig being towed across the horizon toward the Lizard,
thesizeofavastcityofficeblock,scaringlyincongruousinashipping
lane. I shouted to Geoffrey when I saw it, and after looking through his
field-glasses, he said with a Cornishman's native sense: 'Thai would
make a good wreck.'4
Bearing in mind the continual currency of sea disaster, especially in a place
such as Newfoundland, and the strong tradition of song-making both on the island
itself and on the Labrador coastaswell,onefindsthattheballadofmarine
disaster is still a popular form of poetic expression commemorating losses and/or
actsofheroism,aswellasconveyingsympathyandcondolences.
G. Malcolm Laws expounded at length on the tendency of ballad editors to
become nostalgic about "the good old days when balladry nourished' and the fact
that "a few more years would certainly sound the death knell of the traditional
ballad," despite the fact that "balladry has remained very much alive. "5

2See Appendix B, p. 257 (Ocean Ranger). p. 204 (Titanic).

3GlobeandMail.16andI70ecemberl088.
40erek Tansye, A Corni.h Summer, (London: Michael Joseph, 1070), 183-184.

5a. Malcolm Law., Jr., American Balladry/rom Briti.h Broadaidu: A Guide lor Student.
and Collector. 0/ Traditional Song. Publications or the American Folklore Society Bibliographical
and Special Series Vol. 8, (Philadelphia: The American Folklore Society, 1057). xii. IHerearter
designated "Laws,ABBB."J

Nowhere is balladry more vital and flourishing today than it is in Newfoundland
and Labrador.
But, Laws also noted :
... the time has come for a shirt in emphasis from field work[sicl to
library work. The materials already collected are in desperate need of
analysis, interpretation, and evaluation, and the study of folksong
cannot advance properly until this need is fully realized and acted
upon. 6
It is with that • desperate need· in mind that I began work on the
classificatory system presented herein. Little did I know when I began that work
that it was to outgrow the balladry that engendered it and attempt to span the
entire range of narrative possibilities. Nor could I have foreseen the fascinating
insights and concepts that arose from the research and provided me with the
material for the body of this thesis.

6r.aw5, ABBB, vii.

Chapter 1
The System
Section I -- Why and How The System WatJ Devised
This study presents a classificatory system for sea disaster narrative, based
on the analysis of narrative folksongs -- ballads •• collected in Newfoundland. All
these songs deal with the loss of vessels and/or persons at sea through disaster or
catastrophe of one sort or another. Primary emphasis in classification has been
placed on the thematic content of the texts, which have been organized
accordingly. This work demonstrates a system of analytic and classificatory
schema which is applicable alike to other bodies of sea disaster ballads as well as
to sea disaster narratives of other types and origins.
This project was undertaken because I felt there was a need to organize the
processes and materials dealing with sea disaster, in order thatthey might be
better observed and analyzed by scholars of maritime folklore, history, and
related disciplines. In The Study of American Folklore, it is asserted that
° [c]ollected rolklore... [isJ or little use to a scholar until identified by category and
arranged systematically in an archive (or museum) or published," andthato[aJny
classilication .. .is always for a purpose. 0 7 It was discovering myself to be in

7Jan Harold Brunvand, The Study 0/ American Folklore: An Introduction, 2nd ed., (New York:
W.W. Norton and Company, 1978), 16, 17.

agreement with the above-stated attitudes which provided the basic impetus
behind this work. Any good system of classification enables subsequent
investigators to organize and locate material in order that theymaymake
connections between data and write about both the data and the connections. I
believe the work here presented to fulfill these criteria.
Furthermore, despite the evidence that, as Philip Bohlman has so aptly
noted, °Folk music has orten demonstrated a peculiar resistance to systematic
c1assification--or, stated more accurately, to classification systems,08 I was of the
opinion that the extent and diversity of the Newfoundland ballad repertoire which
dealt specifically with the subject of sea disaster would make it anexcellent
corpus of data on which to found such a system. Also, D.K. Wilgus had
remarked, in reference to folksong and ballad classification in general, that °Local
orregionalsyllabimightbehelpfulandproductiveoftentativetitles,
classifications, and arrangements. 09 I felt that this statement bore heavily and
positively on my proposed research. Wilgus further observed: °Theprinciple
that,forcomparativepurposesatleast, ballads should be classified in terms of
their narrative themes seems well established, 010 I found myself in full agreement
with this assertion and further considered that confining the entiresystemtoa
single major subject area would render athematic classification more easily
achieved.
llphilip V. Bohlman, The Study 0/ Folk Mu&ic in the Modern World, (Bloomington IN:
University or Indiana Press, 1988), 33. IHerearter designated 'Bohlman. 'I
9D .K. Wilgus, Anglo-American Folbong Scholar&hip Since 1S9S. (New Brunswick NJ: Rutgers
University Press, 1959),IHerearterdesignated 'Wilgus,1S9S.'1,257.
l00.K. Wilgus, 'A Type-Index or Anglo-American Traditional Narrative Songs', Journal
theFolkloreln&titute7(1970),161-176. IHerearterdesignated 'Wilgus.JFl7. 166.1

0/

Itisnottobeassumed,however,thattheconceptof·theme· as it is
employed in the current effort is identical to that represented by Eleanor Long ll
in describing the ballad classification schema devised by herself and Wilgus.
Albert B. Lord, in his seminal work on formulaic composition, The Singer of
Tales, gave his working definition of the term theme as • a grouping of ideas
regularly used in telling a tale in the formulaic style of traditional song.• 12 In
other words, he saw the theme as aunit of narrative action, andthisisverylike
the way the word appears to be interpreted by Long and Wilgus. I, on the other
hand, have employed the term ·theme· in a manner much more closely linked to
itsdictionarydefinition· ...thecentralideaorpurposethatunifiesadiscursive
subjecl.. .. • 13 In a way, one might say that, by limiting myself to narrative
dealing with marine disaster, I had already chosen the ·theme· with which I was
towork,andthatthefurthercategoriesintowhichIhavedividedthesystemare
·sub-themes.·
All the songs included in the corpus on which this study is based were
collected as traditionally sung or transmitted through documents of the folksong
tradition process in Newfoundland.

ot all were locally created, but all are or

llEleanor R. Long, 'Ballad Classification and the 'Narrative Theme' Concept Together with a
Thematic Index to Anglo-Irish-American Balladry,' in Ballad R ..earch: The Stranger in Ballad
Narrative and Other TopiCA, Proceedings of the Fifteenth International Conference of the
Kommission fiir Volksdichtung of the Societe Internationale d'Ethnologie et de Folklore, Hugh
Shields, ed., (Dublin: Folk Music Society of Ireland/Cumann Cheol Tire Eireann, 1086), 107-213.
[Hereafter designated ·Long.'j
12Albert B. Lord, The Singer 0/ Tale., (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1000),60,
68.
13Funk and Wagnall. Standard College Dictionarll, Canadian ed., (Toronto: Fitzhenry and
Whiteside Limited, 1082), 1412. The primary definition, as given on page 1388 of the same work,
is 'Atopic to be discussed in speech or writing; a subject of discourse.'

have been locally transmitted. All were found either in published collections of
Newfoundland folksong or in the files of the Memorial University of
Newfoundland Folklore and Language Archive,14 in unpublished collections made
within the province of Newfoundland and Labrador.
From this large body of published and unpublished materials, Ihave
assembled and organized a body of texts. These have been checked in
transcription and,occasionally, transcribed directly fromoriginal tape recordings,
in order to establish whether their thematic contentwasrelevanttothisstudy.
Wherever possible, the story conveyed by the text has been verifiedbymeansof
ship registries, newspaper accounts, and/or specialized sources such as the
Maritime History Archives at Memorial University of Newfoundland.
Melodies were not considered as a factor in the design of this system,
because, although they are an integral part of balladry, thecategories I was
delineating were based on narrative content, theme, and plot. Melodic patterns
do not appear to have any significance bearing on the conveyance 0 fmeaning
within the rubric of "sea disaster." Strophic and stanzaic patterns also are
excluded from categorical importance. I wished to make the system a useful tool
for other genres than balladry and other disciplines than folklore, and, since most
other genres which dealt with sea disasters were non-musical and couchedin
prose, categories which incorporated melodic or poetic criteriawould be
inappropriate to the system's wider use.

14Herearter designated' MUNFLA.·

I have chosen to use the term "classiCicatorysystem" rather than
"typology" to describe this eCCort, since the latter term connotes limitationtoa
single genre oC narrative. 15 Ir compared to such seminal works as The Types of

the Folk-Tale,16 it is Car narrower and more specific in its approach and in the
corpus with which it deals. On theotherhand,itisbyCar more general and
broader in its application than the Motif-Index. 17 IthasdrawnuponmanyoC
the basic ideas involved in the creationoCboth oCthe above-mentionedworks,as
well as others. 18 The result is a unique tool which I hope wiJI beuseCul notonlyto
maritimeColklorists, but also to historians and other scholars oC nautical topics.
The system, as presented here, is intended to transcend not only t heboundariesoC
genre,butalsothoseoCdisciplineinitsapplication.
Another possible way oCviewing the present errort as a "classiCicatory
system" might be Crom the standpoint oC the biological taxonomy developed by
Linnaeus. 19 Irnarrative as a whole is viewed as the "kingdom", and balladry as

15Note also D.K. Wilgus's distinction between cla..i/ication and arrangement, (Wilgus, 1898,
253-254), where he states that "a classification based on narrative theme requires the destruction
of the Child canon." On first examining the corpus of data on which this research is based ,I
discovered that only one or two examples were found in Child, and I continued to work on the
basis ofa narrative classification.
16Antti Aarne and Stith Thompson, The Typeo 0/ the Folktale: A Cla..i/ication and
Bibliography, 2nd. rev. 1001, Helsinki: Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia/Academia Scientarum
Fennica, 1004).
17Stith Thompson, Moti/-Index
[ndianaUniversityPress, 1966).

0/ Folk-Literature, rev.

&;

enlarged ed. (Bloomington IN:

l~aws, ABBB; G. Malcolm Laws, Native American Balladry, (Philadelphia: The American
Folklore Society /Publications of the American Folklore Society Bibliographica[ and Special Series,
Vol. 1 revised, 1004), 2. IHereafter designated "Laws, NAB" .1; Long; Wilgus, "The Catalogue of
Irish Traditional Ballads in English," in Ballad Reoearch (see footnote #11 on Long for full
citation),21&-227;Wilgus,JFl7.
19Helena Curtis, Biology, 3rd ed., (New York: Worth Publishers, [nc., 1979),346.

the "phylum", I have been dealing with an "order," which I divided into
"families," applicable to other "phyla," and I have left the "genus and species"
division to the discretion of the subsequent worker. Laws was attempting to
delineate the "orders" themselves. Long and Wilgus have been working with a
"class" (Anglo-Irish-American) in order to establish a "genus and species" for
each item therein. The Types of the Folktale designates "families" of the
"phylum" Folktale. The Motif-Index assigns the same "phylum" to the abovementioned "families" by investigating the "genera" to which they belong (or
which belong to them).20
Bohlman speaks at length on the difficultiesoCColk music c1assiCication, not
the least oC which difficulties, as he sees it, is the apparent Cact that: "The
systematic description oC one repertory, no matter how much tolerance Cor
variation it permits, rarely extends to other repertories. "21 I believe that the
removal oC the system here presented Crom an exclusively musical sphere entirely
overcomes this limitation. Wilgus points out that a system, in order to be useCul,
must be consistent, and Bohlman concurs. 22 I trust that this system oC mine will
demonstrate both its consistency and its efficacy.
There is never one single "correct" location Cor asea disaster narrative
within the system, and consequently, cross-reCerencesarenotonlyinevitable,but
highly desirable. Hence, an item may be located simultaneously under several

201 am forever indebted to my colleague. James Moreira. for suggestingtbisconceptof
applying Linnaean taxonomy to folklore'88ystem8 of narrative classification.
21Boblman, 33.
22Wilgu8.JFl7,l66;Boblman,37.

headings. A good example from my own research is 'The Loss of the Sliorre."23
The plot synopsis is as follows:
At 10:00 pm on the night of 18 September, a storm sweeps the coast
of Newfoundland. Many vessels are destroyed and much property is
damaged. A Norwegian sloop, on her maiden voyage, anchors near
Squarrey Head, Bonavista, at 3:00 pm Tuesday. At 10:00 Wednesday,
Ig September, she bursts her anchor chains and grounds, putting all
aboard her in extreme peril. A group of local men run aline to the
stricken vessel by means ofa rocket apparatus, and attempt to save her
crew. Four are saved, but two are swept away and drowned, one of
them a 13-year-old boy. The rescue workers are praised.
The main entry for this item is LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking), but it is also cross-listed under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.F.
(Loss of Vessels Through Natural Disaster), ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning),
.E. (Heroic Attempts to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster), and ll.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
The area of primary stress (main entry location) for any given item would
depend on the aims of the person involved in research about that particular item
and corpus of data. Note that such of these arbitrary subjective decisions as I,
personally, have made concerning the data used in this project appear in the
appendix (thatis,within the data corpus itself) rather than in the system format
in either its outline or annotated configuration.
Wilgus cites among his criticisms of the Laws syllabi the fact that any ballad
classification which relies on the Child canon to the extent that its first division
separates 'Child' from 'other" is bound to be inaccurate and decries Laws's
'separation in terms of geographical origin which lead to problems in the

23AppendixB,p.202.

12

placement of adapted and recomposed ballads. 0 24 I have avoided these pitfalls by
formulating a system in which neither the geographical origin of an item nor its
inclusion in any previous collection has any bearing on its placement. Laws also
required separate classification for items which told the same story with different
stanzaic patterns and phraseology,25 thus °reject[ing] completely the concept of
the secondary ballad in so far as it bears upon ballad classification, quite possibly
because of his belief that recompositions and derivative ballads stem from
activities not part of the folk tradition. o26 As mentioned above, melodic and
stanzaic forms were ignored in the formulation of this system, precisely in order to
classify all the narratives dealing with a single event under the same primary
heading. Not infrequently different items dealing with the same event may have
different subsidiary listings, due to varying emphases in presentation, such as
(theoretically) a number of texts of a shipwreck whose primary listing is under
loss of vessels by capsizing, but of which one version stresses rescue efforts,
another underlines loss of persons by drowning and yet a third, more allusive in
wording than the others, is cross-listed to laments.
In the original work which led to this thesis, I first searched the MUNFLA
Song Title Index 27 for any song which seemed relevant to the research. The
MUNFLASTI is a card file. Each five-by-eight-inch index card gives several
points of salient information (whenever they are available) for the item. The data
24Wilgus,1898,250.
2'\aws, ABBB, 102.
26Wilgus, 1898, 255-256.
27Hereafter designated MUNFLASTI.

13
included are: 1) Standard title; 2) Given title (the title given the piece by the
informant or within the community where it was collected); 3) First line (copied
from MS or transcribed from tape-recorded material); 4) Summary (a synopsis of
narrative plot or a brief characterization of non-narrative material); 5) Number of
stanzas/lines; 6) MUNFLA "master" accession number; 7) MUNFLA tape "C"
number; 8) Tape revolution counter number/MS page number/MS card page
number; g) Location where recorded/collected; 10) Date of recording/collection;
11) Name(s) of informant(s); 12) Name(s) of collector(s); 13) Name of indexer; 14)
Date indexed; 15) First stanza (or exemplary verse, also chorus/refrain, if
applicable); 16) Annotation of any known published or commercially recorded
sources of the piece.

I copied out all the available information on items relevant to the research
for this project, so that I could then locate the songs either in the manuscript files
or on tape recordings in the MUNFLA holdings. Pertinent information was then
transferred to my own index cards, which I subsequently examined with an eye to
similarities in content which might be useful in delineating or arranging categories
within the system.
After studying the type and motif indices done on folktales 28 as well as
ballad typologies, classifications, and indices of the past and present,29 I
concluded that a classificatory system based on sea disaster narrative in balladry
did not necessarily have to be limited to that genre in its eventual application. If

28See footnotes #16 and #17 on Aarne and Thompson. Also Ernest W. Baughman, 1iJpe and
Moti/-Inde>: 0/ the Folktal., 0/ England and North America, Indiana University Folklore Series
No. 20, (The Hague: Mouton and Company, 1966).

29 See footnotes #5, #9, #10, #11, and #18 on Laws, Long, and Wilgus.
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my classification were truly based on elements of narrative theme and plot, and
limited to those elements dealing with sea disaster, it should work as well for
prose as for verse narrative, and even be applicable to professionally written
material, such as newspaper articles. As a result of this conclusion, the nascent
system underwent extensive changes, and indexers in other disciplines began to
take an interest in the project, while my own colleagues made numerous helpful
suggestions for categories and divisions into which the data might reasonably be
separated in order for the system to be a useful tool for their investigations as well
as my own. 30
Throughout the course of this research, I adopted as my motto a remark
from one of Wilgus's papers on ballad indexing: ·Needless to say, problems of
inclusion are neither simple nor solved.• 31 In some cases, a category has been
incorporated in the system format for which there was little or no data available
within the corpus of data with which I was personally working - the
Newfoundland ballad repertoire. These categories were included because I was
cognizant of narrative genres other than balladry (or of other ballad corpora) to
which such a category would be applicable. To give an example or two: in this
data corpus I came across no ballads dealing with vessels lost through collision

30Spedal thanks to Diane E. Goldstein, Philip Hiscock, Paul Mercer, James Moreira, Paul
Smith, Georlle Storey, and Heather Wareham.
31Wilgus,JFI7,163.
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with living things 32 or with supernatural appearances of lost vesseis,33 and only
one example dealing with an occurrence of cannibalism. 34 However, being aware
of exempla of all three of these categories in prose narrative form, or in other
ballad corpora, and desiring that the system be of value within the broadest
possible area of application, I included these categories, despite the lack of
representative data in my own research material.
When I first began work on this project, I excluded ballads of piracy and/or
smuggling from the sample. Those about piracy tended to be of two groups: a)
accounts of pirate liCe, such as "Captain Kidd" or "The Flying Cloud" and b)
accounts of successful escape from pirates, such as "The Bold Princess Royal."
Neitherofthesecould,Ibelieved, be characterized as "disasters." Likewise, the
smuggling songs -- with one exception - seemed to deal primarily with the
successful apprehension of smugglers by forces representing established law and
order. While that might well be considered a disaster by the smuggler, it was
certainly not one in the sense intended in this project. The single smuggling song
which remained in the sample was about some smugglers who were caught in a

32Such as the collisions of the E"ex (Elmo P. Hohman, The American Whaleman: A Study of
Life and Labor in the Whaling Indu.try, rpt. 1928,IClifton NJ: Ausu.tu. M. Kelley, Publi.hero,
19721, 192) and HMCS Caldwell (Jame. B. Lamb, On the Triangle Run,IToronto: Totem, 19871.
19 Iwhere the vessel'. name appear. mi.spelled as Cauldwelll) with whaleo.
33Such as the legends of the 'Flying Dutchman.' (Peter Kemp. ed. The Oxford Companion to
Ship. and the Sea, (London: Oxford Univer.ity Pr.... 19761.319) the Young Teazer. (Horace Beck,
Folklore and the Sea, American Maritime Library vol. 6. rpt. 1973, IMystic CT: Mystic Seaport
Museum, Inc.• 19851 396-39S) and theDa.h(Beck,403).
34Factualaccount.of.everal.uchoccurrenceoaowellaoanumherofballadtextoare sivenin
A.W. Brian Simpson's thought-provoking book. Cannibali.m and the Common Law: The Story of
the Tragic La.t Voyage of the Mignonette and the Strange Legal Proceeding. to Which It Gave
Rioe (Chicago: The Univer.ity of Chicago Pre••, 1984).
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bad storm and rescued by a local skipper. That one seemed relevant. Later a few
songs of piracy were located which I deemed appropriate to the study.
I likewise eliminated from the sampling any battles in which the subject ship
or character was victorious. That was disastrous for the "other guys," but not
for "our side." Humorous material, such as "The Crocodile Song," in which the
major character is identified as "shipwrecked," but no further information is
forthcoming, was discarded, as were "protest" songs about the miseries of sailing
on a particular vessel, under a particular captain, or for a particular company.
Songs about the general hardships of the seagoing life, but not dealing with a
specific tragedy, were also culled, as were "non-disaster" songs about stowaways,
and songs concerning both onshore drownings (in pools, rivers, etc.), and onshore
deaths with seafaring connections. To clarify my position, a love tragedy, such as
"Susan Strayed the Briny Beach, "35 in which the shorebound woman dies on
discovering her sailor lover has drowned, or a lament, such as "Lady Franklin's
Lament, "36 was included, because of the way the narrative dealt with the deaths
at sea as of primary importance. However, "Two Little Orphans" was rejected,
because the onshore deaths of the children by freezing constituted the primary
focus of the plot, and the father's drowning at sea was only incidental to the
narrative line. At this point, I found myself in complete agreement with D.K.
Wilgus's observation:
Extremely difficult are the songs which hover between pure lament
and personal narrative. Most laments do contain some narrative
content, and the distinction must be made between the songs in which

35m.A.a.(Main); I.A., n.A. (X-reC.); Appendix B, p. 304.
36

m.B.(Main); I.D.b., n.B.c.(X-reC.); Appendix B, p. 315.
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the narrative is implicit and those in which it is explicit. 37
I therefore have attempted to incorporate in this study only those laments which
have suUicient amounts of explicit narrative content to make them reasonable
candidates for inclusion. Those which appear to be entirely allusive have been
eliminated from the sampling wherever possible.
At first, shipboard murders were culled, as well, since I was originally
disinclined to regard them as "sea disasters," feeling that individual murder was
not particularly nautical in character and that the term "sea disaster" was better
applied to loss of persons through accident, in battle, or due to natural causes. I
eventually came to the decision that this was not a valid position, and that
murdersoccurringatseaoraboardship,likemutiniesandscuttlings,were,
indeed, "marine disasters." They were re-inserted into the system in its final
form.
The preliminary categories chosen were in two very general groupings: I)
Loss of vessels and ll) Loss of persons. It was expected that these would be
subdivided, to begin with, into three sub-headings: A) Individual, B) Multiple, and
C) Disaster averted or rescue errected. These sub-headings were to be
considerably altered,asmay be easily seen by a glance at thesystemoutline
below.

37Wilgu., JF17, 163. See a180 Roger D. Abraham. and George Fo••, Anglo-American FolkMng
Style, (Englewood clirr. NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), 83-85 on ·Lament•. • [HereaCter
designated.·Abrabam.8I:Fo86.·]
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Section IT - The System - Outline38
I. LOSS OF VESSELlS)
I. A. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) - CAUSE UNSPECIFIED IN TEXT
I. B. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) IN STORMS

I. C. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH CAPSIZING
I. D. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH GROUNDING, STRIKING, OR STRANDING
I. D. a. LOSS OF VESSELS THROUGH GROUNDING OR STRll<ING
I. D. b. LOSS OF VESSELS THROUGH STRANDING OR JAMMING
I. E. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH COLLISION OR RAMMING

I. E. a. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH COLLISION ONE WITH ANOTHER
I. E. b. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH COLLISION WITH LMNG THINGS
I. E. c. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH COLLISION WITH STATIONARY
OBJECTS
I. F. LOSSES THROUGH NATURAL DISASTER
I. G. VESSEL(S) LOST THROUGH MAN-MADE DISASTER

I. G. a. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH Mll..ITARY ACTION
I. G. b. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH EXPLOSION, FIRE, ETC.

I. G. c. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH PIRACY AND WRECKING
I. G. d. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH MUTINY, SCUTTLING, ETC.
I. H. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH SUPERNATURAL AGENCY

38roramoredetailedver8ionortbe8Y8tem,seeAppendixA,p.125.

HI

n.

LOSS OF PERSON'S)

n. A. LOSS OF PERSON(S) BY DROWNING
n. B. DEATH AT SEA FROM CAUSES OTHER THAN DROWNING
n. B.

a. DEATH AT SEA FROM DISEASE

II. B. b. DEATH AT SEA FROM FREEZING, EXPOSURE, STARVATION, ETC.
II. B. c. DEATH AT SEA FROM UNSPECIFIED CAUSES
II. C. LOSS OF PERSON(S) THROUGH MAN-MADE DISASTER

n.

C. a. DEATH IN BATTLE AT SEA (Mll.ITARY)

II. C. b. DEATH IN BATTLE AT SEA (NON-MILITARY)
II. C. c. DEATH AT SEA BY HUMAN ERROR OR MISCALCULATION

n. C. d.

SHIPBOARD MURDER AND DEATH BY INTENTIONAL

II. C. d. 1. OCCURRENCES OF CANNffiALISM

n. D. LOSS OF PERSON(S) THROUGH SUPERNATURAL AGENCY
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III. CONSEQUENCES AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF SEA DISASTERS
III. A. ROMANTIC TRAGEDY RESULTING IN DEATH AT SEA
DI. A. a. ROMANTIC TRAGEDY RESULTING FROM PARENTAL

III. A. b. ROMANTIC TRAGEDY WITHOUT PARENTAL OPPOSITION
III. B. LAMENTS FOR THE DEATH AT SEA OF LOVED ONES
Ill. C. SUPERNATURAL APPEARANCE(S) OF VICTIM(S) OF SEA DISASTER
DI. C. a. SUPERNATURAL APPEARANCE(S) OF LOST VESSEL(S)
Ill. C. b. SUPERNATURAL APPEARANCE(S) OF LOST PERSON(S)
DI. D. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) WITHOUT LOSS OF LIFE
III. E. HEROIC ATTEMPT TO RESCUE PERSON(S) FROM SEA DISASTER
III. E. a. RESCUE ATTEMPT SUCCESSFUL
III. E. b. RESCUE ATTEMPT UNSUCCESSFUL
III. F. DISASTER AVERTED
DI. F. a. DISASTER AVERTED/VESSEL(S) THREATENED OR DAMAGED,

III. F. b. DISASTER AVERTED/PERSON(S) IN EXTREME PERIL, BUT

III. G. SALVAGE OF VESSEL(S) OR CARGO ATTEMPTED
III. G. a. SALVAGE ATTEMPTS (SUCCESSFUL)
III. G. b. SALVAGE ATTEMPTS (UNSUCCESSFUL)
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Section III -- How to Use The System
My intention in developing this system of classification was to create an
organizational tool applicable to any form of narrative dealing with disaster at
sea. A:n.y researcher dealing with sea disaster narrative should be able to organize
his or her data by means of this system, in much the same way as one might
employ, for example, an alphabetical index, and thus to extract convenient
segments of that data on which to work according to his/her own volition. The
system is intended to accommodate all such narrative, regardless of the
geographical origin of either the narrative or the event it describes. Likewise,
places of birth or residence of persons involved in either the disaster itself or the
composition and/or transmission of the narrative have no bearing on the
applicability of the system, nor does the language in which the narrative itself is
couched. The system is intended solely as a tool - a convenient filing scheme and its use should not be conceived as casting any subjective weight on the
material so organized. Arbitrary decisions of this sort should be those of the
researcher using the system, rather than those of the system's creator.
Bohlman notes that the ideal of all classificatory systems is to achieve both
accessibility to the general and differentiation of the specific; that the originator
of such a system 'must discern how each piece is like the others in a given
repertory while maintaining the integrity of the piece by recognizing its
differences.• 30 It has been my desire in undertaking this effort to fulfill that
ideal.

3°BoblmaD.42,,,,
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The system has been divided into three major categories, as can be seen
above. Categories I and II - Loss of Vessel(s) and Loss of Person(s) respectively are causational. The divisions within them are made on the basis of what actually
brought about the loss. Either or both of these major categories might be
employed separately, to the exclusion of the third. This third category, which I
have labelled "Consequences and Circumstances of Sea Disaster," is not
causational in any way. It includes not only such straightforward areas as salvage
and rescue attempts (both successful and unsuccessful), but also somewhat more
fanciful divisions, such as "Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones" and
"Supernatural Appearance(s) of Victim(s) of Sea Disaster." This was the major
section in which were placed all those criteria of arrangement which I felt must, in
all fairness, be included in a comprehensive system of this sort, but for which
there was no logical place within the sections dealing with the immediate
derivation of the losses themselves.
Although not all the major segments of the system are subdivided, any
future user of the system could so subdivide these segments to accommodate
his/her material. For example, Category II.D. deals with "Loss of Person(s)
Through Supernatural Agency." If one were examining a corpus of data which
included a large number of such narratives, one might wish to divide the category
further by the 80rt of supernatural agency involved (ghosts, the devil, sea
serpents, magical storms, mer-folk, etc.). Again, someone investigating maritime
medical records might wish to subdivide category II.B.a. "Death at Sea from
Disease" into categories by specific disease, while a person analyzing
meteorological data might wish to divide I.B. "Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms" by
geographical location, time of year, or type of storm.
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Anyone desiring to use the system as a research tool should first read
through the fully annotated form of the system, as it is presented in Appendix A
(p. 125 of this thesis). Then he or she should take the corpus of data to be
classified, item by item, and decide what each item's primary category should be.
This decision, as well as that of how the data should actually be arranged within
each category (alphabetically, chronologically, etc.) are at the discretion of the
cataloguer. Whether the items should actually be completely double-catalogued
under secondary headings or whether possibilities of cross-referencing should only
be noted by "see" or "see also" notes at the primary location are also options
open to the arbitrary discretion of the individual researcher.
I myself, in dealing with the material from my own research, as presented in
the appendix, have followed several general

guid~lines.

First, I have attempted to

locate and use a single common title for each ballad plot, although I do list most
alternatives. I have then organized these general titles alphabetically within each
category. When the name of a vessel appears in the title of a ballad, that ballad
is listed alphabetically under the vessel's name. This avoids large pockets of
material listed under "The Wreck of the [name 01 ve88e~" or "The Loss of the

[name 0Ive88e/J". Each individual item (in this case, song) has a "main entry,"
arbitrarily chosen by me. Many items also have subsidiary cross-references.
Assuming such a multiple listing, the "main entry," under the common title, lists
all alternate titles, gives a synopsis of the plot of the ballad, presents any
collector's notes or notes of my own on that particular item which I considered
relevant to my research, and shows an annotated list of both published sources
and master accession numbers from MUNFLA holdings where versions or variants
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of that particular item may be found, as well as ·see also· notes to any crossreferential categories in which the item has also been placed. The subsidiary,
secondary, or cross-referential listings include only the chosen common title, a
·see main listing· reference, and a list of the other ·see also· cross-references:(O
Despite my having had to contend with the many difficulties inevitably
encountered by any ballad researcher - such as texts with widely divergent titles
but quite similar narrative content - I discovered that a number of salient and
interesting concepts emerged from the research. Not the least of these were the
memorial aspect of the material (especially the locally composed items), the
differences (both subtle and distinct) between locally composed and imported
pieces, and the features of stereotypical language, construction, and usage peculiar
to the sea disaster ballad. All of these will be discussed at greater length in the
chapters to follow.

40'n lieu of <itinS a lengtby example bere, , reter tbe reader to Appendix B, wbicb besine below
onpase130.
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Chapter 2
The Ballad and Newfoundland
This chapter deals with defining the terms by which this study is bounded,
as well as with ballad collection and scholarship specifically treating the genre as
it is established in the Newfoundland and Labrador folksong repertoire. The
information here presented should lead to a perception of tradition regarding not
only the corpus of data per se, but also regarding the work and the workers
dealing with that corpus over the years from the first efforts at collection near the
turn of the century to the present.
The title under which this study is presented is "Marine Disasters in
Newfoundland Folk Balladry." The word "marine," as here used, is an adjective,
meaning "of or pertaining to the sea, sea navigation, or shipping or to maritime
affairs"41 and the word "disaster," which it modifies, means "a grave occurrence
having ruinous results. "42 I use the term "marine disaster" to mean "a calamity
or catastrophe occurring at sea" and it covers many types of events, including
shipwrecks of all sorts as well as deaths at sea from various causes. Also included
within the scope of this study are near disasters - occasions upon which
misfortune threatens, but does not actually occur.
4lWeb$ter'a 11 New Riveraide Dictionary, (New York: Houghton MiCfiin. 1984),427.
42Web$ter'a11,200.
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In Native American Balladry, G. Malcolm Laws gives his working definition
oC the ballad as "a narrative Colksong which dramatizes a memorable event. "43

and it is that definition which is used as the working definition of the genre
throughout this thesis. Laws states his reasoning thus: "The ballad must tell a
story; it cannot be primarily a lyric expression oC emotion."" Even the doyen oC
ballad research, Francis James Child, appears to have been an adherent of this
deCinition, Cor Hart, in his biographical sketch, states, "It is clear that to ProCessor
Child's mind it was necessary that the ballad should tell a story. "45 By at least
one widely (though not uncritically) accepted scholarly definition, then, the texts
on which this work is based are all ballads, since each tells a story based on some
memorable event.
Speaking oC the NewCoundland song repertoire, Peter Narvaez says, "The
majority...are folk ballads or stories in song. Such narrative songs possess defmite
beginnings and endings and portray dramatic action. "46
Since this study deals exclusively with marine disaster, the "memorable
events" or "dramatic action" treated within these pages will be limited to
disasters or near disasters at sea, as deCined above, concerned with vessels (Le.,

43Laws,NAB,2.
H Laws, ABBB, 1.

45Walter Morris Hart, "Professor Child and the Ballad," in The Engli8h and Scotti8h Popular
Ballad8, Francis James Child, ed., 1882-1898, rpt. (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1965),
vol. 5,781. article rpt. (rom Publication8 of the Modern Language A880ciation of America el:4,
755-807fNewSeriu14:4(1006).
46peter Narvaez, "Folksong," The EnCl/clopedia of Newfoundland and Labrador, Joseph
R. Smallwood, ed.-in-chief; Robert D. Pitt, managing ed. (St. John'.: Newfoundland Book

Publishers(HI67)Limited,1984.),25O.
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shipwrecks, etc.) or with persons (Le., drownings, etc.). It would be highly
unlikely that a chanty or lyric would be found which dealt specifically with sea

disaster, but even such an unusual specimen would be excluded from this study if
it did not tell a story.
I am thus defining the ballad in its broadest sense, with an understanding of
the problems inherent in such a definition. The defmition of the genre has been
contentious through the years, but it is necessary in such a study as this to state a
working definition and to remain true to it throughout the research. Only thus
can one develop a theoretical construct firm enough to form the base for further

eCCorts.
Whether a ballad is praised or stigmatized, and no matter how it is qualified
-- as popular, classical, Child, broadside, vulgar, blues, sentimental, parlour, or
whatever - it is, by its nature, most simply deCined as "a narrative song." The
categories listed above are not by any means mutually exclusive. They overlap
one another with such consistent regularity that many a ballad can be
simultaneously listed in multiple categories, dependingonthecriteriainvolvedin
the c1assiCication or the arbitrary desires oC the cataloguer. Only when one
recognizes the inevitability oC cross-reCerencing with regard to the ballad and the
implausibility oC attempting to find a single "proper place" for each item, can one
approach the construction of a new classificatory system with any degree oC
confidence.
The difficulties of classifying ballads and the natural tendencies of the genre
to overlap carefully delineated categories are dramatically evident in most
published collections. These problems were witnessed by Simpson, when he
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undertook the collection of the tunes of the broadside ballads. He says, "Until
about a century ago, collectors and scholars drew no clear line of demarcation
between the orally circulating ballad of tradition and the printed or broadside
ballad. Yet the two genres are essentially distinct, even though some traditional
ballads and songs found their way into print...and a goodly number of broadside
pieces have become traditional. "47 The gentleman seems to be saying that there

is a diCCerence, and yet there is not; and this may well be a valid assumption,
since all such lines of demarcation are, at least to some degree, artificial. Itis
thus not too surprising that a given text in its "living" form may overlap these
academically created boundaries, making any such delimitation somewhat
imprecise and open to criticism. The problems continue into the present day,
despite heroic eCCorts to solve them by myriad scholars and academics
representing multiple schools of thought. Dividing lines are still blurred and
nebulous, but attempts must be made to enable researchers to deal with the
material in an organized fashion, regardless of the diCCiculties, thus typologies and
classificatory schema are constantly being created and manipulated ineCCortsto
expedite and advance the quality of such studies.
Scholars have long been faced with a dilemma in definingandlocatingthe
ballads generically. One such researcher complained: "The ballads are difficult to
discern because the people who sang them, in whose voices and minds the ballads
lived and evolved, do not seem to have distinguished between ballads and other

47Claude M. Simpson, The Britioh BroaiUide Ballad and Ito Muoie, (New Brunswick NJ:
Rutgers University Press, 1966),ix.
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forms of song: they did not even call them ballads. "48 Many Newfoundland folk
singers do make distinctions between general types of songs in the repertoire,
although their terminology varies from that of the academician. 40
One way of avoiding problems of defmition while developing a classification
such as that presented in this study may be to examine the ways in which "the
folk" themselves categorize their own repertoires,50 but this is always difficult and
frequently impossible, as researchers using archives and published collections are
dealing with items recorded decades ago and the original collectors as well as the
informants from whom they collected, well may be deceased. It seems simple
enough to suggest that one might visit the communities in which the original
fieldwork was done and ask the opinions of contemporary members thereof, but
times do change and these opinions may easily differ from those of the original
informants. Such information should, of course, be solicited by field workers
undertaking collections today, but for most scholarly purposes, when dealing with
past works, it seems adequate to select an elemental but broad-based definition
applicable to the work in progress, to state it clearly, and to faithfully adhere to
that definition throughout the project. Furthermore,inNewfoundland,the
government's "resettlement" programme of the 19605 diffused numerous isolated
communities and scattered their inhabitants, so it is now often impossible to trace

48ylemming G. Andenen, Otto Holzapfel, and Thomas Pettitt, The Ballad
(Odense)lDenmarkl: Odense University Presa, 1082), 1.

a, Narrative,

5OGeorge J. Casey, Neil V. Rosenberg, and Wilfred W. Wareham, "Repertoire Categorization
and Performer-Audience Relationships: Some Newfoundland Folksong Examples,"
Ethnomu,icololll/,16:3(1072),307-403,307.
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the routes taken by earlier workers in the field. Also while Newfoundland and
Labrador singers frequently distinguish between narrative and non-narrative
forms of song, their categorizations are most orten shifting and relativistic, and
their terms are not concrete. 51
R"nwick notes, as regards the availability of contextual information from
past collectors, that they:
.. Jeltthattheywerecollectingsurvivals,memorialtracesthathad
outlived their natural contexts of composition, communication, and use;
it made little sense to collect the available "contextual" [sic]
information. Consequently, in analyzing such traditional folksong
today, we have no hard data about "native speakers" on which to
draw, nor any of their exigeses containing explicit or implicit knowledge
--exigeseswecould use to generate research questions and to check
results our own analyses reveaI. 52
The Newfoundland folksong repertoire is rich and constantly changing, and
collection has been extensive since the early years of this century, despite
inferences to the contrary 53. The corpus of material now available for study is, in
consequence, quitesubstantiaI. Texts are to be found both in published

51 Nen

v. Rosenbers, personal communication, Ausust, 1088.

5~oser deV. Renwick, English Folk Poetrll: Structure and Meaning, Publications or the
American Folklore Society, New Series Vol. 2, (IPhiladelphial: University or Pennsylvania Pr....,
11180),11. lHerearterd..isnated "Renwick."1
53"AlthouSh Newroundland is one or the richest areas or traditional sonIlerttous,previous
research has been rather limited and haphazard." (KennethPeacock,Songso/theNew/oundland
Outports, National Museum or Canada/Bulletin No. 1117, Anthropololical Series No. 65, (Ottawa:
Queen's Printer, 1005), xxi.) lHerearterdesilnated "Peacock."1
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collections 54 and in the largely unpublished holdings or MUNFLA.
The earliest locally composed Newroundland songs to be round in print are
the broadsides and songsters issued by two St. Johnsmen, Johnny Burke
(1851-1930)55 and James Murphy, "the Sealers' Poet" (1867-1931).56 Both or
these gentlemen were balladeers, who sold both printed broadsides or their own
original works and composite songsters which merged these original orrerings with
those collected rrom the writings and/or perrormances or others. Murphy was the
greater collector and compiler and the less prolific writer or the two. The earliest
truly broad-based collection or Newroundland songs stilI readily round in
published rorm, however, was originally made by St. John's merchant, Gerald
S. Doyle in 1927. Subsequent versions or this songster were produced in 1940,
1955,1966, and 1978. 57 Each or these editions also included all the previous

54 ln treatin& the numerous songsters and similar ephemera with contents relevant to this
project, I have drawn heavily on the extensive list of publicationsexamined by Paul Mercer in his
Newfoundland Song8 and Ballau in Print 184£-1974: A Title and Fir8t-Line Indez (MUN
Folklore and Langua&e Publications Bibliographical and Special SeriesNo.6,ISt. John's:
Memorial University of Newfoundland, 111711I, on pages 61-S11. This work lJIereafter desi&nated
'Mercer.'! is invaluable to anyone attempting any 8Ortofsystematicorganizationof
Newfoundland songs. Since many oftbese published 80urces have under&one multiple printin&s,it
will be surficient to cite their appearance in Mercer, rather than to relistaU their printings here.
55Mercer, 63-66. It may be interesting to note that Burke himselllOtlt his father, Capt. John,
and elder brother, WiUiam, in a sea disaster. They were drowned, along with three others, when
the Nautilu8 sank near Petty Harbour Motion while en route from Sydney, NS to St. John's with
a load of coal. (Harold Paul Mercer, 'A Bio-Bibliography of Newfoundland Son&s in Printed
Sources,' M.A. thesis, Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1117S, 73). IHereafter designated
'Mercerthesis·'1
56Mercer, 711-81. See also Shannon Ryan and Larry SmaU, Haulin' Rope f! Gaff: Song and
Poetry in the Hi8tory of the Newfoundland Seal Fi8hery, Studies of the Newfoundland and
Labrador Fishery: Historical and Cultural Series, No. l/Breakwater Folklore and Folklife Series,
No.1 (St. John's: Breakwater Boob Limited, 1975), viii. IHereafter desi&nated 'Ryan ~ SmaU. 'J
57Mercer,68-611. Mercer, of course does not list the 1117Sedition, which was not issued until
after Mercer's work was already in print.
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"Introductions" as well as an addition for each subsequent printing, which makes
them particularly interesting as statements of attitude toward this traditional
material over a period encompassing haIr a century.
Mercer indicates that Doyle established the "old-timey" image of
Newfoundland music and songs in published form. Prior to his songsters,
Newfoundland musical publications had consisted of "the latest" new songs on
topics of current interest. Doyle fostered a revival of partly-forgotten
traditions. 58
Elisabeth Bristol Greenleaf and Grace Yarrow Mansfield, acting as the
Vassar College Folklore Expedition, followed Doyle, collecting in the summer of
1929, and publishing the results of that collection in 1933 under the title Ballads
and Sea Songs of Newfoundland. S9 However, a mere two months in their wake,

Maud Karpeles, perhaps best known for her collaborations with Cecil Sharp,
embarked on a similar field trip. These collections were made during both the
summer of 1929 and that of 1930. Karpeles' original two folios of fifteen songs
each were printed in 1934,60 but the full hardcover volume of her Newfoundland
work, Folk Songs from Newfoundland, did not appear until 1971. 61 Since the
original publication of these early works, collections of material from

S8Mercerthesis,S8.
Sl\;lisabeth Bristol Greenlear and Grace Yarrow Man!field, Balla," and Sea SOnll! of
Newfoundland, 1933; rpt. (Hatboro PA: Folklore AMociateo, 1008.) IHerearter designated
·Greenlear&:Mansfield·"1
6OMercer,7S.
61Maud Karpel.., Folk Sonll_from Newfoundland, (London: Faber and Faber, 1971.)
IHerearterdesiloated ·Karpele!.·1
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Newfoundland and Labrador have been made and published by numerous others,
including MacEdward Leach, Kenneth Peacock, Shannon Ryan and Larry Small,
and Genevieve Lehr. 62 Newfoundland and Labrador texts have also been found
in collections with a wider scope, someeminentIy scholarly, others less so.
Popular commercial performers of the folk revival movement have distributed
books and pamphlets of song texts, as have commercial business establishments
and tourist bureaus. The non-academic publications serve to illustrate the types
of traditional and quasi-traditional songs which have become thought of as
·Newfoundland folk music· by many Newfoundlanders as well as by a multitude
of tourists and musicians from outside the province. Considering this wealth of
published song texts, one of the most valuable tools for a researcher examining
this corpus is Paul Mercer's excellent index, Newfoundland Songs and Ballads in
Print 1842-1974.63
Perhaps the best way to develop a perception of tradition with regard to
ballad scholarship in Newfoundland would be to briefly examine the attitudes of
those who have collected the ballad within Newfoundland and Labrador - both
the native-born collectors and the academics who came ·from away.·64 Carole
Carpenter once wrote: ·Without understanding the prejudices and limitations of
our academic forebears we cannot judiciously determine directions for our own

62Complete citations of these worb will be found elsewhere within this text.
63Mercer,seefootnote#S4.
64Although this term is not to be found in the Dictionarl/ oj NewJoundland Enl1li.h, it is a
dialect term, uoed in Newfoundland and Labrador, as elsewhere, to mean non-native in origin.
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and later work,0 65 and it seems only reasonable that we should pause periodically
to reassess the views of those who have preceded us to ascertain if they are as
immutable as they once appeared.
Starting almost at the beginning, Gerald S. Doyle admits, in the
introduction to the 1927 edition of his collection of Newfoundland songs, that he
has selected for publication only those items °that...illustrate the homely joys and
sorrows of our people. ooo One should note, however, that he does not claim that
these are the only songs available for collection in Newfoundland, merely that he
has chosen the local compositions as, in his opinion, the most representative of the
community and its ethos. He also makes one very salient observation:
It is a well known fact that there is often more interesting history in
the Songs [sic] of a country than in its formal political records and State
[sic] documents. 67
In this opinion, he is echoed by Shannon Ryan and Larry Small, who say in
their own introduction, °It is to be hoped that the collection of songs which
follows will help to preserve a part of Newfoundland's traditional culture and
explain her past not only because of their significance as a major part of the
expressive culture but also because of their significance as historical

65Carole Henderson Carpenter, "Forty Years Later: Maud Karpeles in Newfoundland," in
Folklore Studie8 in Honour of Herbert Halpert: A Fe8t4chrift, ed. Kenneth S. Goldstein and Neil
V. Rosenberg with the assistance of Richard E. Buehler, Sonia Paine, and Leslie Pr08terman (St.
John's: Memorial University of Newfoundland/Memorial University of Newfoundland Folklore and
Language Publication Series No.7, I11SO) 111-124, 121. [Hereafter designated "Carpenter."1
OOGerald S. Doyle, Old-Time Song8 and Poetry of Newfoundland: Song8 of the People from
the DaY8 of our Forefather8, (St. John's: Gerald S. Doyle, Ltd., (4th ed.) 11100 "Come Home
Year"),2. IHereafterdesignated "Doyle (1ll66)."
67Doyle(11l00),2.
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documents.· 68
There is much to be said for the locally-composed sea disaster song as it
thus reflects the history of the community from which it arose. Mercer notes that
one of the functions of broadsides and songsters was as a ·recordofhistorical
events.· 69 However, the imported ballad as well can produce insights into the
ethos of the community which has nurtured and preserved it.7° Thus,perhaps,
one should next turn to the work of Maud Karpeles, for, although she was
preceded in actual fieldwork by the Vassar Expedition, her scholarship and
attitudes were of an earlier school. Despite the fact that she • ...c1aimed to have
been interested in 'anything' ...so long as it was a 'genuine' folksong...herdefinition
of folksong was a narrow one, excluding everything except old British ballads or
lyrics and other related songs found in OldWoridcountries. 71 Thus,shestated:
The proportion of authentic folk songs is small compared with the
general repertory. In addition to the composed songs of an earlier
generation, songs are constantly being made up aboutcontemporary
events such as exploits at sea, shipwrecks, etc. Theseareoftensettoa
well-known 'Come-all-ye' type of tune. They usually have but little
aesthetic value and since my interest lay in songs that representan
older tradition I did not note any ofthem. 72
Here we see two diametrically opposed attitudes toward the Newfoundland
repertoire. Doyle was interested solely in native material, while Karpeles
• ... rejected natIve material in tavourofBritish-derivedsongs;shesimplywasnot

68Ryan 1£ Small, It.
69Mercerthesis, 41-42.
70For rurtherdiscussion or 'local' versus 'imported' son&,seeChapter4.
7lCarpenter, 115.
72J<arpelcs, 18. IEmphases mine.]
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interested in the indigenous traditions.... • 73 Carpenter reminds us that Karpeles's
orientation drove her to seek the ·more elegant old ballads and lyrics· while
blinding her completely to the social role and function of the songs and of singing
within the community, and causing her to overlook entirely the vigorous songmaking tradition whose output was a technically cruder product.. 74
It is evident, as well, from Karpeles's own assertions, that she found only a
small proportion of imported British traditional song which served her purposes
and suited her definitions. Compare her plaint, then, with the later claim of
Peacock that the majority of songs were British imports.7 5 Casey et al note that
• ...collectors purposely or inadvertently elicit many inactive items from a singer's
repertoire. • 76 This may also be true in the reverse, as seen above. That is, the
individual collector may purposely or inadvertently reject items of repertoire as
well as including the less representative pieces.77
Karpeles begins her Introduction to Folk Songs of Newfoundland78 by
expressing great disappointment on having found Greenleaf and Mansfield to have
preceded her in the field. She admits to having collected 191 songs from a total of

73Carpenter, 117.
74Carpenter,118.

75Seebelow,pp.30(footnote*53),31(*54),~4Z.44.
76Casey, el 01, 402. See also extensive comments by Kenneth S. Goldstein in his article ·On
the Application of the Concepts of Active and Inactive Traditions to the Study of Repertory,·
JAF84:331 (1071),62-67,especiaUy the last twopa&eo.
77See comments on ratio of locally composed to imported folkoon&s in the Newfoundland
repertoire,below,p.43.

7~arpeleo,l3-20.
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104 informants in 'some forty outports.· To a modern collector, that seems an
exceedingly sparse harvest,70 but becomes more understandable as one examines
not only the technological limitations of field collection in the Ig30s compared to
the present, but also the limitations placed by Karpeles on her collectanea. In
fact, the largest problem she seems to have encountered was that the singers did
not. 'distinguish between traditional and composed songs.· so She appears to have
been immune to the sarcasm of a comment reported from one informant, whose
repertory had been rejected by her on the grounds that the songs he oCfered were
'already in print.' According to her, he 'innocently remarked: 'Well,1 can only
think that some other young lady must have come along before you and got all
,
the songs printed off. • 81 Somehow that remark does not seem quite so
·innocent· to the researcher of the IgSOs as it apparently did to Karpeles.
Other and subsequent researchers have most often attempted to walk a
middle road, with varying degrees of success. Elisabeth Bristol Greenleaf, for
example, having achieved a rapport with her informants more comparable to a
modern ethnographer than to one of her working era, does not appear to have
imposed false limits on her material. She acknowledges the fact that schools are
actually hindering the preservation ofrolklore, while showing us the reasons
behindsuchhindrances, and even states a perennial problem: • .. .itrequires
perspective to ascertain what belongs to an enduring tradition an d what is purely

70For example, Kenneth S. Goldstein and Wiltred W. Wareham coUected 585 rolksongs in
southwest Newroundland in the summer or 1085. (Personal communication, Kenneth S. Goldstein,
20 July 1088.)

8~arpeles,18.
81Karpeles, 18.
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ephemeral. .82 She notes ethnic heritage and background, and lists various
methods of transmission, including the phonograph. 83 Despite viewing this, the
only mass medium of the time, with a jaundiced eye, in that it could be seen to
mislead collectors regarding the origins of their gleanings, she also notes its
potential for accurate reproduction of tune, intonation, ornamentation, and
singing style. 84 It is interesting to note, however, that she appears to ignore print
(and manuscript as well) altogether as a medium of transmission for song texts.
Ives claims that neither had much importance in the transmission of lumbercamp
songs in New England and the Maritime Provinces,85 so perhaps Greenleafs
neglect of these forms is justified, although domestic (as opposed to isolated
occupational) singing traditions appear to rely on these ·hard-copy· forms-broadsides, songsters, scrapbooks, and hand-written ·ballet books,· as well as
newspapers and published collections -- to a significant degree, and Paul Mercer
has stated natly: ·Printed literature has been an important innuence on the song
traditions of Newfoundland.· 86
Greenleaf comments intelligently and articulately on informant attitudes as
well as on melodic origins and native composition. 87 Isabelle Peere writes that,

82GreenleafilMansfield.xxxvi.
83GreenleafilMansfield.xxxvi.
84GreenleafilMansfield.xxxviii.

8~ward D. lves. Joe Scotl: The Wood.man-Songmak .... (Chicago: University of Illinois Press.
1078).398-300. IHereafterdesignated 'Ives,Scotl.'}
86Mereerthesis,26.
87GreenleafilMansfield,xxxviii-xxxix.
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"...unlike her generation and for all her love of the songs, she never looked on
these as the 'precious literary gems' to be rescued from an ignorant and
impersonal folk, and which once recorded would be treasured for themselves or
passed on to art music composers as raw material."88 Indeed, it is no less than
marvelous to observe such an attitude in a folklore collector of that period. Her
Introduction, written in 1932, in comparison with that of Maud Karpeles, written
in 1970,89 displays such broadmindedness and lack of restrictive prejudice that it
veritably awes the modern reader. One may reasonably assume, therefore, that
much of Greenleaf's commentary was ignored at the time when she was originally
disseminating her findings, on the grounds that she was considered too amateurish
and sentimental to be taken very seriously.
Doyle continued to publish new editions and to limit his offerings to locallycomposed songs. In the introduction to his third edition, published in 1955, he
says:
It can be said that all the Songs in this book are authentic
Newfoundland Folk Songs. Many Ballads and Songs described today as
"Newfoundland" Songs are not true Newfoundland Songs, but ballads
that have come here from other countries, and have been kept alive in
Newfoundland.
These old songs are part of the history and life of Newfoundland and
help, better, perhaps, than any other medium, to recall some ofthe
finesttraditionsofourforefathers. 90

Again Doyle is expressing an opinion somewhat in opposition to that of
Karpeles. Where she seems to lay the heaviest emphasis on the authenticity of

88lsabelle Peere, ·Elisabeth Greenleaf: An Appraisal,· Canadian Folk MU3ic Journal 13
(1985),20-31:25.
89Karpeles, 13-20.
!lOnoyle (1966), 3.
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the songs themselves, indicating that recently composed piecesahout local
happeningscannotheconsidered·real·Colkmaterial,heappearsto stress the
authenticity oCthe songs' subjective content. Doyle's was a populist conceptoC
Colksong. He included songs written by his Criends and relatives as well as those
collected Crom traditional sources. MacEdward Leach, in his work on Labrador,
seems to have eCCectively reconciled these two seemingly divergent points oCview,
noting value in the presence oC both local and imported items in the repertoire
thus:
There is relatively little outside influence...
In the evening they [the Labradorians] relax with songs and storiesoC
their own culture or with the old ones that have been integrated into
theirculture. 1l1
He also discovered that the ballads he collected on the Labrador coast
outnumbered humorous and purely sentimental pieceshy a ratio oC twenty to
one. 1l2 His inCormants inCerred that their preCerence Cor these songs was rooted in
the fact that they had more ·meaton their bones· than the lighter pieces. The
sentimental ballads appeared consistently to be the Cavourites. Leach, himself,
stated:
This preCerence for narrative songs that tell a dramatic story points
up a conspicuous diCCerence between the popular song oC today [the
1050s and '60s1 and the Colksong. Popular songs rarely tell a story or
evenreCertoone; being without form they are empty and are carried by
the music. Certainly herein Labrador and, [think, amongtheColk in
general,thestoryisthething, and the music is incidental and, in some

111MacEdward Leach, Folk Ballad~ and Song. of the Lower Labrador Coa.t (Ottawa: National
Museum, Bulletin No. 201, 1\165), 8. [Hereafter designated 'Leach. 'I
92Compare this to Peacock's division of his material by categories (Kenneth Peacock, 'The
Native Songs of Newfoundland,' Contribution. to Anthropology 1960, Part II, National Museum
of Canada Bulletin No. 100, Anthropological Series No. 50, (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1\163),
213-2311. IHereafterdesignated 'Peacock, 'Native"I, 214).
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instances, almostnon-existent.1I3
Thus, the emphasis again lies on the ballad's narrative aspect.
Leach recognized within the Labradorian repertoire songs from eighteenth
and nineteenth century broadsides, including material from both the British Isles
and the mainland of North America. He did not, however, ignore the local
ballads, which he found:
...interesting for their close connection with the culture of the Coast.
The shipwreck songs, the songs telling of struggles with the ice,...with
blizzard and sea... these are to them the most dramatic and most
meaningful, expressing as they do their constant concern with the
dangers they all face as they go to sea and to thewilderness. 1I4
It is surprising, then,thatwith this acceptance of the locally composed
ballad as a worthwhile part of the Labradorian song repertoire, Leach nonetheless
describes the culture of Newfoundland and Labrador as significant for the
folklorist due to its character of almost a "pure folk culture," but at the same
time "static and not creative in any way." He finds it important "only as a
repository," and castigates the people of the area for their lack of curatorial care
for the traditions they should be preserving. "Much of their lore they have let
slip away; much they have imperfectly preserved; much they have not understood
and as a result have garbled.· IIS Kenneth Peacock, similarly, in the best tradition
of the early social sciences, places a constant stress on the
"tribal" aspectsofNewfoundlandculture. oo

IIJuacb,ll.

1I4Leacb ,ll_12.
IISuacb,12.
OOpeacock,xviii-xxv.
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Peacock states that his three-volume work "has been planned as a general
collection of traditional and native (locally-composed) Newfoundland songs which
are found in the approximate ratio of five traditional to one native."97 Kenneth
S. Goldstein says that, on the basis of his own Newfoundland work, he finds the
ratio to be closer to two locally composed pieces in every seven, the other five
being "imported" not only from Europe, but also from mainland Canada and the
United States. Some of these imports are locally composed texts in their own
right and many deal with Newfoundland subjects or themes pertinent to the
Newfoundland folk aesthetic. 98
One wonders somewhat at Peacock's opposition of the terms "traditional"
and "native". He says, "The use of the term 'native' seems to me the simplest
and most accurate way to distinguish these locally-composed songs from the
traditional ones inherited from Old World folk cultures."gg It seems anything but
"simple" and "accurate" when one considers that no provision whatsoever is
made for imported material from any geographical source other than "the Old
World" and also that "traditional" status is presumably denied any piece whose
place of origin was not Europe. Did Peacock then feel that a locally-composed
shipwreck song from the early nineteenth century was less representative of
"tradition" in Newfoundland than a piece such as "The Wexford Tragedy,"
which was apparently gleaned from a printed British or Irish broadside or
songster! And where, in the "native-traditional" conformation, did he locate

97peacock,xx;aI8oPeacock, "Native," 213. See also Karpeles, above.

9~eDDetbS.Gold.teiD,per.oDalcommuDicatioD.29July,1988.
ggPeacock, "Native," 213.
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those items from his collection which deal with the Saladin mutiny or battles
fought during the American Civil War, and which, therefore, must of necessity
have made their way into the Newfoundland repertoire from the mainland of
North America (rather than from the "Old World") at some time between 1845
and Ig00! It is certainly confusing. It was evident, however, from my
communication with Goldstein that his use of the terms "locally-composed" and
"imported" was similar to mine - that is, "locally-composed" means "created, at
least textually, within Newfoundland or Labrador" and "imported" means
"brought into Newfoundland and Labrador from elsewhere."
Because of the controversy created by the dirrerent figures on local versus
imported songs advanced by Peacock and Goldstein, it was suggested that I
investigate the original Peacock collection tapes housed in MUNFLA100 and
evolve a tentative statistic of my own. Thus, according to Peacock's statement,
twenty percent of the Newfoundland song repertoire is of local origins; by
Goldstein's figure -- admittedly "orr the top of the head" - it is closer to twentynine percent. Peacock's original collectanea, however, even when one takes into
account the previously-mentioned tendency (whether intentional or unintentional)
of every collector to skew his or her material to some extent, by inclusions of nonrepresentative data or rejections of that which is more representative,101 revealed
that, of nearly seven hundred items in the Peacock file in MUNFLA, seventy-four
were not conveniently applicable to the survey, on the grounds that they were
either purely instrumental pieces or couched in foreign languages and therefore
l00MUNFLA 87-157.

101 See above, p.36-37.
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not readily placed. Out of the remainingsix-hundred-plus items, eighty-eight had
titles or texts which were not readily distinguishable as either locally created or
imported. The final sampling consisted of five hundred twenty-two songs, out of
which one hundred sixty-one were identified as of probable Newfoundland origin
and three hundred sixty-one were regarded by me as probable imports. Thus,
even using Peacock's own data, when segregating them by use of the broader
definitions above, approximately thirty-one percent or nearly one-third could
conceivably be interpreted as of 'local' provenance - an even higher percentage
than that cited by Goldstein, and a far cry from the mere 'one in five' which
Peacock mentioned in at least two places in print and which was quoted by Edith
Fowke when she contributed to the liner notes on the phonograph album which
conveyed a sample of Peacock's collectanea to the listening public. 102
On the subject of ratios, one might also glance at Paul Mercer's
Newfoundland Songs and Ballads in Print,l03 where approximately one-ruth of
the titles listed deal with what one might call 'current events· subjects, such as
the historical, political or memorial. More than half of this number - above ten
percent of the total -- deal with sea-related disasters, and many are shown to have
had multiple printings. Similar statistics will be found both in written texts and
tape-recorded performances preserved in MUNFLA. Attendance at local concerts,
parties, and informal 'kitchen times' will bear out these data. These ratios have
a tendency to overlap, since the 'current events· subjects are often popular

lO~ith Fowlte, Notes to Song4 of the Newfoundland Outporh, Pigeon Inlet Productions
PIP-73111,l;seealsoremarksonp.36-37orthisth..is.
l03Mercer, ..erootnoteabove.
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among local balladeers, while the singers also exhibit apreferenceforimported
songs on similar topics which they apparently feel reflect local attitudes or can be
adapted to do so with a minimum of effort. Ev~n Peacock himself dividing the
"native" material into ten categories, noted a heavy predominance of sea disaster
material within that portion of the Newfoundland folksong repertoire dealing with
non-comicsubjects. l04
Peacock credits Doyle as being "more responsible than anyone else for
making the general public aware of Newfoundland songs. "105 Then he repeats his
assertion of the five-to-one ratio of externally created to internally created pieces,
and continues, regarding Doyle's books: "Though the value of his collection
cannot be overestimated, its wide dissemination on the mainland has created the
impression that Newfoundland folksongs consist entirely of locally-composed
material. I hope this book [peacock's own] will correct that erroneous
impression."H)6 It seems to me that Peacock's work, rather than providing a
more balanced view of the situation, has tipped the scales in the opposite
direction.
Regardless of onomastic and statistical problems, however, Peacock was
prudent enough not to suggest that his collection was 'complete,' although he did
visualize it as "representative of Newfoundland's repertoire of traditional and
native song as it exists in the mid-twentieth century. " 107 He goes on to say:

104peacock, "Native," 214.
10Speacock,xxi.
106peacock,xxi.
107peacock,xxi. Empbasis mine.
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A student of, say, pre-Elizabethan ballads may feel his specialty has
been neglected in favour of native sea-disaster ballads, which are of
local historical value; and the historian, in turn, may wonder why more
of these native ballads which he rmds so fascinating have not been
reproduced. My purpose has been to provide a balanced selection which
will he of interest and use to the greatest number of people. lOS
Peacock was also quite concerned with how to limit materials included in
archives and collections. He says:
Though I am not a member of the rare-gem school, I do think
collectors should be more ruthless in sifting out poor material at the
source hefore it can clutter up our already overburdened and
understaffed archives....though I must confess I did rmd a few duds
when choosing material for publication. ... Still, what is one man's dud
is orten another man's darling. ...choose the best and most
representative material of its type even if this means including the
occasional second-rate song to illustrate the decline of a tradition or the
first faltering attempts to create a new genre. 100
Although, like Peacock, I confess that my corpus of research data is less
than • complete, • I did cling to every appropriate datum I could find. I never
excluded a song because I felt it was a ·dud· or ·second-rate.· Indeed, I
included in my research data at least one fragment which was only large enough
to combine the words ·boatswain· and ·explosion· in such a fashion that it
seemed apparently to be dealing with sea disaster,u° I strongly feel that a
researcher should, whenever possible, avoid imposing his/her own aesthetic
criteriauponthecollectanea. This is being overly subjective and, especially if the
collector is an ·outsider,· may lead to entirely erroneous assumptions being made
by those who subsequently make use of the material collected. I have been

l°Speacock,xxi.
lOOpeacock,xxii.
UnSee Appendix B, Section II.C.c., p. 290 (MUNFLA 73-46).
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strongly innuenced by Edward D. Ives's description of one of the songs he
analyzed in his study of the lumbering balladeer, Joe Scott: • ... a good ballad, well
put together and full of beautiful language. It sings well, and what sounds
mawkish to elevated literary tastes does not sound at all that way when the
ballad is performed by a g~d traditional singer [...] it was popular because it is a
fine piece of balladry.• 111
It is indeed surprising that the above-mentioned literary-cum-aesthetic
criteria were being exercised so strongly by Peacock,when, a year or so previous
to the publication of his magnum

OpU8,

John Greenway, discussing ·Folksong and

Folksong Scholarship,· went to some lengths to excoriate ·theaesthetes· for the
fatuousness and wastefulness of an exclusively literary orientation, as well as for
the fact that they have ·implanted in our minds their own literary prejudices, .112
and W. Edson Richmond proscribed ballad scholars specifically for value
judgements, saying that one can ·neither fairly nor safely eliminate any text,
whether aesthetically good or bad, from consideration· because ·oralliterature is
worth studying for its own sake, as much so as is sophisticated literature.• 113 It
is a truism that ballad criticism and literary criticism can never be equivalent one

to the other. One might also mention that it has been noted by Newfoundland
natives (as well as non-native residents) currently active in academic folklore that

111lves,5cott, 132.
112John Greenway, 'Folksong as an Anthropological Province: The Anthropological
Approach,' in A Good Tale and a Bonnie Tune, Mody C. Boatright, Wilson M. Hudson, and Allen
Maxwell, eds. (Dallas TX: Southern Methodist University Press, 1964), 209-217.
113W. Edson Richmond, 'The Comparative Approach: Its Aims, Techniques, and
Limitations,' in A Good Tale and a Bonnie Tune, Mody C. Boatright, Wilson M. Hudson, and
Allen Maxwell, eds. (Dallas TX: Southern Methodist University Press, 1964),217-227.
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Peacock himself was guilty of a number of egregious errors of transcription which
might easily have been avoided had he not chosen to distance himself to such a
degree from both his informants and hiscollectanea. 1H
It is interesting to note that it seems to be the collectors from within the

communities of Newfoundland and Labrador who find the locally composed
ballads useCul Cor their historical and cultural importance, and those who "come
from away" us who appear too orten to invoke purely artistic or literary criteria.
Among the native collectors who have recognized the historical validity of the
genre are not only Doyle, as previously cited, but also Shannon Ryan and Larry
Small,whohavestated:
We feel there are two reasons why a collection oC sealing songs is a
necessary publication. In the first place, these songs are historical
documents and as such they enable us to learn more about the sealing
industry.... Second, the songs are also an expression oC a Cundamental
part oCour cultural heritage. 116
And they later note, "The Newfoundland economy and the Newfoundland
culture, in their traditional Corms, rested upon and were shaped by the cod and
seal fisheries."U7 This is quite as true for the coastal areas of Labrador, and
these fisheries were and are fraught with perils of catastrophic proportions. From
theCalloClIl85tothesummeroClIl811,duringthisresearcher'sstayin
NewCoundland, not a year passed without the loss of at least one fIShing vessel,
mostoCten "with all hands."
114Anita Best, Memorial University &raduate student in Folklore and native-born
Newroundlander,per60nalcommunication, 1088.
l1SSeerootnote above regardio& the meaoin&orthio term.

l1~yanll/;Small,viii.
117Ryan
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Genevieve Lehr, although she does not specifically cite the historical value
of the songs in her collection, recognizes the social and cultural importance of the
pieces, over and above their artistic merit from a literary standpoint. She says:
I have placed particular emphasis on songs of local composition,
although the 120 [sic] selected here are a cross-section of all the songs
we collected and thus include many that settlers brought with them to
Newfoundland from Europe. Some of the local songs may not be as
aesthetically pleasing to the uninitiated, but they are cherished by the
singers who so graciously and joyfully sang them for us. Like Elizabeth
[sicl Greenleaf in Ballads and Sea Songs of Newfoundland, we
recognize 'that the precious "literary quality" which we collectors seek
in ballads is a very secondary thing to the folk who compose and sing
them..: 118
Most of the earlier scholarly collectors seem to be using a very conservative,
not to say currently outmoded definition, both of "folk culture" and of
"folksong." Many of Newfoundland's locally composed songs are modeled on
older European songs, primarily from the British Isles and may therefore appear,
superficially, to be British. One is often uncertain where to place a piece which
has used a familiar imported melody to carry a patently local or localized text.
Problems may also arise if a collector has chosen to eliminate comparatively
recently composed items from the corpus designated "folk." Items which have
entered the repertoire from musical theatre or other popular cuiture sources may
cause difficulties as well. And then, of course, there certainly are the real
"imports." These constitute songs whose origins were outside the tradition of
Newfoundland and Labrador -- in Europe, the United States, or mainland Canada
- but which were subsequently adopted by Newfoundland singers from whatever
source and for whatever reason, and both accepted and transmitted by
Newfoundlanders and Labradorians as their own.
118Genevieve Lehr, Come and J Will Sing You, (St. John'.: Breakwater Books IToronto:
University 01 Toronto Pressl, 1985), ix. IHereafterdesignated 'Lehr,'j
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It is also a fact that collectors from outside a tradition often express views of

their data which are not shared by those researchers who "belong to" 110 that
tradition or community. The theoretical considerations awakened by such
differing viewpoints are many. Although all the songs examined in this study
come from collections made in Newfoundland, the work itself examines not only
locally-composed items dealing with local incidents, but also material which
originated in other areas of the English-speaking world. The broader sample
(within a narrower range of subject matter) examined here not only shows
Peacock's statistical assertions to have been somewhat inaccurate, but also sheds
some light on the kinds of songs which are most likely to be borrowed from
outside sources by a population with a heavy dependence on the sea. 120

110This i8 a Newfoundland dialect term meaning 'to be a native of; to come from.'
(Dictionary of Newfoundland English, G.M. Story, W.J. Kirwin, and J.D.A. Widdowson, eds.,
IToronto:UniversityofTorontoPres8,10821,30.)
120See Chapter 4 for a discussion of local versus imported ballads.
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Chapter 3
The Memorial Aspect

of
. Locally Composed Sea Disaster Ballads
The unpredictability of the weather, winds, and currents in the North
Atlantic, coupled with the frequency of such navigational hazards as icebergs, lee
shores, and dangerous rocks and shoals, has made marine disasters inevitable in
the waters surrounding Atiantic Canada, including Newfoundland and coastal
Labrador. Human errors have added to the losses of both vessels and personnel.
Even the most experienced mariner cannot always exercisesuCficientforesightto
avoid calamity, and it is a rare Newfoundlander indeed who has not had some
personal involvement with a tragedy at sea. Some have experienced the loss of
family, neighbours, or close associates. Others have narrowly escaped death
themselves. Still others have lost vessels, cargo, or other property or have been
involved in rescue efforts. It is impossible to visit a coastal community in the
province which has not been linked in some way to such an event. In some cases,
as well, the loss of a single vessel may be a staggering blow to a small outport. 121

121Rderring to the .inking of the ferry Caribou by a German submarine during World War U:
"Most of the crewmen came from a handful of .mall Newfoundland communitieo. IlO that in
hamlet. like Channel, almost all the men in the community were wiped out by Caribou'. sinking."
(James B. Lamb. On the Triangle Run, IToronto: Totem, 1987]' 134.)
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In many areas of the "Norld, one would expect to find tangible memorials to
these losses -- plinths, plaques, statues, and the like. However, the outports of
Newfoundland and Labrador have never been known for their arnuence, quite the
opposite in fact, and standing monuments which may be found within them have,
almost without exception, been funded from without. Inland, freshwater
drownings are occasionally commemorated by locally erected markers, but these,
of course, occur with far less frequency than do marine disasters in a sea-linked
society.122 Grave markers appear to be the only erected monuments whose cost is
consistently defrayed on a local basis. l23 It is notable also that these markers
have rarely been manufactured within the community, but rather are ordered
from external sources and that rhymed epitaphs upon them are seldom if ever
composed by those who have known the deceased personally, but are almost
always chosen from printed sources. 12i
Similar tendencies to forego the construction of tangible monuments to men
andvesselslostatseainthecourseoftheirnormaloccupationaI practices have
been noted in other fishing communities. The following remarks concern the port
oCHull,originally in Yorkshire, though now in the recently designated county of
Humberside,125 England:

122philip Hiscock, Memorial University graduate student, MUNFLA archivist, and native-born
Newfoundlander, personal communication, May 1988.
12~or an extensive discussion of grave markefll in Newfoundland, see Gerald L. Pocius, "The
Place of Burial: Spatial Focus of Contact of the LivinK with the Dead in Eastern Areas of the
Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland," M.A. thesis, Memorial Univefllity of Newfoundland, 1976.
IHereafterdesiKnated "Pocius."'

12ipocius,il6,il7,i26,i211,H3.
125Colin Nielands, personal communication, 5 August 1988.
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Perhaps the best remembered event in the history of Hull fishing
happened on the Dogger Bank on 21 October 1904 when the imperial
Russian fleet, on its way to destruction at Tsushima, fired on the
Gamecock fleet to protect itself from Japanese torpedo boats which by
some miracle were thought to have reached the North Sea. l26 The
trawler Crane was sunk, her crew wounded and the skipper and third
hand killed. The error was inexcusable, but there is irony in the
existence of a monument to commemorate this encounter when no
monument stands to record the deaths of the several thousands of
fishermen who in a hundred and thirty years have been drowned in
the course of the most dangerous of all occupations. 127
Nonetheless, in the small outport communities of Newfoundland and
Labrador there has long existed a tradition of creating and performing narratives,
whether ballads in verse or stories in prose, frequently based on local occurrences,
and it is this practice, especially in its poetic form, which has provided an
alternative to the erected monument. Senator Fred W. Rowe, Chairman of the
"Corne Horne Year" Governing Committee, wrote in the Foreword to the 1966
edition of the Gerald S. Doyle songster:
Of no people can it be said with greater truth than or the
Newroundlandpeoplethattheirsongsand ballads mirror their history
and culture. Our songs tell or privation, courage, fidelity; here will be
round the genuine humour or an unsophisticated, kindly people; here,
too,willberound tragedy and heartbreak, ror we have always been a
seararing people carrying on our activities under conditions as
hazardous as any to be round on earth. So every year brings its
tragedies and these tragedies have invariably been recorded in song or
poem. Let us treasure them rorwhat they really are- an integral part
or our inheritance mirroring the very soul or our Newfoundland
people}28
The parallels in this regard between the coastal settlements of Newfoundland and

126Ea.tern Morning New., 31 De<:ember 1904.
127Edward Gillett and Kenneth A. MacMahon, A Hi.torll of Hull, (Oxford: Oxford University
Press for University of Hull, 1080),321. IEmphasis mine.1
12800yle (1066), 4.
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Labrador and coastal communities of other areas •• in this case, the state of Maine
_. may again be remarked by an examination of this comment, first published in
1927:

In the old days, of all the disasters that could befall them, shipwreck
was the one nearest to the people and the most awful.
But there has nourished all along the coast...akind of song which is
usually reserved for those who have been lost at sea or who have died
by violent or sudden death. It is the obituary broadside.... The reason
for these songs is not hard to see. When one was lost at sea, it might be
weeks or months before the death was known at home and the usual
rites of burial were impossible. The small memorial broadside, usually
with a mourning border, took the place of a funeral. 129
Although this formally composed and distributed "obituary broadside" has
not been reported as part of the earlier Newfoundland and Labrador tradition,
probably because of the absence of printing facilities in the isolatedoutports
during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, stillthesimilaritiesare
evident. It has been observed that: "It was not until the establishment of local
printing concerns that locally composed songs became available in printed form in
Newfoundland. Prior to this, however, popular printed songs were imported to
t.aecolony from other centres." 130
Local newspapers of today throughout the English-speaking world print
locally created commemorative verse with great frequency, although it has
become briefer and considerably less norid and ornate in language than the
narrative elegies common to an earlier period. Paul Mercer notes that: "The

129Fannie Hardy Echtorm and Mary Winslow Smyth, Mindrel'lI 01 Maine: Folk-Song, and
Ballad, 01 the Wood, and the Coa,t, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1027).270. IHerearter
designated "Echtorm.Q;Smyth."1
130Mercerthesis,34-35.
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submission of poems and songs to local newspapers and magazines is an ongoing
tradition in Newfoundland. "131 Meanwhile, memorial verse composed by a
member of the community to commemorate the loss of local vessels or persons, or
the heroism displayed by local persons in eCCorts to rescue others frorna
foundering vessel or other disastrous situation at sea, has also developed,in
Newfoundland and Labrador, into a nourishing tradition of locally composed sea
disaster balladry which continues to the present day.132
Even if the composer or his or her community is not directly involved with
the disaster cited,heorshewill have seen or heard of the eventthrough mass
media or by word-of-mouth, and felt a rapport with the subject matter or the
persons involved which he or she becomes inclined or even compelled to express in
memorial verse and to present as a Cinished product to be sung or recited at the
next occasion for performance. l33 Each time the ballad is performed, each time
its text appears in print, its appearance constitutes a commemorative occasion an active memorial.
That traditional commemorative verse exists in many areas of North
America is a fact easily established by looking at the "In Memoriam" listings in
the classified or vital statistics sections of most small-town newspapers. Verses
appear, usually on the anniversary of the loss, presumably authored by the
bereaved. Although the practice is common enough in English language papers, it

131Mercer theoio. 37.
132See remarks about local composer Jim Payne in Chapter 5.
133See remarks in Chapter 5 bll Jim Payne concernin& composition or 'Two Fiohermen
Missin&·.
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does not appear to have achieved the high degree of stylistic andstructural
formality demanded by similar Spanish language publications in the border areas
between Mexico and the United States. 134
The expressed rapport described above may well be what Tristram Coffin
had in mind with his theory of "impact" or "emotional core," when he opined
that "a ballad survives among our folk because it embodies a basic human
reaction to a dramatic situation."135 Roger Abrahams ,and George Foss refer to
this as "what the singer sees as the 'message' or importance of the song" and note
that: "Although most singers in a homogeneous community will view a song in
the same way, what one singer sees as the emotional core may, in certain
instances, seem incidental to another."I36 In an essay on the literary and
aesthetic approach to folksong scholarship, Coffin himself remarked innumerable
links between traditional narrative obituary verse and commemorative balladry:
AlI...disaster ballads follow narrative obituary patterns and are close
to being, if indeed they are not, funeral elegies.
Tragedy is the stock-in-trade of the balladeer.... Folk communities
nearly always have a local poet or singer whose job it is to preserve the
traditions of the group. Iran obituary poem captured something typical
enough or spectacular enough so that this singer or his listeners cared to
preserve it, it could be set to dozens of melodies. 137

134Rubtn Cobos, 'Tbe New Mexican Memoria, or In Memoriam Poem,' Wootern Folklore 28
(111511),2&-30.
135Tristram Potter Colrm, The Briti.h 1'raditionalBallad in North America, (rev. ed., Austin
TX: University or Texas Press, 11177), 165.
136Abrabams6r.F05s,20.
137Tristram P. Coffin, 'On a Peak in Massacbusettl: Tbe Literary and Aestbetic Approacb,'
in A Good Tale and a Bonnie Tune, Modr C. Boatrigbt, Wilson M. Hudson, and Allen Maxwell,
eds., (Dallas TX: Soutbern Metbodist University Press, 1004), 201-2Oll.
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Following Coffin's lead, Robert Bethke suggests that • narrative obituary
poetry in America was an intermediary stage in a convergence of religious
sentiment and broadside printing practices, and that together these innuences
contributed to the formation of printed verses that in some cases achievedoral
currency.• 138
The link between community involvement with subject matter, and
longevity of the resultant ballad is also witnessed by MacEdward Leach,139 while
Roger Renwick likewise intimates that ·local working-class poetry...tells us much
about what it means to the maker-performer and his audience to be .folk. • 140
The emotional link between the performer and the audience on the one hand and
the text on the other is not a recently discovered phenomenon, however. Herbert
Halpert, some fifty years ago, remarked, • ...the folk singer's belief that a song
makes sense is not as readily apparent as his intense emotional participation in
the song narrative.• 141
The relationship of the ·core· emotion to the event itself may be a
determinant factor in establishing why such ballads are germinated by certain
wrecks and not by others, as well as why certain songs enjoy wide distribution

l~obert D. Bethke, 'Narrative Obituary Verse and Native American Balladry,' JAF83
(1970),61-68[621·
139MacEdward Leach, The Ballad Book, (New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, lnc., 1955),
15. [Herearterdesignated ·Leach,BB."1
14'1lenwick,7.
141Herbert Halpert, 'Truth in Folk-Songs - some Observations on the Folk-Singer's Attitude,"
in 7radilicma/ Ballad. Main/y/rom WeAl Virginia, 1939, ed. George Herzog, Herbert Halpert
and George W. Boswell, by George Harrington Cox, (Philadelphia: American Folklore Society,
1964), ix-xiv. [Herearterdesignated "Halpert, 'Truth'l,x.
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and/or longevity while others "die on the vine" as it were. Elisabeth Greenleaf
evinces her surprise, for example, that she found reference neither to the laying of
the Atlantic cable, nor to pioneering airplane flights among the songs she collected
in Newfoundland, and wondered if this was because the subjects were too "alien
and complex," or perhaps "simply because folk-song follows traditional paths and
cannot change its direction.... "142 It is my contention that it is more a matter of
local

verBUB

universal monuments and thereby of local priorities. The outside

world including the mainland of North America raved about the cable and the
airplanes, more recently about the nine-year-old girl who new an airplane across
Canada, finishing her trip in St. John's, Newfoundland. However, these events
had little or no impact on the daily lives of Newfoundlanders. 143 They simply
didn't care, beyond a momentary interest in what might be considered the
sensational aspect of such phenomena. The loss of a local vessel, on the other
hand, with perhaps a crew composed of three brothers and two cousins (also
brothers), four of whom were married men with families, would be worth the
community's effort to record in verse and thus memorialize and preserve for
posterity.

As previously mentioned, a cursory glance at the data available reveals
approximately one-fifth of the Newfoundland and Labrador folk song repertoire to
be historically, politically, or memorially slanted, and more than haIr of

theBe

deal

142GreenleafkMansfield,xxvii. Songs on tbe topical subjects mentioned above do existwitbin
the Newfoundland repertoire, but only sparsely, and no examples haveheencoUectedfromtbe
area wbere Greenleaf was working. (Kennetb S. Goldstein, Penonal communication, 29 July
lQ88.)
143Mercer cites two broadsides about the trans-Atlantic cable, but botb were produced in New
York. (Mercertbesis,34,165#11,210#141.)
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with sea-related disasters. Attendance at local concerts, parties, and informal
"kitchen times" will bear out these findings. Thus it can be demonstrated that
not only does there exist in Newfoundland and Labrador a tradition of making
song equal monument, but also that there is a tradition of repeatedly visiting and
re-visitingthe monument thus created through performance, reprinting, etc. It
may even have something to do with the reason why certain of these memorialtype ballads, although presenting the event in exquisite detail, leave an
impression, if not an overt statement, that varies from strictly factual
information.
These divergences between song texts and facts of the event described
appear to arise from the memorial emphasis of the piece in question. When it is
the heroism of the rescuers (or those who attempt a rescue) which is being
commemorated, rather than the losses of lives or property incurred in the tragedy,
information about the deaths, the losses, or the wrecks themselves may be lacking,
vague, or inaccurate. The important factor in these cases seems to be to stress
the heroic actions and the courage of those being remembered and memorialized,
rather than to accurately record the exact circumstances of the disaster itself.
Certain ballads dealing with vessels lost without loss of life may include detailed
information on the origins of the vessels, but little on the crew other than that
they were saved. 144
Ives has corroborated my assumptions by remarking that, "From a literary
perspective, ballads often do crazy things." He ascribes this to the tendency of

144See appendix B, p. 218-219, 'The Green Rock', for an example or such a piece.
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ballads to develop a very general story line • through a series of images relating
less to exactly what happened than to how we are to feel about what happened,
which is what Coffin called the 'emotional core,"

Often this development depicts

'[al violent death followed by a quiet lament that such things must be...• 145
An example of such textual deviation from factual accuracy is 'The Wreck

of the Water Witch,' which tells the story of the rescue of shipwreck victims by
the men of Pouch Cove, Newfoundland, who received medals from the Humane
Society of Liverpool, England for their valour. In several places the song's text
either infers or flatly states contradictions to historical fact, but these lapses of
accuracy do not detract from the ballad's validity as a monument to heroism.
A collector's note accompanying a text of this item which appears in Come

and I Will Sing You, gives the following information:
Mr. Power learned 'The Water Witch' from his Uncle Frank: he
presumed the ship left England for Newfoundland but went aground in
Pouch Cove, that the loss occurred in 1875, and that she belonged to
Cupids. However, in When Was That'? Mosdell says the Water Witch, a
Brigus schooner commanded by Captain Spracklin, was lost at Pouch
Cove with nine persons on 29 November 1873; eleven lives were saved
by Alfred Moore[sl.146
The ·Facts· inserted into the text below are from accounts of the event
published in Newfoundland Disasters by Jack Fitzgerald (St. John's: Jesperson
Press, 1984) pages 89-95 and in Appendix B of Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and

Labrador by Frank Galgay and Michael McCarthy (St. John's: Harry Cuff
Publications Limited, 1987), page 93, or obtained from the Maritime History
Archive at Memorial University of Newfoundland, which contains ship registries

14?Ive., 5cott, 162.
146r.ebr,1l18.
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and other research documents. According to the Newfoundland ship's registries,
the Water Witch closed registry as lost at sea in 1875. These registries state that
the Water Witch was built in Trinity Bay, while both Cupids and Brigus are
located in Conception Bay, so her actual birthplace is still unclear. Mitchell's

Maritime Register for 24 December 1875, lists her as lost at ·Punch Cove· while
en route from Harbour Main to St. John's, and numbers those lost at twelve,
although the full number of the vessel's complement is not given. H7

·Water Witch, The Wreck of the· H8
1. Ye darin' sons of Newfoundland, come listen unto me

And hear your messmates tell you 'bout the danger of the sea
You all remember Pouch Cove and those true-born sons so brave
Who saved the crew of the Water Witch, so near a watery grave
2. On Christmas Eve the craft did leave, when loud the wind did roar
{Fact: The wreck occurred 29 November 1875. (Maritime History Archives at
Memorial University of Newfoundland - Newfoundland ship registries.)}
'Twas on a reef brought her to grief not far from Pouch Cove shore
That place they call the Horrid Gulch the schooner headed on
And in the twinkling of an eye three poor dear souls were gone
{As one can see, this is very understated. Also, it is misleading, as, out
of the 25(20) aboard, only 13(11) were saved. (Mitchell's Maritime
Register for 24 December 1875 says that 12 lives were lost in this
shipwreck and that the vessel was bound from St. John's to Harbour
Main at the time.)}
3. Three seamen from the Water Witch leaped when they heard the shock
The rest belong to that doomed craft lay hurled on the rock

147, wish to thank the MHA archivist, Heather Wareham, and the information assistant, Paula
Marshall, for their invaluable assistance in this matter. A1ao, Dr. Ed Williams or the MUN
Mathematics Department and his wife, Ruby, each of whom had relatives involved in the rescue,
gave me lots of real background information on the rescuers and the awards.

H8See Appendix B, p. 328. [6 printings listed in Mercer, 103-104.J Collected by Kenneth
S. Goldstein and Anita Best from Pius Power, Sr. in Southeast Bight, Placentia Bay, 14 August
1986. Transcribed by A. Best, MUNFLA 86-161 [MSp. 21-23J. 12 verses, numbered by MPH.
Researcher's corrections in square brackets (0). Researcher's comments in curly brackets (0).
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To wait in hours in storms and showers and loud the sea did dash
To see our schooner breakin' up, hard on the rocks did smash
4. Some Pouch Cove fishermen to a man turned out that cruel night
And Oh to think on on those dear souls it was a doleful sight
And for to make the scream more worse, ther're females numbed with cold
They are waiting there to be relieved by those brave heroes bold
5. Punts, rhodes and lanterns they were brought by kind and willing hands
The shrieks of females in distress our fIshermen could not stand
And now to face this Horrid Gulch six hundred feet to go
To save those souls, half-dead with cold who waited down below
6. Brave Alfred [Moores], a Pouch Cove man, I'll take the lead, he cried
When around his waist strong hempen rope with heavy knots was tied
And 6 strong men were on the top to lower him over the cliff(t)
IITo dash this hero down below in blindin' snow and drift
{Note: The book, Newfoundland Disasters, by Jack Fitzgerald, completely
excisestheformulaicsectionofthetextrepresentedherebetween
double slashes (fll, to the extent that the cliff-lowering line is
left without a rhyming mate.}
7. Three times they swung him in the dark in blindin' drift an' snow
Before his foot could get a place to give him any holdl I
At length he found an resting place close by a sheltered stone
Where he could see the souls below and hear their dismal moans
8. Oh now to save this shipwreck's crew, their hearts was fIlled with hope
6[sic] more brave Pouch Cove fishermen like heroes manned the rope
And soon some small handlines like Moores' they managed for to lower
Til[sic] all the Water Witch's crew was landed safe on shore
{Fact: 'AU' the crew did not get safely to shore.}
Oh hark! another scream was heard-- the people got a shock
Another female left below to perish on the rock
When Alfred made another dash, and loud the wind did roar
And took a woman in his arms in safety to the shore
{Fact: None of the four women aboard was saved, however the first corpse
recovered was that of the captain's daughter-in-law. This entire
passage as rendered in the ballad may have actually been intended
to illustrate the heroism displayed by Moores during the incident,
not only in rescuing survivors at the scene of the tragedy, but also
in recovering the bodies of the drowned. Ittakesasmuch,ifnot
more courage and stamina to retrieve the bodies of drowned persons

Q.
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as or than it does to rescue the living.}
10. The news was soon in town next day about the Water Witch
The whole community got a shock, the poor as well as rich
The Governor soon sent home those words in letters bold and grand
To tell the pluck of our fishermen belong to Newfoundland
11. The Humane Society of Liverpool did very soon send here
Gold medals to those fishermen; they never knew no fear
{Fact: No gold medals were issued. Moores received a silver medal, a
certificate of commendation, and a gold watch. The other men
involved were given bronze medals. (This information was given me
by relatives of the rescuers.) But true heroes deserve the best
(gold), and thus they receive it in the ballad.}
The Governor's Lady pinned them on, those medals rare and rich
To the Pouch Cove men that saved the lives on board the Water Witch
12. So here's success to those brave men who risked in storm and breeze
Their precious lives for savin' souls they venture on the seas
May peace and plenty be their lot, that gay and gallant band
Brave Alfred Moores and all the rest, belong to Newfoundland

It seems plausible, then, to assume that absolute accuracy of historical fact
orten concerns the Newfoundland balladeer somewhat less than the memorial
stress and the emotional impact of the final product on both him or herself and
his or her audience. Halpert notes the consistent belief of performers in the
veracity of their texts, regardless of the degree of factuality involved, and explains
this by • ... the fact that in a rural tradition where reading and writing for nonutilitarian purposes are comparatively unimportant, the generally accepted
evidenceishearsayevidenceandinformationispreservedandtransmittedbyoral
tradition.· He derives the verification of these texts from testimony (usually of
old people, because of their knowledge and experience) and analogy.149 Analogy

149Halpert, 'Truth,' xii.
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would likely be the basis for a similarity of emotions aroused by songs of "reallife" sea disasters and those aroused by songs which are either fictive or otherwise
disconnected from the reality of the community's life. This is further illustrated
by the ballads selected by Newfoundlanders and Labradorians from the AngloAmerican broadside corpus. My discussion of such imports is in the next chapter.
In speaking of ballads in general, MacEdward Leach has said, "They read
like the front page of a tabloid newspaper. Here are the bits of drama in the
routinelivesofcommonplacefolk."l50 I would venture to postulate that these
sea disaster ballads, although much of the information they disseminateis
irrefutably factual, might better be compared with soap operas, or possibly with
television series reruns, than with tabloids, for their relevance and popularity
within the community do not appear to diminish in proportion to the
chronological currency of the events they portray.151 The authors of The

Minstrelsy 01 Maine have also remarked upon this phenomenon:
The ballad in its day was as much news as the morning paper. [... J
That the story happened to be sung ror centuries, while the morning
paper goes into the wastebasket in an hour, does not so much mean that
the demand is dirrerent as that the supply to-day isvastiy greater.
There is always newer news to-day to crowd out the old; yet there is a
certain sort of news which we may recognize as proper ballad sturr. 152
Ives, however, has made the further observations that, "[a]s might be expected,

150Leacb,BB,15.
151A comparison of anotber genre witb television soap operas is Gerald Tbomas's 'Otber
Worlds: Folktale and Soap Opera in Newfoundland's Frencb Tradition,,' in Folklore Studie. in
Honour 01 Herbert Halpert, MUN Folklore and Language Publications Bibliograpbical and Special
Series No.7, Kennetb S. Goldstein and Neil V. Rosenberg, eds., with the assistance of Richard
E. Buehler, Sonia Paine and Leslie Prosterman, (St. John's: Memorial University of
Newfoundland,19S0),343-351.
152Eckstorm81Smyth,37S.
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the oral record [the ballad] is considerably more melodramatic [than the
newspaper account] and while it shows a good deal of variation, it has its own
emphases." 153
As a matter of fact, certain crimes and tragedies seem to maintain their

relevance in popular (as opposed to formal) history despite lengthy lapses of time.
Some of these, such as the stories of "Jack the Ripper," "Jesse James," "The
Great Train Robbery," or "The Loss of the Titanic," are preserved universally
throughout most of the Anglophone areas which border the North Atlantic.
Others maintain their currency only regionally, in the area where the incident
occurred. Most -- though certainly not all -- of the locally composed sea disaster
ballads of Newfoundland and Labrador appear to belong to this latter group.
Kenneth Goldstein, examining these songs in an article entitled "Faith and
Fate in Sea Disaster Ballads of Newfoundland Fishermen", comments that over
half the ballads in the collections, both published and unpublished, made in
Newfoundland and Labrador, contain references to religion, religious faith, or
some sort of "fatalistic belief in God's way of handling the afterlife of fishermen
and sailors who die as a result of sea disasters.• 154
He is thus, in effect, noting another aspect of what I term the memorial
closing formulae used in most Newfoundland sea disaster ballad texts. 155 There is

153Ives ,Scotl,246.IMyciariricationsinsquarebrackets·1
154Kenneth S. Goldstein, 'Faith and Fate in Sea Disaster Ballads or Newroundland
Fishermen,' in By Land and By Sea: Studies in the Folklore 0/ Work and Lei,ure, ed. Roger
D. Abrahams, Kenneth Goldstein and Wayland Hand with the assistance or Maggie Craig,
(Hatboro PA: Legacy Books, 1085):84-04,84. IHerearter designated 'Goldstein, 'Faith'.'1

15~oradiscussionorrormulaiclanguageintheseadisasterballadsor
Newroundland and
Labrador, see Chapter 5.
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a tendency to express sympathy for the bereaved, but to remind all and sundry
that God knows what he is doing. •All things happen for the best.· ·The Lord
moves in mysterious ways... • ·We'll all meet again in Heaven.• 156 Goldstein's
open declaration of this theme is that, although Newfoundlanders (and by
association Labradorians) are essentially fatalistic in their general outlook, this
should not be taken to mean that they passively resign themselves to whatever
may happen. ·Nothingcouldbefurtherfromthetruth,· he says.
The fatalism of Newfoundlanders is based on the idea that it is their
lot to live with, fight with and to otherwise deal with the sea and
related elements -- not to give in to them but to recognize their force
and power.
Closely related is another kindorratalism, one based in even greater
part on raith. This is the fatalism that determines that man's ultimate
resting place is with God in Heaven. 157
Closing verses which express such sentiments parallel the memorial verses
frequently accompanying the ·vital statistics· on Victorian tombstones with the
apparent intention or at least partially assuaging the grief of the mourners by
reminding them that the deceased have gone on to a better world thanthissinful
old place. Pocius notes that, about the middle or the nineteenth century, th e
religious establishments began to demand that epitaphs stress Christianbeliefs,

156Homiletic remarks such as these may be found in a number of volumes of 'quotations.'
For examples, see John Bartlett, Familiar Quotations, 15th ed. and 125th anniv. ed. rev. and
enlarged, Emily Morison Beck, ed. (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1980),343 AI: 375. See
also Charles Noel Douglas, Forty Thousand Quotations: l+ose and Poetical, (New York: George
Sully and Company, 1917),432 AI: 434. Note also Ives, Scott, 94: • ...meet them in God's sinless
summerland, where good-bye is never known.' For an excellent diachronic view of such attitudes
between in the mid-nineteenth-century United States, see Ann Douglas, 'Heaven Our Home:
Consolation Literature in the Northern United States, 1830-1880,' in Death in America, David
E. Stannard,ed., (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1975),49-68.
157Goldstein, 'Faith,' 90.
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such as life after death and the final resurrection of the body.15S This idea that a
good Christian should view bereavement as a merely temporary phenomenon is
also illustrated by many of the "older-fashioned" euphemisms for death, such as
"gone to glory," "passed on to his or her reward," and "gone to meet his or her
Maker."159 These attitudes and expressions tend to soften the blow of losing a
friend or a loved one. Since the emotional impact of loss is most violent when the
death occurs suddenly and accidentally, and when the person lost is healthy and
strong-· andoftenyoung--theseamelioratingforces are all the morenecessary
both to the individual and the community bereaved on the occasion of a marine
disaster.
Renwick has stressed the point that a poem, generically, to most workingclasspoets,is "a proper vehicle for factual 'truth,' for tribute or lament, and for
dwelling on the spiritual and emotional qualities of its topic." 160 He has also
discovered that the folk poet, like the folk community itself, has a "distaste at
abandoningtonatureone'sowndeadwheretheyfall,whetheritbeona
battlefield,intheocean,orunderground" and that this sensationofthe
incorrectness of being without the appropriate sanctions of a formal burial is
apparently not particular to any designated occupational or social group nor to

158pocius, 426.
159A large listingoreuphemismsrordeath,including not only this •inspirational , type,but
some or the cruder, blunter ones as well, is to be round in Judith S. Neaman and Carole G. Silver,
Kind Word.: A Thuauru. 01 Euphemi.m., (New York: Facto on File Publications, 1983), see
pp.145, 154, 159, 161. Also,onp.l60ortheabovework,note 'going belly up' -ausagewhich
would do little to alleviate grieC.
160Renwick,212.
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any speciried belief system. 161
Laws, in his study of imported British broadside ballads in North America
noted that:
These romantic and sentimental ballads fail to reflect the proverbial
stoicism of seafaring men's loved ones. And yet by expressing the
emotions caused by such tragedies, the balladists have struck chordsof
response among the folk, especially those who know the sea. 162
Thus, it may be shown that the emotional impact of virtually any sea disaster
ballad,whetherlocallycomposedorimported,appearsfrequentlytobethe
central factor in its retention and longevity among the folk.
Referring to the phenomenon of religious fatalism as it attaches to the seal
fishery of Newfoundland and Labrador, Ryan and Small have noted:
... although they vary in quality, the songs treat the seal fishery ina
matter-of-fact way. They reflect the concern of people for the dangers
but they contain no suggestion of bitterness.... Extreme hardship is
accepted,and,ifnecessarY,soisdeath. The songs indicate that the
sealers depended on theirownseIr-reliance, believing firmly that God
would look after them when all else failed. l63
Remarks such as these are undoubtedly expressions of fatalism; but, as Goldstein
hasnoted,thisappearstobeafatalismbasedonadeep and abidingreligious
faith.
Some such songs may, at first glance, seem far-fetched or incredibletothe
listener or reader. This researcher was originally quite sceptical of the scene
described in the text of "The Rose in June" in which men clinging to their

161Renwiclt,204.

16~aw8, ABBB, 9.
16~yan&;Small.l0.
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capsized boat are singing hymns. 1M Then the following came to light from an
autobiographical account of life in the Labrador Cishery in the early twentieth
century:
...Uncle Tom Bussey of Salmon Cove, was shipwrecked and several of
the crew drowned. I have heard that, just before Uncle Tom went
under, he sang:
With His Loving[sic] hand to guide, let the clouds above me roll,
And the billows in their fury dash around me,
I can brave the wildest storm with this glory in my soul,
I can sing above the tempest, praise the Lord.
Men,strongin experience, character and faith worked hard for an
honest living and, in death, had no fear, only a strong faith in their
Heavenly Master. 165
Since then, I have also read other factual accounts of shipwrecks in the
coastal waters of Newfoundland and Labrador wherein the survivors are reported
to have buoyed up their spirits while awaiting rescue by praying aloud or singing,
especially by singing hymns. It is evident, therefore, that both religious faith and
fatalism did and still do playa major and an active role both in the lives of the
coastal residents of Newfoundland and Labrador and in their songs of courage and
tragedy in time of disaster at sea. Such a belief system may be considered to
strengthen the memorial aspect of these songs, and thereby to increase their
relevance as a factor in the amelioration of the grief of those bereaved.
Beyond the religious and fatalistic aspects of the more serious sea disaster
ballads, however, there is another, frequently somewhat lighter commemorative
factor displayed by what some Newfoundlanders call "treason songs." In all

164n.A.(Main), I.E., I.e.(X-reCs.), Appendix B, p. 260.
165Greta Hussey, Our Lile on Lear'. Room Labrador, ed. Susan Shiner, (St. John's: RobinsonBlackmore, 2nd printing, HI87),85.
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probability the name -- "treason songs" •• is an exaggerated way of expressing a
generaldiscomfortwiththeuseofsuchsongsinpublicperformancc. 166 Many of
the items currently referred toby informants as "treason songs" do not appear to
focus on political,religious,orsocial groups, but rather on individuals. The term
seems often to be applied to satirical songs which poke fun at the shortcomings or
cast aspersions on the misdeeds of local individuals in a somewhat slanderous
manner. Usually the individuals being attacked in these songs are mention edby
name, the situation is described in meticulous detail, and the songs are seldom if
ever sung for outsiders or at large public gatherings. Rather they remain within
the community of origin, or its immediate environs, and are known and sung in
select private circles where it is most to be appreciated that" John Smith, who
thought himseIrsuch an expert, made a disastrous error in navigation;" that "Joe

and Mary Jones garnered their winter provisions through illegal salvage from a
wreck;" or that "George Brown purposely scuttled his boat to defraud the
insurancecompany."167
From the notes of two collections made by "insiders" - the collectors in
both instances were native Newfoundlanders, examining their own traditions come the following observations:
166Theterm • treason songs· apparently originated in Ireland,prohably because the first
examples found there were actually of a seditious nature. (Kenneth S. Goldstein, •A Report into
Continuing Research on 'Treason Songs': A Private Newfoundland Folksong Tradition,· in
Studie. in Newfoundtand Fotklore, Gerald Thomas and John O.A. Widdowson, eds., in press,
n.p.) IHereafterdesignated ·Goldstein, 'Treason'.·j
167Since these are generic, rather than specific examples, all names are contrived by the author.
Also note that Renwick speaks at length on songs of satire depicting conmct in a rural setting,
and that much of what he says is relevant to this aspect of the • treason song· of Newfoundland.
(Renwick, 123, 124, 131.) See also Edward O. Ives, ·Satirical Songs in Maine and the Maritime
Provinces of Canada,· Internationat Folk Mu.ic Journal 14 (1962), 6[H)9, as well as his studies
of traditional poet/composers Lawrence Doyle, Larry Gorman, and Joe Scott, all of which works
deal to some extent with similar material.
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There were songs that we weren't allowed to tape because the singer
thought they were 'treason songs.' These were usually ones showing
racial or religious prejudices, or ones ridiculing, even slandering, people
still alive or with close relatives still living. Although they were sung
privately, for whatever reasons the singers would never sing them ata
public gathering. 168
And:

Some songs that refer to people by name were probably written and
sung in order to gain favour or get revenge. 16g
RecentlyKennethS. Goldstein has pursued an in-depth investigation of the
"treason song" phenomenon as it exists in Newfoundland and Labrador. 170 He
characterizes these songs as displaying religious or social prejudice or containing
slanderous material. As they overlap with sea disaster ballads, it is primarily this
latter, satirical and slanderous, aspect of "treason songs" which is in evidence.
Goldstein indicates that resentment of one social group for another occasionally
surfaced in a private song tradition of secret "treason songs." Much of the
resentment thus displayed in recently collected examples of the satirical sort
appears to be slanderously aimed at the social class designated "merchant" in
Newfoundland, which, according to popular belief, historically bilked the helpless
outportfishermen of all possibility of profit from their labours. 171 Thesea
disaster "treason song" is most orten aimed at individual merchants or their
agents, as in the ballad cited above, at communities which were involved in illegal

l~hr,xi-xii.
1611RyanilSmall,10.
170Gold8tein, "Treason."
171See "The Thom/u J. Hodder, Appendix B, p. 238.
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salvage,172 or at individuals whose miscalculations and human errors led to
disastrous situations. 173
Goldstein says that, although some informants would not sing these songs
for him, apparently fearing to arouse sleeping antagonisms, he felt the songs were
actually employed to reduce tensions by letting off steam. The tradition
illustrated by these songs is probably already on the decline, because there is less
group prejudice in modern times, and many young people don't even recognize
the term "treason song." Even fewer are familiar with texts which their elders
might describe so. 174

A number of similarities and parallels between the commemorative disaster
poetry and balladry of the sea-linked people of Newfoundland and Labrador, and
the commemorative disaster poetry of a mining community in Yorkshire, England,
may be remarked by comparing material from this study with data investigated
by Renwick in his study of the Lofthouse Colliery accident. 175 He notes not only
the significant shifts in memorial emphasis mentioned above,176 but a difference
in style and emphasis relative to the degree of closeness and familiarity (or lack
thereof) of the author/composer to the disaster itseIrand the lifestyle milieu

172S•e "The Wrcok of the Eugenio," Appendix B, p. 341; and "The Loss of the Torhamvan,"
AppendixB,p.358.
173S.. "(Jim) Harris in Paradise Sound," AppendixB,p. 210.
174Goldstein, "Treason."

17~enwi<k,10Irr.
17~enwirk,204.
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surrounding it. 177
Although displaying a great deal of insight into the background of the
ballad in general, MacEdward Leach was not behindhand in casting aspersions on
the products of such "folk" occupations assailing, and,forthatmatter, mining as
well,wherepeopleare:
...thrown together by accident of activity, living closely integrated
lives, sharing the same experiences, and reacting emotionally as a group.
Out of such conditions come folk songs and ballads. That no great body
of fine ballads has appeared 178 is accounted for by the fact that these
groups are ephemeral. ... To produce fine ballads, such unified folk must
develop... and build common tradition and lore over several
generations. 170
It is particularly interesting to note that Leach seems in this instance to
limit such "folk occupations" to "aboard ship" or "underground in the mines"
and not to include the entire community involved with the endeavour. Many,
though not, of course, all of the composers and tradition-bearers within an
occupational milieu are not active participants in the occupation itseJr{for the
purposes of this study, the fishery), but are retired or women - especially in the
outports of Newfoundland and Labrador. These people are still important
members of the community and inextricably linked to its work-related ethos.
And, as well, we are again compelled to accept the word of a researcher from
outsideatraditionthatthefolkaestheticinandofitselfisnotsufficientto
provide a corpus of ballad worthy to be characterized as "fine".

177Renwick, 225. See also remarks concerning proxemic. in the next chapter.
178Myemphaoi•.
17°Leach ,42.
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Ryan and Small note, with respect to the composition of one of the sealing
songs in their collection:
...there is a tendency to deal with those [topics] that have an impact
on the people at home, particularly a tragic impact: the loss of the
Southern Cross for example when 113 sealers were lost. And it is
significant that a Newfoundland woman should have written this song,
for tragedy afCeeted the women and children most of all. 180
Thus, Ryan and Small, Crom their position as both academics and members

oC the society they were investigating, have noted an aspect of the authorship of
at least one piece which coincides with the assertions made by Renwick and,
hopeCully, corroborated by this study. Nor do they stigmatize their collectanea
with elitist literary criticisms, but rather approach these verses as statements of
social history.
It is interesting to observe that a fair-sized segment of the locally-composed

material has been produced by women, despite the fact that the tradition of
performance in Newfoundland and Labrador gives the locally composed memorial
pieces to the male repertoire and the • romantic, • usually imported, pieces to the
female. 181 The phenomenon which traditionally makes the ballads
commemorating courageous acts and heroism in the face of dire peril genderlinked to male performance may have something to do with the surprising fact
that 'Newfoundland's Grace Darling,' a seventeen-year-old girl named Anne
Harvey, who, with her father, brother, and dog, was instrumental in rescuing

180Ryan & Small,8-9.
18lDebora Kodish, 'Fair Young Ladies and Bonnie Irish Boys: Pattern in Vernacular Poetics,'
Journalo!AmericanFolklore,Il6(1983),131-ISO.
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nearly two hundred people from the wreck of the Dispatch in 1828,182 does not
appear to have a ballad about her current in the repertoire, although the story is
familiar to many residents of the province. One could well assume that the
heroism displayed by Miss Harvey was a "masculine" attribute, and therefore
that the men who reinforce their male image by a ballad repertoire redolent of sea
disaster and heroism might be disinclined to include a song about an heroic
female.
The language used in the commemorative disaster ballad, including the
satirical "treason song," may be less than literary, but it serves to create a vivid
and lasting memorial. 183 Ives said of the woods ballads portraying tragic
accidental deaths of individuals that, "[a]ny ballad of this type was a memorial to
its hero, who died doing his job, and singing about such a death ritualized it and
made it more meaningful to his companions and counterparts, for whom any
moment might be their next.... " This holds true for death at sea as well, and, in
a sense, it is as valid a viewpoint for the loss ofa vessel as it is for the loss of a
person. Reading from a collection of such verses is in many ways similar to
walking through a local graveyard, reading the inscriptions on the tombstones to
develop a feeling for the history of the community. Each individual ballad has its
own unique commemorative quality and can stand in lieu ofa more tangible

182Michael Francis Harrington, Sea Storiu from Newfoundland, (St. John's: Harry Cuff
Publications Limited, 1986),20-30. See also: Mike McCarthy, 'Rescue at Isle aox Morts, The
Wreck or the Despatch, July 12, 1828,' in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and lAbrador by Frank
Galgay and Michael McCarthy, (St. John's: Harry Cuff Puhlications Limited, 1987), 13-16. See
also J.P. Andrieux, Marine Disasters of Newfoundland and lAbrador, (Ottawa: O.T.C. Press,
1986),19. Noderinitivespellingorthevessel'snamecanbeaseertained,assourcesdiffer.

l~anguageandconstructionorsuchpoetrywiUberurtherdiscussedinChapter5.
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Chapter 4
Native versus Imported Balladry
in
Newfoundland
As one reviews the multiplicity of sea disaster ballad texts comprising the

Newfoundland repertoire, one is struck by the singular character of the locally
composed item when seen in comparison to that of either the imported piece or
the product of sophisticated or elite art verse technique. Although one could
reasonably expect differences between products of such disparate origins, the gaps
between native and imported examples in the Newfoundland and Labrador corpus
are both wide and distinct. One difficulty encountered during this project was
the question of how best to deal with the immense range of variation in the
treatment of the same subject matter (i.e., sea disaster).
A large percentage of the data which fell under the heading "Loss of
Vessel(s)" in the classificatory system was locally composed, was of comparatively
recent vintage, and followed a journalistic and factual pattern. Many songs of
this type gave highly detailed information - all the detail that was, in fact,
available to the ballad's creator. Names of vessels and crew members were cited
with great regularity, as were ports of embarkation and destination. Specific
dates and even times of day were given for certain episodic events, such as
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departures,landsightings, or actual wrecks. Often cargoeswerelisted,aswell as
names of people or vessels that were not the primary subjectsofthenarrative.
Data such as these add to the commemorative aspect of these songs, as we have
seendiscussedabove,andallthisisdonewithinaframeworkofverbal
"commonplaces," making the creation as well as the retention, memorization, and
transmission of the ballad less difficult for the preserver or performer.
The phrases to which I refer as "formulae" or "commonplaces" are those
same "cliches" noted by Brunvand as ranging in complexity "from simple set
phrases and patterns of repetition to elaborate opening and closing devices or
whole passages of traditional verbal stereotypes." He also recognized that "there
are different bodies of formularized language in dirrerent countries and for
different kinds of folklore, so that we can distinguish English and American
ballads, for example, partly on the basis of the different formulas used in
each. "184 Formulae as linguistic phenomena in sea disaster ballads of
Newfoundland and Labrador will be treated in the final chapter of this thesis. It
is important here only to give a working definition of the term for this study, and
to note the fact that the form and usage of the commonplace may be a factor in
distinguishing the imported ballad from the locally composed one within the
Newfoundland repertoire.
Roger Renwick, in examining folk poetry in Yorkshire, England, notes that
local songs are intimately related to ongoing social life, and that the motives for
their creation and performance are mostly social ones, as well. "Real happenings

184Bruovaod,7_8.
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in the immediate cultural contexts of maker and audience are by far the preferred
topics of working-class poetry,185. he says, and the locally composed sea disaster
ballads of Newfoundland would appear to bear out this assumption.
Below are four texts treating the loss of the schooner, Mollie, which
occurred in December of Ig44. Verification of this wreck was found in the St.
John's, Newfoundland Daily New8 for 21 December 1944, page 4, under the
headline, ·Vessel Wreckage Washed Ashore.· A full and detailed study of the
wreck and its circumstances is delivered in The Three Sea8 by Roland Abbott. 186
Among details concerning the wreck is the information that the Mollie was
sighted in Baccalieu Tickle l87 at 4:()() pm on Ig December by people from nearby
Bay de Verde who assumed she was en route to an overnight berth at Catalina.
Mr. Abbott cites an interview with Mr. Paul Emberley, the informant from whom
the first example was collected, and also prints a text of the verse written by Mrs.
Mabel Avery (the second example given here), in which the erroneous surname
·Chalker· has been corrected to ·Chaulk,· and which Abbott says was written in

Ig45. He also lists in his book the names of the rescue crews who engaged in the
search for the bodies, as well as photographs of the six men lost. It appears that
Abbott has family connections to both the Chaulks and the Goodyears who were
victims of the wreck. No versions of this item are cited by Mercer.

185Renwick,3-5.

I~oland W. Abbott, The Three Seao, (St. Jobn's: Robinson-Blackmore Printing and
Publisbing Limited, HI87). IHereafter designated" Abbott."1 My gratitude to tbe starr at the
Centre for Newfoundland Studies in the Queen Elizabeth J] Library at Memorial University of
Newfoundland for locating this book forme.
187A "tickle" is the Newfoundland dialect word for what in Maine is called a "thoroughfare" a narrow paosage between two islands or between an island and the mainland.
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"Mollie, The Wreck or the" 188
1. My Dearest Friend and citizens I pray you lend an ear,

AsI relate a story that happened late last year.
It was just berore the Christmastide the Season or Goodwill,
~t'sl about the Schooner "Mollie" and her crew rrom Carmanville.
{Formulaic opening verse is very typical in content, but rar less so in
actualwordingandrormat.}
2. Around the 20th or December month she lert her Port in Town,
She was loaded with provisions and ror Carmanville was bound.
{Date or embarkation, general description or cargo, and port or
destination are stated.}
She crossed Conception Bay my rriends not thinking it her last,
The people here at Bay de Verde they watched her as she passed.
3. The evening closed upon her and the Sky looked very grey,
Her sails spread out as ir becalmed as she went on her way.
They hove her round at several times to try and get along,
But the people think the tide was running Southern very strong.
{Description or sailing tactics assumed used in an attempt to orrset
unCavourable weather conditions. Assumption or unravourable
tidal action.}
4. She passed the Tickle just at dark and that is all we know,
A little draught came Eastern just enough to make her go.
The wind increased at nine that night and snow came drifting high
But little did we ever think
{Frequently used commonplace or cliche phrase.}
or the ship that just passed by.
5. The night got worse the winds did howl and weather thick withal,
The Fog Alarm on Baccalieu rang out its dismal call.
When dawning broke it still grew worse till One o'clock that day,
When the sad report soon spread around just listen what I say.
188See Appendix B, p. 199. Identical texu are found in MUNFLA 71-71 il 73-132. The
respective collectors are Brian Lockyer and Terry Noonan. The informant in both cases was Paul
Emberley of Bay de Verde. Although the student collectors list the informant as the author of
the text, Kenneth S. Goldstein opines that the actual creator of the verse was Mr. Emberley's late
father, William, known as 'Willer' or 'Willa,' a local balladeer of some note. (Kenneth
S. Goldstein, personal communication, 29 July 1988.) Three sheets of photocopied typescript with
24 verses of uneven length 1# perMH!. Typographical errors corrected in "'!uare brackets (lll and
researcher's comments added in curly brackets ({}), otherwise text is verbatim from photocopy.
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{Description of weather situation and reception of news of wreck in
community where wreck occurred.}
6. The news came on the radio about the fatal ship,
{Method/medium of news transmission.}
Down there at Grates Cove
{Location of wreck.}
in the beach and all a total wreck,
The Sea was raging at the time and little could be done,
[It's] sad to tell -- I'll do my best - so listen what's to come.
7. The [people] down at Grates Cove received an awful shock,
To see a schooner and her crew dashing upon the rocks
No doubt they watched with eager eyes to see if there might be
The sign of any Human Life [upon] that dreadful Sea.
{The community turns out at the scene of the wreck, to see if anything
can be done to aid the imperiled vessel or people.}
8. AJ> they stood gazing on the wreck the seas ran awful high,
{Surprisingly enough, the seas do not here run "mountains" high.}
Soon bolognas, apples, oranges
{SpeciCics of cargo.}
were then seen tossing by.
But after all that did not count their eyes still stared the wreck
For weary, cold and lonely hours but still no bodies yet.
{Evidence of persistent vigilance on the part of landsmen.}
9. The next appeared before their eyes was articles of clothes,
There was socks and mitts and caps and shirts [what else] nobody knows
{FurtherspeciCicsofcargo.}
They must have felt that Life was vain as they strived to do their best
[It's] very very sad to say this crew had gone to Rest.
10. The Seas beat down, the snow did cease these men they lost no time,
Preparing boats and forming crews to see if they could find.
These bodies who had gone to rest amid the wrecking ship,
{Rescueerrortsdescribed.}
To their surprise and [longing] eyes three of these men did get.
11. The search was still continued 2 more bodies they did get,
T'was hard to tell how many of a crew was on that Ship.
The radio informed the men that her crew did total five,
{Body count reported. Number of bodies recovered - does it tally with
number reported as being aboard! Yes.}
So the search was discontinued - but for a [little whileJ.
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12. That Ivery] night the news came on the radio did say,
That her crew was 5 but sad to say a passenger on way.
A Cine young man just in his prime his name was "Otto Hicks"
From "Dootings Cove" he did belong just making total six.
{Discovery that not all bodies have been recovered.}
13. The men oC Grates Cove then at once began to start anew,
To search the Harbour and to find the last man oC the crew.
{Recovery eerorts renewed,successCully.}
The people down at Carmanville owe much credit and Praise,
To Grates Cove men who very soon the last man [chanced) to raise.
{People Crom vessel's home port should be grateCul to rescuers Crom wreck area.}
14. Now [Mr.] Chaulk the Captain was the rust man been restored,
A fine young man just in his prime his age being 24.
This man was soon identified as he was brought to land
By the initials on his Ring that was still upon his hand.
{Name, rank, age oC one person lost, and method oC identification.
NB: Here is a factually stated case in which a drowned
corpseisidentiCied by means oC a ring. cr. "Susan Strayed
the Briny Beach," etal.}
15. These 6 brave lads were all restored it must be hard to see,
These corpses lying cold and stier when swallowed by the Sea.
They were prepared Cor [Burial] and clothed all anew,
Laid side by side in Grates Cove Lodge, awaiting what to do.
{Place where bodies were taken when recovered. The dead honoured in
community tradition by being "laid out" properly by the community
where recovered.}
16. The Leaders oC the sad event communications made,
With Mr. Hopkins Perlican with him an order laid.
{Name, "Hopkins" and place oC residence, "Perlican" of undertaker contacted.
Further evidence of community of Grates Cove doing "the right thing"
by the dead.}
The caskets purchased numbered 6 without further delay,
Were then conveyed to Grates Cove to the L.O.L. that day.
{NB: The "L.O.L." is the Loyal Orange Lodge, a fraternal organization.}
17. They lay to rest in Grates Cove Lodge just for a little while,
Then they were conveyed to Perlican by way of horse and slide.
{Further details of treatment of the bodies after recovery. NB: A
"slide" is a sledge or similar vehicle.}
For 4 long days they rested therewith everything so still,
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Awaiting ror the steamer to take them home to Carmanville.
18. She leCt St. John's the 20th, the wind North West it blew,
She took her course across the Bay over the Ocean blue.
She reached Old Perlican at 12 her mournrul blow did make,
{Details or arrival or regular coastal steamer which would convey the bodies
back to their home community Cor burial.}
As iC to say I'm come Cor those [whom] homeward I must take.
19. Arrangements were carried out with very little rush,
These corpses six were then conveyed to the Sea they loved so much.
Their Cinaltrip across the waves never more to toil,
To lie at rest in Carmanville beneath their Native Soil.
20. When placed on board the steamship "Northern Ranger" was her name,
{Name oC coastal steamer.}
The people there Celt very sad sure we all Celt the same.
Her anchors drew, her whistle blew twas heard by all on shore,
As iC to say you did your part you cant do any more.
Just picture Criend the story as these dear lads reach home,
Who Crom their Friends and loved ones [ne'er] again will roam.
May God look down in Mercy upon these loved ones Dear,
As we extend our Sympathy most tender and sincere.
{Expression oC faith-cum-sympathy with the bereaved.}
21. They reached their homes at Carmanville the day [bein'] New [Year's] Eve.
{Time of steamer's arrival at Mollie's home port.}
To see the steamer drawing [nigh] these peoples hearts did grieve.
The corpse[sic] were taken Crom the Ship and placed upon the pier,
There was Fathers, Mothers, Sisters, Wives & likewise [Sweethearts] there
{List oC likely mourners.}
These boxes strewn with nowers and placed there in a line,
The hearts oC all were touched within assembled at the time.
To those bereaved at Carmanville heartbreaking it must be,
To see their Loved Ones once again placed in their Company.
22. These lads were each sent to his home and witnessed by each own,
When gazed upon their Cacesso Cair but stiCC and cold.
From there unto the [Cemetery] the day being New Years Day,
{Day oCburial.}
With tears and sighs weepings and cries committed to the Clay.
23. This story goes to show my friends how all of Newfoundland,
Will sacriCice in times oC need and lend a helping hand.
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{Expression of faith in the character of Newfoundlanders as helpfuland
ready to render aid in any emergency situation.}
They are so tender hearted and can play most any game,
You've oft times read their character sure I have done the same.
So [here's] a word for Grates Cove men their names I must bring in,
{Notice that the names of the rescuers are actually not mentioned.}
These heroes brave who fought the seas to try and find these men.
These men of great endurance of love and noted skill,
Shall be always praised and [ne'er] forgot by those at Carmanville.
24. These worthy men I must admit had every credit due,
In showing hospitality to that ill fated crew.
They toiled so hard and sympathized with those who're left to mourn,
May God look down in Mercy and send them some return.
So now my friends I wish to close -- You've heard the sad affair,
Few days have passed and we have stepped into another Year.
Here's health andluck,prosperity to everyone of You,
But we shall [ne'er] forget the wreck of
• Molly and her Crew.'

{It is interesting to note that, in an area where the final wordsofa
song are traditionally spoken as a signal of the piece's end,
this typescript has the final words separated from the body of
the ballad's text.}
{This is an excellent example of a locally composed sea disaster song
delivered from the viewpoint of the rescuing community. Evidently,
even though the would-be rescuers are not mentioned by name, the poet
felt it was important to stress their efforts as well as the fact that
the recovered corpses were treated respectfully by thecommunityin
whichtheywereretrieved,andthattheyweresenthomeforburiaI
with all due ceremony.}

#######
• Mollie, The Wreck of the Schooner' 189

AUTHOR'S NOTE: '(The 'Mollie' became a total wreck near the 'Oil
Gulch' at Grates Cove, Trinity Bay, en route from the harbour of St. John's,

189Mabel Avery, Poem_from a Newfoundland Village, privately printed by the author (1009;
Mt. Pearl: Spradlin's Printing, 1973), 40. Seven verses (# per MPH). Verses printed in half-line
rorm. Condensed to rull-line couplets by MH. Researcher's comments in curly brackets ({}).
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Nnd. to her home port at Carmanville, Notre Dame Bay, Nnd. She carried a full
cargo and crew of five.)"
1. 'Twas on a drear December night The Schooner Mollie was lost,
With all her crew and cargo too, Mid snow and wind and frost.
{Pattern of opening verse not as elaborate as is common to locally composed
ballads in Newfoundland. This is probably because the author considers
herseIra"professionalwriter." A "come-all-ye " opening might not be
as readily acceptable to a literary reader as it would be to a
traditional listening audience.}

2. Out from St. John's to Carmanville, Their home in Notre Dame Bay,
A sturdy schooner and her crew Was lost in Trinity Bay.
{Port of embarkation; home port and location; general location of wreck.}
3. Captain Ross Chalker, a fine young man, The Captain of his ship,
{Author, being from community where wreck occurred, rather than from
homeport of the Mollie, gives incorrect surname for captain.
Both surnames, Chaulk and Chalker are relatively common in
Newfoundland, but are primarily found in different areas of the
province. (SeeSeary.)}
While Otto Hicks, his boyhood friend Decided to take the trip.
4. Now, Otto had been overseas, The Navy was his choice,
And he came home to spend some time, The wild sea took his life.
{Much more elaborate detail regarding the passenger than the crew. One crew
member's name is omitted entirely.}
5. Mr. Goodyear and his two sons Also comprised the crew,
But they too met a watery grave Near Grates Cove -- this is true.
{More detailed location of wreck.}
6. The sea was rough, but kind friends prayed And a calm came from above;
Stout men searched the wild sea For the crew, with hearts of love.
{Verse expresses both a certain degree of fatalism and honour to the rescuers.}
7. All rescued from the angry sea, Their bodies sent home once more,
So when the sea gives up its dead, We'll meet on heaven's shore.
{Memorial-type closing formula.}

#######
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The Loss oC the Mollie 1OO
1. Come bow your heads and listen, While a story I relate
About the good ship Mollie; That met a saddening Cate.
{Extremely typical content and Corm Cor opening verse, including vessel's name.}

2. She left St. John's on Tuesday. December the nineteenth day,
{Details oC embarkation·· port leCt, day oC week, date oC sailing.}
And we believe she reached a point Well out in Trinity Bay.
3. We have no Cacts to ascertain, What course she did pursue,
But we believe she hove about, And steered back Cor Baccalieu.
{Admission oC lack oC knowledge, augmented by educated assumptions about
probable course oC action taken. Compare this with similar assumptions
in the rirst oC the Mollie examples.}
4. The wind increased, the snow Cell Cast The Mollie made leeway,
And came to grieC in Grate's Cove Bight BeCore the break oC day.
{Known Cacts oC weather and wreck conditions.}
5. She had a stalwart crew oC rive, Yet on board there were six,
One man Crom Musgrave Harbour, His name was Otto Hicks.
{Passenger's name and hometown.}
6. Ross Chaulk he was her captain. James Ellsworth was the mate.
John Goodyear next with his two sons, The youngest twenty-eight.
{Crew list. Note that captain and mate deserve to have their ranks mentioned,
but that the two younger Goodyears are so low on the occupational
status scale that even their given namesareomitted,despitetheCact
that this text was written by a man Crom their home town, who
presumably knew them personally.}
7. The wind decreased, the snow cleared up, And wreckage was in sight.
The men oC Grate's Cove quickly saw What was the Mollie's plight.
8. The alarm was given a search was made, Along the rugged coast.
But not a trace oC liCe was Cound For all the crew was lost.
g. The seas ran high, but boats were manned, A continued search ensued,
Until the bodies were taken From those waters cold and rude.

l00Abbott,68. Composed by Mr. Willis Tutk, Carmanville, NOd., 1944. Verses numbered per
Abbott. Text printed in balf-line format, condensed to full-line couplets by MH. Researcher's
comments in curly brackets ({}).
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{Three verses honouring the efforts of the would-be rescuers from Grate's Cove.}
10. And when they were recovered, There was another call,
And they were quickly taken To the Loyal Orange Hall.
11. And there prepared for burial, With the best that could be found,
Awaiting for the" Ranger," The ship that brought them down.
{Name of coastal steamer which conveyed bodies home.}
12. All friends at Grate's Cove did assist, They quickly saw the need;
They all joined in to do their best, From every class and creed.
{Description of the Grate's Cove residents as honourable and proper folk, who
treat the dead with appropriate respect.}
13. Our praise is only simple words, Yet we extend to you,
Our grateful thanks from Carmanville, For your efforts brave and true.
{Expression of gratitude for rescue efforts and proper treatment of recovered
bodies by people of Grate's Cove.}
14. It was on a Sunday evening, They were landed one by one.
On the coastal wharf at Carmanville Just as the sun went down.
{Day of week and approximate time of day of return of bodies to home port by
steamer.}
15. While Captain Snow and all on board, With bared heads stood and sang.
{Name of captain of steamer, and more action in respect of the dead.}
The Hymn, "Nearer My God To Thee," As mournfully the Church bell rang.
{Whether this actually happened or not, it is a scene commonly portrayed in
memorial verse in one way or another. This particular hymn seems to
have been a favourite in funerary verse.}
16. And now those men are laid to rest, Within their narrow bed.
Just think of them in Realms of bliss, And not as souls now dead.
{Expression of fatalistic belief in an afterlife. 'They've gone to a better
place.' "They are not dead, but only 'gone before.'"}
17. We all are sailing the sea of Time. Our journey here is brief,
There will be storms we may escape, But not Time's ending Reef.
{Expression of the inevitability of death couched in nautical terms.}
18. And to all our friends that sorrow, We commend you to God's care.
No promise stands the test like His; He is always very near.
{Expression of fatalism and resignation. 'God knows what He is doing.'}

#######
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The Loss of the Schooner Mollie 191
1. Come all ye Newfoundlanders, and hear of this sad tale,
About the Schooner Mollie; which foundered in a gale.
{Typical ·come-all-ye· formulaic opening, giving name and type (schooner)
of vessel.}
On the nineteenth of December those men left St. John's, town;
{Date and port of embarkation listed.}
With joyful expectations were glad they were homeward bound.
But the day was short and the night was long with snow and hail,
The wind came in from the North East, and blew an awful gale.
2. A chilly mist enwrapped the dawn upon that fading morn;
For in the darkness of the night a savage storm was born.
A mighty whirling wind rushed fast toward that land of Death,
It smote with sword of sharpest teeth, and with resistless breath,
And terrible the sea that dashed on high with awful roar,
{Description of building of storm conditions with typical poetic language as
discussed in Chapter 5, below.}
'Twas there the Mollie met her doom on the rocks of Grate's Cove shore.
{Location of wreck.}
3. Oh God! Our helpless sailors, those men upon the wave,
With wind and sea all lashing round, was there no power to save!
Thou lookest down, 0 Mighty God, on passing scenes of woe,
Grim Death which ends rich lives is not so dire a foe.
{An actual questioning of God's acts, but with a definite tinge of fatalism.}
But yet those dying, drowning cries ring in my ears the more,
Re-echo from that Point of land, the coast of Grate's Cove shore.
4. But Hark! What is that mumed sound! Me thinks I hear them pray,
A prayer that none but God could hear on that cold stormy day.
They might have prayed for human help, but none was very nigh,
But prayer is surely answered and God took them home on high.
So with that boundless mercy which comes from God alone,
We leave them in His loving hands who were so far from home.
{[Expression of faith -- ·God knows what He's doing.·}
5. 'Twas there the Mollie went ashore, and all six men were drowned,

191Abbott,71. IAuthor's note(Abbott, 72)1: Composed by Mr. Kenneth Hicks, Carmanville,
NOd. (In his 74th year 1945.) Submitted by Mr. Hicks as a token of sympathy to Mrs. Nellie
Chaulk in the sad loss of her son Skipper R055.] Verses numbered per Abbott. Researcher's
comments in curly brackets ({}).
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The Grate's Cove men worked hard and all their bodies found.
Our praise is due to those fine men, who worked both day and night,
To get the bodies from the deep was met with our delight.
Again we thank them one and all, and love them everyone,
God will reward them all when all their work is done.
{Number of victims noted, along with expression of gratitude to Grate's
Cove rescuers, indicating that they will be rewarded in their own
afterlife.}
6. The least[sic] day of December the Ranger hove in sight,
With her nag half-mast, a single blast we knew that she was right.
She came up in the Harbour, although it was but slow,
The wind was light and frosty and but a little snow.
She came in very easy when all was calm and blue,
She tied up at the Coastal wharf and landed the Mollie's crew.
{Details of the return of the bodies to their home port, includes date,
name of vessel involved, weather conditions, methods of identifying
vessel,etc.}
7. And when the dead were landed on that sad eventide,
The crew and passengers lined the deck all on the Starboard side,
"Nearer My God To Thee" they sang; while heads were bared and bowed,
{Since this episode is described in two of the Carmanville efforts, it is
entirely possible that it did actually happen in this particular
instance.}
Our hearts did ache, many tears were shed all from that humble crew.
And then the Ranger cast off lines and from the wharf did slip,
As we bade adieu to the noble crew and passengers of that good ship.
8. And now our friends are sleeping within their narrow tomb,
We'll meet again, we don't know when, it may be very soon.
So dry your tears my sorrowing friends and face us with a smile,
The Saviour said that He would come again, it's only a little while.
And when all our work is done, and we the River cross,
We'll meet our friends in the "Haven of Rest" where never a ship is lost.
{Memorial closing formula displaying faith and fatalism. "We'll all meet
again in Heaven."}

It becomes evident from even a superficial examination of these examples
that each of the texts presented above describes the disaster from a somewhat
different perspective, and that the memorial emphasis of each is therefore
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different. However, eachdisplaysacertainconcernforfactualdetail,despite
their differing viewpoints. Thus each exhibits the typifying characteristics of the
locally composed Newfoundland sea disaster ballad.
All of the memorial verse relating to the loss of the Mollie was acquired
from written or printed sources, and there is no actual evidence that any of these
pieces experienced any significant longevity in a sung form. Renwick "advance[s]
the claim that local poetry is the modern-day substitute for older traditional and
local song. 192 " He presents a number of possible reasons for the transition from
sung to spoken or read verse in English tradition. In Newfoundland, the two
styles of performance appear to exist simultaneously, although a collector is
somewhat more likely to encounter tragic subjects given a musical settingand
humorous material presented as recitations. 193
In contrast to the above examples and the vast majority of the other locally
composed efforts, a goodly number of the entries in the "Loss of Person(s)"
section of the system, and nearly all of the entries in the "Romantic" and
"Lament" categories, are apparently taken directly from imported broadsides,
most of which originated in England or Ireland. These ballads are frequently
fictive in character, being for the most part highly fanciful and hypothetical
accounts of generic situations, and most appear to be somewhat earlier in origin
than the majority of the items of local composition. The personal names
attributed to characters in the narratives are primarily only "given" names, and

19~enwick,4.
193For further discussion of recitations in Newfoundland, see Pauline Greenhill, ·'The Family
Album': A Newfoundland Women's Recitation,· Canadian Folklore canadien 6 (1984), 39-61.
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those predominating are quite stereotypical and almost impersonal, such as
·Willy· or ·Johnny· for males, ·Nancy· or 'Mary' for females. Often, as in
the example below, the characters are not named at all. Occasionally an
apparently factual account of the event portrayed in the narrative may be found
in one or more of the printed sources, but salient facts, such as the dates and the
namesofvesselsinvolvedmayvarystrikinglyfromoneoftheseaccounts to the

I do not mean to infer by the above remarks that the material contained in
ballads which originated as British, Irish, American, or mainland Canadian
broadsides is necessarily lacking in a factual basis, merely that the form in which
that material is presented makes it less readily perceived as accurate historical
fact by the listening audience due to a lack of both detail and specificity. Roger
Renwick,speakingofthelocalsonginYorkshire,says:
...songs of the ideally traditionalsort...contain quite formulaic
language, tirelessly repeat the same story-types and themes, are cast in
a limited array of formal verse models... and were generalizable enough
in their topics and meanings to outlive narrowly time-bound, placebound, or occasion-bound relevance. I04
Wilgus also remarked, with regard to the fictive nature of some British
ballads in the body examined by Laws:
A large proportion of British ballads, especially those current in
America, seem to be fictional; yet we have seen how a factual ballad
takes on the air of fiction and then becomes factual again. Lawsis
forced to use internal evidence...to determine whether or not a ballad is
factual.... Investigations of the factual backgroundsofanumberof
individual ballads, though admittedly quite difficult, might be of great
value. IOS

I04Renwick,113.IMyempbasis.1

IOSWilgu8, 1898,296.
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Thus he recognized that the ·air of fiction· or, in my terminology, the ·fictive
nature· ofa piece did not necessarily divorce it entirely from historicity. Indeed,
Ivescorroborates this attitude, by his observation that the audience-and even
thesinger--wereorten • ...praising the song more for its moral truth than for its
factual truth, more because it is true to life and 'goes to show' that such things
'would happen' than because it tells about something that actually did
happen .• 196
The appeal of a locally-composed ballad to the community from which it
arose is easily understandable. The characters and situations are intimately
familiar to the members of that community, who have emotional links to the
narrative resulting from bonds of kinship, friendship, and/or experience. But
what is the appeal of the imported non-specific item to the performer or
community which adopts it?
Laws states that ·the basic appeals of the broadsides are those of all plotted
narratives, whatever their literary form or their place of origin....theballads deal
mainly with subjects of great intrinsic interest to all human beings.• 197 This
would seem to be an applicable inference in most of the cases examined during
this project.
Let us examine for a moment Laws K13, ·The Faithful Sailor Boy·. This is
a romantic and sentimental piece in which a sailor pledges loyalty to his
sweetheart, sails, and dies at sea, sending home a deathbed message renewing his
pledge of loyalty and extending it beyond the grave. This song has frequently
l00lves, Scott,301. !Emphaseslve8'8.!
197Law8• ABBB, 27-28.

been collected from the NewCoundland repertoire,lll8 and thereCore may be
assumed to be a Cairly popular ballad among Newfoundlanders, despite its
apparent Coreign origin. The following collector's note allows us some insight into
the reasons for the breadth of this song's popularity within the Newfoundland
corpus:
Walter Joseph Nash, a cousin of Carrie's, sang this "the first night
aCter they came back Crom the Mediterranean." There were tears in
Aunt Carrie's eyes, around midway through this song. It meant to her
a thing that can only, perhaps, be Celt Cully by someone who has lost a
loved one at sea -- a common enough occurrence, here in NewCoundland.
In her case it was no lover, but her own son, Patrick, she was
remembering, who drowned years ago in a boat orr New Orleans. 1lXl
"The Faithful Sailor Boy "ZOO
{No names are given for either the characters or the vessel. No dates or
other pertinent inCormation appear within the text. One may assume that
the season was sometime between late Call and early spring, due to the
mention oC snow. No inCormation is given as to whether the vessel was
merchant or military. No details are given as to the cause or
circumstances oC the sailor's death.}
1. 'Twas on a dark and a stormy night, while snow lay on the ground,
A sailor lad stood on the quay, His ship was outward bound;
His sweetheart standing by his side shed many a bitter tear,
And as he pressed her to his breast, he whispered in her ear:
(chorus)
"Fare you well, my own true love, This parting gives me pain,
You'll be my hope, my guiding star, 'Til I return again;

198MUNFLA 67-34; 68-40; 69;34; 72-238; 73-89 & 76-380. Mercer, however, gives only one
rragmentaryprinting(Mercer,117).
llXlMUNFLA 76-380,[MS p. 1141.
ZOOSee Appendix B, p. 285. MUNFLA 76-380,IMS p. 1121. Collected by Ginny Preston rrom
(Mro.) Caroline "Aunt Carrie" Brennan in Sbip Cove, Placentia Bay, Newroundland, during the
summer or 1976. Three verses and chorus, given here as transcribed and # per thecoUector.
Original manuscript has been altered to a consistent rull-line rormat by MH, otherewise it is cited
verbatim. Researcher's comments within the body or the text appear in curly brackets ({}).
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My thoughts will be on you, my love, when storms are raging high,
So fare you well, remember me, Your faithful sailor boy."
2. 'Twas in the veill?] the ship set sail, The lass was standing by,
She watched the vessel out of sight and tears bedimmed her eye,
She prayed to God in heaven above to guide him o'er the way
{Prayer = expression of faith.}
True lovers' parting was, that night re-echoed o'er the wave.
-chorus3. 'Twas sad to say, the ship returned without the sailor boy,
For he had died while on the sea; The flag ran half-mast high.
And when his comrades came on shore And told her he was dead,
A message that they brought to her, Its last line sadly read:
- chorus"Fare you well, my own true love, On earth we'll meet no more;
but we may meet in heaven above On that celestial shore,
I hope to meet you in that land So far beyond the sky,
Where you will never be parted from Your faithful sailor boy."
{Despite the fictive nature of this text, it ends in typicalmemorial
style.}201

Although, as Laws has pointed out, British ballads which require special
knowledge are not likely to achieve widespread currency on this side of the
Atlantic,202 certain specialized knowledge pertains to the sea-Iinkedlifestyleitself,
and this will transcend local or regional bounds and enable a song to be
understood and appreciated in similar circumstances with widely divergent
geographical settings. Thus the informant mentioned above perceived a generic

201[NB: In thi8 researcher'8previou8work in maritime rolklore,8he has encountered thebelier
that it is unlucky towatchave8sel bearing adepartingrriend,relativeor loved one out or sight.
Apparently no mention was made or that belier in connection with the above example.j
20~aws, ABBB, 27.
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ballad about the death of a loved one at sea as speaking to her own feelings of
sadness and bereavement upon learning of the drowning of her son. It is
interesting to note that the perceived similarity in this case is found between the
actual loss of a son and a ballad dealing with the loss of a lover, since there are
other ballads to be found within the Newfoundland repertoire which deal
specifically with the loss of a son, such as ·The Bell of Dublin Bay· and ·Willie
Vare.· 203 It may be that this inCormant found the fact that these songs described
her specific loss a bit too painful, and therefore turned her attention to a song
describing a different loss. This may not, however, be the case, since the same
informant sang a version of ·The Captain Bold Larkin,·204 in which a local
tragedy is described, complete with parental grief at the loss of a son overboard.
All the same, similarities buffered by a certain amount of distancing seem to be
major drawing cards for the imported ballads.
Renwick, too, has made similar observations with respect to mining disaster
poetry. He noted both that:
None of the ·insiders· among our poets had firsthand experience of
the deaths or of the rescue attempts.... If any had, in fact, worked at
thecollieryorbeenrelatedtoanyofthelostminers,itisdoubtfulthat
he or she would have composed a poem on the events - at least
certainly not until a considerable period of time had passed. 205
and that:
...poetry by definition hassome[sic] internalization and distancing of
selffromitssubjectmatter. 206

203SeeAppendixB,p. 243 ('Bell') and p. 356 ('Willie).
204SeeAppendixB,p.244.
2O~enwick,225.

~enwick,226.
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One might also consider, in reference to Renwick's contention about the
passage of time as a distancing factor, that I have been asked,regardingthis
project, whether I had discovered if there was, in fact, an appropriate period of
mourning which should be allowed to pass after a disaster had occurred, before a
ballad was composed on the subject, and, if so, how long this period should be.
The question was asked in particular respect to the loss of the oil rig, Ocean
Ranger, with all hands, one hundred seventy-five nautical miles off the
Newfoundland coast in February of 19S2. 207 The person who questioned me had
known a local performer who had been asked to compose such a song, but replied
that it was too soon afte~ the tragedy (eighty-four lives had been lost) to do so.
Shortly thereafter, a song about the event was written and recorded by another
person and went on to achieve marked though brief commercial success. Some of
the local people considered that this latter effort had been produced with
unseemlyhaste. 208
It is notable, as well, that Newfoundlanders and Labradorians tend often to
prefer familiar subjects and themes within their choices of commercial popular
music. Recently, a Labradorian acquaintance of mine shared a musical evening at
my home. Among the songs he offered was one, definitely in the country and
western "hurtin' song" pattern, which was couched almost entirely in seafaring
language,thethemebeingtbat, despite the fact tbat "tbere's a sea between our
hearts," nonetheless "my compass always points to you. " 200 Thus, wherever a

207Evening Telegram, Monday, 15 February 1982, 1. See Appendix B, p. 257.

20~roest Nolan, personal communication, March 1989.
200Aden Clark, personal communication, 2 December 1988.
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song may have originated, the familiarity of the scenes evoked by either the
narrative line (if there is one), the general frame of reference, or the language in
which they are couched will draw them into the chosen listening and/or
performing repertoire of the community. As the above example illustrates, this is
trueofnon-narrative(non-ballad),aswellasnarrative(hallad)items.
If it is indeed the case, as Laws contends, that the strength of the ballad
tradition lies in the fact that it reflects the tastes of the people, whether literate
ornot,210 why then should so many early scholars have been moved to pass
subjective judgement on their form and content from a viewpoint moulded by the
artistic and literary criteria of elite culture? Presumably this occurred precisely
because these investigators were of academic and scholarly orientation. So much
of their background was in English language, literature, and literary criticism, or
in classical music, that it was nearly impossible for them to divorce their critical
outlook from the aesthetic strictures imposed upon it by theirearlytraining.
Since modern scholarship inclines to the belief that aesthetic diIferenceneednot
mean aesthetic inferiority, such critical inferences should now be laid aside in
favour of a less biased view.
Laws solved the problem of dealing with the two noticeably different forms
of balladry extant in North America by writing two books, one of which dealt
with ·Native American· compositions, the other with imported balladry from
broadsides. Given that the classificatory system which I am presenting here deals
solely with songs concerning marine disaster, I felt that it should incorporate both

210Law., ABBB, 27, 30.

the older, moreuniversal,and the more recent, specifically local compositions.
These were incorporated within the system in whatever categories seemed most
reasonableCrom the narrative plot line presented in each text, regardlessoCorigin,
overlapping oC categories, or incongruityoCneighhouringmaterial. ThesystemoC
cross-reCerencing is intended to be adequate to minimize possible
misunderstandings.
Laws asserts that: ·The typical Colk singer has littIe historical sense and
practically no interest in history assuch.· 211 This may indeed be true on the
larger scale, but seems quite inaccurate when one is investigating locally composed
ballads dealing with locally relevant disasters. Indeed,Lawshimselflater
remarks, ·Perhaps no group oC ballads seems quite so authentic as that which
recounts the hazards and hardships oC the sea.· It seems evident, then, that even
while imputing a general lack oCinterestin historicity to the Colk singer, Laws
recognized acertainmeasureoCauthenticity as maniCest in the sea disaster ballad,
especially in its locally composed Corm.
It may be demonstrated that, although fictive in character and oCten lacking
in aCactual basis, the imported ballad oCmarine disaster CrequentIyprovidesan
alternative to locally composed balladrywhich,throughitsdistancingerrects,
makes it easier Cor the living bereaved to express themselves and their sorrow
than would an accurately Cactual and detailed historical account oC their actual
loss. However, with the healing passage oC time, the graphically detailed, speciCic,
and journalistic account may become acceptable or even preCerable,eventothose
moststronglyarrected.
211 Laws, ABBB, 8.
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Chapter 5
Stereotypical Language Usage
and the
Newfoundland Sea Disaster Ballad
Nearly all folk narrative forms employ some type of stereotypical language.
This is particularly true of verse, and the locally composed sea disaster ballads of
Newfoundland and Labrador are no exception. They deliver quite vivid verbal
views of the events described, but such scenes are almost inevitably presented in
terms of local commonplace and idiomatic language usage. Such compositional
styles produce texts which are highly mnemonic, both for the composer and the
performer. This chapter will explore some aspects of these formulaic usages,
including apparent changes in language usage which have resulted during
approximately the'lastone hundred fifty years, and will illustrate these with
examples of locally composed Newfoundland sea disaster balladry.
I have chosen to use the term "formula" to describe all the stereotypical
and conventional verbal units with which this chapter deals. The seminal work
on the use of oral formulae, The Singer of Tales, by Albert B. Lord,212 defined
three basic units of composition: formula - "a group of words which is regularly

212Albert B. Lord, The Singer 01 Tal .., (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1960.)
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employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given essentialidea;"

formulaic expressions -- lines and haIr lines which "Collow the basic patterns oC
rhythm and syntax and have at least one word in the same position in the line in
common with other lines or haIr lines;" and themes -- "groups oC ideas regularly
used in telling a tale in the formulaic style oCtraditional song."213 Lord further
declared that the epic singers of the South Slavic area he was studying employed
these units to re-compose their songs spontaneously with each performance.

I Ceel that the five elementscareCully delineated by Roger Abrahamsand
George Foss are better applicable to the repertory with which this project deals.
They are defined as Collows: "conventional diction" -- special language used in
songs, but not in ordinary speech; "conventionalepithets"··anameorobject
which usually takes the same modifiers in song; "conventional phrase" - an
action whose description always includes the same result oC that action;
"commonplace" --aconventionaldescriptionoCaprescribedsituation, (larger
than either the conventional epithet or the conventional phrase and may include
either or both); and "Cormulaicopeningorendingjframingdevice" -closely
related to the commonplace, announces opening or ending oC song in conventional
wording. 214 However, I intend to use the terms "Cormula" and "commonplace"
as synonyms Cor each other and Cor all oC these except the last, which will be
designated "openingCormula" or "ciosingCormula."

213navid Evan., Big Road Blue" Tradition and Creativitll in the Folk Btu",. (Berkeley CA:
Univer.ityofCaliforniaPr.... l1182).315.fromLord30.47.68.
214Roger D. Abraham. and George Fos•• Anglo-American Folbong Stl/le, Englewood Cliff. NJ:
Prentice-Hall,I068.31.33.
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David Evans, in applying Lord's oral formulaic theory of improvisational
re-creation in the act of performance to the musical and poetic for msoffolk
blues, noted that, despite the relevance of such an application, cautionwas
needed, since, although the two genres had general similarities, they differed
widely in their specific characteristics. 215 Like the epics, sea disaster ballads are
narrative,andsometimeslengthy;liketheblues,theyarestanzaicratherthan
stichic,andtendtobelessthanrigidintheirmetricaloutline. Unlike the epics,
the sea disaster ballads of Newfoundland and Labrador are almost never
improvised or composed spontaneously in the act of performance. They are,
conversely, sung primarily from memory, and sometimes from printed or
handwritten texts.
IdonotconsiderthatIamsteppingbeyond the bounds of reason in
ascribing a formulaic character to these songs, for Edward D. Ives has noted this
as well. In analyzing a railway disaster ballad from Maine, he remarks: • Disaster
balladry was very much r. tradition in America, and while railroad disaster songs
never developed the rather clear set of patterns, themes, and cliches we find in
ba/ladson sea disasters,such patternsdidexist.· 216 The song-maker generally
was predisposed to create ballads about disasters and individualtragedies,and
these fell easily into preset patterns because firstly, the subject was traditional in
nature, and secondly, there was ·a traditional structure to work with, and a
common stock of formulas, themes, and images with which he could flesh the

21~vaos,315-316.
216Ives, 5coll,276. Emph3l!ismioe.
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structureout. 0217 Finally, Ivesobserves that innovation is acceptable in this sort
ofcomposition •• thesongsarenotandshouldnotbeOcarboncopiesof each
othero··buttheauthors °stayed pretty close to their models. 0218
The formulaic units of which the Anglo-North American sea disaster ballad
isconstructed,althoughtheyarecertainlyusefulasbuildingmaterialsforthe
composer, function in actual performance as simple mnemonic devices rather than
as improvisational tools, since this tradition involves learning a text by rote
memory, rather than improvisation. Those formulae which are common within
the repertoire of Newfoundland and Labrador, seem to vary more in accordance
with the necessary rhyme than with the required metre. Itisevident,then,that
the essential element in the poetic tradition of the area investigated in this
project, unlike that of the area studied by Lord,219 is rhyme rather than meter.
And stereotypical forms generically are not by any means confined exclusively to
the local creations. The imports as well have their formulaic usages, although
they are not necessarily the same ones to be found in the local songs. Verbal
formulae in general may be said to be a standard characteristic ofthe ballad
genre, although the actual words used in the formulae themselves may vary
between different areas and styles of balladry. Indeed,theuseofverbalclichesis
common not only to the ballad but to the entire folksong repertory of the AngloAmerican and Western European traditions.

217 1ves, Scott, 156.
2181ves, Scott, 160.
219 See rootnote #212.
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Renwick, in lQgO, noted the commonplaces of the folk compositional style.
In particular, discussing the ·symbolic qualities· of the commonplace, he wrote
that·sincesymbolsareamongthemost.. .important...representationsofa
culture's knowledge and ethic, they possess a high degree of longevity, of semantic
load, of mnemonic strength, perhaps even of 'ritualistic' significance.· 220 Other
requirements and qualities may distinguish folk poetry from its elite literary
counterpart, he notes, but folk poetry's signifiers distinguish it and give it an
identity unique from other folk phenomena. • ... [I]t is those very signifying motifs
and language units that we have long recognized as special to folk poetry but
have hastily dubbed 'cliches,' and as a result thought to be the most utilitarian of
crutches, that may constitute the deepest language of the genre and carry
implicitly the most significant meanings.• 221 If we consider balladry, because it is
couched in verse, as a form of folk poetry, the implications are evident.
Someoftheearlierscholarshavestressedthe·inferior·quality,
• insipidity· , ·sentimentality·, ·corruption·, and ·degeneration· of both the
locally composed and the broadside forms when compared with the classic ballad
as found in Child's collection. As Halpert has so aptly put it, ·Undoubtedly such
pieces fail to meet the aesthetic criteria of English literature scholars or the high
musical standards demanded by English folksong collectors of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.· 222 Yet it is the ability to incite empathy or
identification in the emotions and mind of performer and/or audience that gives a
2~enwick,

37. [Emphasis mine.1

221Renwick,15.

22~erhertHalpert,·Prerace·inMercer,xii.

ballad, or, indeed, any folksong, its strength. A song which does not elicit such
identification will be neither requested nor performed with any great frequency
(unless, perhaps, it is possessed of a strikingly seductive melody), and will
gradually be forgotten; one which does so will enjoy popularity and 10 ngevity, and
may even travel to other communities of similar background, where its popularity
again will depend on the degree to which the people who perform it, or those who
listen to it, can identify with the situations it depicts in verse. Greenleafobserved
• ...thatthepreciousliteraryqualitywhichwecollectorsseekin ballads is avery
secondary thing to the folk who compose and sing them to recall to min dthe
bravedeedsoftheirheroes.· 223
The language used may be less than literary, but it serves to create a vivid
and lasting picture and/or memorial.. Viewing this style of verse from the rarified
atmosphere of the ·highartculture,· one may cringe aesthetically at lines which
list bologna and oranges among the flotsam at the scene of a shipwreck, as in one
of the ·Loss of the Mollie· texts 224 or giggle at those which threaten" Adolph"
(Hitler) and h's V-boat crews with death "like a bunch of rats" at the hands of
·John Bull" and "Uncle Sam."225 But who can overlook the poignant situation
of the young telegrapher who remains ather machine for long,sleeplesshours
hoping for news of her brothers and her captain fiance whose ship isoverdue 226 ,
the undaunted courage of those sailors who, in the midst of peril, nonchalantly

223Greenlear&Mansfield,vii.
224SeeAppendixB,pp.199.
225· Loss or the 5.5. Caribou· ,IMUNFLA 75-1(PDlIOll. See Appendix B, p. 230.
226' The

Loss or the 'Eliza",Peacock,III,gH. SeeAppendixB,p.161.
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°wish they were in ahotel,smokingacigaretteO and who °danced the 'Stack of
Barley', when Lawn islands came in view,0227 or the pathos of the °aged fathc,ro
who cries °in broken accent, 'B'ys, where did you leave my child?'0228 on
learning of the drowning of his son? It is virtually impossible, also, fora
reasonable human adult to feel no empathy with the man who, rescued from
almost certain death adrift, declares: °Across the sea in an open boat I will not
anymore. 0229
The identification of the community members with the story line and with
both the implicit and explicit meaning of the text is more important to the folk
than the literary aesthetic of the poetry. Iveshasstatedthat· ...aliterary
aesthetic is of limited use in discussingtraditionalsong,·230 and this becomes
abunda.ntly clear when one is dealing with ballads of marine disaster. Also it
becomes evident that only occasionally does a song survive solely because of its
beauteous melody, and orten, under these circumstances, the tune will be stolen or
borrowed by a song-maker and used to carry a new text, with more meaning for
the local community.
Greenleaf noted the diverse origins and ages of songs collected in
Newfoundland and recognized the importance of the locally composed items
within the larger corpus -. ·The Newfoundlanders make up a song about any

227 0The Garfield', MUNFLA 81>-161. See Appendix B, pp. 342.
2280The Captain Bold Larkin'!MUNFLA 71>-3801. See Appendix B, p. 244.
2290Ye Landsmen That Live on the LandO IMUNFLA 75-1471. See Appendix B, p. 356.
230 lves, Scott, 298.
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happening, usually tragic, which affects them"231_ however, she fails to note the
use of typical Victorian verse forms as consistent with the memorial aspect of
manysuchpieces. 232 Instead,shefindsit "surprising" that the balladeers "use,
and apparently understand,wordswhich never appear in their daily speech. " 233

It is certainly true that a ballad such as "The Petty Harbour Bait Skiff,"
with its allusions to the North Wind as "Boreas" and to "Flora" and her
"sportive groves," is employing language which is far from the everyday speech
usages of the common people, even at the time of its composition in the 1850s.
One must never forget, however, that these items are memorials and one must,
therefore, consider the type of verse, language, and indeed sculpture art, which
prevailed on the tombstones of the period. A contemporary ballad on a similar
subject today would (and does) use quite different terms. Thatpopular
sentimentality was widespread in areas beyond the literary realm from the middle
of the nineteenth century through the first two decades of the twentieth can be
observed by a consideration of such items of material culture as mementoes
created from human hair (orten the hair of deceased lovedones)234 and of the
subject matter which prevailed in the parlour art of the period. It is not difficult
to see how the popular culture which was attracted by graceful female figures
drooping morosely over tombstones would find a similar attractioninthestilted

231Creenleaf&Mansfield,xxxvii.
232SeeCbapter4.
233Creenleaf&Mansfield,xxxvii.
234For items of jewelry created from the hair of deceased loved ones, see John Morley, Death,
Heaven, and the Victorian_, llPittsburgh]: University of Pittsburgh Press, lea. 19711), 14,66-67,
andPlates88,80,Ol,OS.
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and sentimental poetic language in which tales or disaster, death, destruction, and
despair such as those presented hereweresoortencouched. 235

In his study or Joe Scott: The Woodsman-Songmaker, Edward D. Ives
remarked Scott's tendency to • ...traditional natural description ...devoted to birds
and Clowers and dewdrops.· With respect to this sort or poetic imagery Ives
states: ·ltlooks... to me as though people liked Joe's ballads because they were
Clorid .... • 236 The sentimental verse (as opposed to the humorous verse) produced
by North American cowboys utilizes similarly extravagant language. 237
Exemplary data, then, would indicate that such gender-restricted traditional
occupations as lumbering, mining, herding, and seararing rrequently produced
sentimental verse, including memorial verse, which employed Oorid language to
describe natural scenes and as a vehicle rorstereotypical moralistic comments. 238
It would probably be reasonable to assume that such anon-conversational
language style was adapted precisely because it was ·poetic· and served to create
distance between ·everyday· verbal communication and memorial verse and

235For general attitudes toward death in this period, see Lewis O. Saum, 'Death in the Popular
Mind of Pre-Civil War America,' in Death in America, David E. Stannard, ed., (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1975),30-48 and Ann Douglas, 'Heaven Our Home:
Consolation Literature in the orthern United States, 1830-1880,' in the same work, 49-68. See
particularly p.61 on 'weeping female figures' in the cemeteries of the 1840..
236Ives, Scott, 124, 126. Emphasis Ives's.
237See Charles J. Finger, Sailor Chanties and Cowboy Songs, Ten Cent Pocket Series No. 301,
rpt. 1923, (Girard KS: Haldeman-Julius Company (Norwood Editions), 1974); John A. Lomax,
Songs of the Cattle Trail and Cow Camp, rpt. 1919, (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1950);
Glenn Ohrlin, The Hell-Bound Train;.A Cowboy Songbook, (Urbana IL: University of Illinois
Press, 1973); and N. Howard ('Jack') Thorp, comp.• Songs of the Cowboys, rpt. 1008, (Lincoln
NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1984) for examples.
238Mining (seeRenwick),lumbering (see Ives). herding (seefootnoteabove),seafaring(see
examples given herein).
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songs which conveyed similar factual information but in a ·special· way. In fact,
in Cowboy Songs and Other Frontier Ballads there is a text in which six lines
from a sonnet by Elizabeth Barrett Browning appear implanted into a text
entitled ·The Peeler's Lament,· apparently for their poetic expression of the
sentiments which the author of the later piece wished to convey.230
In studying the examples below, one should bear in mind Renwick's
assertion that • ...wefind in older, traditional folk poetry far more redundancy not
only or poetic language, rorms, topics, and themes but also or rundamental ethic
and world view. Generally the newer the poetry, the less redundant it is in all
these aspects in relation to the popular repertoire that is coeval with it.· 240
The song below, ·The Petty Harbour Bait Skirr· is attributed to the writing
or John Grace, a St. John's sailor who later died in Brazi1. 241 As regards the
historicity of the ballad, an article in a St. John's paper, The Moming Courier ror
Wednesday, 16 June 1852, under the headline ·Melancholy Disaster and Loss or
Lire,· states that during the gale ·on Monday last· ·Mr.

_

French· and • five hands· were lost. They were just returning rrom Conception
Bay with a load or bait. There was one survivor, but neither his name nor those
or any or the rescuers is listed in the newspaper article. The survivor's name is
generally thought to have been Menchington or Menchenton, asthesesurnames
arecommontothePettyHarbourarea,althoughthepronunciationisusually

230John A. Lomax and Alan Lomax, eolia., Cow bOil Song6 and Other Frontier Ballad6, (New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1057), 100.
24~enwiek,7.

241 Lehr ,l&4.
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"Menshon " or "Menchener."242
"The Petty Harbour Bait Skiff"243
1. Good people all both great and small, I hope you will attend,
And listen to these verses few that I have lately penned.
And I'll relate the hardships great that fishermen must stand
While fighting for a [livelihood] on the Coast of Newfoundland.
{Extremely common opening formula.}
2. It happened to be in the summer time, In the lovely month of June,
When fields were green, fair to be seen, and valleys were in bloom.
When silent fountains do run clear, [Caressed] by Heaven's rain,
And the dewy showers that fall at night. To fertilize the plain.
{The only concrete information provided by this verse is the month and
season of the year when the event occurred.}
3. We bid adieu unto our friends, and those we hold most dear,
Being bound from Petty Harbour, In the springtime of the year.
The Iittie birds, as we sailed on, Sang o'er the hilIs and dales
Whilst Flora from her sportive groves, Sent forth her pleasant gales.
{Here, the only information is the port of departure and, again the season
-- contradicting the seasonal information in the previous verse, but
understandable given the climate of Newfoundland, where June is more
spring- than summer-like. The remaining text of both verses 2 and 3
constitute a sort of stylized and ornamental nineteenth-century poetic
conceit, adding virtually nothing to the historicity of the ballad's
content.}
4. On Saturday we sailed away, Being in the evening late,
Bound into Conception Bay All for a load of bait.
{Factual information is conveyed by these lines - day of the week and time
of day of sailing, destination, and purpose of trip.}

24~eartrelt gratitude to David Leamon or the Provincial Rererence Library for his "".istance
in locating the Morning Courier article. A .tarr member in M.morial Univ.rsity or
N.wroundland'. Computer Operation. Room. Randy Chafe. claim. descent from the h.ro. Jacob
Chafe.
243MUNFLA 76-159, IMS pp. 13-191. 115 printing. listed in M.rc.r. 167-168.1 Collected by
Gary O'Driscoll from G.rrard O'Driscoll of Bay Bulls, South.rn Shore, N.wfoundland on 22
March 1975. Spelling correction. in square brackets (0) per MH. 13vers•••given in half-line
rormat in manuscript, altered to con.istent rull-Iine format by MH. Researcher'. comm.nts within
text appear in curly bracket8(O). SeeAppendixB,p.l80.
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The sea gulls fiying in the air, And pitching on the shore;
But little we thought 'twould be our lot To see our friends no more.
{Although the lines about the seagulls are unusual, the 'little we thought'
portion of the verse is a standard formulaic usage. It occurs with
minor variations in many sea disaster ballads, developing a contrast
between the lack of foreknowledge and the event itself, as well as
warning the audience that a catastrophic event is indicated.}
5. The weather being fIDe we lost no time [Until] we were [homeward] bound,
The whales were sporting in the deep And the sword-fISh swimming 'round,
And luna bright, shone forth that night To illuminate the sea,
And the stars shone bright, to guide us right Upon our rude pathway.
{This verse is primarily ornamental and stylized in a Cashion concurrent with
poetic conceits of its time. The only relevant data itoCfers are the
state oC the weather and the fact that the vessel was now on its return
trip.}
6. We shook our reefs and trimmed our sails [Across] the bay did stand
The sun did rise all crystalized Like streamers o'er the land.
The clouds lay in the atmosphere For our destruction met.
Boreas blew a heavy squall Our boat was overset.
{BoreasisoCten mentioned in pieces created before the twentieth century.
This appellation Cor the North wind is seldom found in songs which
were made later than the 1920s. This verse and that following are
apparently (Crom the course of the narrative) chronologically reversed,
although it is impossible to be certain oCthis.}
7. When we came to the [Nor'ardj head, A rainbow did appear,
There was every indication That a storm was drawing near,
Old Neptune riding on the [waves] To [windward] of us lay.
You'd think the ocean was on fire. In Petty Harbour Bay.
{Neptune is seldom mentioned in these ballads. Notealsothatverses5,6,
and 7 basically convey only weather-related inCormation, but still in
highly stylized and ornamental manner. Contrast this with the
simplicity of language to be found in the more recently
composed verses below.}
8. John French was our commander, Mick Sullivan second-hand,
And all the rest were brave young men Reared up in NewCoundland.
Six brave youths, to tell the truth Were buried in the sea,
But the Lord preserved young Menshon's life For to live a longer day.
{The two men of rank within the crew and the one who is notable for being
rescued are named, but none of the others. The "second-hand" (mate)
- "Newfoundland" rhyme is not infrequently found in locally
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composed nautical verse. The number of victims lost in the
disaster is mentioned. "Buried in the sea" is a less common phrase
than "found a watery grave." Religious fatalism is evidenced by the
intimation that the survivor was preserved only through divine
intervention.}
Your heart would ache for all their sake If you were standing by
To see them drowning, one by one, And no relief being nigh;
Struggling with the Iboisterous] waves, All in their youth and bloom,
But at last they sank, to rise no more, All on the eight of June.
{The date of the disaster is stated and sympathy for the plight of the victims
is expressed. "Youth" and "bloom" are often emphasized in these
ballads, sometimes being "in one's prime" as well.}

Q.

10. Jacob Chafe, that hero brave, And champion on that day.
They boldly launched their boat with speed And quickly put to sea.
They saved young Menshon from the wreck By their united skill,
Their efforts would be all in vain But for kind Heaven's will.
{The name of the man in command of the rescuing vessel is given •• none of the
other rescuers. Since this piece comes from the Southern Shore region,
where there is a predominance of Irish ancestry, one may note the rhyme
of "day" with "sea" and consider that both have along "a" sound in
Irish dialect. "Skill" on the part of the rescuers rhymes with "will"
(usually God's or Heaven's) in many instances, and again the point is
made that rescue efforts were or would have been fruitless without the
intervention of divine Providence.]
11. Out of that nne young crew you know There was one escaped bein' drowned.
He was brought to Petty Harbour. Where good comforts there he found.
He is now on shore, and safe once more With no cause to complain
He fought old Neptune up and down Whilst on the stormy main.
{This verse is rather wordy for the paucity of factual information it conveys.
However, it is not infrequent for at least one verse to deal with the
"comforts" afforded those rescued from sea disaster by a community or
by individual persons. The "on shore and safe once more" rhymeisa
common formula with clearly universal application to this repertoire.}
12. When the sad news arrived next day In dear old St. John's town.
There was crying and lamenting On the streets both up and down
Their mothers were lamenting, Crying for those they bore,
On the boisterous waves they found their graves Where [we ne'er shall
see them] more.
{Mention of the active grief of the bereaved is common in these ballads, and
it seems to be a common attitude that mothers experience more sorrow

III
on losing children of whatever age than do other kin. The reception
of the news of a disaster at home is orten the subject of at least one
verse of a sea disaster ballad. The rhyme of "waves" and "graves" is
orten found. Use of the adjective "boisterous," however, is far less
common.}
13. Now to conclude and finish These few lines I write in pain
{The convention of Newfoundland and Labradorian ballads and songs to
"conclude and finish" is so common as to be almost universal.
This phrase is definitely formulaic.}
Never depend out of your strength Whilst sailing on the main.
But put your trust in Providence Observe the Lord's command.
And He'll guard you right both day and night Upon the sea and land.
{This ending has a common memorial (fatalism) bent, "right" rhymes often with
"day and night," as does "command" (either the skipper's or the Lord's)
with "(sea and) land." The internal rhyme, or at least assonance,
which occurs some sixteen times in this piece (three times each in
verses 1 and 5, twice in verse 4, and once each in verses 2, 6, and
8-13) is not a universal factor of the locally composed ballads of
Newfoundland and Labrador, but is not at all uncommon.}

By way of linguistic contrast, let us examine some other locally composed
ballads of similar character, dating from the early twentieth century through the
mid-twentieth century and ending with the present. The next example is the
earliest, and the year, 1924, is given in the title.
The St. John's Evening Telegram for 2 January, 1924, in the shipping news
on page 4, says: "Schr. Donald L. Silver has sailed from Wood's Island for
Gloucester, taking 1,010 barrels bulk, 105 barrels pickled and 282 barrels Scotch
cure herring." An almost identical item is found on page 3 of the Daily News for
the following day. On the fourth, a wild storm is noted in the News, while the
Telegram indicates "A Marine Tragedy Feared." The following day, both papers
have the sad news. The headline in the Daily News is "Lost With All Hands"
and that in the Telegram "Entire Crew Find A Watery Grave." These sources
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call her a "Gloucester vessel," and there is indication that she was built in
Lunenburg, Nova Scotia and first registered in Halifax, whence she carried oil to
St. John's and Curling, Newfoundland. Her final registry was in Captain
Hackett'sname. 244
"The Donald Silver - a Shipwreck, 1924"245
1. Attention allyesailor lads, come listen to what I say

[Until] I relate the dreadful news that we record today.
The schooner Donald Silver, Captain Hackett in command
Today she lies a total [loss] on the shores of [Newfoundland].
{A typical "come-all-ye" opening formula begins this ballad, and the first
verse includes the name and type of vessel (schooner), as well as the
captain's name. The rhyme of "command" and "Newfoundland" is
frequently found.}
2. Twas on the last of December, [nineteen-and-twenty-three]
The Donald she weighed [her] anchor and [soon] put out to sea
The wind was Crom the [nor'ard] and fine was the day
And she was bound Cor [Gloucester] in the port oC the U. S. A.
{ThedateoCdeparture, weather conditions, and destination are listed.}
3. The vessel deeply loaded with [a] cargo of herring too
[Being] chartered by James Barry for a firm of the Gordon Pew
{This might be Pugh or even Peel.}
She had not long been sailing when [a] south east storm did rise
The rain came down in torrents and the clouds overcast the skies
They must have run ned her off the wind for [twenty] miles or more
The wind hauled around from [the] West [Nor'West] and she drifted
towards the shore.
{The cargo is stated, as well as the charter firm and the name oC its agent.
Weather changes are mentioned, and conjecture as to the probable

244This information located in Maritime History Archives of MUN, with assistance or Heather
Wareham and Paula MarshalJ.
245MUNFLA 81-539. Collected by Genevieve Wheeler rrom Fred White, who was ased 67 at
the time or collection, 24 July 1981. Possibly recorded at Benoit's Cove or Summerside, Bay of
Islands, Newfoundland. 6 verses,
per MH. Additions and corrections to transcription in square
brackets (Ill per MH. Transcribed text has been altered by MH to be consistent in rormat.
Researcher's comments in curly brackets ({}). Mercer does not cite any printings of this item.
SeeAppendixB,pp.149.
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sailing procedures followed.}
4. Twas only a few days after[,] the message was sent around
The Donald Silver [a] total loss and all her crew [were] drown['dJ
It [cast] a gloom upon the place [when] we [heard] the message read
Lost in the mouth of Bay St. George IAt(Y)) A place they call Bank Head
{Receipt of news of the disaster; precise location of the wreck.}
5. The names of those poor sailor lads I now must try my pen
{Formulaic introduction to the listing of the crew (victims).}
And when we think of their sad fate Tears fall from the eyes of friends
Their Captain John Hackett and Captain Joseph in command 246
Their [nephew] James Hackett who was their second hand
{As has been previously noted, "second hand" is the Newfoundland dialect
usageJor "mate" of a vessel. Here, the rhyme links "secondhand"
to "command," rather than to "Newfoundland" as in the previous
example.}
6. And [William] Ruth from Summerside where his people now do dwell
And Alonzo Wheeler from that same place the same sad fate befell.
There was two more from Bay St. [George] the same sad fate do share
Drowned in the Donald Silver it was Frank and lJarold Swyer(s)
{All crew members are listed in this ballad, and at least two of their
home communities.}
7. And now they are gone. God rest them Their last sea voyage is done
Their wives [may] weep for their husbands and their mothers for their sons
Because they['veJ reached [the] heavenly land and gained their golden
[stair]
And when our friends do part this world they'll meet their loved ones
there.
{In this example, the memorial closing is bracketed in the same verse with the
expression of sympathy with the bereaved. Divine propriety and the
security of a heavenly afterlife is also noted.}

As one can see from the above text, the formal poetic conceits and symbolic

language displayed in the previous song have been rejected in favour of a simpler

246[Historical oote: These two captains were brothers. The ooe in actual commaod was
inteodiog to haod the vesseJ over to his brother upoo reachiogGJoucester,aodtheotoreturo
home ror the rest or the seasoo.1
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style of verse more comparable to today's literary usages than to those of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The above example is also the most
factually detailed and explicit. The next example was composed almost exactly
ten years aCtertheDonald Silver.
{Verification of this wreck was located in the St. John's Daily News for
Thursday, 6 December 1934 (vol. 41), page 3, column 1. The article states that
the Schooner Gertie of Trepassey, owned by Devereaux, was believed lost on
Stone Island near Calvert, and that wreckage was found, confirming this
theory.}247
'Gertie,The Loss of the· U8
1. In nineteen hundred and thirty-four, December the fourth day,

The ill-fated schooner, Gertie, from Trepassey sailed away.
With fish and oil on board of her, she sailed orr from the shore
Commanded by Tom Devereaux, who{m) we will see no more.
{Here, in the first verse alone, we receive data including the date and
place of departure, the cargo of the vessel, her name and that of
the master. Also, we are warned that this is a song of disaster
by the adjective 'ill-fated' in reference to the vessel and the
information that her commander 'we will see no more.' The rhymes
of 'day' -- 'away' and 'shore' - 'no more' are frequently used.}
2. The wind blew from the nor'-nor'west. The wind was very light,
Which caused this little schooner to be out that awful night.
It it had to blown a kindly breeze, this sad thingI'd not tell.
She might by chance have reached Fermeuse, all anchored, safe, and well.
{Weather conditions are stated here, as well as the preferred alternativeto

247DocumeDted at Maritime lfutory Archives, Memorial UDivenity of NewfouDdlaDd.
248MUNFLA 76-1. Collected by Ida Sesk from Tom ReddigaD (aged 60 at the time of the
iDterview) at Calvert, SoutherD Shore, NewfouDdlaDd, in November of 1075. It is stated iD the
maDuacript aDd verifiable by IiateDiDg to the tape recordiDg that the melodyuaedforthisballadis
esseDtially that of "The Star of Logy Bay," aDother popular NewfouDdlaDd SODg. Ovenes,
traDscribed aDd Dumbered per MH. Researcher's commeDts withiD text appear iD curly brackets
(0). Mercer gives DopriDted iDstaDcesoftbis item. See AppeDdix B,p. 150-151.
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the catastrophe. Directions and shifts in direction of
prevailing winds are almost always included in these ballads.}
r"How'm I doin'Y I can't sing it. "J
3. She ploughed slowly onward that dark and dismal night.
Around somewhere at Chance Cove, at the hour of midnight,
The wind veered to the east-southeast, and vi'lently did blow,
And then, to make the matters worse, the air went thick with snow.
{The "blow" - "snow" rhyme is extremely common. It is unusual to find as
much conjecture as to where the vessel must have been at a particular
time of day or night. The wind inevitably "veers" from one quarter to
another as the weather worsens; it never seems to "back." Thephrase
"to make the
worse" is frequently employed as the situation
deteriorates int(; "'ii'tte~cat;St;ophe.}
4. Some say they ran for Ferryland that dark and dismal night.
Each man was in his station in hopes to see the light,
But to their sad misfortune, somehow they went ashore,
And those poor boys from Trepassey, they will see their homes no more.
{Inthisparticularballad,thereisfarmoreconjectureastowhatmight
(or must) have happened than in any other which I have studied in
depth. "Night" -- "light" and "(a)shore" - "no more" are formulaic
rhymes. "Will see their(his) home(s) no more" is a commonplace phrase,
as is "to their(his) sad misfortune." Certainly, since these are sea
disasters, another phrase in frequent use is "in hopes to see theta)
light." In this verse we are told what the seamen might have been
attempting to accomplish in order to save the vessel from the storm,
and how she was eventually wrecked, as well as being reminded of the
community that was home to vessel and men alike.}
5. 'Twas early the next morning, when daylight came around,
The wreckage of the Gertie, in Calvert it was found.
Some say she hit Stone Island, though that we cannot say.
It's a mystery to remember until the Judgement Day.
{Here we are told of the discovery of the wreckage, the location of the
discovery, and the possible cause of the vessel's loss. Weare also
reminded that, since all hands were lost with the vessel, the actual
facts of the wreck will never be known. The mention of "Judgement
Day" is common, but usually it is used with regard to the meeting of
the victims in the hereafter, not to the eternal mystery surrounding
a wreck.}

I
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6. Before I will go farther, their namesI'll tell to you:
There was Thomas Devereaux, Master, and his brother, Lawrence, too;

Michael Curtis, their first cousin, a young man staunch and brave And those three boys from Trepassey, they met with a watery grave.
{Here we have the list of the victims of the disaster and their consanguinity.
The community is again named. This piece is unusual in that it
actually refers to the skipper of the vessel as her "master." The term
is usually reserved for formal and legal usage, while the words
"skipper" or "captain" are more common usages for ballad texts.
This circumstance might lead one to believe that Thomas Devereaux
actually held papers entitling him to act as master aboard a
foreign-going vessel, even though the Gertie was apparently only
coasting to St. John's. "Staunch" or "sta'nch" is an adjective applied
to both men and vessels. Here is also found the previously noted
formula "found or met(with) a watery grave."}
7. The morning the Deverauxs left their homes no more for to return,
Left a brother and a sister in sorrow for to mourn.
Michael Curtis, the other member of the schooner Gertie's crew,
Left a brother and a sister and a loving mother, too.
{All the kin left bereaved by the wreck, and their relationships to the victims
are listed here. "Return" -- "mourn" is a not uncommon rhyme.}
8. May God, the Ruler of the World, the Saviour of Mankind,
Will ease the dreadful sorrows of those dear ones left behind.
'Twould make your heart beat sad-di-Iy to hear their mournful sighs,
All in their sad bereavement, with them to sympathize.
{Here is the verse in which sympathy with the bereaved is expressed, as well
as the desire that divine intervention (or their religious faith)
should ease their sorrows. "Sympathize" - "sighs(cries)" is a rhyming
formula.}
g. Now people offer, offer up a prayer for those poor boys,
Whose bodies now are drifting beneath the ocean tide.
We'll meet again in Heaven, when sorrows will be shared [shed?];
When the ocean will give up its prey; and the grave give up her dead.
{Here is a request for a prayer for the departed, as well as expressed beliefs
both that "we'll meet in Heaven" and that there will be a day of
resurrection for the dead. The assonance of "oy" and long "i" (boystide) is common to this region.}

Here, as in the Donald Silver, there is some stereotypical language, but the
scenes evoked, even in the most sentimental passages, are those of the twentieth
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century, not of the eighteenth or nineteenth. Most of the factual information
delivered is simply stated, straightforward and to the point. Expressions of
sentiment are couched in terms of Christian faith and of fatalism, as noted in
Chapter 3, and no mention is made of such classical mythic characters as Boreas,
Neptune,orFlora.
To complete this chronological examination, let us finally turnourscrutiny
to a contemporary product. "Two Fishermen Missing" was composed by Jim
Payne in September of IgS4. The composer is a native Newfoundlander,
originally Crom Notre Dame Bay, but now living in St. John's. He has acquired
an international reputation as a singer-songwriter and has performed at folk clubs
and festivals throughout the English-speaking world. He informed me that,
although he did not personally know the people involved in the tragedy, he "got
tired of" hearing the news broadcasts reiterating: "Two fIShermen missing," and
so rid himself of the annoying repetition in his mind by writing the song. 240 In
comparing this text with those of the older pieces presented above, one is
reminded oC Renwick's assertion regarding modern working-class poetry, that its
language, "while not as formulaic in its materials as is traditional song...is closer
to the language...oC conversational discourse than is traditional (or Cor that
maUer, elite) poetry. "250 This is an important consideration to bear in mind,
especially when confronted with Peacock's analysis of "The Loss oC the Eliza" as
comparable to elitepoetry.251

240Jim Payne, penonal communication,
2~enwick,5.

251Seebelow,p.1ZOff.

14

December 1088.
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Two Fishermen Missing252
1. One day in September the skies they were blue

The wind from the Southardlsic] on a course straight and true
They gassed up in Old Perliean having left Bay de Verde
Two fishermen missing and we still haven't heard
{Here we are presented with a large amount of factual information - the month,
general weather, direction of prevailing wind, port of embarkation,
second port reached and reason for stopping there. However, with
the exception of the "true" - "blue" rhyme, which is universally
popular in English-language verse and not in any way limited to ballads
or to sea disaster, none of the wording employed is particularly
formulaic or traditionaI.}
2. Two fishermen missing Oh where could they be
As all ships and search planes are combing the sea
Two fishermen missing, those Baccalieu cliffs
Spell trouble for trawlers, long liners and skiffs
{When Jim performs this song before an audience (often accompanied by his
cohort, the versatile Newfoundland instrumentalist, Kelly Russell) he
usually uses this second verse as a chorus, repeated after every
stanza or two.}
3. Two days on the water, it was their intent
They spent their time fishing then homeward they went
But the triaisoffishermen they do never cease
On the rocks the next morning was the Andrea Denise
{As elsewhere in this song, there is more information presented than
traditional language used. In this verse we learn the vessel's name,
the proposed length and purpose of the voyage, and the fact that the
disaster occurred during the homeward trip.}
4. Bruce Button the captain he kept a firm hand
Warren Cooper, Gar Bursey made second and third man
They were plucked from the water and saved from the plight
Of Rol Driscoll, Randy Bursey who were nowhere in sight
{Here are listed the names of all the crew, both the victims and those
rescued, and the captain's position is mentioned. But still, despite
the fact that this is rhymed and metred verse, the language used is
25~eceived in signed manuscript from the composer, Jim Payne, St. John's, 14 December
1988. Verses # per MH. Researcher's comments appear in curly brackets (0). This item was
composed too recently to have been cited in Mercer. See Appendix B, p. 260-270.
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more conversational than traditional.}
5. The night lights are burning out in their hometown
As loved ones are praying these men will be Cound
So come all you seafarers who walk on the shore
Two fishermen missing
{This ending with an incomplete line is verbatim Crom Jim's manuscript
text. The "chorus" verse usually rmishes the song. The verse
given here is the most traditional and Cormulaic oCthe lot, in
language usage, as it mentions the prayers iCthose lert behind,
either in bereavement or waiting Cor the return oCthe rescued, and
throws in a "come-all-ye " line. OCcourse, the "come-all-ye" is
usually an opening Cormula, but one must take into account the
fact that Jim Payne, despite his outport origins, is an educated man
and a proCessional songwriter. Thus his style oC writing, while in
some ways illustrative oC traditional Cactors within the genre, is in
other ways quite divergent Crom the established Corm.}

Here, again, we discover the Cactual detail of the locally composed
Newfoundland sea disaster ballad. We are informed oC the name oC the vessel (the

Andrea Denise), the time oC year (September), the wind direction (Crom the
southward), the port of embarkation (Bay de Verde), the next port made (Old
Perlican, where they "gassed up"), the location of the wreck itself (on the
Baccalieu Cliffs), and the names not only of the two missing crewmen, but also of
the three who were saved. We are made aware of the contemporary nature oC the
song by theinCormation that not only seagoing vessels, but also airplanesare
"combing the sea" for the missing men. The only point within the song where
the traditional Cormulaic character of the language is retained, is in the final
verse, which mentions the praying oC loved ones at home, and includes the "comeall-yeO line, so often used as an introductory passage in songs of this type.
WhenviewingaproCessionallycreatedversesuchasthisincomparisonto
some earlier and less polished examples, one cannot help but be reminded that
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much oC the adverse comment levelled at the broadside or "Vulgar" ballad by the
early critics was aimed from the vantage point of well-read, highly literate
scholarship and took little, iC any, noticeoCthe diCCerence between the character

oC elite literary verse and that oC material which was created and transmitted by
methods either entirely or primarily oral in tradition and nature. "TheLossof
the Eliza " 253 is a case in point. Emotionally, it ranks with the other locally
composed ballads in this corpus, while the literary and artistic quality oC its verse
is more adequately compared to the popular sentimental and memorial verse oC
the Victorian era than to the quintessential oral style oC the majorityoCtheother
local compositions to be Cound in the corpus oC Newfoundland and Labrador songs
collected by Kenneth Peacock. 254 The collector presents an admittedly composite
text (derived Crom two separate informants), with two tunes, and a lengthy note,
from which the following excerpts have been taken:
This shipwreck ballad of fairly recent composition is one oC the best,
if not the[sic] best to come out of Newfoundland. It is also one oC the
very Cew native ballads carrying supernatural portents (the herons) in
the manner of the older traditional ballads... The internal rhyming
scheme combined with Crequently apt imagery ("The waters near grew
white with Cear") give the verse an impact seldom found in this sort of
ballad. 255 When I rirstheard it, I immediately thought of the narrative
and epic poetry of the Canadian traditionalist poet E. J. Pratt. And
the resemblance is not coincidental... The Loss of the Eliza does not,
ofcourse,have...professionalrinish.... Neverthelcss, I am sure there are
some lines, or even complete verses in it that Dr. Pratt would have
foundworthyofhisownpen. 256

253peacock,v.rn.9Hrr.
254peacock,3vols.

25~mphasis mine - MH.
256peacock, v.III,946.
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Here, Peacock undeniably avers that the value oCthis piece lies in its

dissimilarity to other traditional verse oC the area and its similarity to the
proCessional literary verse oC a "traditionalist" academic poet who writes in a
style and Corm acceptable to the elite artistic culture. He rightly credits Pratt,
thereby, with having expressed the basic ethos oC his NewCoundland outport
background,butsimultaneouslyCailstonotetheappropriatenessoCthe balladeer's
oral approach to the locally composed and transmitted ballad. The elite poet
strives to create something unique and diCCerent Crom the poetic products oC
others. The term "derivative" has only a pejorative connotation in literary
criticism. The traditional poem or ballad, however, often strives for commonality,
as it is retained in memory through its Cormulaic content. Compare, for example:
Torrential rain strikes on the main like to a hand oChate,
The waters near grow white with Cear at what may be in
wait.
Then burst the gale on spar and sail, the shocked Eliza
reeled,
And shuddered like something oC liCe that sees its doom
revealed. 257
with the more traditional CormulaeoCten used by Colk poets to express this
same situation:
Thewynd[sic] did blowwith(Curious1)force,andnolet-up
that day,
As all the boats were on the ground around Placentia Bay
Came beating home in that wild storm. The sea rolled
mountains high
And those brave souls, they saw no hopes; gave up their lives
todie. 258

257peacock,045. See AppendixB,p. 161.
258MUNFLA 76-346 IC22341. See Appendix B, p. 224.
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The style or composition demonstrated by the latter or these two examples
is much easier to recall to mind, both ror the composer during the act or
composition and ror the perrormer during the perrormance. Although there is no
directinternalrhyme,theredoesexistaninternalassonance. 259 The idiomatic
and stereotypical language used varies in accordance with the necessary rhyme.
Here we have the common phrase "the sea(s) rolled mountains high" to rhyme
with "die". It might as easily have been rhymed with "boy" or "joy", these
vowels having a similar pronunciation in Newroundland dialect. One or the more
common lines rhyming with this rormula deals with the wind veering rrom one
quarter to another and clouds "o'ercasting the sky." The word "blinding" as an
adjective describing storm weather is almost unparalleled in the rrequencyorits
use by native Newroundland balladeers, especially when linked with a pair or
nouns describing the visibility-limiting ractors: "rain and snow", "ice and sleet",
etc. This occurs twice in the text or the "The Loss or the Water Witch," as given
in Chapter 2, once involving local dialect pronunciation or "clift" ror "clire" and
rhymed with the phrase "blinding snow and drirt."
One must, or necessity, be aware that, ballads, like many traditional
narrativerorms, songs, and stories, are conventional in style. As Leach noted:
They [ballads] tend to tell the same kinds or story in the same way,
developing them through stereotyped incidents and expressing them in
the same language. The result isoCten identity or line, repetition or
riguresorspeech,useorthesamestorydevices, and the same manner or
grasping details. 260

259Note 'blow' and 'force' in line 1, 'boats' and 'ground' in line 2, 'home' and 'storm' in
Iine3,and'souls'and'hopell'inline4.

26°Leach ,BB,18.
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Thus, the repetitious quality of folk verse is not just not a bad quality, but it is an
actively good quality when viewed from a proper and sympathetic perspective.
Laws noted that the balladeer and the literary artist attribute vastly
different degrees of importance to the action of the plotofanarrative:
To the ballad maker as to other creators of unsophisticated
narratives, the action of the plot is all important. To the literary artist
the plot may be the least significant part of what he is trying to
communicate. Each has his own purpose, his own idea of what the final
product should be, and his own audience.... the broadside ballad writers
have been as successful in their undemanding Cield as many a greater
story teller has in his. 261
The ballad maker, especially the local composer, is primarily concerned with
presenting the story itselC in such a manner as to preserve and commemorate its
content. 262 The essence of the elite literary artist's eCCort, on the other hand ,isto
produce a creation memorable for its artistic construction rather than for the
information it disseminates. Thus the former demonstrates a tendency to stress
the similarity of the incident depicted with others, while the latter is prone to
emphasize the uniqueness of the Cinal product.
Local composition, of course, reflects a variety of compositional styles.
Every songmaker, writer, or composer has his own unique style, and, as
Newfoundlanders are an intellectually heterogeneous group, many differences in
ability and background will be observed. Each song is a.n individual and separate
creation, displaying the singular talents of its maker. Thus a piece like "The Loss
of the Eliza" has a basis of traditional elements which enhance its popularity in
the repertoire of performance, despite the suspicion of sophistication in its

261 ABBB ,26-27.
262See Chapter 3.
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authorship. Whoever wrote it must have read a fairly substantial amount of
poetry.
Nearly all Newfoundlanders of previous generations who received formal
schooling were taught through the medium of the Royal Readers series. These
graded books contained fairly large amounts of poetry, most of which was
intended for memorization and recitation, either in the classroom itself or as a
display performance for family and community gatherings. It is worthy of notice
that at least one of the poems from these books, "The Wreck of the Hesperus"
by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,263 has been supplied with a tune as a vehicle
and has thus entered these pages, orally collected as a traditional shipwreck song.
These ballads, then, are worthwhile for their social import as documents in
and of themselves, as well as for what they can convey of the community ethos
throughtheinformationcontainednotonlyintheirstyle,language,andsubject
matter, but also in their relative popularity and longevity. It is for these reasons
that they were chosen as the material basis for the classificatory systemwhich
embodied the major part of the research for this project.

263Royal Reader No. -4, Royal School Series, (London: Thorn... Nelson and Son8 Limited, n.d.),
23.
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Appendix A
The System -- Annotated
The following is a construct of the Halley Classificatory System for Sea
Disaster Narrative, presented in an annotated form. This is done inorderthatthe
potential user of the system, or the observer of previous work doneusingthe
system, may understand the meanings of the titIes of the categorieswithinthe
system and thus decide how the system or the previous work done within it can
be employed to its best advantage.
The first major section of the system, SectionI,dealswith thecauses
whereby a vessel or vessels may be lost. Loss of persons is dealt with in Section IT
in acausationalmanner, and non-causational circumstances and consequences of
such losses are covered in Section ill. Cross-referencing between these major
sections will be as need or logic dictate.
The second section deals with possible causes of death of persons in a
nautical context. Most narratives falling within this section will deal with losses
of fewer than ten people, since massive casualties of this sort will probably be
covered in the previous section, as attendant on losses of vessels.
The categories within Section ill are not causational with regard to sea
disaster, but are inextricably linked to sea disaster narrative. Some of the
connections are straightforward, such as attempts at rescue of persons or salvage
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of vessels or cargoes. Othersarefanciful,suchassupernaturalreappearanceof
victims of marine disaster, or laments for loved ones lost. It is undeniable,
however, that such connections exist.

THE SYSTEM - ANNOTATED

I. LOSS OF VESSEL(S)
I. A. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) - CAUSE UNSPECIFIED IN TEXT
These texts indicate that a vessel or vessels has or have embarked, but that
it or they never reaches or reach its or their destination. No specific reason for
the loss is given, although conjecture often enters the picture. Occasionally we
are told of wreckage sighted and identified. Most of these texts, although not all,
deal with losses prior to the widespread use of radio as a medium of
communication. There are still mysterious losses, however. If one were to
compose a ballad on the loss of the Athenian Venture, which occurred in Ig88 off
the Newfoundland coast,264 this would probably be the appropriate primary
entry, with a cross-reference to explosions, and another to loss of persons by manmade disaster.
I. B. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) IN STORMS
Some texts specify a storm as the primary cause of diSabling or loss of a
vessel or vessels. Other texts give no specific cause for the loss, but stress the
severity of the weather at the time of the disaster. In several instances, all hands
are described as having gone down with the vessel in question, but the storm and
the sinking of the vessel(s) are the major dramatic factors in the narrative. Such
emphasis frequently occurs because, in the absence of survivors, details of the

264Toronto Globe f'! Mail, 23 April 1988, A1-A2.
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event are unknown, and only the facts of storm and subsequent loss are available
to the creator of the narrative. In these latter cases, cross-referencing to section
II.A. (Loss of person(s) by drowning) would be indicated.
I. C. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH CAPSIZING
Although most narratives of capsizing have to do with storms, there is the
occasional instance where an unusually heavy sea, a freak gust of wind, or an
error ofha.ndling causes the vessel to overturn. The majority of the titles in this
category will be cross-listed elsewhere.

I. D. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH GROUNDING, STRIKlNG, OR
STRANDING
In these instances, the wreck is attributed to the vessel going aground or
striking rocks, reefs, icebergs, or ice pans. The accidents frequently occur as the
result of storm and are the cause of drownings, but the emphasis lies on the
striking or grounding as the focal point of the disaster.
I. D. a. LOSS OF VESSELS THROUGH GROUNDING OR STRIKING
In these cases, the vessel comes into violent contact with such natural
objects as geological features or large ice formations and the impact or resultant
damages are the primary cause of her demise.
I. D. b. LOSS OF VESSELS THROUGH STRANDING OR JAMMING
The vessel's progress is halted by her being jammed in ice or stranded on
sand or shingle, thelatteroCten due to tidal action. Frequently a jammed or
stranded vessel can be freed from her predicament, but this is not always the case.
In such situations, damage results less frequently from the initial impact than
from the subsequent action of wind, wave, and/or ice upon the vessel as she lies
immobilized and vulnerable to such forces.
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I. E. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH COLLISION OR RAMMING
Vessel(s)arelostthroughcollisiononewithanotherorthroughstriking
either large living things, such as whales or sea monsters, or stationary objects
(usually man-made) such as piers, wharves, jetties and the like. ICtheobject
struck by the vessel were arock, shoal, reef,orthelike, CategoryI.D., above,
would be the more appropriate location for the datum.
I. E. a. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH COLLISION ONE WITH
ANOTHER
The collision of two vessels or the ramming of one by another, whether
intentional or accidental, results in the damage or loss of either or both vessels
and/or their personnel. In the latter instance, cross-referencing to section II. (Loss
ofPerson(sllisindicated.
I. E. b. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH COLLISION WITH LMNG
TillNGS
In this section are to be placed incidents such as the loss of the whaling ship
EBBex, which was "stove in" by a whale. This incident provided the factual data

upon which Herman Melvi11e's classic novel, Moby Dick, is based. The destroyer
Caldwell also "immobilized herself by ramming a whale" about the time of the

SecondWorldWar. 265
I. E. c. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH COLLISION WITH STATIONARY
OBJECTS
Here the vessel in question collides with a pier, wharf, jetty, or some similar
structure. For the most part, these objects are man-made in character. In the
case of collision with a natural object, such asarock,iceberg,orthelike, the item

265James B. Lamb, On the Triangle Run, (Toronto: Totem, 1987). 19. Lamb incorrectly spells
the vessel's name as Cauldwell.
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would more probably be listed under category I.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through
Grounding, Striking, or Stranding). Still, cross-references between these two
categories are always possible, at the discretion of the cataloguer.
I. F. LOSSES THROUGH NATURAL DISASTER
These items orten involve storms as does category I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in
Storms). However, in these instances, damage and destruction are widespread,
and include multiple vessels, wharves and fishing stages, provisions, homes on
shore, and the like. Although severe storms and hurricanes are by far the most
common of these occurrences, this category also includes volcanic and seismic
activity, tsunami, waterspouts, and other such natural disasters. Crossreferencing is orten desirable.
I. G. VESSEL(S) LOST THROUGH MAN-MADE DISASTER
This category includes loss of or threats to vessels as a result of war,
explosion, attack, and similar incidents. Most of the entries here would deal with
disaster as the result of intentional human actions, although category I.G.b. deals
primarily with unintentional catastrophe.
I. G. a. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH MILITARY ACTION
Included in this category would be loss of vessels in actualship-to-ship
battles; through torpedoes, mines, or air attack; or by shelling fromshore
batteries. To be appropriate to this category, such an attack would have to be
mounted by an enemy military in a war or warlike situation. The decision of
whether to place an instance of sabotage in this category or the next would be at
the discretion of the individual researcher.
I. G. b. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH EXPLOSION, FIRE, ETC.
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This category is essentially self-explanatory in its title. Although an
occasional fire may result from spontaneous combustion in an unstable cargo, still
it is most frequently through human error that such acargowasincorrectly
stowed where its catastrophic potential might be realized. Other fires and
explosions are most often the direct results of human design or inerriciency and
may thus be said to be man-made disasters. Any disaster caused by human error
which is not covered elsewhere may also be inserted here.

I. G. c. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH PIRACY AND WRECKING
Herein one deals with losses incurred as a result of illegal acts perpetrated
by persons not directly involved with the vessel in question. It includes loss of
vessels as a result of encounters with pirates or with wreckers who set up false
beacons, etc. in order to lure vessels aground for the purpose of looting their
cargoes. It does not, however, include battles in which merchant ships were
victorious over pirates nor does it cover life histories of individual pirates or pirate
vessels.

I. G. d. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH MUTINY, SCUTTLING, ETC.
This heading should be relatively self-explanatory. Hereunder are to be
placed any loss of a vessel perpetrated intentionally by her crew or owners, most
frequently, though not exclusively, as an illegal act.

I. H. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) THROUGH SUPERNATURAL AGENCY
This category includes losses of vessels due to the actionsofghostS,the
devil, witchcraft, supernatural creatures, etc. In some narratives, storms are
described as supernatural in origin. In others, ships suddenly "spin around" and
sink. Narratives such as these would be construed as belonging to this category.
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Both this category and its Cellow, D.D. (Loss oC Person(s) Through Supernatural
Agency), could be subdivided by the nature oC the supernatural agency involved iC
the researcher so dl:sired. Since so Cew oCmy, data Cell under this rubric, I Celt it
was unnecessary Cor my own purposes, but the potential is there Cor others to do
this at their own discretion.
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n.

LOSS OF PERSON(S)

ll. A. LOSS OF PERSON(S) BY DROWNING
The general slant of this category should be evident to the reader. Beyond
that, the disappearance of a vessel with all hands may be listed here, similarly the
loss of small craft when the drowning of those aboard seems to bear the heaviest
dramatic emphasis of the narrative. This category may be cross-referenced to any
of the categories in Section I (Loss of Vessel(s)), as well. Primarily, however, it is
intended to serve as a category for deaths of one or more individuals by drowning
while at sea, without the loss of the entire vessel or crew.
D. B. DEATH AT SEA FROM NATURAL CAUSES OTHER THAN
DROWNING
This category includes several sub-categories, though all seem to be quite
clearlydeCined and understandable. Occasionally these categories might be crossreferenced to those in Section I (LossofVessel(s)), but with far less frequency than
in the case of deaths by drowning.
D. B. a. DEATH AT SEA FROM DISEASE
In these items, one or more members of a ship's company (officers, crew,
and/or passenge'rs) die as a result of disease. At least one example ("Bound Down
to Newfoundland/The Schooner Mary Ann") exists in this corpus in which a
disease which is epidemic ashore (in this case smallpox) strikes down several
members of a ship's crew, including her captain.
D. B. b. DEATH AT SEA FROM
ETC.

FREEZU~G,

EXPOSURE, STARVATION,

Included in this category would be narratives, some of which are found with
great frequency in Newfoundland, about disastrous sealing voyages, during which
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large numbers oCmen might be stranded and suCCer losses due to resultant
privations. Also included might be narrativesoCshipwreck- thereCorecrossreCerenced to Section I(LossoCVessel(s))-in which those aboard reachedshore
but were somehow marooned or otherwise unable to reach help. Occasionally
these might be cross-reCerenced to I.G.c. (Loss oC Vessel(s) Through Piracy and
Wrecking), where persons were intentionally abandoned to starve or tormented in
some similar way by their pirate captors.
II. B. c. DEATH AT SEA FROM UNSPECIFIED CAUSES
Uthe dying person was able to send a message to those at home via
shipmates, it may probably be assumed that drowning was not the cause oC death.
There may be other reasons Cor such an assumption, which is why this category
was created.
II. C. LOSS OF PERSON(S) THROUGH MAN-MADE DISASTER
This is the exact equivalentoCthesimiiarly named listing in the Loss oC
Vessel(s) Section. Here are included death in battle, death as a result oC fights,
murder, human error, and similar causes.
II. C. a. DEATH IN BATTLE AT SEA (MILITARY)
In these narratives, military personnel die as a result oCmilitary actionat
sea, i.e. naval engagements, etc. Also here may be listed wartime attacks by an
enemy navy upon civilian vessels, although this would better be listed in Section I
(LossoCVessel(s)). Cross-reCerencing is orten desirable.
II. C. b. DEATH IN BATTLE AT SEA (NON-MILITARY)
This is primarily a location Cor stories oC attack by pirates and the like,
where no "legitimate" diplomatic reason may be given Cor the hostilities.
II. C. c. DEATH AT SEA BY HUMAN ERROR OR MISCALCULATION
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The theme of this category should be self-evident. Either the victim or
someone else makes a mistake with disastrous results.
U. C. d. SHlPBOARD MURDER AND DEATH BY INTENTIONAL

MALTREATMENT
Here will be found both murders (shootings, knifings, fights, etc.) and
deaths by intentional maltreatment or over-severe punishment, suchasnoggings
and the like. Most cases of mutiny with attendant deaths will be found here, as
well.
U. C. d. 1. OCCURRENCES OF CANNIBALISM
There are definitely narratives of shipwreck, whether the survivors are on
some notsam, or manage to reach land, where multiple privations lead to
cannibalism, whether enacted or merely seriously contemplated. 266 Occasionally
such a reference infers malice aforethought on the part of the perpetratorsofsuch
acts, but for the most part they are a result of previous disaster and deprivation.
U. D. LOSS OF PERSON(S) THROUGH SUPERNATURAL AGENCY
In these cases a ghost, sea monster, or other supernatural agency is
responsible for the loss of one or more persons, whether this loss bestated
explicitly in the text, or merely implied. As mentioned in the "Loss of Vessel(s)"
division, this section also could easily be subdivided to indicate the nature of the
supernaturalagencyinvolved,suchastheDevil,ghost,mermaid/man,sea
serpent, etc. Cross-referencing is also possible.

266A.W. Briao Simpsoo, Cannibali~m and the Common lAw: The Storl/ 0/ the Tragic lAd
VOl/age 0/ the Mignonette and the Strange Legal Proc..ding~ to Which It Gave Ri~e, (Chicago:
Uoiversity or Chicago Press, 19S4).
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m. CmCUMSTANCES AND CONSEQUENCES OF SEA
DISASTER
ID. A. ROMANTIC TRAGEDY RESULTING IN DEATH AT SEA

An extremely large percentage oC Cictive (and occasionally historically
Cactual) balladry comes directly Crom published broadsides, primarily, but not
exclusively Crom European sources. Enough examples oC this type were Cound in
my sampling to warrant a separate category Cor "romance." One should bear in
mind,howeverthat, although narrativesoCthissortareprimarily fictive,theyare
not in every instance fictional. Deaths by drowning as well as those Cromother
causes have been incorporated here, due to other similarities oC plotline. These
should,in every such case, becross-reCerenced. I also Celt the need in including
this category to Collow the lead oC Laws to some degree in the Collowing subdivisions:
ID. A. a. ROMANTIC TRAGEDY RESULTING FROM PARENTAL
OPPOSITION
In these cases, the tragedy resulted Cromopposition to the romance on the
part oC the parent(s) oCone or both oCthe lovers.
ID. A. b. ROMANTIC TRAGEDY WITHOUT PARENTAL OPPOSITION
In these texts, the tragedy is not reinCorced by parental intervention.
ID. B. LAMENTS FOR THE DEATH AT SEA OF LOVED ONES
The deaths involved here may resultCrom anyoCthe causes in SectionIl,so
long as they occur at sea. The primary stress is on the grieCand hardshipsoC
those who survive the deceased ashore, whether spouses, sweethearts,parents,
children, siblings, or Criends. Cross-reCerencingisinevitable.
ID. C. SUPERNATURAL APPEARANCE(S) OF VICTIM(S) OF SEA
DISASTER
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In these items, ghostly persons or vessels appear, either ashore (usualIyas
omens of their own demise) or at sea (frequently at the spot where a tragedy has
previouslyoccurred)atthetimeofthedisasterorafterward,frequentlyonthe
anniversary thereof.
ill. C. a. SUPERNATURAL APPEARANCE(S) OF LOST VESSEL(S)
This category would concern "ghost ships" of all sorts, whether harbingers
of evil, warnings of perils, or bringers of good tidings. The story of "The Flying
Dutchman" would be appropriately located here, among many others.
ill. C. b. SUPERNATURAL APPEARANCE(S) OF LOST PERSON(S)
Here would be placed all narratives of revenants and ghostly drowned
lovers, evil and unchancy beings as well as such harmless, though unnerving
apparitions as "The Ghostly Seamen. " 267
ill. D. LOSS OF VESSEL(S) WITHOUT LOSS OF LIFE
In these examples, the vessel is either specifically or presumably lost. The
narrative hinges on the successful rescue of those aboard. Praise is often given
those who effected the rescue and kudos lavished on their heroic character. In
these cases, the item will be cross-referenced to ill.E., below. Category ill.D. is
also very closely linked to both Section I (Loss of Vessel(s)) and Section D (Loss of
Person(s)).
ill. E. HEROIC ATTEMPT TO RESCUE PERSON(S) FROM SEA DISASTER
Here the stress is on the heroism of the potential rescuers, rath er than on
the disaster situation itself. Often the text includes lengthy descriptions of
preparations,constructionofbreechesbuoys,ordescentsofclirrsbythewould-be

267SeeAppendixB, p. 318.
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On occasion, the actual facts of the situation arealtered,inorderto
accentuate the courage and heroism of those involved in the rescueeffort.
Distinctions awarded the rescuers may also be "upgraded" in the telling.
ID. E. a. RESCUE ATTEMPTS - SUCCESSFUL
In these instances, rescue is successfully effected through undaunted courage
and heroic acts on the part of those involved.
ID. E. b. RESCUE ATTEMPTS - UNSUCCESSFUL
In these texts, the would-be rescuers often perform their acts of heroism
only in order to recover the bodies of those lost. Seldom if ever does a narrative
of heroism culminate in total inability to recover even the corpseoftheperson
whose rescue is attempted. Texts in which the victim is killed and only the corpse
recovered will be the most likely to vary from factual accounts, inthat they often
infer that the successful rescue of a living person was effected.
ID. F. DISASTER AVERTED
Here will be located narratives of vessels threatened and people in perilous
circumstances, but who manage to improve their destiny by their own efforts or
are saved by a fortuitous turn of events.
ID. F. a. DISASTER AVERTEDfVESSEL(S) THREATENED OR
DAMAGED, BUT NOT LOST
Hereunder will be found stories of vessels hard-pressed or damaged, which
nevertheless overcome their difficulties and reach portsafely.
ID. F. b. DISASTER AVERTED/PERSON(S) IN EXTREME PERIL,
BUT RESCUED
In this category, people are washed overboard or cast adrift, apparently
with little chance of rescue. Nonetheless, they are rescued, against seemingly
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overwhelming odds. "The Flemings of Torbay " 268 is one of the better-known
pieces in this category. My personal favourite text, "The Sailor Boy [SavedJ"269
also falls within this grouping. I am fond of it because it purports to be factual
(and may, indeed, be so) while the unlikelihood of its numerous fortuitous
coincidences makes it almost incredible. Many texts here may be cross-referenced.
Others will find paralleIs in other categories.

m. G. SALVAGE OF VESSEL(S) OR CARGO ATTEMPTED
These narratives tell of attempts to salvage a vessel or vessels 10stinoneof
the categories of Section I (LossofVessel(s)), or the cargo of such vessel(s) and
should be subdivided into:

m. G.
m. G.

a. SALVAGE ATTEMPTS (SUCCESSFUL)
b. SALVAGE ATTEMPTS (UNSUCCESSFUL)

268See Appendix B, p. 349.
26gSee Appendix B, p.353.
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Appendix B
The Newfoundland Ballad Research
This appendix shows the system with the corpus of data on which my
research is based inserted into it. A few explanatory notes may prove useful to
the reader.
All names of vessels have been italicized.
The numbers immediately below cross-referential information indicate the
locations of the data within MUNFLA. A number headed MUNFLA is an
accession number. These accession numbers, e.g. 73-S9,identify a collection
which was the fifty-ninth acquisition of the Archive in the year 1973. Lists of
numbers below the accession numbers and in square brackets ([]), when preceded
by the letter ·C· designate the shelf location of a tape-recorded version of the
datum. ThelettersMSp.(orpp.)naturallyindicatethatthematerialisnotona
tape recording, but is in written form. Only one item is designated MSC p. This
is to be found on index cards in the Newfoundland Folklore Survey file.
Versions or variants of any of the items herein which may be found in any
of the published sources surveyed, have been so annotated. These annotations are
listed alphabetically in curly brackets (0). The abbreviated titles I have given
the works surveyed will be found in the bibliography, also in curly brackets (0).
Sources which appear in the annotations list in square ([J), rather than curly (0)
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brackets, are secondary references. I have found them mentioned within
dependable primary sources, but have not investigated them personally. Most of
these references do NOT appear in the bibliography, although they will probably
be found in Mercer, or in the Mercer thesis, and most of them are in Ryan and
Small. Some of these secondary references are discographic. In these instances, I
have located an item on a commercial recording, but have not been able to listen
to it. Many of these items appear in Taft.
Occasionally a unique reference may appear for an individual item, but
consistent extensive multiple references beyond the geographical limits of the
Atlantic Provinces of Canada and the state of Maine have not been sought, with
the exception of the major works by Laws and Child. An occasional reference to
a newspaper or discographic occurrence of an item may be found, but such
sources were not examined on a major scale, as time and space did not permit this .
additional research.
Within the classification, each entry is listed alphabeticallY, by title if
possible. If the name of a vessel occurs in the title, alphabetization will be by
nameofvessel. ICnogiventitlewastobefoundinprintedorarchivalsources
and no "working title" could be readily gleaned from manuscript, transcription,
or recording, that item has been listed by first line as title and so noted.
Alternate titles from annotated sources are given in quotation marks following
these sources. If alternate titles with significant differences have been found
among the MUNFLA materials, they have been mentioned after the annotations.
I have not attempted to link these alternate titles with the MUNFLA holdings for
which they were given, as it would have required more space than was readily
available.
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Following the annotations for each item, there is a brief synopsis of the plot
of the narrative. Any particularly interesting notes from the work of previous
collectors have been appended (or noted for reference), and any data of particular
interest which may have been unearthed during the research regarding that
particular item or the incident which gave rise to it are given as "[Researcher's
note]:." In cases where the investigations necessitated by this project have
apparently led to clarification or correction of previously unlisted, ambiguous, or
erroneous information, it has been so noted. Irconnicting facts appeared with no
ready verification of one set of them, both (or all) have been given.
Within the sections of the system, this researcher has listed allentries
alphabetically-- by name of vessel, wherever possible. Inclusion of further data
would clearly make necessary the relocation of all iterns following, thus no
designation has been attached to individual items within a given segment of the
system. In future applications of the system, the employment of such designations
would be at the discretion of the user.
This system is intended solely as an organizational tool, much like an
alphabetical index. Ir my placing of the original data is taken as an invariable
form,thesystemisbeingmis-used.
On the following page will be found a sample entry with explanations. This
sample is incomplete, since I have intended it only as an i1lustration. The
complete entry is on p. 30g of Appendix B.
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A. b. "Sailor BoY,The" (I)/"WilIie Boy" [Laws] 270

Cross-reference to

n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).271

MUNFLA 68-40; 75-147; 78-006; 78-01g; 78-050; 82-248(3); 84-3gg(2) &
272
85-245
[C538; MS p. 34; C3326; C318g; C3144; (C5861, C5862, C622g); (C7203, C7211)
C7827j273

&

274
[Belden(!)1
[Cox, Ig25, 1101
{Creighton, NS, 8g, gO, #44 (1) & 44 (2), "My Sailor Lad", and "Sailor
Bold"}275
{Laws K12, ABBB, 146}276
[O'Lochlainn, 112]
{Peacock,m,707}277
[Scott,3g-40]
[Sharp, Ig20, n, 471
Alternate titles: "Father, Father Build Me A Boat" /"The Kingship (King's

270Main entry number. Generally accepted titles in quotation marks (•• ), separated by slallh

(f). Source of accepted titles in square bracketslll).
271Cross-reCerencelocation(s)withinsystem.
272MUNFLA accession numbers. A following number in parentheses indicates how many times
the item appears in a given collection.
273Tape and/or MS locations. These should correspond with the preceding MUNFLA numbers.
Multiple listings from the same source will appear in parentheses. More than one item on a single
tape will be designated by a number in parentheses; e.g. C511S(2). Tape recordings which have
been accessed by MUNFLA, but have not yet been indexed, will be designated by unique numbers
assigned by the original collector. Whenindexed,thesemaybelocatedbymeansofa
standardized concordance produced by MUNFLA.
274Annotation in square brackets (Ill indicates listing in primary source, but which Wall not
examined by current researcher. Complete information is not always available, hut is included
wherever possible.
275Annotation in curly brackets ({}) indicates primary annotation source. It source hall
numbered the item, such number appears preceded by (I). Titles dirtering from ·given· title are
included.
276Numbers from Laws syllabi are given without preceding (I).
277Roman numerals indicate volume numbers, in works comprising more than one volume.
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Ship)" 278

A girl has her father build her a boat, and sails off to fmd her lover. At
one point she makes inquiries of a ship's captain, who tells her Willie has
drowned. Arter leaving instructions for her funeral, she kills
herseIr. 270
[Coli. note (MUNFLA 75-147)J: This song, like many others, possibly originated
in Ireland. In Plate Cove it was usually sung by a woman whose husband's name
was William. If she were present, as she was at most gatherings, people would
prefer to hear her sing it alone. However, it was orten sung in groups at
other gatherings. "280

[NBI: Do not confuse this item with "The Sailor Boy [Saved]"
(ill.F.b.)281

278Alternate titles from MUNFLA collections, not found in annotation sources.
270Synopsisofnarrativeplot.
280Collector'snotesIColI. notel (sources listed in paretheses) are alwaysdirectquote8.
IResearcher'snoteliscommentary by tbis author, and follows collector's notes.
281Necessary informative notes to prevent confusion, but which are not commentary, are
headed INBj and followscolledor's and/or researcher's notes.

Ballad
Research
Data
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I. LOSS OF VESSEL(S)
NB: ANY vessel lost with all hands may automatically be considered
potentially cross-referenced to Section D (Loss ofPerson(s)), and the
cause of this loss may be presumed to be drowning. I have not actually
performed this task in every case.

I. A. Loss of vessel(s) - Cause unspecified.

I. A. "Barbara Ann Ronney/Barbara and Ronald/Ronnie, The Loss
of the" [Peacock]
Cross-referenced to Section I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 78-36
MSp.57
{Mercer, 148}
{Peacock, ill, 937 (PEA 124 No. SSI)}
[Gordon Pinsent, Arc ACS-5027 (disc)1
{Taft, 39, 69, 87}
In 1951, the Barbara Ann Ronney out of Petites, NOd., is heading home
from Glace Bay, Cape Breton, N.S. for the Christmas holidays at the end of
the fishing season. On 18 December, a storm blows up and she is lost. Most,
if not all of the crew are named. The ballad ends with a vaguely fatalistic

[Coli. note (Peacock, ill, 938)1: This ballad is a good illustration of how
the creative and re-creative folk process still continues in Newfoundland. The
ballad was composed about ten years ago in Petites on the south coast,though
Ken Pink was not sure of the composer's name. As I [KP] was unable to travel
to Petites to check out the personal names (including the name of theboat),1
have written them as they were pronounced. Main-a-Dieu, Scatarie, and
Ingonish are on the east coast of Cape Breton Island, and Grand Bruit is on the
south coast of Newfoundland. For background on the custom of 'sharemen'
fishing in verse 2, see A Crowd of Bold Sharemen.

I. A. "Bell of Dublin Bay, The"
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See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

LA. ·A Brave Newfoundlander· [Burke]
See main entry under ill.E.a/b. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster: Successful/Unsuccessful).
Also cross-referenced to II.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure,
Starvation, etc.), and ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme
Peril, but Rescued).

LA. ·Brave Volunteers, The· [Peacock]
See main entry under ill.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

LA. ·Bridgeport Bound from Montreal to Sydney, Loss of the SS·
{Mercerthesis,197,#56}
No synopsis of this item was available, as the researcher was unable
to examine the broadside text.

LA. • Bullbird/B/uebird, The (Loss of the)·
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

LA. ·CapeRoya/Disaster·
MUNFLA 78-239
[C3840]
A side-trawler with eight men aboard leaves Burgeo, Newfoundland, for dry-dock
in Marystown, Newfoundland, and disappears en route. After an extensive
search, a capsized lifeboat is all that is Cound. Hope Cades. Sympathy is
expressed Cor the sorrow oCthe bereaved.
[Researcher's note]: Composition oC this item is attributed to Pat Greene,
about three weeks aCter the search had been called ocr.

I. A. "Captain Daley" /" Morrissey, The Wreck of the" [Peacock]
Cross-reference under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 66-24
[C252]
{Mercer, 197}
{Peacock, ill, 981 (PEA 84 No. 709)}
This is a variant of "The Wreck of the Morrissey" as cited by Peacock.
He also gives the captain's surname as "Bailey." Here, the vessel Mona C
(Morrissey?), commanded by Charles Daley of St. Mary's Bay, leaves
Gloucester on 25 November (December?), she makes port in Bonne Bay for fresh
orders and salt herring, then starts for home. The barometer falls below 29,
and she never makes it through the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The vessel itself is
American.
[Coll. note (Peacock, ill, 982)]: This is all Everett Bennett could remember
of what promises to be a very good native sea ballad. He says it was composed
about forty years ago by Nick Kane of Port Saunders, anoutport north ofSt.
Paul's near the tip of Newfoundland's northern peninsula. The tune is of Irish
derivation.
[Researcher's note]: Anita Best 1 says that Daley is the more
likely surname for the area from which the Captain is said to have come, as
the name Bailey is found only infrequently in that area. She also confirms my
feeling that Mona C is a more likely name for a vessel from that area than
Morrissey. Seary's book on Newfoundland surnames, p. 15, places "Bailey"
primarily in Trinity Bay, Conception Bay and St. John's, while "Daley," p. 122,
is more widespread, and definitely occurs in Salmonier, which is near St.
Mary's Bay. Galgay and McCarthy, 87, list the Monasco as an American bark,
Capt. A.F. Bailey master, which ran ashore about three miles west of Burin on
21 July 1857, with a total of 55 passengers drowned. Perhaps the song might
have confused the stories of two different losses with similar soundingnames
of both vessels and captains. It is impossible to be certain. Composition
of the MUNFLA item is attributed to "Mick Caines" of Port Saunders, Nfid.
Further research might establish the correct name of the composer.

IGraduate student at Memorial University of Newfoundland and a native Newfoundlander.
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L A. "Caught in the Storm: Three Quidi Vidi Fishermen Missing" [Burke]
Cross-reference to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and IT.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
{Mercer,108}
{White/Burke,20,#7}
John Mallard and two other men fish all day off Small Point, until, shortly
after 4:00 p.m., a storm arises. Other vessels manage to reach home safely,
but these men are missing. The S.S. Ingraham goes as far as Cape St.
Francis, searching all bays and inlets, but finds nothing. At least one
sister and one mother are left bereaved.
[Researcher's note]: This was originally published in The People's
Songster, by George T. Oliver and John Burke, ca. Ig00. It was probably
written by Burke.

L A. "City 01 Boston, The"
See main entry under ill.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).

LA." City 01 Quebec, The Loss of the" [Peacock]
See main entry under IT.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. A. "Danny Goodwin, The Loss of the" [Peacock]
Cross-reference to LB. (Loss of vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 65-21; 78-006 & 83-376(2)
[C433; C3328 & (C6635, C663g)]
{Lehr, 44, #26, "The Wreck of the Danny Goodwin"}
{Mercer,14g}
{Peacock, ill, g42 (PEA 125 No. 883)}
The schooner, Daney (Danny Goodwin), with two dories and a crew of six,
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sails from New Harbour on the Western Shore, and is lost on Rose Blanche Bank
with all hands. The actual circumstances are unknown. The song speculates
about possible causes for the accident, the heavy weather being one. Also,
her captain, Lafosse, was only newly in command and, not being native to the
area, was not yet acquainted with the coastal features and localharbours.
The last three verses are memorial in character, telling of the parents,
widows, and children left to lament their losses.
[CoIl. note (Peacock, ill, 943)J: There are three 'New Harbours' in
Newfoundland, but Ken Pink tells me the one in this ballad is on the south
coast east of Rose Blanche. The waters off the south coast are particularly
treacherous, and a large percentage of south coast traditional material is
concerned with shipwrecks.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 45)]: New Harbour is presumably the New Harbour on the
Southwest Coast, a particularly dangerous and treacherous area of the coastline
where countIessships have been wrecked and lost without a trace.
[Researcher's note]: The MUNFLA 65-21 informant purportedly learned this song
from John Cox of Rose Blanche, Newfoundland. Also one of the other informants
gives it as his opinion that the sinking occurred "about 55 years ago". This
statement was made in about 1965 or 1967, making the presumed year of the
tragedy 1908-1912.

I. A. "Donald Silver -- a Shipwreck, 1924, The"
Cross-reference to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms)
MUNFLA 81-539
[MSp.9]
The Donald Silver, under Capt. Hackett, sets sail for Gloucester MA, with
a load of fish, on New Year's Eve, 1923. She is lost with all hands near Bank
Head, Bay St. George, Newfoundland, during a storm. The specific cause of
the wreck is unknown.
[Researcher's note]: The loss is mentioned in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and
Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 79. For complete verification of details
and a full text of this item, seep. 112 ff. of this thesis.

I. A. "Eliza, The Loss of the" /"The Herons" [peacock]
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See main entry under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

I. A. "Erna, Lines Written on the Missing S.S. " [Burke]
{Burke (1912), ll}
{Mercer, 146}
{Mercer thesis, 47; 191,#49}
The Erna sails from Greenock, Scotland, for the Newfoundland seal fishery,
carrying Capt. James Linklater, his wife and small son, and a crew of
Newfoundlanders. She has sailed two months (fifty days or more) before the
writing of the verse. There has been no word from her since. The closing
exhorts the readers to keep up their hearts and continue to hope for the
vessel's safe arrival.

LA. "Estertl8,The"
See listing under vessel nameVestris.

L A. "Gay Spanish Maid, A" [Laws]
See main entry under m.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy -- No Parental
Intervention).
Also cross-referenced to m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).

L A. "Gentle Boy, The" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]/"Father's Ship"
See main entry under m.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I.A. "Gertie, The Loss of the"
Cross-reference to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 7&-1 & 72-88
[C2447&MSp.1O]
The Gertie sails from Trepassey, Newfoundland, on 4 December, 1934, with
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her Master, Thomas Devereaux, his brother, Lawrence, and their cousin, Michael
Curtis, aboard. A storm arises and she is lost somewhere off Calvert. There
are no survivors, so the exact details of the wreck are never known. The last
three verses are memorial; the last two are religious in nature.
[Researcher's note]: This wreck is mentioned in Shipwrecks of Newfound/and
and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 82. A complete text of this piece, as
well asveriCication of facts, will be found on p. 114 of this thesis.

LA. ·Grace,Lineswrittenonthe·
See main entry under m.F.a. (Disaster AvertedfVessel(s) Threatened but not
Lost).

I. A. ·Heroine, Loss of the Schooner· [Burke]
See main entry under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

LA. ·Huberry,TheSchooner·
Cross-referenced to n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 81-339(3)
[C7841,MSpp. 24& 101]
{Goldstein,Faith,91}
The sixty-ton schooner, Huberry, with a crew of five under Capt. Seaward
(Seward?), out of New Perlican, Newfoundland, leaves St. John's for Hare Bay,
but the vessel never arrives. The fate of the vessel and her crew is a mystery.
God has called them home.

I. A. • Juba/ Cain, The Loss/Wreck of the· [Peacock]
See entry under Tuba/Cain.

I. A. ·Lion, The Steamer·
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Cross-referenced to I.G.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Man-Made Disaster).
MUNFLA83-378
[C6657]
The steamer, Lion leaves St. John's on Twelfth Night (Epiphany) for Trinity
Harbour and Catalina. When she does not arrive at the time she is expected, it
is feared she may be lost. The next morning a woman's body washes ashore near
Baccalieu Tickle. This is all that is ever found of the vessel or those aboard
her. Her captain's name, Fowlow, is mentioned. It is feared that she may have
exploded. Memorialclosingformulaeindicatethat'Lifeisbutabreath'and
God is the ruler and knows what He is doing.
[Researcher's note]: A brief note on this mysterious disappearance appears in
Galgay & McCarthy, 4.

I. A. 'Little lap (Schooner), The· ('The Loss of')
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
Possible cross-reference also to I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Collision
One With Another).
MUNFLA 68-22; 72-239 & 81-514
[MS p. 158; MS pp. 21-22 & MS pp. 16-18]
The schooner, Little lap, and a crew of thirteen under Capt. John Feltham
are lost in a gale en route from Deer Island, B.B., to St. John's with a load
of fish from the Labrador. The circumstances of the loss are not known, as there
are no survivors.
[Researcher's note]: One of these items (68-22) came from an informant named
Feltham, the same surname as the shipmaster involved in this item. A second,
(81-514) came from a collector of that surname, whose informant(s) is/are
unspecified.

In MUNFLA 81-514, which deals exclusively with this event, the collector
informs us (MS p. 13) that no one in the community seemed to give any weight
tothenumberofthevessel'scomplement,i.e.thirteen. When he, the
collector,mentionedit,allhisinformants'reactionsappeartohavebeen, ·So
what?· Text #1 (verse 4,Iine 2) gives a hint of the rumours which apparently
surrounded the vessel's disappearance. According to themanuscript,therewere
suspicions that the Little lap had been ·cut down,' that is to say rammed
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andsunkbyanothervessel(MSpp.6,7,12).Thereareevencitationswithin
the original paper of legendary data relating to death-bed confessionsfrom
thccrewoftheculpablevessel(MSpp.7,10). Brief notes on this occurrence
appear in Galgay and McCarthy's book Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and
Labrador, 4 and 85.

I. A. "Marion, The Loss of the"
{Simani, Saltwater Cowboys: Heaven by the Sea, Quay Records (Clode
Sound), CS-808Q, 1Q83(disc)}
The Marion sails to St. Pierre, and the crew go on a drinking spree, as
liquor is inexpensive there. One of them has, on a previous voyage to the
French islands, become belligerent and earned the disravour or a French
captain, who threatens the entire crew. The vessel disappears with all hands
on ber homeward run. It is speculated that the aggrieved Frenchman has rammed
or scuttled her and left her crew to drown.
[Researcher's note]: This ballad has become extremely popular through the
commercial recording by the group "Simani," one of whose members, Bud Davidge,
was its author. Many people, however, sing the song as part of their own
personal repertoires and have learned it through listening to the singing of
others. It appears to have entered the active oral performance tradition by
means of electronic media. This vessel's mysterious disappearance is mentioned
in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 86.

I. A. "Old Robin Gray" [Peacock]
See main entry under ill.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea-No Parental Intervention).

I.A. "Ravenal,The"[Lehr]
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
{Lehr, 160, #Q2}
The Ravenal leaves her home port of St. Pierre for a ten day fishing trip
to the Grand Banks. When bad weather threatens, she is expected home, but
never arrives. A search of the surrounding area eventually yields some
wreckage near Newfoundland, but the final fate of the trawler and her
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eighteen-man crew is unknown.

[Coil. note (Lehr, 161)]: The Ravenal was lost in 1963. The song was
composed by Isaac Harris, son of Mr. Moses Harris of Lethbridge, Bonavista Bay.
He sings it to the air of 'The Schooner Marion Rogers' (song 72); thus
the music is not repeated here.
[Researcher's note]: It is interesting to note the omissions in the text of
this item when compared with some of the more detailed ballads. Might this be
because the subject vessel was not local to the composer's home community or
because the author was a younger man, less thoroughly steeped in the tradition
of ballad-making than a more mature person might have been? Despite the
scarcityofdetail,however, the typical fatalism is not lacking, as shown in
the final stanza. A note on the actual occurrence appears in Shipwrecks of
Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 89. All printed
sources give the vessel's name as Ravenal, although the facts that
shewasaSt. Pierre vessel and that there isaSt. Pierre place name
Raven~lmightindicateaspellinginaccuracyonsomeone'spart.

L A. "Southern CroBs, The" [1][LawsJ/[2][Lehr]
See main entry under ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

LA. "Susan Strayed the Briny Beach, (As)" [Laws]
See main entry under ill.A.a. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea -Parental Opposition Involved).
Also cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

LA. " TubaljJubal(?) Cain, The Loss of the" [Peacock]
Cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 66-13; 78-36 &. 85-245
[MS p.52; MS p. 70 &. C7833]
{Mercer, 149 ("Loss of the Jubal Cain")}
{Peacock, D, 952 ("The Loss of the Jubal Cain ")(PEA 119 No. 861)}
The Tubal Cain leaves the port of Halifax in good shape, on 12 January, en
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route home to Grand Bank. After eleven days with no word, she is reported lost
at sea. Two weeks after her departure, a message is received that she is safe
atConnoire, but five days later, another message arrives, sayingthefirstwas
false.
[Coil. note (Peacock, ill, Q53)]: Grand Bank is the largest community in the
Burin peninsula on Newfoundland's south coast, near the French islandsofSt.
Pierre and Miquelon. The ballad is of fairly recent composition.
[Researcher's note]: Kenneth Peacock, in his well-known collection, Songs of
the Newfoundland OutportB, gives the title of this song as "The Loss of the
Jubal Cain. Mercer uses Peacock's title. The informant who provided
the hand-written text which I read first gives the vessel's name as the
Tubal Cain. I feel certain that this latter form is correct for four
reasons. First, I was inclined to wonder if it wasn't Tubal Cain, since that
is a Biblical reference and Ihad never heard of JubalCain. Secondly, the
informant for MUNFLA 66-13, Miss Maude Noseworthy, was a resident of Grand
Bank, Fortune Bay, the home port of the wrecked vessel. Thirdly, the informant
for MUNFLA 78-36, Miss Susanne C. Harding of Burin Bay Arm, Placentia West,
actually remembered the incident, which occurred in lQ07, and was quite
incensed (MS p.30) that anyone should have misrepresented theBiblicalname,
Tubal Cain as Jubal Cain. If anyone should know the correct name of the
vessel, certainly these ladies should. And lastly, a personal acquaintance of
mine, who is a Grand Bank native, agrees with the ladies. 2

I. A. "William and Harriet" [Laws]
See main entry under ill.A.a. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea Parental Opposition Involved).
Also cross-referenced to II.B.b. (Death at Sea from Unspecified Causes).

I. A. "Willie Fair/Vare" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
See main entry under ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).
Also cross-referenced to II.B.c. (Death at Sea from Unspecified Causes)
[Willie's father].

~ertRigg8.per6onalcommunication.
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I. B. Loss

or vessel(s) In storms.

I. B. "Annie, The Loss/Wreck of the"
See main entry under m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).

I. B. "Annie Healey, The"/"August Breeze/Gale, The"
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. B. "Annie Young(s), The (I1l-Fated) " [Lehr]
MUNFLA 67-36; 83-376 & 84-3QQ
[C453; C6651 & C72111
{Lehr, 4, #2, "The Annie Young"}

This is an account of the sinking of the schooner, Annie Youngs, in a storm
on 24 August 1Q35, and the resultant deaths of her master, George Leamon and
his crew of eight. The sinking is witnessed by George Warren, the master of a
nearby vessel, the Man Alone. The item gives the names of some crew
members and calls for trust in the Lord.
[ColI. note (Lehr, 5)1: The Annie Young was lost in 1Q35. Her crew were
all from Fox Island, off the Southwest Coast, and the vessel was owned by the
firm of Penny in Ramea. Mrs. Northcott's three cousins were lost in the storm;
her husband, Mr. Ken Northcott, was in the Man Alone that night. When the
storm came on, the crew of the Man Alone passed alongside the Annie
Young. The last words Mr. Northcott heard from Mr. McDonald were, 'The rain
will be good for the women's gardens; it'll help them grow.' The storm grew
fiercer and, from a distance, the Man Alone watched the Annie's lights
for five hours. Then her lights went out and she went down carrying eight
seamen with her. The Man Alone barely survived herself and, almost a
wreck, she drifted into Codroy. The men had been without food or water for
thirty-seven hours.
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The song was composed by Mr. Walter Hayman, brother of one of the crew of the
AnnieYoung.[end note]
[Researcher's note]: In unpublished collections, composition is also
attributed to Walter Hayman, ca. Hl35-36.

LB. "Arabella, The Schooner"
See main entry under I.C. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Capsizing).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. B. "Attention All Ye People and Listen Unto Me" (first line)
See main entry under I.C. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Capsizing).

I. B. "August Breeze/Gale, The" [Lehr]/"Trying to Make the Land"
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. B. "August Breeze/Gale, The"
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. B. "B.C. McGrath/McGray/McGree Near Pass Island, The Loss of the"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to ll.B.b. (Death at Sea by Freezing, Exposure,
Starvation,etc.)

I. B. "Barbara Ann Ronney, The Loss of the" [Peacock]
See main entry under LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).

I. B. "Black Island Grave(s)"/"Excel, The" [Lehr]
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See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. B. • Blue Mist Disaster, The·
MUNFLA 71-2 & 76-342
[C797 & C2921,MS p. 20)

The crew of the trawler Burfish, out of Burgeo, spend forty-eight
hours beating ice off their boat and rigging. A number of the crew are
frost-bitten. So hard-pressed are they, that they are unable to assist
the Blue Mist as she goes down within sight of them during the ice
storm. The Blue Mist is out of St. George(?). Angus Quigley and
Capt. Pink are mentioned.
[Researcher's notej: Composition of these items is attributed to Roy LaFosse,
apparently ca. 1966 (MUNFLA 71-2) and Leo King (MUNFLA 76-342). An account of
this disaster is printed in Marine Disasters of Newfoundland and Labrador
by J.P. Andrieux, 143-14S. It does not, however, mention that any other vessel
was in sight of the Blue Mist II when she sank. In fact, it rather makes
her disappearance somewhat mysterious. A brief note in Appendix B of
Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 78, also
saysshe·presumablysank.... •

I. B. • Blue Wave, The (Tragedy of the)·
MUNFLA 66-10; 70-S & 78-6
[MSp.SS;C640&C3322]
{Lehr, 17, #9}

The Blue Wave, under Capt. Walters, leaves Grand Bank with a crew from
Fortune Bay. She becomes heavily iced in a storm on the Grand Banks (not to be
confused with the town of the same name, see above), and ultimately capsizes
with a loss of sixteen lives. An SOS sent by radio to Burin brings the
Triton, a Burgeo vessel under Capt. William Vardy (deVerde[?1l and the
Pennyluck (Penelopef) to her aid, but they cannot locate her. A
two-day air search also proves futile. The Cape Dauphine (Cape
Dolphin[?1l is also mentioned as sinking. There are heavy winds and high
seas, and the temperatures are below zero degrees (it is unclear which scale is
being used, but I suspect Fahrenheit). The boats left port on a Sunday. In
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the memorial closing, sympathy is extended to the people of the communities of
Grand Bank and Fortune, from which towns the lost men came.
[ColI. note (Lehr, 18)]: In February 1959 the Blue Wave, with a crew from
Grand Bank and Fortune, was struck by a heavy storm and left at the mercy of
the waves. The Triton from Burgeo was sent to her aid, but under such
severe and hazardous conditions there was nothing the crew could do. The
Cape Dolphin mentioned in the song was also in distress, but her crew were
rescued and brought safe to land.
I [GL] recorded this song from the composer, Mr. John Lushman, Sr. He told me
he spent twenty-eight years on the sea, but he is glad to be alandsman once
again. [endnote]
[Researcher's note]: Jack Lushman, originally of Gray River, claims to have
composed one of these items shortly after the sinking of the Blue Wa ve,on
9 February 1959. Lushman states that he was aboard the Triton, under Capt.
Vardy (possibly deVerde?), at the time of the incident. Composition of the
version entitled "The Tragedy of the Blue Wave is attributed to Philip
Baker, approximately a week after the sinking. This disaster is mentioned in
Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 78.

1 B. "Brule(y) (Boys/Song), The" /"Boys From Bruley, The" [Lehr]
See main entry under ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Persons) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).

lB. "Cape Bonnie"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding, or Striking).
Also cross-referenced under ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning.)

I. B. "Captain Daley"/" Morrissey, The Wreck of the" [peacock]
See main entry under lA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified)

lB. "Caught in the Storm" [Burke]
See main entry under I.A. (Loss of Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified).
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Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

LB. ·Chris/abel, The Wreck of the· [Lehrl
Cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning[Presumedll and m.D.
(Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
{Lehr, 37, #22}
The Chris/abel is anchored in Bonavista Harbour on Sunday, 7 June 1885,
when a storm arises. The anchors fail and the vessel is being driven onshore,
while those aboard attempt various ploys to save her and themselves. They
thoroughly dismast the vessel and she is virtually a hulk by the time the
anchors take hold again. A young man surnamed Dorothy attempts to save his
vessel and comrades by taking a line in a small boat, but the line parts and
he drifts away in the storm to be seen no more. The following morning the
wind abates and two boats come from the shore to remove the stranded sailors
from their ravaged crart.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 39)1: The Chris/abel was wrecked on the shores of
Bonavistaon June 1885. I found this song in an old diary at Bonavista and
have copied the words hereexactiy as they were written.
[Researcher's note]: Lehrgivesnocreditfor the ownership or authorship of
the diary mentioned above. Her co-worker, Anita Best, could shed no light on
thesubjectforme,althoughshepositedthatitmighthavebelongedtoMark
Walker, a well-known composer of local songs. Lehr herself was unavailable
for comment. The incident is mentioned in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and
Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 79.

LB. ·Crofts, The Loss of the·
See main entry under ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced under I.D.a: (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding
or Striking).

L B. ·Daemon Lover, The· (Child 243)/·House Carpenter, The· (i)
See main entry under I.H. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Supernatural Agency) the storm itself is supernatural.
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LB. ·Danny Goodwin, The Loss of the· [Peacock]
See main entry under LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -. Cause Unspecified)

L B. • Donald Silver - a Shipwreck, 1024, The·
See main entry under I.A. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).

I.B. ·EdmundPike"
See main entry under ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).
Also cross-referenced to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).

I. B. • Eliza, The Loss of the· I·The Herons· [Peacock]
Cross-reference to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).
MUNFLA 78-36 & 85-245
[MSp.21&C78341
{Mercer,132(·TheHerons·),140}
{Peacock, ill, 044 & 047 (PEA 207 No. 1183[A]PEA 17 No. 104[B])}
{Peacock, ·Native,· 217 (also PEA 17-104)}
[Kenneth Peacock, Folkways FG-3505]
{Songs of the Newfoundland Ou/por/s, Pigeon Inlet Productions PIP-7310,
B-3(disc)andp.50fNotes}
{Tart65,71,87}
{see pp. 103, 120 rr. this thesis}
The Eliza, under Captain Jim Ahearn, is headed home to St. Mary's
Riverhead, in St. Mary's Bay, Newfoundland, from Fort Amherst, when she
founders in a storm and is lost. The captain's fiancee, the local
telegrapher, remains tirelessly at her machine, waiting for news of the missing
vessel, aboard which are also her two brothers. A message from Cape Race
indicates that a dismasted vessel was seen being borne out to sea in the storm.
This piece is far more typical of nineteenth-century memorial literary verse
than of the oral style of composition that characterizes most of these items.
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[Coli. note (Peacock, ill, Q46)J: This shipwreck ballad of fairly recent
composition is one of the best, if not the best to come out of
Newfoundland. It is also one of the very few native ballads carrying
supernatural portents (the herons) in the manner of the older traditional
ballads. As a matter of fact, it has three supernatural agencies: the spectres
lying in wait (verse 2), the herons (verse 4), Death'sAngelcreepingalongthe
deep (verse 10). The internal rhyming scheme combined with frequently apt
imagery ("The waters near grew white with fear") give the verse an impact
seldom found in this sort of ballad. When I first heard it, I immediately
thought of the narrative and epic poetry of the Canadian traditionalist poet E.
J. Pratt. And the resemblance is not coincidental, for Dr. Pratt came from an
outport in Newfoundland, Western Bay. As a boy he was no doubt familiar with
the thrilling tales the fishermen sang and told of life aboard the schooners in
the treacherous North Atlantic, tales which inevitably had an influence on his
own poetry. The Loss of the Eliza does not, of course, have the
professional finish of a poem like The Cruise of the Cachelot[sic].
Nevertheless, I am sure there are some lines, or even completeversesinit
that Dr. Pratt would have found worthy of his own pen. The tune is also
first-rate. The two variants are reproduced to illustrate the divergent styles
of two singers using the same material. Mrs. Ghaney sang it with metronomical
precision, never losing a fraction of a beat even between verses. Though not
so ornate as Mr. Rossiter's, her tune has some fascinating chromatic
ambiguities. VerseslO,1l,andI2arefromherI2-verseversion,asarethe
alternative words in brackets. It would be diUicult to trace at this late
date, but Mr. Rossiter heard that the ballad was composed by a schoolteacher
whose fiance was the captain of the Eliza. Verse 14 makes the story
sound quite plausible.
[Researcher's note]: Although I am not certain if it is the same vessel,
Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador, by Galgay and McCarthy, 80 says:
"Eliza. Brig, lost at Bay Bulls 23 March 1862." This piece and Peacock's
comments thereon are discussed at length on pp. 121-122 of this thesis.

I. B. "Elsie M. Hart, The" [LehrJ
See main entry under ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking) and ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).

I. B. "Ericsson and all hands in a hurricne[sic], Loss" [Burke]
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{Mercerthesis,193,#51}

The USS Ericsson, en route from New York to Havana, is lost in a
hurricane during the Spanish-American War.

I. B. "Ethie, The Wreck of the Steamship "[Greenleaf & Mansfield]
See main entry under m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster- Successful).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking), m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) without Loss of Life), and m.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. B. "Fanny Wright, The"
See main entry under D.C.d.l. (Occurrences of Cannibalism).
Also cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and m.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I.B. "(Fifteen Ships on) George's Banks" [Laws]
See main entry under I.F. (Losses through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Persons Through Drowning).

I. B. "General Rawlinson/Rollison/Rolliston, The (Schooner)"[Lehr]
Sec main entry under m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Grounding or
Striking) and m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).

I. B. "Gertie, The Loss of the"
See main entry under I.A. (Loss of Vessel(s) .- Cause Unspecified).

I. B. "Golden Arrow, The Loss of the"
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See main entry under lD.a. (Loss of Vessels Through Grounding or Striking),
Also cross-referenced to IlA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

lB. "Heroic Fisher Boy, An"
See main entry under m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster-Successful).
Also cross-referenced to n.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure,
Starvation, etc.) and m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).

lB. "Heroine, Loss of the Schooner" [Burke]
Cross-reference to I.A. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).
{Burke (1912), 19}
The subject vessel goes down in "Sunday's hurricane" near the Channel,
Newfoundland coast. She is homeward bound to Newfoundland from Sydney, N.S.
Her wreckage is found. Assumptions are made about the possible actions of the
crew in an emergency situation and hope is expressed that they may yet be found
safe,havinggotawayintheboats. A memorial closing expresses grief for
those possibly bereaved by the accident.
[Researcher's note]: I found no documentation to indicate whether the crew was
indeed lost, or whether the men were found safely.

I. B. "Hesperus/Hesperous, The Wreck of the"
See main entry under lD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and n.B.b.
(Death at Sea Through Freezing, Exposure, Starvation, etc.)

1 B. "Hoban Boys, The/[Come] all ye galliant fishermen, I hope ye will
attend" (first line)
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to lD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or
Striking) and n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
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LB. "Hoban Boys, The" [Lehr]
See main entry under LF. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
AJso cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or
Striking), ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.G.
(Salvage ofVessel(s) or Cargo Attempted).

LB. "JamesPennell"
See main entry under ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. B. "Jewel, The Loss of the" [Peacock]
Cross-reference ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
{Mercer,149}
{Peacock, ill, 948 (PEA 146 No. 972)}

The Jewel sails from Tilt Cove, Od., on 28 October. A heavy gale arises.
AJI sails are "clewed up" (taken in) to reduce wind resistance, and the pumps
are manned. Theforetopsailyard is carried away and crashes on the deck. The
crew uses canvas to plug leaks. A heavy sea washes away their [lifeJboat, and
they are certain that they are doomed. Suddenly they espy a full-rigged ship
on their lee. They signal her, and she removes them from their crippled craft.
The final verse indicates that the crew is now safe aboard the Alba tro88
from Greenland to Philadelphia and the narrator says thatifhe reacheshome
safely, he will never again go to sea.
[ColI. note (Peacock, ill, 949)]: This native ballad would appear to date from
the sailing days of the nineteenth century. To "clew up" (verse 2) means to
pull up the corner (i.e., the clew) ofa square sail in preparation for
furling. There are two 'TiltCoves'in ewfoundland, both in the north in
Notre Dame Bay.
[Researcher's note]: This ballad is not necessarily as old as Peacock believes
it to be, since there were small sailing vessels on the Newfoundland coast in
fair numbers until well after WW L AJso, to "clew up" is a less specialized
word inmanyareas,includingNewfoundland,thanitisin thedefinitiongiven
by Peacock. I believe this to be one of the many instances in which" to clew
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up" is synonymous with "to wrap up". It is highly improbable that this was a
square-sailed vessel,since most sailing vessels of Newfoundland were
schooner-rigged.
[NB]: See also Jura,on following page.

I. B. "John Harvey, The Loss oi the" [Peacock]
See main entry under II.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation,
etc.)
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking), ill.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster),
and ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but not Lost).

I. B. " Jubal Cain, The Loss/Wreck of the"
See entry under Tubal Cain.

I. B. "June Gale, The"
See entry under" ortheastGale".

I. B. "Jura, Loss of the Brig" [Murphy]
Cross-referenced to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel without Loss of Life) and ill.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
{Mercer,148}
{Murphy (1912),9}

On 25 September [1875] the Jura sails from Tilt Cove, Newfoundland, bound
for Swansea, Wales, with a cargo of lead and copper ore. She carries a crew of
ten Newfoundlanders. There is a gale, and on Tuesday morning they lose their
boats in a heavy sea. The main hatch breaks in. Masts and spars fall. While
the crew works the pumps, the captain chops away the debris of the lower
topsail yard. They stop the leak with canvas and some attempt to jettison the
cargo, while others are lashed to the pumps. On Friday morning a passing
barque - the AlbatroBB, en route from Greenland to Philadelphia -- sees
their signal of distress and picks up the crew. The captain is the last to
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leave the disabled vessel.

[NB]: See also Jewel, above on preceding page.

LB. "Lines on the Sad Drowning oC Two Brothers" [Burke]
See main entry under ILA. (Loss oC Person(s) by Drowning).

LB. "Little Jap (Schooner), The" ("The Loss oC")
See main entry under I.A. (Loss oC Vessel(s) -- Cause UnspeciCied).

LB. "Marion/Marianne Rogers, The Schooner" [Lehr]
MUNFLA 78-050 & 83-376
[C3762 &C6648]
{Lehr, 125, #72}
[The Newfoundlander 8:9 (Feb. 1946), 18 (request Cor text oC "The Loss oC
the Miriam Rogers")J
The Marion Rogers, sailing Crom St. John's with a Cull cargo oC provisions
Cor more northerly outportsand a crew oCseven, is lost near Trinity,
NewCoundland, in a storm. Textual inCormation is not as complete as it is in
many oC these items. InCact, there is not even enough textual detail to
cross-reCerence this item to LA. (Loss oC Vessel(s) -- Cause UnspeciCied).
The storm is mentioned specifically, in the Corm oC heavy snow and very
high seas.
[Coil. note (Lehr, 125)]: I was notable to unearth any inCormation concerning
this locally composed song, and Uncle Mose could shed no light on it Cor me.
ItisratherCragmentary;nodoubtmoreversesexist.
[Researcher's note]: The MUNFLA inCormant told the collector he had learned the
text Crom a newspaper, the Family Fireside, which was published by the same
GeraldS. Doyle who printed the songsters.

LB. "Mary Neal" [Peacock]
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See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced under ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), and m.F.b.
(Disaster averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

LB. "Mollie, The Wreck of the"
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), m.B. (Laments
for the death at Sea of Loved Ones), and m.E.b. (Heroic Attempt to
Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster -- Unsuccessful).

LB. "NortheastGale,The"
See main entry under ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to LF. (Losses through Natural Disaster).

LB. "Ocean Ranger Tragedy/Disaster, The"/"Your Last Goodbye"/"In
Memoriam" [Lehr]
See main entry under ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to m.B. (Laments for Death at Sea).

LB. "One Morning as I Rose From Bed" (first line)
MUNFLA 75-289
[C2186J

This may be related to the Blue Wave listed earlier in this section.

I. B. "Perilous, The"/"Gloucester Tragedy, The"/"Sailors from Gloucester"
Cross-referenced to I.C. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Capsizing), also ll.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 71-2 & 83-376(2)
[C803& (C6642, C6651)]
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A Gloucester fishing boat with "six Yankee dories" makes a good trip to Bay of
Islands, Newfoundland in the month of April and gets bait, but a gale arises on
tbeBanksjust as tbe dories aresettingtbeir trawls, and twelyemen are lost.
Tbeskipper, Capt. Finney (Kinney?) [one version bas it thattbere is "a
Dutcbman" in commandl tries to pick up tbe smaller boats, but all are capsized
and sunk. After tbe gale, some of the lost dories are found, capsized,
battered,andempty. The song concludes with praise for those who risk their
lives in dories.

I. B. "Petty Harbour Bait Skiff, The" [Lehr]
See main entry under I.C. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Capsizing).
Also cross-referenced to UA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.E.
(Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster).

I. B. "Rammel/y, The Loss of the" [peacockJ/"Ramil/ies, The Loss of the"
{Creighton, NS, 105, #52, "Bay of Biscay Oh"}
{Doerflinger, 144 ("The Ship Rambolee")}
{Laws K1, ABBB, 141 ("The Loss of the Ramil/ies"); also 1(3, ABBB,
142, ("Bay of Biscay, Oh"/"Ye Gentlemen of England U"/"The Stormy Winds Did
Blow")}
{Mackenzie, 225, #85, "The Old Ramil/ies"}
{Mercer, 149 ("The Loss of the Ramel/y"), 150 ("The Loss of the
Ramil/es")}
{Peacock, ill, 954 ("The Loss of the Rammel/y") (PEA 152 No. 993)}
A British ship, the Rammel/y or Ramillies, is wrecked on a lee shore
with the loss of almost all aboard her.
[Coil. note (Peacock, ill, 955)1: This rare old English shipwreck ballad may
be regarded as the prototype of all the later sea-disaster ballads composed in
Newfoundland and the Maritimes in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The
Ramil/ies was an English ship wrecked off the coast of Devon in 1760. or
the several hundred passengers on board, only twenty-six survived. In Nova
Scotia, Roy Mackenzie noted a version without tune which is related to this
Newfoundland variant. He is responsible for uncovering the above background
information.

I.B. "Ravenal, The" [Lehr]
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See main entry under LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

LB. "Regalis/Regulus, The Loss of the (Ill-Fated)" [Peacock]
Cross-reference to LG. (Vessel(s) Lost Through Man-Made Disaster)
MUNFLA 85-245 &. 86-161
[C7827 &. KG-14(86)]
{Burke (1912), 15}
{Leach, 194, #74}
{Mercer, 150, 197,334}
{Mercer/Burke,28,#1l}
{MercerthesisI71-172,#26; 195,#54;351,fig.l0(#54)}
{Peacock, III, 956 ("The Loss of the Regalis") (PEA 82 No. 702)}
{White/Burke,42,#25}

The vessel of the title sails from Belle Isle into Petty Harbour Bay on a
Sunday morning. Near Cape Race her mainshaft breaks, leaving her disabled. A
tug is dispatched to tow her into port. The towline breaks and she capsizes
and sinks, with the loss of all hands, within sight of the tug which is
helpless to aid her.
[Researcher's note]: Notes in some of the sources indicate that the
Regulus went down in October of 1910, with a loss of 20 lives. At least
one of the ballads commemorating this tragedy was penned by the well-known St.
John'sballadeer/broadsidist, Johnny Burke, and published in a songster
ca. 1912-1913. Mention of the event occurs in Shipwrecks of
Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 89.

LB. "Riley's Farewell" [Laws]
See main entry under III.A.a. (Romantic tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea -Parental Opposition Involved).
Also cross-referenced to ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. B. " Riseover/Rise Over, The Loss of the" [Peacock]
Cross-reference to ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
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MUNFLA 69-12; 70-8; 71-33; 81-339(2); 83-376; 84-399 & 85-245(3)
[C571; C690; MS p. 61; (C7847, C7848); C6645; C7211 & (C7829,
C7834,C7836)]
{Lehr, 163, #94, "The Wreck of the Riseover"}
{Mercer,150}
{Peacock,m, 958(MS 71)
AJternate titles: "Pomoroy and Sprecklin[sic]"/"Landsmen On The Land"

The overloaded Riseover, out of Northern Bay, C.B., sinks in a storm. The
crew escape the sinkingcrart by means of a jury-rigged raft, but two are
drowned. Their names are given. The Fogota, a CNR vessel, is sent out to
search for the missing men, but all in vain.
[ColI. note (Merrigan: MUNFLA 74-83, MS p. 038)]: This song was written about
a sea disaster which occurred in the late 20's[sic] orearly30's[sic]. Three
men were lost in the disaster. Spraklin[sic] and Pomroy[sic] belonged to
Brigusin Conception Bay.
The ship was carrying a load of lumber to St. John's at the time of the
disaster.
[Coli.note (Ryan: MUNFLA 74-147, MS p. 67)1: This sea-ballad was also learned
from an older brother who had made many trips to the Labrador fIshery before my
father went there. The song relates a true story of a common Newfoundland
experience--seatragedies. The local version has the Riseover leaving
Notre Dame Bay and the victims as Pomeroy and Spracklin. The Fogota was a
railway boat operating on the coast.
ThesonginPeacock,volume3,page958,hastheRiseoverleave
Northern Bay in Conception Bay, and the victims Pomeroy and Sparkes.
This song may be a good example of how different versions originate as
words or ideas are altered. In this case the change is a difference of
Northern Bay or a northern bay.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 163)]: The Riseover was wrecked near Musgrave Harbour on
19 November 1911 with a cargo of lumber. Captain Pomeroy, or Pomroy, was in
command.
[Researcher's note]: Peacock gives the name "Sparkes." Virtually all
the other versions give the name as "Spracklin." Ifeelthatthelatteris
probably correct. Seary lists "Spark(e)s" (p. 453) as a prevalent surname in
Lower Island Cove, Georgetown (Port de Grave district), Glovertown, and St.
John's- all reasonably removed from the area relevant to this piece.
"Spracklin," (p. 455) on the other hand, is listed as native to Brigus.
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Newfoundlanders doing research in the Peacock collection have discovered too
many shortcomings in his transcriptions to allow them to be taken as
gospel. 3
Also, the informant for MUNFLA 69-12, who also was Peacock's informant for this
item, was Chris Cobb, the grandfather of Jan Stephen, who is mentioned in the
acknowledgements to this thesis.

I. B. "Rose in June, The"
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to I.C. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Capsizing).

I.B. "SabbathEve,A"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to IT.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning,).

I. B. "Sailor's Home, The Loss of the" [Peacock]
Cross-referenced to IT.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 78-006; 79-2 & 83-376(2)
[C3327; C3693 & C6637(2)J
{Mercer,150}
{Peacock, ill, 960 (PEA 144 No. 967)}

The Sailor's Home out of Fortune Bay, NOd., sails to Sydney, Cape Breton,
N.S.,in thefall,foraloadofcoal. On the return trip, which begins on
Christmas Day, 25 December, a storm washes the cook, the captain, and most of
the deck gear overboard, Ooods the forecastle to a depth of one foot, and
leaves three crew members, who had jumped into the rigging to avoid being swept
away, aboard the hulk without food or water. They try to bail for three days,
but have little strength. Finally they manage to raise her jib and head her
into land. She sinks close enough to land that they can jump out onto a rock.

3Anita Best, graduate student at Memorial University of Newfoundland and native of Placentia Bay.
lviz."unregrettedday"j.
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They t.hen climb aclirtduring a blizzard and findahutwith afewprovisions,
with which they somewhat restore themselves. The stoutest of the three goes
for help and discovers that they have come ashore at the French island of
Miquelon. The steamer comes from St. Pierre to take the t.hree survivors to
hospital, whence they are sent home to Fortune Bay to tell their tale. The
memorial closing reminds those ashore to mention sailors in their prayers.
According to one account, the incident occurred between 1 and 4 December, 1889.
This contradicts the Christmas Day sailing date above.
[Coli. note (Peacock, ill, 962)]: Many of these native shipwreck ballads have
originated on the south coast of Newfoundland where the waters and coastline
are particularly treacherous. In this ballad a group of sailors from Fortune
are wrecked very near home on the French island of Miquelon. The tune is a
very good illustrat.ion of the Hypoionian mode, a rather uncommon treatment of
the major scale where the melody ends on the dominant.
[Researcher's note]: In Cat Harbour: A Newfound/and Fishing Settlement,
Newfoundland Social and Economic Studies No.3, (St. John's: Institute of
Social and Economic Research, Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1973), 140,
James C. Faris notes that· ...work during Christmastide is regarded as
'dangerous'... •

I. B. ·Shamrock, The Loss of the· [Peacock]/· James Murray/Morey·
Cross-referenced to n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 72-266; 82-248 &, 83-151
[C1392; C6230&' C6224]
{Mercer, ISO}
{Peacock, ill, 963 (PEA 148 No. 981) (·Shamrock, Loss of the·)}

MUNFLASTI synopsis in toto: ·Boy disobeys mother and goes to sea.· Murray's
mother warns him not to sail on Friday, 18 September. She urges him to
wait till Monday, since the weather appears wild and stormy. Ignoring her
advice, he sails anyway. The result is that he and at least three others,
whose names are listed below, drown in a storm. Since the young man overrules
not only a parental request, but also what is a traditional proscription in
some localities, since sailing on Friday is seen asa bringer of bad luck, he
is struck by misfortune. Perhaps this item might, for some purposes, be
cross-referenced to I.H. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Supernatural Agency).
Other names mentioned besides the title character are:
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Jas. Farrell
Thos.Ridgely
TomShort(?)-aged22
[Coli. note (Peacock, m, G64)]: Mr. Decker says this native ballad was old
when he learned it in his youth, over sixty years ago, and so there is no
danger of reviving unpleasant memories among the principalsofthestory. In
any event, it would be difficult to get 'clearance' from surviving relatives to
use the song because no place names are mentioned.
[Researcher's note]: There is a fairly widespread seafarer's belief that it is
"bad luck" to sail on a Friday.4 In Cal Harbour: A Newfound/and Fishing Sett/emenl~
Newfoundland Social and Economic Studies No.3, (St. John's: Institute of
Social and Economic Research, Memorial University of Newfoundland, IG73), 140,
JamesC. Faris notes that "[i]nitiating any activity on a Friday is avoided."
Also, compare Peacock's note (above) with remarks on pages 6G-72 of this thesis
regarding "treason" songs. A note on the loss of the Shamrock appears in
Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, GO.

I. B. "Shea Gang, The"I"Roving Newfoundlanders, The" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
See main entry under n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster) and m.F.a.
(Disaster Averted/Vessel(s) Threatened or Damaged, but not Lost).

I. B. "SnoreeISnorre, The (Loss of the)" [Lehr]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-listed under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster), II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) Through Drowning), m.E.a.& b. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue
Person(s) from Sea Disaster -- Successful and Unsuccessful), and m.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. B. "Southern ShoreDisaster--1G66, The"
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).

4Beck , 313. See also Wayland D. Hand, ed., 'Popular Beliefs and Superstitions,' vol. 6 of The Frank
C. Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore, 457, #3462, 'Steamships will not sail on Friday, night
or day."
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I. B. "Storm of New Year's Eve, The"
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).

I. B. "Susan, The" [Lehr]
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. B. "Swansea/Queen of Swansea, The Loss of the"
See main entry under II.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation,
etc.)

I. B. "Terrible Loss at sea an Oceon[sic] steame[sic], 70 souls perish on the
wreck" [Burke]
{Mercerthesis,212,#75}
A German ship, the Aedan, is lost with all hands in a storm on her way from
Hamburg to Africa.

I. B. " Thorwaldsen, The" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
Cross-reference to m.B. (Laments for Death at Sea).
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 290,#143}

Thisitemgivesnospecificsofthetragedy,exceptthatthevesselsankina
storm "on the shore of Newfoundland." Most of the song is an ascriptive lament
type.

I. B. "Tiny Red Light, The"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
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I. B. " Tolesby, The Loss/Wreck of the"
See main entry under m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking), m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life), and m.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. B. "Tobias Murphy from The Rams"/"Tobias Murphy and Tom Hann" [LehrJl"Tom
Hadden from Petit Forte" /"Tom Hann and Pius Murphey[sic]"
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking), I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster), and m.E.b.
(Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) -- Unsuccessful).

I.B. "Tragedy,A"
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) Through Drowning)
Also cross-reference to I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).

I. B. "Truxton and Pollux Disaster"
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), II.B.b.
(Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation, etc.), and m.E.a.& b.
(Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster -- Successful and
Unsuccessful).

LB. "Tubal (Jubal?) Cain, The Loss of the" [peacockJ
See main entry under LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).

I. B. "Union from St. John's, The"
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or SLriking).
Also cross-referenced under II.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure,
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Starvation, etc.).

LB. "VestraljVestris/Esterus, The (Sinking/Heroes of the)"/"Proudly
We/She Sailed (From New York City)" /"S 0 S Vestris" /"A Storm on the
Sea: The Sinking of the Steamship Vestris"
Cross-referenced to LG. (Vessel(s) Lost Through Man-Made Disaster), ILA.
(Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), and m.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue
Person(s) from Sea Disaster).
MUNFLA 71-2 & 86-161(3)
[C803; & (KG/WW 6(86), KG-12(86)(2))]
{Donald Lee Nelson, "The Sinking of the Vestris," JEMF Quarterly 9:1
(Spring1g73), 10-14. Includes four texts, a discography, and some facsimile
newspaper headlines.}

A ship, probably a passenger liner, sails from New York City. She is caught in
a storm and the seas "pound a hole in her side," which proves her downfall.
Although some survive thewreck,overone hundred are drowned. AII,including
women and children, had to struggle all alone. One died "at his post." A
"brave little egro" performed acts of heroism. The captain goes down with his
ship. There is some evidence tbut he has been late in sending a distress
message and that, therefore, relief did not come in time. By the time help had
arrived, one hundred had been lost and only wreckage was left of the ship.
Textual evidence points to human culpability as well as the storm as a factor
in the disaster.
[Researcher's note]: One informant for 86-161 (KG-12(86), "The Esterus")
indicatedthatthisincidentoccurredin1g14,nearthetimeofthe First World
War.

L B. "Virgin Mary's Banks, The" /"Virgin on the Strand, The" [Lehr]
See main entry under I.H. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Supernatural Agency).
Also cross-referenced to LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Grounding or
Striking) and ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

L B. "Water Witch, The Loss of the" [Lehr]
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See main entry under m.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking) and n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

LB. "We Left Our Homes in August"(first line)
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).

LB. "We Left the Port of Sydney "[Lehr]
MUNFLA 78-006 & 83-376(2)
[C3326& C6640(2)]
{Lehr, 201, #1l9}

A shipload of coal, with a number of men returning from the [Lunenberg?]
fishery, sinks in a thunderstorm.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 202)]: Because there is no mention of the name of the ship
or the captain in this song, it is difficult to trace any information about it.
This is rather unusual for locally composed songs concerning sea disasters
which normally provide a fairly extensive list of details.

LB. "WiIler'sSong"
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).

L C. Loss of vessel(s) through capsizing.

I.C. "Arabella,TheSchooner"
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of vessel(s) in Storms) and n.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
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MUNFLA 84-398(2)
[(C7218A, C7219B)]

On 18 October the Arabella sails from Port au Choix for Bay of Islands
(both Newfoundland outports) in a northeast gale. She is light in ballast, and
therefore top-heavy. She capsizes near land and all four aboard are drowned.
About three weeks later, the drirting hulk is discovered with the corpse of
"young Parsons" still aboard. The version on C7219B gives the skipper's name
as "Biggars" and mentions Neptune, god of the sea. The other version (C7218)
names the captain "Bold Nipkin." It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that
"Nipkin" (presumably Neptune) had his role changed due to erroneous
interpretation on the part of the informant or of those from whom he learned
the song.

I. C. "Attention All Ye People and Listen Unto Me" (first line)
Cross-referenced to section LB. Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms.)
MUNFLA 67-35
[C406!

Three fishermen from Horse Islands are lost when their boat capsizes in a storm
while they are sealing. "There is no escape from death," is the basic comment.
A prayer for the safety of all sailors is appended.
[Researcher's note]: Composition of this piece is attributed to the informant,
Jim (Dan?) Lacey, ca. 1965.

I. C. "Captain Dunderidge"/"Eric and Jack, The"
See main entry under n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. C. "Lines on the Sad Drowning of Lawrence Kearney and Jno.[sicl Maddigan,
Two Fishermen in Witless Bay" [Burke & Oliver]
See main entry under n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. C. "Lines on the Sad Drowning of Three Fishermen of Renews"
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See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. C. "Loss of 3 ewfoundJand fishermen by the capsizing of a schooner,
The" [Burke]
Cross-reference to IIA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
{Mercer thesis, 199,#59}
A schooner capsizes within sight of land near Placentia. Only one of the
four-man crew is rescued.

I. C. "Perilous, The" /"Gloucester Tragedy, The" /"Sailors from Gloucester"
See main entry under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. C. "Petty Harbour Bait Skiff, The"[LehrJ
Cross-referenced to I.E. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), and ill.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s)
from Sea Disaster).
MUNFLA 66-23; 68-16(2); 75-159; 78-50; 78-238 & 87-117
[C239; (C492, C493); MS p. 123; C3768; C3575 & KG-I (86)J
[AtianlicGuardian5:1 (1948), 37J
[Bennet, 1973,20J
[Blondahl,1964,99J
[Omar Blondahl, Rodeo RLP 5 (disc)J
[CJON Glee Club, Rodeo RLP 84 (disc)J
[Commodore's Quartet, RCA T13230 (disc)]
[Doyle(1027),57]
[Doyle (1940), 48J
[Doyle(1955),46J
[Doyle (1966),34J
[Doyle(1978),34]
{Fowke, Cdn, 44, #13}
{Lehr, 153, #87}
[Bob McLeod, Presto 2844 (disc)]
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{Mercer, 148,167-168}
{Mercerthesis,235,#104;248,#1l4}
[Mills,1968,28]
[Alan Mills, Folkways FW 8771 (disc)]
[Murphy (1902), 6 "Loss of Bait Skiff"]
[Murphy(1905),24 "The St. John's Bait Skiff"]
{Murphy (1912), 4 "The Loss of Bait Skiff"}
[Murphy (1923),8]
[OldTimer,lg06,7]
[Gordon Pinsent, ArcACS 5027 (disc)]
[St. John's Extension Choir of MUN, RCA CG-1024 (disc)]
{Taft,2,5,22,39,44,54,64,69,71,73,9l}

All but one of a seven-man bait skiff crew are drowned when their boat capsizes
in a squall, 8 June. Those lost include the skipper, John French. Jacob
Chafe, in his own boat, is responsible for the rescue of young Menchington,the
sole survivor. Varying pronunciations of this surname are found across the
island--Menshon, Menchions, etc.
[Coil. note (Lehr, 154)]: The Petty Harbour bait skiff was wrecked in 1852 near
Petty Harbour. Out of her crew of seven, only Menchington (pronounced
Menchener by Uncle Mose) was saved.
ThesongisattributedtothewritingofJohnGrace,aSt. John's sailor who
later died in Brazil.[end note]
[CoIl. note (Doyle (1940), 48)]: John Grace, who afterward died in Brazil, was
thecomposerj he was native of the Riverhead of St. John's.
[Researcher's note]: A complete text of this item, with attendant commentary,
istobefoundonp.l08ff.ofthisthesis.

I. C. "Rose in June, The"
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

I.C. "TheSeaWasRough"
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
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I. C. "Whaling Song"/"The Greenland Whale Fishery" [Peacock]
See main entry under n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. D. Loss or vessel(s) through grounding, striking, or stranding.

I. D. a. Loss or vesseI(s) through grounding or striking.

I. D. a. "Alku at Ferryland, Loss of the Russian Barque"
Cross-reference to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life), and
ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
{Mercer,150}
{OHWS (1904), 50}

The Alku, en route from Sweden to Miramichi, N.B., in ballast, with a crew
of fourteen, runs on a reef and is lost. The weather is rough and she first
loses her rigging. On 2 May, the wind veers and the accident occurs in high
seas. Three sailors run out on a boom and jump ashore with aline to land the
rest. All get safely to the cliff, but they are stranded there for twenty-four
hoursbeforebeingrescuedbymenfromFerryland,Newfoundland.

I. D. a. "Anglo Saxon, Loss of the" [Murphy]
MUNFLA 72-88
[MSp.16] (story only, not song)
{Mercer,148}
[Murphy (1904),62]

The vessel grounds in the fog with five hundred people aboard. Many are lost.
Those saved thank God for their deliverance.
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[Compiler's note (Murphy (1904), 62)]: "[The steamer Anglo-Saxon of the
Canadian Line, ran ashore and was completely lost at Clam Cove, Cape Race,
owing to a thick fog, on Monday, April 27th, 1863, at 11 a. m. Out of 445
persons on board 155 were lost. - COMPILER.]
[Researcher's note]: Although I have not found a field-collected version of
this ballad,Iamcertain one must exist. PerhapsMurphY,forallhis
professional status, might stand as a "folk composer" for this item, since so
many of his works have entered oral tradition, and hiscompositionalstyleis
certainly characteristic of the genre. A detailed account of the actual
incident is found in "Clam Cove Disaster, The Wreck of the S.S.
Anglo-Saxon, April 27,1863" in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador
by Galgay and McCarthy, 17-22,and a further brief note on page 76 of the same
work. A further account in Amazing Newfoundland Stories from Jack
Fitzgerald'sNotebook,72,indicatesthatthereareghostiyapparitionsat
Chance Cove associated with the anniversary of the loss of the Anglo-Saxon,
although these spectres are not mentioned in the ballad texts.

I. D. a. "At/antic, The Loss of the" [AJ [Peacock]
Cross-reference to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and D.B.b. (Death at
Sea From Freezing, Exposure, Starvation, etc.).
{Fowke, CFMJ, 56 (2 versions)}
{Healy, 88, #50 ("The Loss of the At/antic Steamship")}
{Mackenzie, 229, #88, "The Wreck of the At/antic"}
{Mercer,148}
{Peacock, m, 931 (PEA 176 No. logl)}

A White Star passenger liner, the At/antic strikes a rock orr the coast of
Nova Scotia and sinks with a tremendous loss of life. See collector's note
which follows.
[CoIl. note (Peacock, m, 935)J: The At/antic was a famous four-masted
iron vessel of the White Star fleet wrecked off the coast of Nova Scotia on
March 31 and April 1 of 1873. Variant A gives 700 as the number of lives
lost, but the records show a loss of 535. Variant B is a more intimate
record of the disaster and has abetter tune. A third variant, not reproduced,
is similar to A but has an even more undistinguished tune.
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I. D. a. "Atlantic, Lines on the Appalling Shipwreck of the S.S." [B]
MUNFLA 76-17
[MS, n.p.]
{Peacock ("The Loss of the Atlantic" [EJ)}
This text is from a Xerox copy of a handwritten MS in nineteenth-century
copperplate script. The original was contributed to MUNFLA by Joyce Coldwell,
who found the papers in a metal box belonging to her grandfather, Howard Webber
(born-186?).
The Peacock version has 17 couplet verses, printed in four lines each. The
Webber/Coldwellversesaredoublethatlength,andthereareonlysix. The
text of the manuscript version ends rather abruptiy, leading one to believe
that it may not be complete.
[Researcher's additional note]: One reason for the popularity of this piece in
Newfoundland may be the fact that in 1840 a 284-ton barque, also namedthe
Atlantic, was wrecked on the coast of Newfoundland.

L D. a. "B.C. McGrath/McGray/McGree Near Pass Island, the Loss of the"
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and II.Rb. (Death
at Sea from Freezing, Exposure,Starvation, etc.
MUNFLA 71-2; 83-376 & 85-245
[C802j C6638& C7831]

The McGrath sails from Miquelon for her home port of Fortune, Newfoundland,
on 30 November 1934. The cook, George Pearcey, has told the story to the
composer. A gale arises, and Captain George Alfred (Halford?) gives orders to
shorten sail, intending to beat in to a sheltered anchorage at Pass Island.
Unfortunately,therudderbreaks. They put out aline, hoping to control the
vessel's movement, and also attempt to manoeuvre her by means of the sails, but
at 10:00 Thursday morning, she goes aground on Simcoe's Point (inside Poole's
Point). The three aboard get ashore and shelter in an icehouse in Beck's Bay,
but John Woodland dies of exposure and hypothermia before Friday night is over.
The others start off the next morning for Grole, finding shelter en route,
where they build afire and drink hot spruce for energy and warmth. Early
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Saturday morning, they meet men from Grole, whom they tell of their
predicament. These men go to Beck's Bay and retrieve Woodland's body. They
build him a casket and lay him in the schoolhouse until they can send him home
on the schooner Cape Agroliers(?). The composer characterizes himself in
the song as being Walter Simms from Pass Island, Fortune Bay, who became a
schoolteacher, and who wrote the song at the age of twenty-two.

I. D. a. ·Bay State in Cape Ballard, Loss of the·[Burke & Oliver]
Cross-referenced to m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
{Burke&Oliver,71}
{Mercer,148}

The Bay State, in general cargo out of Liverpool, runs aground in St.
Mary's Bay (at Cape Ballard, near Trepassey) in fog. She is a 6ooo-ton vessel,
built in 1898 by Harland of Belfast. Her captain's name is Walters, and she
carries a deck crew of seventy, as well as engineers. All are saved and
transported to St. John's.

I. D. a. • Belmont, The Wreck of the·
MUNFLA 72-88
[C1l20]

This song is only mentioned,notsungin the collection. Two lines are recited
by the informant, who says he knew a fellow who used to sing it. The vessel
apparently missed stays on beating in to her anchorage and groundedandsankon
Key Point. The two lines recited are:
We got her up for anchorage, her anchors to let go
And her big jib was caught aback, which proved her overthrow.

I. D. a. ·Black Island Grave(s)· /"The E. Esile· /·The Exce/(A)·[Lehr]
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 68-40; 73-180; 78-008; 81·339 & 82-167
[C546; (CI624/MS pp. 52-53); C3347; (C7841/MS pp. 25, 104) & C5786]
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{Lehr, 58, #34A ("The Excel")}
Alternate title: "Ye Noble Newfoundlanders"
The vessel, Excel (E. Esile), is returning from the Labrador fishery in
a snowstorm, near midnight on Sunday night, (8, 10, 201) October, when she
grounds and a heavy wave sweeps twenty-two (211) of her complement overboard
near Black Island. The dead include women and children.

[ColI. note (Lehr, 60)1: The following story, entitled 'Out of the Past -- The
Great Tragedy -- 1885,' is from The Daily News, 28 March 11157:
The greatest sea tragedy involving people of Coley's Point was the loss of
the schooner Excel at Black Island near Grady, on Oct. 11, 1885, with a loss of
about twenty-two men, women and children. Three or four bodies that were
recoveredwerebroughthomeforburial;otherswereburiedatBIackIsland.
Some were not recovered.
The Excel was in charge of Capt. George Morgan, father of Mr. John
Morgan, and was anchored outside Black Island waiting suitable time to sail
for home. A gale came on Saturday night, continuing through Sunday. At 12
o'clock Sunday night, the ship parted her chains and was driven ashore.
Heavy seas began to sweep over the decks and so the Captain ordered the
spars to be cut away. Theforemast,infalling, broke into three pieces, the top
of the mainmast lodged for awhile on the shore. Miss Emma Jane Roach
(afterwards Mrs. W.H. Littlejohn) the only female survivor, with others,
sought refuge from the seas by standing in the hatchway. She seized the
opportunity to escape by quickly jumping on the spar and using it as abridge
to reach the land. There she clung to the rocks and kelp in the raging sea
until she was dragged to safety by Mr. Stephen Russell who was on the shore.
This brave woman had just reached theshorewhenthesparbroke,carrying
away with it two men, William Batten and Abram Morgan who were
attempting the same means of escape. The Capt. and several members of his
family were lost. A complete list of those lost is not available as several were
passengers (freighters) from other places.
[Researcher's note]: Despite the fact that this storm was widely known as "The
October Gale of the Labrador," the ballad herein listed underI.F. and called
"The Great October Gale," is not related. The gale which it commemorates
occurred in 1921 at Harbour Main, Conception Bay. A complete account of
this tragedy may be found in Michael Harrington's Sea Stories from
Newfoundland, (St. John's: Harry Cuff Publications Limited, 1986), 155-164,
under the title "The Big Wind." Another account of the incident is by John C.
Davis (Researchers: Judy McGrath and Doris Saunders), "The Excel Gale,·
Them Days 11:1 (1985), 26-30.
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L D. a. "Bruce, The Loss of the" [Peacock]
Cross-reference to IT.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 85-245
[C7830]

{Mercer, 148, 150 ("Loss of the Steamship Bruce")}
{Peacock, m, 939 (PEA 188 No. 1133)}

The Bruce, under Captain Drake, is bound for Louisburg, N.S., when she runs
on a reef and sinks. All but one aboard are saved. "Young Pike," a married
man, is drowned. The final verse indicates that it was the will of God.
[Coil. note (Peacock, m, 940)]: Jim Dalton learned this native ballad from
his mother, who told him the disaster took place about 1910 on areerfiveor
six miles out of Louisburg, Nova Scotia. The exact date and location of the
shipwreck remain to be authenticated.

L D. a. "Cape Bonnie"
Cross-reference to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and IT.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 74-228
[MS p. 60 & C2015]

The Cape Bonnie, a fishing vessel out of Halifax, N.S., under the command
of Capt. Keith Hickey, a Newfoundlander by origin, goes aground off the coast
of Nova Scotia and is lost with her entire crew of eighteen. The text
indicates that the disaster might have been averted had there beena"life"
ship [presumablya/ightship] in the area. The final verse exhorts
fishermen to pray, because "with God as your co-pilot" you'll be all right
whatever happens.
[Notes (MH from coil. Marilyn Wilcott)]: Both the composer, Russel Gould and
the informant/singer, Harold Wilcott, are residents of St. Alban's, Baie
d'Espoir, Nfld. Mr. Gould composed the song when he was living in Halifax,
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where he was personally acquainted with most of the 18 seamen lost aboard the
Cape Bonnie. Mr. Wilcott, the informant, was 55 years old at the time of
the collection.

1.0. a. 'Captain, The"
See main entry under ill.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea -No Parental Intervention).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. D. a. "Capulet at St. Shott's, Loss the steam'r" [Burke]
Cross-reference to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) without Loss of Life) and ill.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
The vessel runs aground in a dense fog. Sixty passengers and crew members are
brought to St. John's.

I. D. a. "Charles Augustus Anderson" [Peacock]
See main entry under II.C.d. (Shipboard Murder and Death by Intentional
Maltreatment).

I. D. a. "Charming Sally Greer" [Peacock]
Cross-reference to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
{Peacock, II, 358 (PEA 190 No. 1I37)}

A young man on the Rose of Aberdeen en route from Ireland to Quebec is one
of eighteen emigrants aboard. When the vessel wrecks on rocks, he survives,
but four others are lost. He expects to make his fortune in Quebec and return
to Sally in Ireland.
[Coli. note] (Peacock, II, 359): One of a group of Irish immigrant ballads
which tell of hardships and personal tragedies during the mass migrationsfrom
Ireland in the nineteenth century. The island of St. Paul's (verse 5) is in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence just north of Cape Breton. One sees it when crossing
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on the ferry to Newfoundland. Two other versions of the song have been
collected in Canada, one by Helen Creighton in Nova Scotia and the other by
Edith Fowke in Ontario. Both give dates for the tragedy: the Nova Scotia
variant says 1843, and the Ontario one 1833. This Newfoundland variant is
somewhatlessfactual,concentratingmoreonthepersonalrelationships of the
two lovers.

I. D. a. ·Crofts, The Loss of the·
See main entry under n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
AJsocross-referenced toLB. (LossofVessel(s) in Storms).

L D. a. ·Deane, The Steamship· [Lehr]
See main entry under m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) From Sea
Disaster -- Successful) and m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in
Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. D. a. ·Devonia, The Loss of the· [Burke]
Cross-reference to m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
{Burke (1912), 17}
{Mercer,149}

The Devonia, a barquentine which has been in the trade for over thirty
years, founders near Pernambuco, after striking a reef. She is twenty days
out of St. John's with a cargo of fish, oil, and general stores. Her captain's
name is Berg, and the crew is made up of Newfoundlanders. The vessel had
previously been commanded by Capt. Jolli((e a,nd, before him, Capt. Snow. The
vessel, built in Appledore, had previously been called the Peggy. Friends
may ease their minds, as all the crew was rescued.

I. D. a. • Ella M. Rudolph, The Loss/Wreck of the· [LehrJ
Cross-reference to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), n.A. (Loss of Person(s)
by Drowning), and m.E.b. (Heroic attempt to rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster (Unsuccessful)).
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MUNFLA 68-16; 68-40; 70-8; 78-050; 83-124; 84-398; 86-161(2) & 87-117
[C493; C469; C669; C3762; C7219B; (C10521, MS pp. 18-25) & KG/AB 2(87)]
[Casey, 176]
{Cox, FMNO, 62}
{Lehr, 55, #32 (The Ella M. Rudolph)}
AJternative titles: "The Rudolph, The Rudolf, Raudolphe,
Rudolfe, Rudolphe, L.M. Rudolph, L.A.M. Rudolph, L.B M.
Rudolph, Emily Rudolph. AJso found under various combinations of the
above. If checking with other bibliographical sources, one should look under
"R" and "L" as well as "E". A search under "Wreck" or "Loss" would not be
unfeasible as well. Note incorrect name, Emma M. Randolph, from historical
source in researcher's note below.
[Facts gleaned from registry information in MUN Maritime History Archives]:
The Ella M. Rudolph was a schooner registered in Newfoundland in 1918. She
was built and previously registered in Nova Scotia (built in AJlendale). She
had one deck and two masts. Her length was 66', her beam was 19', her depth
was 8', and her registered tonnage was 54/54. Her registered owner was Felix
Tibbo of Grand Bank. She closed registry in 1937, being listed as lost at sea.
Synopsis:
The Rudolph, under Capt. Blackwood, is bound for Port Nelson with general
cargo, on 6 (18?) December, with a crew of eight (six?), including one (two?)
women. In the attempt to make Bonavista Bay, she strikes on Catalina Shoals,
near Little Catalina Light, and sinks. AJI but one aboard are drowned. He
swims ashore and rouses Mr. and Mrs. Levi Dalton. The Daltons assist the
survivor and rouse the community to an effort to retrieve thebodiesofthe
drowned. Five are recovered, including that of Mary Jane Abbott from Hare's
Bay. Two bodies are not recovered.
[ColI. note (MUNFLA 83-124, MS p. 18, Coli. Regina North)]: The last article
is not really a story, instead Dad is relating a song that is both tragic and
interesting. The song begins telling of the loss of the sons and husbands by
thatparticular[particirlar?][sic] storm. The Raudolph was a clever boat to
look at which had eight people for a crew. They also had a female on board who
was a passenger going to Hare Bay, her home. The ship left for Port Neilson
from St. John's. She passed through the tickle (iel I she passed along by Bay
de Verde at 5 o'clock in the evening).
That night the boat veered off course, a big storm came up and the
Raudolphe struck a rock on Catilina[sic] shore. Everyone except one young
man 'met a watery grave' that night. This particular[sp?][sic] young man had
jumped overboard and was washed into the cliff. He made his way up over the
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cliff to Catilina[sic]. After 8 hours of travelling he finally knocked on the
door of a man whose name was Levi Dalton. Mr. Dalton soon inaformed[sic] the
whole town of this terrible incident. The townsmen went to the place where the
ship had gone down and the men tried with all their might to get some bodies,
but with no success. One body though, the body of the female was washed ashore.
Arter many days of toiling, the men found five more bodies, but there were two
who wt:lre never found. This is a horrible incident which no one wishes to
happen. But nature will take its course.
As my father recites this song, because he had not remembered it in a long

time, on the tape, he completely lert out one whole Verse. This

V~rse

was:

These willing men did try their might some bodies for to get
The sea was washing furiously and dashing by the cliff,
With a sudden surprise before their eyes as they stood there that
day
to see, a body washed ashore upon a heaving wave.
The leaving out of this Verse does not really take away from the meaning of
the song unless the listener knows the song Well or is following the song on
paper.
As I have said, these narratives can be very interesting to everyone, young or
old. There doesn't have to be a particular[sp.?][sic] reason for wanting to hear
stories such as the ones I have recorded.

This is just a part of life as everything is a part of life. [endnote]
[Coli. note (Lehr, 56)J: According to Mr. G. J. Casey, who collected a version
of the Ella M. Rudolph in Cape Broyle, the song was written by Hugh Sexton
and Dukey Blackwood and appeared in the Trinitarian, Trinity, Newfoundland,
on 21 December 1926. Mr. Gordon S.A. Cox also collected a version of the song
in Trinity Bay and notes that several of his informants knew Dukey Blackwood,
the lone survivor of the Rudolph and co-author of the song.
Uncle Mose Harris said this song was printed on broadsheets and sold around
Bonavista Bay to raise money for the families of those lost aboard the vessel.
[endnote]
[Researcher's note]: Composition of this piece is attributed to Dukey
Blackwood (the surviving sailor) and Hugh Sexton of Bonavista Bay. The text
was printed in The Trinitarian on 21 December 1926, credited to Hughie
Sexton.
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A full account of this incident may be found in The Three Seas by Roland W.
Abbott (St. John's: Robinson-Blackmore Printing and Publishing Limited, 1087),
1-18,includesatextoftheballadonpp.l~18.
Incorrectly listed in
Appendix B of Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Frank Galgay and
Michael McCarthy, 80 as "Emma M. Randolph," but the rest of the information
appears to be substantially correct.

I. D. a. "Elsie M. Hart, The" [Lehr]
See main entry under m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and m.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. D. a. "Ethie, The Wreck of the Steamship" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
See main entry under m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), m.D. (Loss of
VesseJ(s) Without Loss of Life), and m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s)
in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I.D.a. "F1orizel,TheWreckoftheSteamship"
Cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 68-43(2), 72-88; 7~3; 82-248; 83-151(2); 84-308; 84-300 & 8~161
[C530(2); C1l21; MS pp. 15, 10(stories, not songs); C5860; C6224(2); C7217A;
C7206 & C2446/MS p. 12J
[Omar Blondahl, Melbourne AMLP-4007J
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 283, #140}
{Laws dD35, NAB, 264}
{Lehr,66,#38, "TheF1orizel"}
{Mercer,107}
{Nfld. Songs ty Ballads 18:2 (1072), 37}
{Taft,58,72,08}

The SS F10rizel strikes rocks and sinks during World War I, with a loss of
ninety-four lives.
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[Coil. note (76-3, MS p. 12, Coil. Olive Walsh)]: "Perhaps the most
disasterous[sic] wreck occurred at Renews with the sinking of the S.S.
Florizel,where a total of ninety-four lives were lost. Even though the
Florizel was not a fishing [vessel? - NVR] the story and song still
depicts[sic] the tragedy that the ocean is capable of. The coast line of the
area is extremely rugged and at points almost uncomprehensible[sic] in a
blinding sleet and snowstorm. It appears that the autumn and winter are the
worst times of the year for ship wrecks, as the Croft [see ll.A., this
appendix] incident occurred in November, likewise the Torhamtlan [III.G.,
this appendix], and the Gertie ~.D.a., this appendix], owned by the
Devereaux family of Trepassey, which ran aground on Stone Island in Calvert
Bay some years ago. The F10rizel incident occurred some where[sic] around
March or ApriJ."
[Coil. note (Lehr, 67)]: The S.S. F10rizel was en route from St. John's to
Nova Scotia on 23 February 1918 when she struck a reef near Renews on the
southern shore of the Avalon Peninsula in a storm. The people watching from
the shore were powerless to assist the distressed ship because of the storm's
severity. Twenty-seven hours later, alter the storm had calmed, a rescue was
attempted. Only 44 of the 138 people on board survived. Mrs. Best learned the
song from Gerald Doyle's songbook and put her own air to it. For a detailed
study of the S.s. F1orizel, see Cassie Brown's A Winter's Tale
(Toronto: Doubleday 1976).
[Researcher's note]: An extensive study of this occurrence is Cassie Brown's
A Winter's Tale: The Wreck of the 'F1orizel'. Toronto/Garden City NY:
Doubleday Canada Limited/Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1976. Further notes
mentioning the wreck are to be found in J.P. Andrieux's Marine Disasters of
Newfoundland and Labrador, 87, in Appendix B of Shipwrecks of Newfoundland
and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 81, and in Amazing Newfoundland
Stories from Jack Fitzgerald's Notebook, 128. There is also an interesting
note on the ballad itself in Greenleaf&Mansfield,284.

I. D. a. "General Rawlinson, The (Schooner)" [Lehr]
See main entry under ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and ill.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. D. a. "Gladiola Near the Brazilian Coast, The Loss of the"
Cross-referenced to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
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{Mercer, 149}

{OHWS,24}

The Gladiola, under Capt. Cave, is bound to Barbados. About one hundred
miles out from her last port of call she strikes a reef, fills, and founders.
The crew lower the boats and reach shore safely. The British Consul pays their
return passage to Newfoundland.

I. D. a. "Golden Arrow, The Loss of the"
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 73-7; 79-2; 80-136 & 81-339
[CI373/MS p. 9; C3693; C4807 & C7842]
{Burke (1912), 22}
{Mercer,149}
Alternative title: "Rocks of Nancigam"

On 23 October, en route from Holyrood to St. Mary's Bay, Newfoundland, near
"Lance a. Calm," the Newfoundland fishing schooner, Golden Arrow, with
a cargo offish and oil,strikes arock and sinks, drowning all but one aboard.
The Burke text indicates that all hands are lost. The victims' families
wait for fourteen weeks with no word. There is a memorial closing, expressing
grief shared with the bereaved, and a prayer for relief to be sent them from
St.John's.

I. D. a. "Helen Isabel on Mistaken Point, Loss of the"
Cross-reference to m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
{Mercer,149}

{OHWS,55}
The iron barque Helen Isabel, owned by Baine Johnston of St. John's, and
characterized as "the oldest in the trade" at35years,IeavesBarbadoswith a
cargo of molasses. Under Capt. Laurie, she makes the coast in eighteen days,
but runs aground on Mistaken Point near Trepassey, Newfoundland. All hands
safely reach shore in the boats.
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I. D. a. "Hesperus/Hesperous, The Wreck of the" [Longfellow]
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), and ll.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing,
Exposure, Starvation, etc.)
MUNFLA83-376
[C6651]

{Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. "The Wreck of the Hesperus.'}

/Researcher's note: Asynopsisofthispieceisunnecessary,sinceitisa
musical setting of a professionally written poem. Apparently, this poem,
having been learned in the schools, was considered an excellent basis for a
seadisastersong,andthereforebecameasungpiece. Like the "Royal
George," in I.G.a., this text appeared in The Royal Reader, No. ~, The
Royal School Series (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons Limited, n.d.) 23. The
tune was either made up by some local singer or borrowed from elsewhere (a
professional setting of the piece in exists in a nineteenth century "parlour
song' style, see Turner & Miall's Just a Song at Twilight, 58.) and
attached to this text.

I. D. a. "Hoban Boys, The' /,Come all ye galliant fishermen, I hope ye will
attend' (first line)
See main entry under I.F. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
I. D. a. "Hoban Boys, The' [Lehr][BJ
See main entry under I.F. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), ll.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), and ill.G. (Salvage ofVessel(s) or Cargo
Attempted).

I. D. a. 'Invasion Song'
See main entry under ill.F.a. (Disaster AvertedfVessel(s) Threatened or
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Damaged, but not Lost).
Also cross-referenced to m.G.a. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted -Successful).

I. D. a. 'TheIrishSailorBoy'
Cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 66-23; 66-24; 68-43; 73-93 & 84-399
[C240; C268; C526; C1493 & C7201]
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,258,#128}

An Irish sailor is shipwrecked on his first voyage, when the vessel on which he
ships strikes arock and sinks only three days out from land. Only twelve of
the twenty-four aboard escape drowning. The captain is one of the survivors.
There are four in the boy's boat. 'On the morning of the fourth' they sight
land and work all day and all night to get in. Upon reaching shore, they have
to walk all night before finding shelter in ·St. Peter's town' (probably St.
Pierre?). They will get help and find new friends there.

I. D. a. 'Isle of Man Shore, The' [Laws]/" Desolate Widow, The'I'Quay of
Dundocken,The'I'WilIie'
See main entry under m.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. D. a. • John Harvey, The Loss of the' [Peacock]
See main entry under II.B.h. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation,
etc.).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), m.E. (Heroic
Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster), and m.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. D. a. 'Liza Gray' /" Lady of the Lake, The' I'Banks of the Clyde,
The' [Laws]
Cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), m.B. (Laments for
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the Death at Sea of Loved Ones), and ill.F.b. (Disaster averted/Person(s)
in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 60-36 & 71·50
[C583 & C976]
[Bebbington (Harvard ix, 166) broadside]
[Cadman (Harvard vi,202) broadside]
{Colcord,302}
{Doerflinger,302}
[Grieg,lxxxviiij
{Huntington, Henry, 188}
{Laws N41, ABBB, 224}
{Mackenzie, 178,#67}
{Mercer,143,147}
{Peacock, ill, 928 (PEA 97 No. 765 and MS[A]/MS 68[BJ) ("Liza Grey")}

Narrator finds woman grieving for the loss of her sweetheart, whose vessel has
struck an iceberg and sunk. All but thirty-Cour aboard have been drowned.
After misinCorming her oCher lover's death, he finally relents and reveals
himself to be that lover, Willie Brown, a survivor oC the shipwreck.
[Coli. note (Peacock, ill, 930)]: The Lady of the Lake was bound Crom
BelCast to Quebec when she struck an iceberg orr the coast oC Newfoundland on
May 11, 1833. Of the 230 on board,only the captain and those in his liCe-boat
survived. According to this NewCoundland variant, Willie Brown must have been
one oC the captain's passengers. VariantBhas the better tune, but
unCortunately the text was somewhat mixed up. The ballad was popular in north
England and south Scotland Cormany decades, probably because of the broadsides
oC the story printed in that area (See J. Cadman, Manchester, No. 350; and
Bebbington, Manchester, No. 172).

I. D. a. "Loss oC a Schooner and All Hands at Dutchman's ReeC"
Cross-reCerence to II.A. (Loss oC Person(s) by Drowning).
{Mercer,148}
{OHWS(1904),12}

TheOrion,carryingCourhands, plus her captain and mate, all Nova
Scotians, is on a return trip Crom Demerara to Halifax, with a cargo of

molasses, when she is lost. The memorial closing expresses the grief of the
bereaved.

I. D. a. " Mariposa " (Leach]
Cross-reference to O.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.G (Salvage of
Vessel(s) and/or Cargo Attempted.)
MUNFLA 78-168 &. 82-248
[MSp.S8&.CS864]
{Leach, 206, #70}
{Mercer,IS4}

On 24 September 180S, the steamer, Mariposa, as a result of fog, strikes
and grounds at Grassy Point, Labrador. She had departed from Quebec, and was
carrying general cargo below, as well as a deck cargo of live sheep.
Labradorians made a somewhat successful attempt to salvage (or "wreck") her
cargo, though some were drowned in the attempt.
[Researcher's note]: This grounding is mentioned in Shipwrecks of
Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 87.

I.D.a. "Mary Neal" [Peacock]
Cross-reference to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), O.A. (Loss of Person(s)
by Drowning), and ill.F.b. (Disaster averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
butRescued)[Maryherself,asopposedtootherpassengers].
MUNFLA 78-238 &. 80-137
[C3S74&.C4807]
{Creighton, NS, 173, #80 "Mary ail"}
{Greenleaf&. Mansfield, 187,#02}
{Healy, 22, #8 ("Charming Mary Neal")}
{Huntington, Henry, 118, "Charming Mary O'Neill"}
{Laws M17, ABBB, ISS}
{Mercer, ISS}
{Peacock, I, 216 (PEA 16 No. OS])}

Mary Neal elopes with her lover on the Maid of Erin/Charles S. Douglas
(bound from Derry, Ireland to Quebec). The ship strikes a sandbank during a
gale, and Mary is washed overboard along with many others. Her lover, Tom
McCann/Jimmy, rescues her, and four hundred of the crew and passengers are
saved,while the rest drown.
[Coli. note (Peacock, I, 217)]: For the full text of this immigrant ballad,
see broadsides by Such (No. 313) and Bebbington, Manchester. The ballad has
been noted in Dorset (Journal of the Folk-Song Society, ill, 129-30), in
Ireland (Irish Street Ballads by Colm 0 Lochlainn), and previously in
Newfoundland by Greenleaf and Mansfield.

I. D. a. ·Mayflower, The Old· [Peacock]

See main entry under I.G.c. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Piracy and Wrecking).
Also cross-referenced to ill.G.a. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted -Successful).

I.D.a. • Mollie, The Wreck of the·
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), ll.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), ill.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved
Ones), and ill.E.b. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster-- Unsuccessful).
MUNFLA 71-71 & 73-132
IMSp.21&MSpp.17-19j
{Abbott, 68, ·The Loss of the Mollie·}
{Abbott, 71, ·The Loss of the Schooner Mollie·}
{Abbott,73,·TheWreckoftheSchoonerMollie·}
{Mabel Avery, Poems from a Newfoundland Village, privately printed by the
author (1969; Mt. Pearl: Spracklin'sPrinting, 1973),40}
{Mercer thesis, 153,#2}

The Mollie, under the command of Capt. Chaulk, was wrecked in Conception
Bay. She was headed home to Carmanville on 20 December, with a load of
provisions, when she beached on the rocks off Grates Cove. All six aboard were
drowned, but all the bodies were recovered and identified, thanks to the heroic
efforts of the local community. The bodies were later shipped home aboard the
Northern Ranger.

[AUTHOR'S NOTE (Avery, 40)]: "(The 'Mollie' became a total wreck near the 'Oil
Gulch' at Grates Cove, Trinity Bay, en route from the harbour of St. John's,
Nfld. to her home port at Carmenville, Notre Dame Bay, Nfld. She carried a
full cargo and crew of five.)"
[Researcher's note]: A full account of this incident is given in The Three
Seas by Roland W. Abbott, (St. John's: Robinson-Blackmore Printing and
Publishing Limited, 1987),42-76,includingtextsofthreepoemsaboutthe
tragedy(Mrs.Avery'serrort,corrected,isprintedhere),aswellas
photographs of persons and locations involved and a list of themembers of the
rescue crews.
Composition of the MUNFLA items, which are identical, is attributed to Paul
Emberly, of Bay de Verde, in January of 1944. Kenneth S. Goldstein, in
personal communication with this researcher, averred that his own fieldwork
indicates the composer was not Paul Emberly, but his father, William
"Willer" Emberly, a well-known and respected versifier within the community.
(Seep. 7g for complete text. Also mentioned on p.104.)
Mrs. Avery's version lists the captain's surname as "Chalker" rather than
"Chaulk." Seary indicates that "Chalker" (p.81) is found almost exclusively
in St. John's, while "Chaulk" (p. 83) is widespread, especially in the
Burgeo-La Poile, Humber East and Fogo districts. The ferry to Fogo Island
leaves the Newfoundland main island from Carmanville, which is directly across
Hamilton Sound.
Full texts of all the above examples are to be found in the main body of
thetextofthisthesis,beginningatp.7g(83,85,87.).

L D. a. "Raleigh/Rally, The Wreck of the HMS"
Cross-referenced to ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), m.E. (Heroic
Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster), and m.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Danger, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 82-248 & 84-3g9
[C5864&C71gg]

The HMS Raleigh is bound direct from Port au Choix, Newfoundland, to
Forteau, Labrador, in a heavy fog. A strong current in the Strait of Belle
Isle propels her toward Point Amour, and she grounds on the east sideor
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Forteau Bay, in L'Anse Amour Cove at "Ragged Rocks." Her captain's name is
Bromley. Eleven of her crew of eight hundred are drowned. She is described
as being over 12,000 tons, and the song text mentions that her skeleton can
still be seen on the rocks.
[Researcher's note]: Composition of this piece is attributed to Leo O'Brien,
whose home is on the Labrador coast near the site of the actual wreck. He
wrote it in 1922, when he was twenty years old. In an interview, Mr. O'Brien
said that the place where the Raleigh struck was called "The Shallop." He
also claimed authorship of a song about the 1S95 sinking or the Mariposaon
the west side of Forteau Bay, opposite the place where the Raleigh hit. A
published account of the occurrence is to be found in "The Loss of the H.M.S.
Raleigh, Forteau Bay, August S, 1922" by Frank Galgay in Shipwrecks of
Newfou.ndland and Labrador by Galgay and Michael McCarthy, 57-60, and a
further brier note on p. S9. Mention of the wreck also occurs in Marine
Disasters of Newfou.ndland and Labrador by J.P. Andrieux, 92. The item in
Greenleaf & Mansfield, 288, #142 entitled "The Nordfeld and the
Raleigh," isasketchyandincompletenarrativewhich,althoughitmentions
the Raleigh's demise in passing is not this item.

I. D. a. "SabbathEve,A"
Cross-referenced to I.E. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 73-S9
[C1S43]

Villagers leaving church on astormynightwatch,helpless, asavesselwrecks
on the nearby rocks. The minister shouts, "Look to Jesus'" to the sole
survivorofthecrash,whoisclingingtosomeas-yet-unsubmergedrigging.
Those assembled can hear him singing "Jesus, Lover of My Soul" until his grip
on the wreckage weakens and he, too, slips below the surface and is drowned.
[Researcher's note]: The original poem from which this song derived was
entitled "The Last Hymn" and was written in Wales by Marianne Farningham. 5
Reference to this type of ballad will be found on pp. 68-69 of this thesis.

"oavid D. Buchan, personal communication.
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I. D. a. "Saladin Mutiny, The" [Peacockl
See main entry underII.C.d. (Shipboard Murder and Death by Inten tional
Maltreatment).

I. D. a. "Scotsman at Straits of Belle Isle, The Lost" [Burke & OliverI
Cross-reference to I.G. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Man-Made Disaster), II.A.
(Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), and ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s)
in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
{Burke & Oliver,81}
{Mercer,151}

The Scotsman, with passengers and general cargo for Montreal, loses her
course in the Straits of Belle Isle and is wrecked. Eleven (women?) are
drowned. Some sailors plunder and destroy the baggage of rescued women
passengers on landing, but the captain and officers are heroes and do not leave
the ship until all others are ashore.
[Researcher's note]: Further information on this incident is to be found in
Amazing Newfoundland Stories from Jack Fitzgerald's Notebook, 52.

I. D. a. "Snoree/Snorre, The (Loss of the)" [LehrJ
Cross-reference to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.F. (Losses Through
Natural Disaster), II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), ill.E.a & b.
(Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster -- both Successful
and Unsuccessful), and ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme
Peril, but Rescued)
MUNFLA 74-87
[MS p. 013]
{Lehr, 170, #98, "The Loss of the Snorre"}
{Mercer,178}

At 10:00 pm on the night of 18 September, a storm sweeps the coast of
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Newfoundland. Many vessels are destroyed and much property is damaged. A
orwegian sloop, on her maiden voyage, anchors near Squarrey Head, Bonavista,
at 3:00 pm Tuesday. At 10:00 Wednesday, 19 September, she bursts her ancbor
cbainsand grounds, putting all aboard berin extreme peril. A group of local
men run aline to the stricken vessel by meansofarocketapparatus,and
attempt to save ber crew. Four are saved, but two are swept away and drowned,
oneoftbemal3-year-old boy. Tbe rescue workers are praised.
[ColI. note (MUNFLA 74-87, Coli. Marie Chaulk)]: ·'Tbe Snoree' was sung by
Levi Sweetland. It is about a true bappening at Bonavista in 1907. Mr.
Sweetland was only ten at tbe time but be bad remembered tbe song ever since.
Tbe song was written by my grandmotber's uncle, Jobn Powell. He died aDout
tbirty years ago. Mr. Sweetland almost cried when singing tbis song.·
[ColI. nole (Lebr, 171)]: ·Tbe orwegian scbooner Snorre was wrecked on tbe
sbores of Bonavista on 19 September 1907. Two young Norwegian boys were
drowned, and tbefourotberson board were rescued tbrougbtbebraveryofJ.
Louis Little, Robert Brown, James C. Little, William Ford, and Eli Paul, all
men of Bonavista; they afterwards received recognition from tbe Carnegie Hero
Commission.·
[Researcber's note]: Brief notes on tbis loss appear in Marine Disasters of
Newfoundland and Labrador by J.P. Andrieux, 64, and Shipwrecks of
Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 90. See also remarks on p.
11 of this thesis.

I. D. a. ·Spanish Captain, The·[Lehr]
See main entry under ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. D. a. ·Thomas J. Hodder, Tbe·[Lebr]
See main entry under I.G.d. (Loss of Vessel(s) Througb Scuttling).
Also cross-referenced to ill.F.a. (Disaster AvertedfVessel(s) Tbreatened or
Damaged, but not Lost) and ill.G.a. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo
Attempted-Successful).

I. D. a. ·Tiny Red Light, The·
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), and ll.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
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MUNFLA 65-10; 67-34; 68-40; 71-2; 72-1; 72-10; 74-226; 711-1; 81-3311; 84-399;
85-245&88-277
[MS pc 62; C427; C472; C71111; C10311; CI0114; C2013\MS p. 32; C3842; C7843; C7207;
C7821 &C11573]
{Cox, FMNO, 1811}
[The Dorymen, A Musical Catch, Marathon ALS 365 (A-5) (disc)]

{Merasheen,43}
[Edison Williams, I'm the Roving Newfoundlander, Audat 477-9040 (A-5)
(disc)J

A child, at her mother's instigation, places a beacon light in the window to
guide vessels during a storm. Her fisherman father returns home with his catch
unsold, deplores the waste of oil,and removes the light from the window. The
following morning a sailor knocks at the door and informs them that a vessel
(or vessels) are/were following the light and has/have been wreckedwhenit
disappeared,withattendantlossoflife.
[Researcher's Note:J This song apparently entered the Newfoundland repertoire
through the medium of popular commercial recordings, but has since been
transmitted orally as well as electronically.

I. D. a. "Titanic, The Loss/Wreck of the" [A][PeacockJ
Cross-referenced to ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 68-16; 73-89; 78-238(2); 78-2311; 8Q.-135; 83-376(2); 84-3118; 85-245 &
87-117
[C4112; MS p. 107; (C3575, C3586); C3838; C4801; C6647(2); C7216; C7827 & KG/AB
5(87)(2 items)]
{Fowke, CFMJ, 52 "The Ship that Never Returned;" 56 "Wreck of the
Titanic"}
{Omar Blondahl, The Great Seal Hunt of Newfoundland (Songs of the Sealers),
RodeoRBS 1173, n.d. (disc)}
{Omar Blondahl, Songs of Sea and Shore, Arc A-537, n.d. (disc)}
{Klausing, 131-138, 6 texts in Flemish, apparently all from broadsides}
{Laws D24, NAB, 172}
{See also Laws dD40, dD41, NAB, 264 and dI26, dI27, NAB, 276}
{Mercer, 150 (4 entries)}
{Mercer thesis, 48; 171-172, #26; 192; 198, #57; 199, #58; 308 fr., #185; 352,
fig. 11 (#57)}
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{Peacock, ill, 965 (PEA 2 No. 13)}
{Whitehorse, The Ship That Never Returned, Whitehorse Records WH-19S6-1,
19S7 (A-I) (disc)}

A luxury liner, the Titanic, on her maiden voyage, strikes an iceberg and
sinks. Duetoascarcityoflifeboatsandothersafetydevices,manyofher
passengers and crew are lost. The story of this disaster has appeared in
innumerable printed sources, as well as a number of films and video
documentaries.
[Coll. note (Peacock, ill, 966)1: Those who are familiar with the motion
picture and television versions of this disaster may be interestedtoseehow
a familiar story appears in traditional ballad form. Unfortunately, the text
of this variant is rather poor -- what with all those New York millionaires
calmly facing death "with all the pluck and energy of the Anglo-Saxon race."
The slow pulse of the fine Mixolydian tune, however, manages to suggest the
size and majesty of the Titanic far better than any verbal description
could,anditisforthisreasontheballadisreproduced. A'growler'(verse
4) is an iceberg. [NB (MH): He has said, in so many words, that the text is so
poor that he would have left it out if the tune hadn't been so nice. Then he
sticks in a one-verse fragment of the City of Quebec. Is this any less
arbitrary than Child? I think not. Perhaps the reader will bear with the
author of the present work when she declaims that she has not eliminated any
entries on the feeble grounds of personal taste, but only when the data did not
fall within the given guidelines of the study. Also, to clarify, a "growler"
is, specifically, an iceberg which is mostly submerged and thereforeonly
minimally visible.]
IResearcher's notel: An account of this accident appears in Marine
Disasters of Newfoundland and Labrador by J.P. Andrieux, 73-90. See also
Section D.A. of this system, "Bravery of Two Roman Catholic Priests on the
S.S. Titanic, lost near Cape Race."

I. D. a. "Tobias Murphy from The Rams"/"Tobias Murphy and Tom Hann" [LehrJl
"Tom Hadden from Petit Forte"f"Tom Hann and Pius Murphey[sic]"
See main entry under D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and I.F. (Losses
Through Natural Disaster).

I. D. a. " ToleBby, The Loss/Wreck of the"
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See main entry under ill.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster--Successful).
Also cross-referenced ta I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), ill.D. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life), and ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s)
in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. D. a. "Torhamvan, The Wreck of the"
See main entry under ill.G.a. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted -Successful).
Also cross-referenced to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life)

I. D. a. "TrepasseyBay"
Cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA68-16
[C495]
Alternate title: "Mike St. John"

A vessel strikes rocks, and is grounded. Four of her crew reach shore safely
when she sinks. "Mike" drowns. The survivors are listed as Mike MacDonald,
John Elliston, and "his" two sons. It is uncertain to which man the possessive
"his" refers.

I. D. a. "Truxton and Pollux Disaster"
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), D.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), D.B.b. (Death at Sea From Freezing, Exposure,
Starvation, etc.) and ill.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster--Successful and Unsuccessful).
MUNFLA 75-292; 81-339; 85-245 & 87-117
[MS p. 45; C7843; C7829 & KG/AB 12(87)J
{Simani: Bud and Sim, Outport People, SWC Productions (Simani), SD-785A,
1985 (B-1) (disc)}
Alternate title: "Loss of the USS Destroyer Truxton"

Three US Navy vessels are en route to the Naval Base at Argentia, Nfid., when a
combinationofclimaticconditions,seaconditions,andhumanerror causes them
to ground. One manages to work free and ultimately makes Argentia. The other
two are pounded to pieces on the rocks near Lawn, Lamaline, and St. Lawrence on
the Burin Peninsula. Despite heroic efforts by the local people, most of the
men aboard the two stricken vessels are lost.
[Researcher's note]: The entire story of this multiple shipwreck can be found
in the book, Standing Into Danger: A dramatic story of shipwreck and
rescue, by Cassie Brown, a Newfoundland writer (Toronto/Garden City NY:
Doubleday Canada/Doubleday & Company, Inc., lQ7Q). A brief synopsis of the
event is in Marine Disasters of Newfoundland and Labrador by J.P. Andrieux,
114-117, and a note in Appendix B of Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and
Labrador, by Frank Galgay and Michael McCarthy, Q2. A synopsis is also to be
found in Amazing Newfoundland Stories from Jack Fitzgerald's Notebook, 123.
The US Government erected a cottage hospital at St. Lawrence to honour the
rescuers.
One ballad about this incident was composed by Gregory Edwards of Lawn,
Newfoundland. Another has recently been produced by Bud Davidge of the
commercialrecordingduo,Simani.

I. D. a. • Turret Bay on St. Paul's Island, The Loss of the·

Cross-reference to IT.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
{Mercer,150}
{OHWS,76}

The steamship, Turret Bay, with Capt. Hayden and a crew of thirteen, leaves
Liverpool for Sydney, N.S., on the tenth, with a cargo of cement. She loads
coal in Sydney and on • Monday week· sails for Montreal. Shestrikesasunker
at St. Paul's Island in the fog, and is lost with all hands. Memorialclosing
expresses grief.

I. D. a. ·Two Fishermen Missing·
See main entry under IT.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued.)
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I. D. a. "Union from St. John's, The" [Peacock]
Cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), and II.B.b. (Death at
SeafromFreezing,Exposure, Starvation, etc.)
MUNFLA 66-24; 75-2g4; 78-050; 82-177; 83-376(3); 84-3gg; 86-161 & 88-277
[C286; MS pp. 70-71; C3144; KG-2(82); (C6636, C6637, C6643); C7208; KG/WW
10(86) & C11573]
{Best, Anita, and Pamela Morgan, on AU the Best: Folk Music of St. John's,
Newfoundland, Pigeon Inlet Productions, PIP4-7322(c), Side A}
{Eckstorm & Smyth, 273, 276 ("The Union of St. John")}
[Hunt, J.G., "The Brig Union" (broadside)]
{Laws dD32, NAB, 264}
{Lehr, Ig0 & Igl, # 112A-B, "The Wreck of the Union"}
{Mercer,lg0}
{Peacock, ill, g78 (MS 117, PEA 124 No. 87g, & PEA 115 No. 845)}

A brig from Newfoundland capsizes (strikes rocks) during a storm off the Maine
coast and all bands are lost with her (through exposure and freezing, it
appears).
[Coil. note (Peacock, ill, g80)]: Mr. Nicolle's Dorian tune is very similar to
Michael Aylward's. The melodic contours of variant B suggest it is
related,despiteitsMixolydian-Ionianduality. The two texts not reproduced
have twelve verses each. Mr. Aylward's second verse (like his first under the
melody) is a little different:
You may stay on shore with your pretty girls,
Fond tales to them you'U teU,
But the hardest labour that ever ye done
Was your corn to reap and feU.
Verse 4 of the text is from Mr. Kinslow's variant.
[Coil. note (Lehr, Ig3)]: An American broadside ballad 'The Wreck of the Brig
Union' was discovered by Fannie Hardy Eckstorm and Mary Winslow Smyth and
printed in their book Minstrelsy of Maine in Ig27. According to them, the
song was written in the early 18005. However, the ship could possibly have
been from Newfoundland since there were two (and possibly more) wrecks recorded
of ships named the Union from Newfoundland around that time.
Mr. Power's version is the closest of the two to the original broadside, which
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has Mount Desert's Rock instead of Mount Bernard Rock. He learned the song
from his Uncle Dave Brewer when he was but a child of nine or ten. 'When Uncle
Dave got a drop in, this was the song he would always sing... it was the only
one he had.'
We did not include both airs since they are almost identica1.[end notel
[Coli. note (Eckstorm & Smyth, 276)]: About 1904, Mr. Walter M. Hardy, in
talking with Captain William Coombs, of Islesboro, learned that the Union
was a brig, wrecked off the Maine coast at least as early as 1837.

I. D. a. "Virgin Mary's Banks, the"/"Virgin on the Strand, The" [LehrJ
See main entry underl.H. (LossofVessel(s) Through Supernatural Agency).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).

I. D. a. "Water Witch, The Wreck of the" [Lehr]
See main entry under m.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and (possibly)
II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. D. a. "Yosemite, The Loss/Wreck of the"
Cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 66-24(2); 69-34; 70-8(2); 77-008; 78-008; 83-376(2); 84-399 & 85-245
[(C278, C286); C554; (C642, C687); MS p. 38; C3348; (C6636, C6646); C7208
&C7836J
{Lehr, 150, #85, "The Old Smite"}
{Mercer, 197 ("The Wreck of the Semmity")}
{Peacock, m, 983 ("The Wreck oC the Semmity") (PEA 100 No. 776)}
Alternate titles: "The Huzwhite," "The Old Smite/Smythe," "The
Old Snipe/Spike," "The Semmity/Sennity"
An American vessel with Newfoundlanders among her crew goes fishing. She

startshomewardswithaJoadofherringand,duetoanavigationalerror,runs
on sunken rocks and grounds. All but one aboard are "sove,"

;/10

[Coil. note (Peacock, m, g84)]: Another variant by George Decker of Rocky
Harbour gives the ship's name as Sennity. Mr. Decker says this native
ballad was composed in Ramea on Newfoundland's south coast. His tune and text
are very similar to Mr. Bennett's with the exception of the second verse which
follows.

We went out to St. Pierre and we waited for a time,
Up sprung a big sou 'easter which hardly crossed our mind,
The sky it did look angry and threatened to be a storm,
And every sign a breeze of wind before daylight next morn.
A third variant by Mrs. Wallace Kinslow of Isle aux Morts calls the vessel by
a completely different name, Old Spike. All three tunes are similar.
[Coli. note (Lehr, lSI)]: "On 21 January 18g7, the Yosemite, Captain John
McKinnon in command, was homeward bound to Gloucester from Placentia Bay when
shestruckareefandranashoreonRamlsland,aboutamileandahalfoffthe
Nova Scotian coast. For a full account of this truly remarkable story, see
Dories and Dorymen by Otto Kelland.
[Researcher's note]: The vessel's name in the oral versions varies from Old
Smite through Old Smyth{e)/SnipejSpice to the Semmity,
Sennity, and Old Spike (all three cited by Peacock). I was preparing
to begin research on the assumption that her correct name was, in fact ,the
Yosemite, when Lehr's book was published, firmly establishing the
correctness of that assumption.

I. D. a. "Young Sally Munro" [Peacock]
See main entry under m.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea -- No
Parental Intervention).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I.D. a. "Ziny, The"
Cross-referenced to m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
MUNFLA 84-3gg
[C7215]
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In July, the Ziny (Zany!) leaves Isle aux Morts, Newfoundland, on a
fishingvoyage,underCapt. Seymour(sp!). She is doing about nine knots, with
theskipperatthewheel,through thick fog and calm seas. The next morning
John Brady yells, and the vessel strikes arock. The crew breaks out the
dories and rows safely ashore, taking all they can of their gear. Thevessel
itseIris lost, sinking the following day.

I. D. b. Loss or vessel(s) through stranding or jamming.

I. D. b. "A/gerine, Loss of the S.S." [Burke]
Cross-reference to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
{Burke (1912), 24}
{Mercer, 150}
{Ryan&Small,92}
The A/gerine, one of Bowring's old sealing vessels, is sent on an American
voyage of exploration to Hudson's Bay, in 1912. She is jammed in rartingice
near Baffin's Bay, and abandoned by her crew, who spend some anxious weeks on
the ice before they are rescued by Scott and the Neptune.
[Researcher's note]: A note on this sinking is found on page 760f Galgayand
McCarthy.

I. D. b. "Banbury, The"
Cross-reference to I.E.c. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Collision with Stationary
Objects), ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life), and ill.G.b.
(Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted -- Unsuccessful).
MUNFLA 71-71 & 73-132
[MSp. 41 &MSpp. 27-28]

This is an account of problems encountered by fishermen in Bay de Verde in
1925. Icebergs halt fishing and damage much gear. The schooner, Banbury,
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becomes ice-bound in harbour, parts her anchor cable, and grounds,damaging
many fishing stages. The Hugh D attempts to pull her out, but fails. The
steamer Priestman tries to tow her out, but she splits in half and both
halves sink. The song ends with complaint about fish prices.
[Researcher's note]: Composition of this item is attributed to William James
"Willer" Emberley ca. 1925. The two texts in the MUNFLA holdings are identical.

I. D. b. "Butt and Rose"
See main entry under n.B.c. (Death at Sea from Unspecified Causes).

I. D. b. "Cedar Grove, The Loss of the"
See "Sailor Grove, The Loss of the" below.

I. D. b. "Clementine, The"
Cross-reference to m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).

MUNFLA 73-106
[MS pp. 23-24]

Three sailors put in at Renews, ostensibly to avoid a storm, but actually to
court the local girls. While they are ashore, their vessel slips her anchor
and is wrecked on the shore.
[Researcher's note]: This appears to be more ofa "treason song" than a true
disaster ballad, but the vessel is lost, therefore it has been included. So
far this project has not unearthed texts, fragmentary or otherwise,which
actually cite the vessel's grounding.
[Coli. notes]: "The next two songs can be seen to be somewhat related to
fishing activities. Both are humorous.
"The first, 'The Clementine,' refers to the wreck of a fishing vessel in
the lower end of Renews harbour. The boat had supposedly put into Renews out
ofastorm,buttherealreasonisrevealedintheverses.

"While the skipper, mate & cook were ashore, & about other business, the boat
slipped its anchor & drifted ashore in 'the cove just below Ned Rob's.'6
"The song is quite old. [NB -- MH.] While many people knew something of the
story, no one could give me the whole song, the air (tune [Coli.]) or the
author."
"The three sailors mentioned her are obviously outsiders as seen by their
names. [As mentioned in "The Loss of the Mollie" notes and elsewhere, many
Newfoundland surnames have definite connections with specific geographical
locations -- MH] Hence, their courting of local girls is received with some
bitterness. As for the girls in the song they are being figuratively shorn."
[ColI. footnote from Appendix, MS p. 32]:
'Northern men', from Bonevista[sic], Trinity and Notre Dame Bay used to
come in their schooners to fish on the grounds near Renews for some part of
the summers. In stormy weather they'd put up in the various Harbours.
Generally, the Renews crowd got along well with t.hem. However, they
marvelled at the strange dialects and words. For instance, such a fellow came
up to Mrs. Kate Squires' door one Sunday to inquire if the 'maid' was in.
Poor Mrs. Kate said they had no maid, and was later amused to learn that it
was her daughter he had meant.
Religion made an unbridgable[sic] gap. The Northern men were usually
protestants and the Renews people are conservative and Catholic. On one
12th. ofJuly,thevessals[sic] were in and theOrangemen decided to hold a
parade. Monsignor McCarthy halted the proceedings by saying that the good
people of the parish.[sic = ?? = MH] Mother, who contributed this story, felt
that the priest was allowing his bias to overstate the case.
In connection with their religion and their being strangers their courting of
the local girls was frowned upon. For instance, a fellow visiting a South Side
girl,oncehad his dory filled up with rocks and sunk.
Malice is never far below the surface in the Newfoundland outports. Hence,
the girls who perhaps went out with such fellows too frequently, got their
names in an awful lot of verses, some clean, some ribald.
[end Coli. notes]

I. D. b. "Ellen Munn, The Loss of the" [Fowke]

~die Chidley, again gave me these verses. However, Dick Lawlor, Har Squires III Dick Chidley also
knew the story.IThis footnote taken verbatim from MS.j
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Cross-referenced to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life) and
ill.G.b. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted -- Unsuccessful).
{Fowke, Cdn, 37, #10}
{Mercer,149}
{Mercerthesis,248,#1l4}
The Ellen Munn leaves King's Cove, Newfoundland, on Christmas Day. She is
bound for Goose Bay, Labrador, where she will undergo repairs. She heads first
for Newman's Sound, but ·falls orr· for Little Denier. The wind veers and she
cannot make her next expected stop at Barrow Harbour, but has to put in at Dark
Hole, where she waits until the 27th to continue her voyage. A sudden severe
leak, caused by the crush of newly-formed ice, begins to fill her. The women
aboard ·man· the pumps, while the men attempt to patch the leak, but to no
avail. The skipper orders everyone aboard to take to the ice, which turns out
to be so weak that there is great difficulty getting the children carried to
shore. Tommy Rolland's crew for the Labrador fishery lose all their gear, but
are returned safely to Plate Cove, Newfoundland. Tom Holloway and the men of
his family, who live in Goose Bay, manage to salvage a pair of boots, some
leather, and a barrel of flour from the wreck. There is no memorial here, but
a warning to beware of the dangers of new ice to a vessel and an exhortation
not to sail on Christmas Day.
[Researcher's note]: In Cat Harbour: A Newfoundland Fishing Settlement,
Newfoundland Social and Economic Studies No.3, (St. John's: Institute of
Social and Economic Research, Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1973), 140,
James C. Faris notes that • ...work during Christmastide is regarded as
'dangerous' ... •

I. D. b. ·Kite Abandoned in White Bay, The· [Ryan &. Small]
Cross-referenced to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
{Mercer, 142}
{Ryan &. Small, 103}

The Kite departs for the seal fIShery on 12 March, but her engines are
weaker than those of the rest of the fleet, and she lags behind. She gets
jammed in White Bay and misses the ·main patch· of seals entirely. Twenty-two
crew members are forced to abandon their vessel and return empty-handed from
the fishery. Five are St. Johnsmen, the rest from ·around the bay.·
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[Coli. note]: Reprinted from an unidentified manuscript presented to MUNFLA by
Mr. Leo Moakler (n.p., n.d.). In all probability the work is that of Johnny
Burke. Courtesy of Paul Mercer. (Ryan & Small, 103).

I. D. b. ·Lady Franklin's Lament·/"Sailor's Dream, The· [Laws]
See main entry under m.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to n.B.c. (Death at Sea from Unspecified Causes).

I. D. b. • Mastiff Near Funks, all Rescued, Loss·
Cross-reference to m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
{Mercer thesis, 78; 194,#52}
The Mastiff is crushed in ice while on a sealing expedition, but all aboard
are saved.

I. D. b. • Newfoundlander, The Loss of the Sealer·
See main entry under m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).

I. D. b. • Sailor Grove, The Loss of the·
Cross-referenced to n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), m.E.b. (Heroic
Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster -- Unsuccessful), and
m.G. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted).
MUNFLA 86-161
[KG/AB 27(1986)]
{Doerninger, 186 (·The Loss of the Cedar Grove·)}
{Mackenzie, 236, #89, ·The Cedar Grove·}

The vessel, Sailor Grove, built on the Clyde, in Scotland, and bound from
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London to Halifax and St. John's, strands in Canso Straits near Cape Breton,
Nova Scotia. The captain and a number of others are drowned. A steward makes
an attempt to save the life ofa woman passenger, but is unsuccessful. Some
bodies arerecovered,incJuclingthatofthecaptain, and there is an attempt
to salvage some of the cargo.

I. D. b. "Six Men and One Woman Taken
Small]

orr The Ice Near Petty Harb'r" [Ryan

&

Cross-referenced to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life) and
ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Persons in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

[Harbour Grace Standard, 13 March 19091
{Mercerthesis,206,#68}
{Ryan & Small, 80}
A schooner owned by Captain Dicks, loaded with fishery supplies, is jammed in
ice and sinks near Petty Harbour Bay. Six men and a woman take to the open
ice, where they spend the night. The following day they spot the tugboat
Ingraham, signal to her, and are rescued.

J.D. b. "Springof'97, The" [Peacock]
See main entry under n.B.b. (Death at Sea from freezing, Exposure, Starvation,
etc.).

I. D. b. "We Will Not Go To White Bay With Casey Any More" [Ryan & Small]/
"Sealer's Ballad"
Cross-reference to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life) and ill.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA68-23
[MSpp.l~1621

{Mercer, 192}
[Murphy (1925), 3J
{Ryan&Small,16}
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The St. Patrick, under Tom Casey, leaves Carbonear on 1 March on a sealing
expedition. The vessel is jammed in ice in White Bay until May. When she
leaves there, she is ·warpedhigh and dry· in Stag Harbour Tickle for six days.
Some of the men reach Pacquet and obtain assistance from John Dooley and his
wife. Provisionless and with eight men left behind (the reason for the I eaving
behind isunstated),theremainderofthecrewreturn home in theK illy
with Capt. Kelly and swear that once they regain the shore, they will never
again go to White Bay with Casey.
[Coli. note (Ryan & Small, 16)J: This is a very old song, written in the early
days of the sailing vessels. (Original note)

I. E. Loss of vessel(s) through col1lsion or ramming.

I. E. a. Loss of vessel(s) through ramming or colllsion or one vessel with

another.

I. E. a. ·Annie Roberts, The (Wreck of the)· [LehrJ
Cross-reference to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Perij, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 68-2 & 7g-1
[C721 &C383gj
{Lehr, 3, #1, ·The Wreck of the Annie Roberts·}

The schooner, Annie Roberts, leaves Sydney, N.S., with a load of coal. At
twelve o'clock that night, a steamship, the Rebinor [Lehr says
Risenor], runs into the schooner's side. Four men are drowned. The
steamer rescues the iast of the Annie Roberts's five-man crew and takes him
back to Sydney. The incident occurred in Ig13, and the Annie Roberts was
bound to Lamaline, NOd. at the time.
[Coil. note (Lehr, 4)]: The Annie Roberts was wrecked near Sydney, Nova
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Scotia, on 22 October 1913, en route to Lamaline, Newfoundland.
[Researcher's note]: The incident is mentioned in Shipwrecks of
Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 77.

L E. a. "Cumberland and the Merrimac, The" [peacock]
See main entry under LG.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action).
Also cross-referenced to ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. E. a. "Florence, cut down by the Scandinavian, Loss of" [Burke]
Cross-reference to ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
{Mercer thesis, 194,#53}

The Florence is en route from Sydney, Nova Scotia, to St. John's when,
near Cape Race, she collides with the Allen liner Scandinavian and sinks,
with the loss of four seamen and the captain's wife.

L E. a. "Ghostly Crew, The" [Laws]
See main entry under ill.C.b. (Supernatural Appearance(s) of Lost Person(s) -Victim(s) of Sea Disaster)
Also cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

L E. a. "Green Rock, The"
MUNFLA 83-376 & 84-399
I[C6640&C7214]
{Edison Williams, The Roving Newfoundlander, Audat}
{Seep. 59 this thesis}
The Green Rock leaves Grand Bank for Fortune on 14 July. She picks up a
crew there on Monday (Tuesday) and sails away for "all that night and a part of
next day," when she calls in to a second port, Brunette to pick up more men.
She does fine until she reaches Connaigre, where the Thomas strikes her
and cuts her in half. This occurs about midnight. There are three men on
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watch. The vessel only remains afloat for fourteen (three) minutes. The
Green Rock had been christened by "Ruth" in 1949. She was large, from
Lunenburg, N.S., and had been built at Shelbourne, N.S., by William John. The
skipper went to Connors (Connaigre?) to find a new job. The song was written
":or Skipper John Mills." No mention is made of the fate of the remainder of
the crew, but one may assume they were all rescued, as the memorial focus of
this piece rests entirely on the vessel.

I. E. a. "(Jim) Harris [in Paradise SoundJ"[Lehr]
Cross-reference to ill.F.a. (Disaster AvertedfVessel(s) Threatened or Damaged,
but not Lost)
MUNFLA 68-2; 70-8(3); 78-008; 78-236; 79-1(2); 79·2; 81-339; 83-378; 84-399(2);
85-245(3)&87-117(2)
[MS pp. 15-17; (C686, C766 & C775); C3347; 11; C3775(2); C3696; C7845; C6653;
(C7204, C7207); (C7826, C7833, C7836) & (KG/AB 8(86), KG/AB 3(86))]
{Lehr, 106,#60, "Jim Harris"}
{See p. 72 of thi~ thesis}
In 1934, Jim Harris, skippering the Ronald P, accidentally rams the
Irene, while the latter is at anchor in Paradise Sound. At least one of
the vessels involved is from St. Kyran's. Spars, booms, and sails are damaged
on both vessels, but no persons are injured and neither vessel is lostasa
result of the incident. This is a "treason song" against Harris, who was
well-known in the area as an experienced and competent skipper.
[ColI. note (Lehr, 107)J: This song by Peter Leonard concerns an unfortunate
mishap in which the famous Captain James Harris was involved. Pius Power says
the song was at one time a household item -- as common as saying Grace!
[Researcher's note]: Composition of this item is attributed to "P. Leonard"
of St. Kyran's, P.B. The stated purpose of the composition was "to perpetuate
Harris's embarrassment about the collision he caused in Paradise Sound. This
ranks as a minor" treason" song, and Kenneth S. Goldstein has noted (MUNFLA
88-279,MSp.4)thatitisoccasionallysoclassifiedbysingersandmembers
of the community.

I. E. a. "Kate from Branch, The" [Lehr]
Cross-reference to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
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Possibly also to I.G. (Vessel(s) Lost Through Man-Made Disaster)[Human Error on
the part of the WatchJ.
MUNFLA 70-8(2); 7Q-l; 7Q-2 & 84-3QQ(3)
[(C678, C684); C3775; C36Q7 & C71Q8, C7200, C7207J
{Lehr, 112, #64}

A British man-o'-war, the Mirah(?) [Lehr says Royalist.] under Capt.
Butler, runs down an anchored Newfoundland vessel by mistake on a dark and
stormy night, and the latter sinks with all hands. The crew of the victim
vessel are asleep at the time. One body is recovered for burial two weeks
later. In one version, Fred English is named as the man on the morning watch,
who lets the sleeping vessel's lights go out, leaving her helpless prey to the
thus blinded aggressor.
[ColI. note (Lehr, 113)J: This is a composite version of the song as sung by
Linda Slade, who learned it from the late Mack Masters of Arnold's Cove, and
Pius Power, who learned the song from Mr. Billy, his grandfather.
[Researcher's noteJ: According to Kenneth S. Goldstein (MUNFLA 88-27Q, MS p.
4) this song is sometimes classed asa "treason" song, because it presentsthe
British military in a distinctly unflattering light.

I. E. a. "Maggie, The Loss/Wreck of the (Schooner)" [Ryan & Small]
Cross-reference to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 65-21(2); 67-35; 78-36(4); 7Q-2 & 85-245
[(C442 & C444); C406; (MS pp. 81, 83, Ql, Q2); C36Q6 & C7831J
{Leach, 207, #80}
{Lehr,122,#70, "The Maggie"}
{Mercer,14Q,IQ7}
{Mercer thesis 178-17Q,#35; 274,#147}
[Murphy(IQ02),61J
{Ryan & Small, 41, "Loss of the Maggie" & 42, "The Wreck of the Maggie"}

Thcschooner Maggie, en route to St. John'swithacargooffish,oil,and
lumber from the Labrador, to discharge before returning to her home port of
Brooklyn, Bonavista Bay, Newfoundland, is run down just off the Narrows (the
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entrance to the city harbour at St. John's, Nfld.) by the steamship Tiber
(Tiger), and sinks. Of the twenty-three persons aboard the Maggie,
thirteen are drowned.
[ColI. note (Lehr, 123)]: The schooner Maggie, Captain Blundon in command,
left Brooklyn, Bonavista Bay, on a passage to St. John's in 18gB. She was cut
down in St. John's narrows on 5 November by the S.S. Tiber. Thirteen out
of twenty-three on board lost their lives.
[Coli. note (Ryan & Small, 41)]: The schooner Maggie, Blundon master was
lost Nov. 5 18g6. She was cut down in the narrows of St. John's by the S.S.
Tiber on a passage from Brooklyn, B.B.: 13 out of 23 souls on board were
lost. (Original note)
[Coli. note (Ryan & Small, 43)]: Mr. Roberts, now 84, has known this song all
his life. He learned it 'from a sailor.' It refers to the wreck of the
schooner Maggie making into St. John's with a catch of seals and being run
down by the steamer Tiber. (Original note)
[Researcher's note]: This loss is mentioned in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland
and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 86. Mercer, in his thesis, gives the
date of the tragedy as 7 November, and states that the Tiber was en route
to Montreal at the time.

I. E. b. Loss of vessel(s) through collision with living things.
[Researcher's note]: I have found no examples of this category in this corpus
of data.

I. E. c. Loss of vessel(s) through collision with stationary objects.
[Researcher's note]: I have found no examples in this corpus where such a
situation is clearly stated, although several songs exist in which damage or
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losses secondary to the major narrative line seem to be attributable to such a
cause. At least one example listed under I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) by
Grounding or Striking), to wit, "The Banbury" may well fall into this
category and has been thus cross-referenced. It is also cross-referenced to
ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(sj Without Loss of Life), and ill.G.b. (Salvage of
Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted - Unsuccessful).

I. F. Losses through natural disaster.

I. F. "Annie Healey, The" /" August Breeze/Gale, The"
Cross referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and ll.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 68-2; 71-107; 73-7; & 73-180
[C726; CI030; CI373/MS p. 14; & C1627]
{poss. Lehr, 9, #5(A), "The August Gale"}

This song tells of sinkiDgs, capsizings, dismastiDgs aDd drowniDgs. Most of
theboatsareanchoredoDthefishiDggroundsabouttwelvemilesfrom land wheD
the storm occurs. John (Fowlow!) and one of his sons are saved. The other son
is drowned when their vessel capsizes. Danny Cheeseman from Rushoon, PIl\centia
Bay, Newfoundland, is also capsized. Jim Harris attempts to rescue him, but
the weather prevents him from doing so. A new schooner from Otter nay, under
Laughlin (see * below) of Red Harbour (Island?) goes down and her crew of nine
are lost. The text cites the distress of survivors at their inability to aid
victims. Very few are saved. The title vessel is from Fox Harbour and goes
down with all seven hands. Six of these are married men, th~ captain's son
being the only exception. The piece ends with a plea to God to help the widows
and orphans. The storm occurred 25 August 1927, hence the alternate title.
All variants describe losses of fishing boats and men during the gale.
[Researcher's note]: A brief note on this loss is to be found in Shipwrecks
of Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 76. Vessels listed in
the same work as having been lost in the same storm, are the Annie Jean, p.
76; the Ella May, p. 80; the Hilda Gertrude, p. 83; the John C.
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Loghlan*, p. 84; and the Vienna, p. 92.

*See the collector's note on the following item, where the body of a Capt. John
Locklin is reported as having been recovered after this storm. I have marked
that name with an asterisk, as well.

L F. "August Breeze/Gale, The"/"Trying to Make the Land" [Lehr]
Cross referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and ILA. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 70-8; 73-180; 83-151; 83-378; 85-245 & 87-117(2)
[C670; C1625; MS p. 69; C6652; C7836 & KG/AB 3(87), KG/AB 12(87)]
[The Newfoundlander, September 1949, pp. 18-191
{Lehr, 10, #5(B), "The August Gale"}
{Merasheen,14}
{White/Burke, 84, #53 ("Lost in the Storm on the South West Coast: Forty Brave
Newfoundland Fishermen Lose Their Lives")}

This story is that of a disastrous windstorm which occurred in Placentia Bay,
ewfoundlaud, during the course of which forty lives were lost. The major
impact was on the West Coast of ewfoundland, and the storm is said to have
occurred on a Thursday mOl ning. No specific names are given although sinkings,
capsizings and drownings are mentioned in a general way. The stress is
primarily on the hardships and sufferings of the families left bereaved. A
collection of money is requested for the families of the "PMD" (Poor Men
Drowned). This song, though similar in many ways to the above seleet.ion, is
quite unlike it 10 many other respects. The storm about which the song tells
is also said to have occurred in an entirely different yel\r, so there is no
reason to believe the songs have any common ground other than the title, and
the fact that each was based on a major storm which occurred in the month of
August.
[Coil. note (Lehr, 11)1: In August 1935, Placentia Bay was hit by a severe storm
known as the August Gale which claimed the lives of forty fishermen. The
Harris mentioned in the fourth stanza of the first version is the well-known
James Harris.
Aunt Carrie Brennan related how the morning following the storm, she and her
husband, Mr. Ned Brennan, walked out to the beach near their home in Ship Cove
and saw the wreckage of a ship. A man was seen strapped to the ship's rigging
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which was rising and falling with the motion of the waves. It was thought he
might still be alive, but he was found dead when Mr. Brennan rowed out and cut
him down. The body was that of Captain John Locklin[*]. The bodies of the
other men gradually drifted to shore, and their families were notified
accordingly. A boy's kitbag washed up on the beach -- the clothes within all
neatly folded, and his small mouth-organ nestled among the clothing. The bag
bore the name of Joshua Barrett, Woody Island, Placentia Bay. He and another
man had gone astray in a dory the night before.
The first version was composed by Billy Wilson of Merasheen Island, Placentia
Bay, and the second is attributed to the penmanship of Johnny Burke [A
well-known composer and printer of ballads in broadside form. He was a native
of St. John's, where he lived his entire life -- MH.].[end note]

L F. "August Breeze/Gale, The"
Cross reference to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and ll.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 70-8; 76-346 & 79-1]
[C767(frag.); C2234 & C3775]
{poss. Lehr, Q, #5(A), "The August Gale"}

[Researcher's note]: The informant says (on the tape) that the song may
have been made by Peter Leonard, because he was a good songmaker from the
proper place. It must definitely have been by someone from Placentia Bay or
its environs. The informant got it from someone near his own home,
although he does not state specifically who, where, or when. He also says
there are a couple more verses which he didn't get.

L F. "(Fifteen Ships on) George's Banks" I"The Gloucester Tragedy" [Greenleaf
& Mansfield]
Cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and ll.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 78-006 & 83-376(2)
[C3327 & (C6637, 6642)]
{Eckstorm & Smyth, 281, 283 "The Gloucester Gale," 285}
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 260, #12Q}
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{Laws 03, NAB, 163}

On 15 February 1872, vessels embark from Gloucester MA for the fishery on
George's Banks. Anchored on the Banks "in the fourth watch of the night"
(probably between 4 and 8 a.m.) a storm arises. One hundred seventy-two men
are lost, with a commensurate number of widows and fatherless children).
"There's a widow's God above and He will reward for you." [sic]
[ColI. note (Eckstorm & Smyth, 286)]: 'The Fisherman's Memorial and Record
Book,' published in Gloucester in 1873, gives an account of this great gale of
February 24,1862, when thirteen vessels with their entire crews were lost and
two other vessels were lost after the crews had been taken ofr. 'Many of the
best skippers of the town were lost in the gale, as several of them were on
board some of the vessels lost, having taken this trip because their own
vessels were not quite ready to start. There were lost in this gale one
hundred twenty men and fifteen vessels, leaving seventy widows and one hundred
and forty fatherless children.'

I. F. "Great October Gale, The"
MUNFLA 71-121
[MSpp.I8-19]

This item tells of the destruction wrought by a gale and accompanying tsunami
which occurred during the early morning of 29 October 1921 at Harbour Main,
Conception Bay, Newfoundland. When people awoke, they discovered that
wood[piles?] and wharves had been swept away and boats were in meadows. The
tsunami was caused by an earthquake on the Grand Banks. This song is not to be
confused with "Black Island Grave" /" Excel, The," which also deals with an
October Gale, but in 1885 on the coast of Labrador.

I. F. "Hoban Boys, The"/"[Come] all ye galliant fishermen, I hope ye will
attend" (first line)
Cross-reference to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.O.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and II.A. (Loss of Person(s)
by Drowning).
MUNFLA 7()'8
[C767]
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{cf."TheAugustGale"}
{Lehr, 89, #51, "The Hoban Boys"}

In a hurricane, some men were lost and the Lilly D was grounded off Oderin
Bank. Oderin and Little Harbour men attempted to aid in the rescue efforts.

I. F. "Hoban Boys, The" [Lehr] [B]
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by
Drowning), and ill.G. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted).
MUNFLA 72-195
[CI349]
{also Lehr, 89, #51, "The Hoban Boys"}

This item has the same basic textual content as that listed above, but with a
fuller synopsis. There is good fishing off Oderin Bank, so three boats go
there. When bad weather threatens, they tie up together: Hoban first,
Rossiter(?) [Lehr gives "Robert Deer".] second, and the smallest boat third.
At midnight a hurricane occurs, and in the morning all three boats aregone.
One [GL=Minnie] is aground and a total wreck; the Lilly [GL=Lilly
and Jim] has been sunk at the harbour rock; nobody knows what happened to the
other. Oderin and Little Harbour men aid the survivors. The lost boat, the
Mayflower, is picked up and towed into port at St. Pierre. When her owners
travel there to retrieve her, a demand of $550[GL=$150.] ransom is made. She
is finally recovered, but found to have been completely stripped of her catch
and all useful gear by her "rescuers," who have also attempted to cut a hole in
her starboard side and sink her.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 91)]: This very lengthy and involved story of storm, wreck,
and subsequent salvage was apparently composed by Bill Hoban, one of the owners
of the Mayflower, in the 1920s. Mr. Power learned it from his uncle, John
Power, who learned it from the composer.
[Researcher's note]: It is probable that "Deer" is the correct surname, since
Seary (p. 128) places it as rare, especially found at Port Anne, very near
Oderin Island, while "Rossiter," (p.423) though widely scattered, is prevalent
at Ramea, some distance away. One also wonders if this item might possibly be
related to I.G.c. "Mayflower, The Old" [peacock]. It's something to be
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considered.

I. F. "June/Northeast Gale, The"
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

I. F. "Shea Gang, The"/"Roving Newfoundlanders, The" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and ill.F.a.
(Disaster AvertedfVessel(s) Threatened or Damaged, but not Lost).

I. F. "Snoree/Snorre, The (Loss of the)" [Lehr]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), ill.E.a.& b. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s)
from Sea Disaster -- Successful and Unsuccessful), and ill.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. F. "Southern Shore Disaster (Hl66), The"
Cross-referenced to I.E. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 67-24 & 70-27
[C373 & MS p.159]

This song tells the tale of a violent easterly gale on 28 January 1966. The
loss of boats and stages is lamented. Nothing much seems to be said about loss
of persons.
Composition attributed to Joseph (Joey) Swain[Swane7], a native Newfoundlander
who was residing in Toronto at the time of the event. Apparently he learned of
the disaster by mail, and wrote the song shortly thereafter.

L F. "Storm of New Year's Eve, The"
Cross-referenced toLB. (LossofVessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 72-101
[CI292]

This item is fragmentary, but what there ~ of it seems to relate to a
disaster of some kind. Mention is made of high seas, of the crew lamenting
theirfate,andoftheinabilitytoreachstoresofmeatandfreshwater, due
tothefillingofthevesseJ. It is possible that this item is related to
II.C.d.I. "Fanny Wright, The." This would indicate that it might deal with
cannibalism in some way. There is not enough intelligible text to be certain.

L F. "Terrible Disaster on the South West Coast: Lives and Property carried
away by the Tidal Wave"[Burke]/"The Tidal Wave"
MUNFLA 85-245 & 87-117
[C7829 & KG/AB 2(87)]
{Mercer,185}
{Mercer/Burke, 26,#1O}
{Mercer thesis, 210, #73j 356, fig. 15 (#73)}
{White/Burke,94,#59}

This song describes an earthquake and tsunami which occurred on and around the
Burin Peninsula of Newfoundland in 1929, with great destruction and
considerable loss of life.
[Researcher's note]: This song was written by the noted Newfoundland balladeer
and broadside printer/seller, Johnny Burke, who is mentioned in Chapter 2 of
this effort. The version found in MUNFLA 85-245 is attributed to Alex Strang,
ca. 1929.

I. F. "Tobias Murphy from The Rams"/"Tobias Murphy and Tom Hann" [LehrJl"To'
Hadden from Petit Forte"/"Tom Hann and Pius Murphey[sicJ"
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms and LD.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
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I. F. "Tragedy,A"
See main entry under ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) Through Drowning)
Also Cross-referenced under I.E. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

I. F. "We Left Our Homes in August" (first line)
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA64-17
[CI28]

This song tells of twenty-two men who went to the Labrador aboard the
Ranger, to work in the woods. After being stranded by a storm, they
eventually returned to their homes in Flower's Cove, to discover the storm had
wrought great destruction. One fishing boat is mentioned as having been
destroyed. A great deal of wreckage is described. The song ends with a moral.

I.F. "WilIer's/Willa'sSong"
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms)
MUNFLA 71-71; 73-132 & 88-277(2)
[MSp.24;MSp.30&C11573(2)]

This song generally describes the fishing year at Bay de Verde, an dtellsofa
poor spring fishery, climaxed by a hurricane which destroyed boats and stages,
and culminated in a fire on the "barrens." The storm seems to have occurred 27
August (poss. 1919?).
[Researcher's note]: Composition attributed to William James "Willer" Emberley,
ca. 1920.
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I. G. Vessel(s) lost through man-made disaster.

I. G. ·Kate from Branch, The· [Lehr]
See main entry under I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Ramming or Collision One
With Another).
Also cross-referenced to ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
[Researcher's note]: The item is cross-referenced here due to human error on
the part of the man on watch,wholetstheridinglightson the ill-fated

Kate go out, thus abetting the circumstances leading to thecollision.

I. G. ·Regalis/Regulus, The Loss of the (nI-Fated)·[PeacockJ
See main entry under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

I. G. ·Scotsman at Straits of Belle Isle, The Lost· [Burke & Oliver]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. G. ·VestraljVestris/Esterus, The (Sinking/Heroes of the)· /·Proudly
We/She Sailed (From New York City)·/"SO S Vestris·/"A Storm on the
Sea: The Sinking of the Steamship Vestris·
See main entry under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
Also cross-referenced to ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.E.
(Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s)).

I. G. a. Loss or vessel(s) through military action.

I. G. a. ·Caribou, The (Loss/Sinking of the)·
Cross-referenced to ll.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
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MUNFLA 65-21; 6~23; 611-36; 75-1; 80-134; 85-245 & 8~161
[C436; C240; C589; C4792; C7821 & PD 90]
{Mercer thesis, 262, #131-#131A; 362, Cig. 21 (#131A)}
{Seep. 103 oCthis thesis}
This narrative describes the loss oC the two thousand ton CN Railways steam
passengerCerry,Caribou, 14 October 1942. She is torpedoed en routeCrom
North Sydney, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, to Channel/Port-aux-Basques,
NewCoundland, by a German submarine. The attack occurs in the middle oC the
Cabot Strait. One hundred twenty-eight lives are lost, including many oC the
crew, all oC whom are Crom the West Coast oC NewCoundland. According to these
texts, the Cerry captain, Ben Traverine (or Tavernor), attempts to ram the
V-boat. According to the book, Newfound/and Disasters, it was an armed
convoy escort vessel which attempted the ram. The captain and his two sons,
who were also officers aboard the Caribou, were among the lost. The
narrator oC the MUNFLA 65-21 version has a dreamlike Corewarning oC the
disaster and attributes it to his previous experience as a miner working deep
in the earth. Several ballads oC this tragedy close with a memorial Corm which
also indicates a desire Cor revenge on the enemy, Hitler, and hissubmariners.
[Researcher's note]: The event is chronicled by a book, Night of the
Caribou, by Douglas How (Hantsport NS: Lancelot Press, 1988). A briefer
account oC the incident may be Cound in Newfound/and Disasters by Jack
Fitzgerald,97-114. Another, entitled • 'Remember the Caribou' October 13,
1942· by Frank Galgay is in Shipwrecks of Newfound/and and Labrador by
Frank Galgay and Michael McCarthy, 61-68, and she is also listed in Appendix B
on page 78 oC the same work. BrieCmention oCthetragedy is also Cound in
Marine Disasters of Newfound/and and Labrador by J.P. Andrieux, 120-121.
In two annotation projects in MUNFLA, mention was made oC an ·oral history oC
the sinking oC the Caribou,· which apparently was compiled by
Elizabeth Beaton-Planetta, butIhavenotbeen able to locate this item.

I. G. a. ·Co/umbel/a, The First Submarine Attack on the HMS·
Cross-reCerenced to ill.F. (Disaster Averted).
MUNFLA 73-89
(MS pp.57-59]

A submarine is sighted by the crew oC the HMS Co/umbel/a. One oC their
number also sees a torpedo. The captain takes a zig-zag course as an evasive
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action. The song's writer suggests the sightings may be a result of excessive
consumption of rum on the part of the crew.
[Researcher's note]: It has occurred to me to wonder, if the Columbel/a's
crew was hallucinating as a result of inebriation, whether thecaptain's
zig-zag course might not have been similarly inspired.

I. G. a. "Columbel/a's Secolid Submarine Attack, The"
Cross-referenced to ill.F. (Disaster Averted).
MUNFLA 73-89
[MSpp.60-62]

The HMS Columbel/a encounters a submarine, first off her starboard, then
astern. She outruns it. Some crew members are named. The Columbel/a is
bound forScapaFlow at the time of the encounter.

I. G. a. "Cumberland and the Merrimac, The" [Peacock]
Cross-referenced to I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Ramming or Collision One
With Another) and n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
{Creighton, NS, 282, #131, "Maggie Mac"}
{Laws A26, NAB, 131 ("The Cumberland," "Good Ship Cumberland")}
{Mercer,lll}
{Peacock,ill,909(MS24)}
{Warner,65,#1l}

This song tells of the defeat of the Union vessel, Cumberland by the
Confederate vessel, Merrimac, during the American Civil War.
[CoIl. note (Peacock, ill, 910)]: The superb Dorian tune makes this rather
rare American sea ballad one of the choicest items in the Newfoundland
collection. The ballad describes the battle between two American Civil War
boats, the Union's wooden Cumberland and the Confederacy's iron-clad secret
weapon, the Merrimac. Though the crippled Merrimac won, it was
defeated the following day by the Union's Monitor. Casualties on the
Cumberland were high because she was transporting more than one hundred
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sick and wounded men who could not be removed before she sank.

I. G. a. ·Cumberland's Crew, The·
Cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and D.C.a. (Death
in Battle at Sea (Military)).
76-346;86-161(3);87-117
[C2233]
{Coffin, 279}
{Creighton, NS, 244,#113}
{Doerflinger, 134}
{Fowke, 19th, 102}
{Ives, Scott, 228 [frag.]}
{Laws, A18, NAB, 127}

This ballad tells of the loss of the Union ship, Cumberland, in a naval
engagement during the American Civil War. It praises the heroism of the crew,
who fought on, against all odds.
[Researcher's note]: According to Kenneth S. Goldstein (MUNFLA 88-279, MS p.
3)thissongandthepreviousitemaresometimesclassedas·treason·songs.
An excellent note on this item is to be found in Creighton, NS, on page 246.

I. G. a. • Lusitania, The·
Also cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and m.E.

(Hlo'roic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster).
MUNFLA 83-376 & 86-161
[C6647 & KG/AB 24(86)]
{Mercerthesis,275,#148}

The Lusitania, a Cunard passenger liner, sails from New York for Liverpool
approximately 1 May, under Captain Turner, with 900 (15OO?) passengers aboard.
She is torpedoed by a German U-hoat off the coast of Ireland. The torpedo
strikes a vital spot, and an explosion ensues. The vessel remains afloat for
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a mere two hours, and most of her passengers are lost. However, Irish
fishermen manage to rescue a few, whom they land in Queenstown.
[Researcher's note]: Aside from the widespread news coverage of this event,
the ballad's popularity in Newfoundland may have something to do with the fact
that another vessel of the same name was lost in Ig01 at Seal Cove, Renews,
Newfoundland, although all aboard were landed safely. The wreck of this
namesake is mentioned in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador, 86, in
Marine Disasters of Newfoundland and Labrador, 55, and in Amazing
Newfoundland Stories from Jack Fitzgerald's Notebook, 120.

I. G. a. "Maine, The Battleship the"
MUNFLA 65-17
[C201]
{Mercer thesis, Ig2, #50 "Loss American man of war blown up in Havna[sic],
three hundred seamen perish on the wreck"; see also 215, #7g, which has a main
entry underlJ.C.a. (Death at Sea in Battle (Military))}

This song expresses sorrow as an appropriate reaction to thesinkingofthe
American battleship, USS Maine, at the time of the Spanish-American War.
Both text and tune indicate a close relationship to the Irish "rebel" song,
"The Lonely Woods of Upton." It is interesting to consider which might have
been the parent piece and which theorrspring.

I. G. a. "McClure, The"[Lehr]
Cross-reference to I.G.d. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Scuttling)[by enemy],
ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life), and ill.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
{Lehr, 133, #76}

The schooner McClure, owned by Geo. N. Barry, and under the command of
Capt. Taylor of Carbonear, en route to Naples with a bulk load of fish, is near
Gibraltar when her helmsman, Allen Barrett, sights a submarine. The
McClure is ordered to heave to and is boarded by an officer and three men
from the sub, who place explosive charges in the schooner and order her crew to
take to their boats, which they do, taking provisions, foulweathergear,and
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the captain's charts. The Newfoundlanders row all day until they are picked up
by an Italian vessel which lands them safely in Cadiz, Spain.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 134)J: Built at Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia, the McClure
was owned by T.J. Moulton of Burgeo for the salt-fish trade. While sailing to
a Mediterranean port with a cargo of six thousand quintals of fish, the
McClure was sunk by a German submarine 0(( the Spanish coast on 22 May
1917. Captain Augustus Taylor and his crew landed safely in their Iifeboat at
a port near Gibraltar.
There is some discrepancy as to the actual method the Germans used to sink the
boat. The song, apparently composed by a member of the crew and therefore a
first-hand account, has it that she was blown up by a bomb placed aft and
another placed in her foc'sle. However, two published accounts state that she
was either torpedoed or sunk by gun-fire.[end note]

I. G. a. • Royal George, The Loss of the·
MUNFLA 71-2
[C801]

This tape is of very poor quality, almost unintelligible. The only indication
thatthesongconcernsaseadisaster(battle)comesfromfragmentaryexcerpts:
• ... twentyloftyships--rightafterthemshe'llsteer·
mentionof·broadsides· and of the • ROlla I George·, which
seemstobethenameofavessel,probablyawarship.
There is a poem of this name in the same Royal Reader No. ~, The Royal
School Series (London: Thomas elson and Sons Limited, n.d.) which contains
·TheWreckoftheHesperus,·butonpage49. It is not, however, the
same as the text from MUNFLA. It is nonetheless reasonable to assume that it
describes the same event. It may even have come from another professional
source of verse and, like the Longfellow piece, been equipped with a viable
melody and adapted into the Newfoundland ballad repertoire.

I. G. a. • Viknor in Defence of the Empire January 31st, 1915, In Memory of
25 Newfoundland Heroes of the Royal Naval Reserve who went down in
theHMS·[Burke]
See main entry under II.C.a. (Death in Battle at Sea (Military)).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
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L G. b. Loss of vessel(s} through explosion, fire, and/or other similar
human error, miscalculation, etc.

L G. b. "Halifax Explosion/Disaster, The"
Cross-referenced to D.C.c. (Death at Sea by Human Error or Miscalculation).
MUNFLA 71-2 & 83-376
[C8OO & C66391
{Creighton, Maritime, 208, "The Halifax Explosion"}
{Laws G28, NAB, 226}

This ballad recounts the havoc in the harbour at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on 6
December 1917, when a World War I ammunition ship caught fire and blew up after
a minor collision. The result was great dest.ruction. Many were killed and
much of the city was levelled. The song gives a great deal of gory detail,
such as dead babies lying beside old men's severed heads.

LG. b. "Lion,TheSteamer"
See main entry under LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).

L G. b. "Minnie Tobin, The"
MUNFLA 83-376(2)
[(C6637, C6650)J

The Minnie Tobin, from Burgeo, owned and commanded by Skipper John Tobin,
leaves Sydney, Nova Scotia, for home on the morning of 24 September 1955, with
a load of coal. About noon Saturday, the chief engineer informs the skipper
that there is a leak in the shaft lock. As they are closer to Nova Scotia than
toNewfoundland,theyattempttogoback, buttheleakenlarges,andthepumps
fail. Seven miles from shore, the vessel finally sinks. The crew rows ashore

in the dory and takes the coastal boat home. When they return, they find other
jobs.
[Researcher's note]: Composition of this piece is attributed to Don Ashe by
one informant.

I. G. b. "To the Memory of the Late Captain Kennedy"IRyan & Small]
See main entry under m.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to II.C.c. (Death at Sea by Human Error or Miscalculation)
and m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) -- Successful).

I. G. c. Loss of vessel(s) through piracy and wrecking.

I. G. c. "Mayflower, The Old" [Peacock]
Cross-reference to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking)
and m.G.a. (Salvage of VesseI(s) or Cargo Attempted -- Successful).
{Mercer, 163}
{Peacock, I, 87 (PEA 167 No. 1058) }

The Mayflower comes ashore and wrecks. Various local people loot the hulk
of cargo and then dismantle the wrecked vessel itself.
[CoIl. note (Peacock, I, 88)]: The author of this native ditty is unknown. For
a note on 'chin' music see I Got A Bonnet Trimmed With Blue, also sung by
Mrs. Musseau. For hundreds of years vessels both large and small have been
running aground on Newfoundland's treacherous coast. Once it has been
established that the boat is abandoned or crewless, its cargo and fittings are
considered fair game by the local inhabitants. In the old days of French and
English conflictovertheisland,many fine pieces or rurniture round theirway
into outport homes rrom wrecked vessels. In raet, I have heard tales that the
local settlers (who had not even achieved the status or pawns in the struggle)
would deliberately set beacons in unaccustomed places to lure vessels onto a
shoalorreer. Since they had always been left to rend ror themselves, they
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did not much care what nationality the ships were.
[Researcher's note]: This is almost undoubtedly a ·treason· song, and may well
indicate a ·wrecking· situation, as Peacock suggests. It is not impossible
that this song may be linked in some way to I.F. ·Hoban Boys, The·[Lehr], in
which a vessel called the Mayflower is involved and is apparently the
victim of some salvage sblduggery.

I. G. d. Loss of vessel(s) through mutiny, scuttling, etc.

I. G. d. • McClure, The" [Lehr]
See main entry under I.G.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action).
Also cross-referenced to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life) and
ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

I. G. d. ·Thomas J. Hodder, The·[Lehr]
Cross-reference to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking),
ill.F.a. (Disaster AvertedfVessel(s) Threatened or Damaged, but not Lost),
and m.G.a. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted - Successful).
MUNFLA 83-151; 85-245; 86-161 & 87-117
[MS p. 64; C7836(2); KG/AB 25(86) & KG/AB 8(87)]
{Byrne, priv. coil.}
{Lehr, 184, #108}
{Merasheen,28}
{see p. 71 this thesis}
On 8 March [191)52, the Thomas J. Hodder, owned by Alberto Wareham, and
under the command of Captain Abraham Lake, leaves Sydney, Nova Scotia, with a
full load of provisions. The following day, she leaves Burin, Nfld., and is
nearing Paradise, Nfld., when she grounds in Lake's Gut. Some of her cargo is
removed and she floats free, but goes aground again on the • pancake.· Wareham,
himself, in the Evette, supervises the removal of the Hodder from
this misfortune, and she is taken first to Spencer's Cove, then to the
~katBurinforrepairs.
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[ColI. note (Lehr, 185)]: This song was composed by Lil Fitzgerald and Rose
Pickett, formerly the Brennan sisters of Paradise, Placentia Bay. Mr. Power
learned this song from the late Anthony Ward of Southeast Bight. The
Hodder is the most requested song at any party in the area.
[Researcher's note]: Local residents indicate that the verse:
A.Warehamwas passing the harbour
In the Eveffe when she struck
By now he surely was thinking
That the Hodder was having bad luck
But when he came up to her side
He showed no signs of grief
For many a vessel of Wareham's
Has been lost on similar reefs7
is a sly hint that the strikings were intentional and that the owners wished to
profit thereby. At the very least, itisa "treason song" intended to poke fun
at the seamanship of Captain Lake, for attempting to navigate a shallow channel
in a fully loaded vessel and then re-grounding her shortly after gettingoutof
the Cirst diCCiculty.

I. H. Vessel(s) lost through supernatural agency_

I. H. "Daemon Lover, The" (Child 243)/"House Carpenter, The" (i)
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 69-39 {Ark.) &, 69-4 {Va.}
[C622 &,C568]

{BBM, 304, #43, "The House Carpenter"}
{Child #243, vol. IV, 360}

7Received this text by hand from Prof. Patrick Byrne, Dept. of English, Memorial University of
Newfoundland, (also Ph.D. candidate in Folklore), 30 October lQS6.
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{Coffin, 196,201,263-267, 271}
{Creighton,NB,14,#5}
{Mercer, 111, 133 ("The House Carpenter")}
{Peacock,740 "The Young Ship's Carpenter" (see Section II)}
{Whiting,124}
A woman leaves her husband and children to elope with a former lover who has
returned after several years' absence. He turns out to be other than the
normal human she had thought him. He raises a supernatural storm in which the
ship sinks. They go to Hell.
[Researcher's note]: Neither of the entries in MUNFLASTI were collected from
Newfoundland sources. Both are from the U.S., one from Arkansas, and the other
from Virginia. Newfoundland versions have been collected, but the
supernatural element is notable by its absence, and the woman simply commits
suicide by leaping overboard in a fit of despondency and remorse for having
abandoned her children. (SeeSectionII.A., "Young Ship's Carpenter, The").

I. H. "Golden Vanity, The"[Leach]
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

I. H. "Virgin Mary's Banks, The" j"Virgin on the Strand, The" [Lehr]
Cross-reference to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by
Drowning).
MUNFLA 68-40; 84-398 & 87-117
[C545; C7216 & KG/AB 7(87)]
{Lehr, 196,#115, "The Virgin on the Strand"}

Men working aboard a vessel see a woman (the Virgin Mary, though they know it
not) kneeling on a bank. They attempt to reach her. The text gives evidence
that some degree of lustful intent is involved. The combination of lust and
ignorance of the woman's identity causes them to curse the wind for preventing
the vessel from approaching her. A storm rises and the vessel grounds on the
bank and sinks with all hands lost.
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[Coli. note (Lehr, 197)1: ·Under the title 'The Virgin Mary's Bank,' this song
appeared in Irish Come-All-Ye's (1901) by Manus O'Conor. In the table of
contents, O'Conor lists the author of the song as J.J. Callanan. Inchidony's
Rock is the place-name given in the Irish version. Mr. Power [Lehr's
informantllearned the song from Mr. Bill Flynn of Petit Forte.·
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D. LOSS OF PERSON(S)
D. A. Loss or person(s) by drowning.

D. A. • Annie Healey, The' /" August Breeze/Gale, The'
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

D. A. 'Annie Roberts, The (Wreck of the)' [Lehr]
See main entry under I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Ramming or Collision One
With Another).
Also cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster AvertedfVessel(s) Threatened or
Damaged, but not Lost).

D.A. 'Arabella,TheSchooner'
See main entry under I.C. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Capsizing).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

D. A.• Atlantic, The Loss of the'
See main entry under I.D.a. (LossofVessel(s) Through Grounding, Striking,or
Stranding).
Also cross-referenced under D.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure,
Starvation,etc.).

D. A. 'August Breeze/Gale, The' [Lehrl/"Trying to Make the Land'
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

D. A. • August Breeze/Gale, The'
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
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II. A. ·Bell of Dublin Bay, The·
Cross-referenced to I.A. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).
MUNFLA 74-178
[MS p. 22J
{Seep. 94 of this thesis}

Sailor believes his ship to be in dangerofawreck,sowritesfarewell note to
his mother and seals it in a bottle. The ship sinks with all hands. The
mother receives the bottled message and is thrown into a frenzy ofgrief.

II. A. "Bird Rocks, The" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
MUNFLA 66-24; 70-37; 72-4; 83-376(2) & 84-398
[C287; C751; CI055; C6648, C6649 & C7218A]
[Blonda.hl, Newfoundlanders, Sing!, 69J
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,292,#144}
{Mercer,99}
{Peacock, ill, 903 (PEA 70 No. 659)}
{Ryan&Small,llO}

A lighthouse keeper, his son, and his assistant are drowned while sealing. The
keeper'swifemaintainsthelightallwinterbyherselfuntiltheprovision
ship arrives in the spring and she tells her story to the captain.
[Coli. note (Peacock, ill, 904)J: Mrs. Walters says the Bird Rocks are in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence near the Magdalen Islands. She sang this song nearly
thirty years earlier for Elizabeth Greenleaf,who included it in herBal/ads
and Sea Songs of Newfoundland. Since Mrs. Walters and her mother before her
seem to be the only sources for this ballad,l am claiming it until furth er
notice as a native Newfoundland song.

II.A. "Black Island Grave"/"Excel,The"[Lehr]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding and Striking).
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Cross-referenced also under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

II. A. "Bold Larkin, (The Captain)" [LehrJl"Bull Yorkins" [peacock]
Cross-referenced to m.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
MUNFLA 7~380
[C2950/MSp.65]
{Lehr, 19, #11 "Bold Larkin"}
{Mercer, 105 "Bull Yorkens" , 148 "Loss of Andrew Sheehan"}
{Peacock,m,907 "BullYorkens"}
{Seepp.94,1040fthisthesis}

This song tells of a young man, Andrew Sheehan [Peacock says "Shean"l, who
falls overboard from a Newfoundland vessel while homeward bound, about four
miles orr Cape Spear. Although the captain (for whom the song is titled)
orders the vessel about, and a boat is lowered tosearch,theyoung man is not
found. Upon the vessel's arrival in St. John's, the victim's parents are
deeply distressed to learn of their son's fate. A prayer is asked for the
soul of the drowned lad.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 20)]: Aunt Carrie Brennan is a most careful singer to whom
the lyrics of a song are of the utmost importance. She told us [GL] that in
her rendition of this song she changed a word here and there to preservethe
dignity of the event. One such change occurs in stanza 15--shesubstituted
'could notbereconciled'for 'will certainly go wild.' The version we have
included was sung by a group of young fishermen from Southeast Bight, Placentia
Bay, one fall night in 1975. The song is a great favourite in that area, but
is known by only a few singers, perhaps because, as Ray Hepditch said, 'It's a
song you have to start out right or you'll get nowhere with it.'
'Bold Larkin,' also known as 'The Loss of Andrew Sheehan,' was composed by John
Grace. Sheehan was a native of St. John's. In aversion of the song print.ed
in Murphy's Songs Their Fathers Sung, the date of the event is '55 and not
'65 as in our version. Larkin is also written as Harkin in Murphy's book.

II. A. "Bones of the Sea Boy, The"
MUNFLA 83-376
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[C6651]

A boy goes to sea. There is a storm. There is no place to hide while the
barque is floating through the tempest. The boy's more favoured comrades find
a watery grave. The boy thinks of his parents and friends ashore and regrets
that they will look for "Henry" in vain. The narration is in the first person.
There is an indication that God's will must be done. The ballad ends with the
statement that "the bones of the sea boy must bleach on the shore" and the
exhortation to "come, welcome Death! All my sorrows are o'er."

II. A. "Brave Volunteers, The"[PeacockJ
See main entry under ill.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).

II. A. "Bruce, The Loss of the" [peacock]
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding, Striking, or
Stranding).

"Young Pike," a married man, is drowned when the Bruce, under Captain
Drake, strikes a reef and sinks on her way to Louisburg, N.S. He is the only
fatality,thoughthevesselislost.

II. A. " Bullbird, The Loss of the"I"Bluebird, The"
Cross-referenced to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).
MUNFLA 76-323 & 87-055
[C2S00 &PD 12131
This song tells the story of the death of John Strickland of Spaniard's Bay.
He was a college boy, who went with his father's crew to the Labrador fishery
during the summer. Instead of returning via the packet boat, he stayed with
his father's boat, and the vessel was lost with all hands. No one knows what
happened.
[Coil. note (MUNFLA 76-323 [MS pp. 29-31])]:
"C.M.: (Comment: The next song Moll sings she is unaware that I am taping
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her[Italics -- MHJ. Although she only remembers two verses of it I thought it
very important to tape. Her explanation at the end of this song, I believe, is
most evident of its importance.)O
O[Moll:] Now this is all I know of that. But this is about a young fellow who
[he] went to [ah] university in the summer ah [in the] wintertime and his
fatber, a Gosse man from Spaniard's Bay why [he] fished on the Labrador with
his father, just for the summer holidays. So when they [were uh about]lert to
come home, instead of coming home on the boat or the Kyle, I would say [itl
was then, with his father. He came home with the crew and they came home on
somethinglikethelongliners[sic],aye. So, they never did hear anything
about them after, and [uh] this was made up, this song, only I don't remember
any more about this young Strictiand[sic]. [Now there were] some more about
this young fellow Gosse I just spoke of. His name is Lewis[sic] Gosse...
C.M.: But this song was made up by the people of Spaniard's Bay, [or] somebody
in Spaniard's Bay ...
Moll: Somebody in Spaniard's Bay.
C.M.: Because of this fatality.
Moll: Because of this fatality. And they never did know what happened to
[this] you know this[-] crew that was coming home, but he wanted to come home
with the crew, and this is what happened.
C.M.: And did I hear you say they had sheets of this made up? [Sent around

to...]
Moll: Oh, definitely ...because we had one [[at]] home and I don't know why
they haven't got it over there, they lost itlsuppose, maybe in gettin'the
house built, you know. It's got lost.
C.M.: I would say somebody might have it.
Moll: Oh golly, yes, yes, because some of the people you know [they] are
related to these guys, they must, in [you know] on thehiJI. And like the
Gosse fellow, I talked about, Lewis, Lewis Gosse, you know he took it as a
choice to come home with the crew and the Bluebird [changed to Bullbird in PH's
handJlthinktheboat'snamewasandtheyneverdid,whateverhappened,there
was a storm came up and they never did get home. So this is the song and I
would love to know what they did with it [one time]. And it was over to the
house when I lert [over] there. But not any more because I was asking your
father about it when I was over there the other night and hesaidl-] he didn't
knownothin' about it, not then [a thing] you know, okay?O
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See also MUNFLA 76-323 [MS pp. 32-37] •Analysis of Transcription·

II. A. ·By the Lightning We Lost Our Sight· [LawsJl·Cork Harbour·
See main entry under ill.A.a. (Romantic tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea -Parental Opposition Involved).
Also cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).

II.A. ·CapeBonnie·
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding, or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

II.A. ·Captain,The·
See main entry under ill.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resultilig in Death at Sea -- No
Parental Intervention).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking).

II. A. ·Captain Dunderidge· /. Eric & Jack, The·
Cross-referenced to LC. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Capsizing).
MUNFLA 67-36
[C454]

Two fishermen from the six-man crew of the Eric & Jack under Capt.
Dunderidge, are drowned when their dory overturns on 7 January. Those lost are
Chesley Skinner, 23, and George Fudge, 22, both from Fran~ois. The vessel
returns to harbour 9 January. The final verses exhort the listener to put his
trust in God.
[Researcher's note]: Authorship of this piece is attributed to Eric Mason of
Rose Blanche, who was a member of Billy Dunderidge's crew at the time of the
incident,andsawithappen.
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II. A. ·Caribou, The Loss/Sinking of the·
See main entry under LG.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action).

II.A. ·CaughtintheStorm·[Burke]
See main entry under LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

II.A. ·CharmingSally Greer· [Peacock]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding, Striking, or
Stranding).

II. A. ·Christabel, The Loss of The·
See main entry under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
Also cross-referenced to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).

II. A. ·City o/Quebec, The Loss of the· [Peacock]
Cross-referenced to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).
{Mercer,149}
{Peacock, ill, 941 (PEA 195 NO. 1148)}
This datum is fragmentary, consisting of one verse only. It indicates the date
of 1 April, 1872,thenameofthevessel, her port of embarkation (andprobably
registry as well): London, England, and says her crew consisted of 17
Britishers, who drowned. No further details are given within text.
[Coli. note (Peacock, 941)J: Unfortunately Mrs. Galpin could remember just the
first verse of what promises to be an interesting ballad of local composition.
Mrs. Galpin says the City 0/ Quebec was wrecked on a reef off the south
coast of Newfoundland near Isle aux Morts, where she lived in her youth. If
1872 is the correct date given in the song, she was two or three months old at
the time.
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n. A.

"Crofts, The Loss of the" [previously misfiled under "Krafts, The
Loss of the"]

Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and I.D.a. (Loss or
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
MUNFLA 68-16(2); 72-88; 74-226 & 76-3
[(C490, C495); MS p. 21 (story only, no song); MS p. 173 & C2446]
Vessel is lost in snowstorm, because she strikes rock. Date given: Saturday,
28 November. Vessel bound for Aquaforte, wrecked near Cape Broyle. Names of
crew given. Two lost, two saved, according to text. See also collectors'
commentary as noted below.
[Coli. note (MUNFLA 74-226, [MS p. 173])]: "This song was written about the
shipwreck that occurred in Cape Broyle about 1934 or 11)35. The ship was owned
by the Crafts of Aquaforte and was used for bringing freight from St. John's.
One day as they were coming from town, they ran into a snowstorm just outside
Cape Broyle. They were driven off course and ran aground at Shag Rock's [sic]
Cove in the harbour."
[Researcher's note]: The MUNFLASTI had this listed as "The Loss of the
Krafts" , but it didn't seem reasonable, once I had seen the text. Ithen
looked up "Craft" as a Newfoundland surname and found nothing. Proceeding on
the assumption that what looked like "Crofts" might not be the result of an
error in penmanship, I looked that surname up and found it was uncommon
except in the area around Aquaforte, on Newfoundland's "Southern Shore". This
was enough to convince me that the song's title refers to the lossofacrew
which consisted mainly of members of the Croft family, rather than to the loss
of a vessel named the Krafts. It is clear, however, that the informant
says "Craft" in his delivery of the text.
[NB]: Virginia Dillon, a colleague from the Southern Shore area of
Newfoundland, informed me (24 July 1987) that the surname spelled "C-R-Q-F-T"
was at one time pronounced CRAFT on the Southern Shore. She believes the
name was originally from the Channel Islands off the British coast. She does
notthinkthat"theyoungerpeople"retainthispronunciation. 8
Also, in MUNFLA 72-88, it is clear that the surname, as written, is "Crofts."

8virginia Dillon, personal communication.
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II. A. "Cumberland and the Merrimac, The" [Peacock]
See main entry under I.G.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action).
Also cross-referenced to I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Ramming or Collision
One With Another).

II. A. "Cumberland's Crew, The"
See main entry under I.G.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action).
Also cross-referenced to II.C.a. (Death in Battle at Sea (Military)).

II. A. "Dorothy Baird, The"
MUNFLA 73-180
[MSpp.39-40]
{Burke (1912), 21 "Lines on the Sad Drowning of a Newfoundland Seaman"}
{Mercer,145}
{Mercer thesis, 191, #48; 350, Cig.9(#4S)}

The Dorothy Baird is bound for Pernambuco with a load of fish and general
cargo, when a twenty-five-year-old sailor, Ebenezer Pike, from Carbonear, is
washed overboard in a storm. The captain, Hugh Keeping, changes course and
searches for him, but without success. The remaining crew reach port without
further incident.

II. A. "Ella M. Rudolph, The"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding, Striking, or
Stranding).
Also cross-referenced under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and m.E.b.
(Rescue Attempted - Unsuccessful).

II.A. "Esterus,The"
See main entry under VestraljVestris, in LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in
Storms).
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D. A. "Fanny Wright, The"
See main entry under D.C.d.l. (Occurrences of Cannibalism).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and m.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

D. A. "Florence cut down by the Scandinavian, Loss of" [BurkeJ
See main entry under I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Ramming).

D. A. "Florizel, The Wreck of the Steamship"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).

D. A. "Gentle Boy, The" [Greenleaf & Mansfieldl/"Father's Ship"
See main entry under m.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified).

D. A. ""Ghostly Crew, The"ILawsJ
See main entry under m.C.b. (Supernatural Appearance(s) of Lost Person(s) Victim(s) of Sea Disaster)
Also cross-referenced to I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Ramming or Collision
One With Another).

D. A. "Golden Arrow, The Loss of the"
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

D. A. "Golden Vanity, The" [LeachJ
Cross-referenced to LH. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Supernatural Agency).
MUNFLA 83-376 & 86-161
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[C6643 & KG/WW 8(86)1

{BBM,339,#52}
{Child #286, vol. Y, 135, "Sweet Trinity, The"}
{Corrin, 200, 277-278}
{Colcord,154}
{Creighton, NB, 17, 19, #6A, #6B}
{Creighton,NS,20,#10}
{Creighton & Senior, 10!"}
{Fowke, Cdn, 188, #82, "The Green Willow Tree"}
{Fowke, CFMJ, 40, "The Golden Vanitee"}
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 43, #19 "The Golden Vanitie"}
{Grover, 138,#90}
{Hugill, Shanties, 58-60}
{Karpeles,107,#23}
{Leach, 44, #8}
{Mercer, 126}
{Sharp,Appal.,voI.I,282,#41}
{Sharp, Crystal, Book2, 16, #12}
{Sharp,English,36, #14}
{Warner, 267, #104, "Lowland Low (or, The Golden Willow Tree)"}

The Golden Vanity is threatened by an enemy vessel of the Turkish fleet.
The Golden Vanity's captain offers a reward of gold and his daughter's hand
in marriage to the cabin boy, if he will sink the enemy vessel. The boy does
so, by swimming to the other vessel and boring holes in her below the
waterline. When he returns to his own ship, the captain reneges on his offer,
and not only refuses the reward, but also declines to retrieve the boy from the
sea. His shipmates, however, pull him aboard. Unfortunately, he dies
(presumably of exhaustion) on thedeck,and is sewed into his hammock and
buried at sea. 'Suddenly, his voice is heard from heaven, declaring doom on
the Golden Vanity, and the mainmast falls and the ship sinks.
[Researcher'snotel: This version, because of the two verses covering that
portion of the plot marked above with an asterisk,isaltogetheru nique. Many
variants have the boy, still in the water, replying to the captain:
Iritwas not for the love that I had for your men,
I would do unto you asIdid unto them [i.e., the Turks].9
Some have him scuttling his own ship, as he did the Turkish vessel. Some
versions give dirrerent enemies than Turks. A variety of names for the subject

9Fowke, Cdn, 189.
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vessel are given, although Golden Vanity is among the most common (Child
uses Sweet Trinity). But the revenge of the boy from heaven is a new twist.

D. A. "Hesperus/Hesperous, The Wreck of the" [Longfellow]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to I.E. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and n.B.b. (Death
at Sea through Freezing, Exposure, Starvation, etc.)

D. A. "Hoban Boys, The"/" [Come] all ye galliant fishermen, I hope ye will
attend" (first line)
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

D. A. "Hoban Boys, The" [Lehr][B]
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and m.G. (Salvage
ofVessel(s) or Cargo Attempted).

n.A. "Huberry, The Schooner"
See main entry under LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).

D. A. "Irish Sailor Boy, The" [Greenleaf &, Mansfield]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).

D. A. "Isle of Man Shore, The" [Lawsll "Desolate Widow, The"/"Quay of
Dundocken,The"/"Willie"
See main entry under m.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Grounding or
Striking).

n.A. "JamesPenoell"
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Cross-reCerenced to LB. (Loss oC Vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 72-266
[C1393]

In September, a steamer in general cargo strikes rocks near Portugal Cove
South. The schooner, Bright Angel under Capt. Jim Pennell, and with a crew
offour,leavesofffishingandgoestoremovingfreightfromthestranded
vessel and CerryingitintoSt. John's. The trip !:Q the city goes Cine,
but on the return trip, off Cape (?), it starts to blow and the vessel is lost
with all hands. Those lost are Jim Pennell; his brother, John Pennell; John
(?), Crom Trepassey; and Kenny(?) Griffin Crom Pouch Covet?).

II.A. • JohnfJohnny Burke· [Peacock]
See main entry under III.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea oC Loved Ones).

IJ.A. ·JuneGale, The·
See main entry in this section under • Northeast Gale.·

IJ. A. ·Kate from Branch, The· [Lehr]
See main entry under I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Ramming or Collision One
With Another).
Also cross-referenced to I.G. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Man-Made Disaster).

n. A.

·Lines on the Sad Drowning of Lawrence Kearney and Jno.[sic] Maddigan,
Two Fishermen in Witless Bay· [Burke & Oliver]

Cross-referenced to LC. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Capsizing).
{Burke&Oliver,36}
{Mercer,145}

Two men leave their homes on Saturday morning to fish. A southwest wind
springs up early in the afternoon, and they do not return. Their friends and
families fear for their safety. OnSundaymorning,asearchpartyfindstheir
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capsized boat. Oneleavesawife,theotberamother.

D. A. "Lines on the Sad Drowning of Three Fishermen of Renews"
Cross-referenced to I.C. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Capsizing).
{Mercer,146}
{OHWS(1904),68}

"Last Wednesday" three men go to overhaul their [fishing] traps. Their boat
capsizes and all three are drowned. They are John O'Neill and his son, Owen,
both from Renews, and Richard Pender, of St. John's, who had gone shareman with
O'Neill for the summer. Sorrow is expressed for the women, Mrs. O'Neill, who
has lost both her husband and her son, and Pender's widowed mother. The
memorial closing reminds us that "all must trust in Providence, [~or God's
will must be done."

D. A. "Lines on the Sad Drowning of Two Young Men Samuel Bartlett and
Frederick Janes, in the Harbour of St. John's, Saturday February 1st,
1913"
{Mercer thesis, 272,#144;368,fig. 27 (#144)}
Three young men -- the two named above and a companion, identified only as
"Moyst"--arebirdingoutsidetheharbourwhenasuddensquallarises. They
make for port, but the boat is caught in the ice. They fire a gun to attract
attention, and a tug (the same John Green which was involved in "The Loss
of the Regu/us") is sent to aid them. When they are pulled into open
water, however, the boat fills and sinks. Moyst grabs the tow line and is
pulled aboard the tug. The other two are drowned.

D. A. "Liza Grey" /" Lady 01 the Lake, The"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to ill.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones)
and ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

D. A. "Loss of a Schooner and All Hands at Dutchman's Reef"

See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).

II. A. "Loss of 3 Newfoundland fishermen by the capsizing of a schooner, The"
[Burke]
See main entry under I.C. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Capsizing).
Also cross-referenced to III.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).

II.A. "Lusitania, The"
See main entry under I.G.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action).
Also cross-referenced to III.E. (Heroic Attempts to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster).

II. A. "Maggie, The Loss/Wreck of the (Schooner)" [Ryan & Small]
See main entry under I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Ramming or Collision One
With Another).

II.A. " Mariposa" [Leach]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to III.G. (Salvage of Vessel(s) and/or Cargo Attempted).

II.A. "Mary Neal" [Peacock]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and III.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/ Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

II.A. "Mollie, The Wreck of the"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), III.B. (Laments
for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones), and III.E.b. (Heroic Attempt to
Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster - Unsuccessful).
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n. A.

'Northeast Gale, The'/'June Gale, The'

Cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and LF. (Losses by
Natural disaster).
MUNFLA 78-238(2); So-135 & S4-399
[(C3573, C3575); C479S & C7204]
Alternate title: 'Tom Reilly Lost the Men'
On IS June 1906, en route from Placentia Bay, Newfoundland, to Cape St. Mary's
(also Newfoundland), two dories are left behind by a schooner running for
harbour before a northeast gale. Jim Fowler (Fowlow?) of Fox Harbour is
mentioned as terrified. 'Brother Tom' {Reilly?) appears in Golden Bay in the
Mary L missing two dories and their occupants, Duke and Murphy. The
mothers of the lost men attach blame to Reilly. Sorrow for the bereaved is
expressed,andthepiececoncludeswithamemorialclosing.

n. A.

'Ocean Ranger Tragedy/Disaster, The (Loss of the)'/"Your Last
Goodbye' /"In Memoriam' [Lehr]

Cross-reference to m.B. (Laments for Death at Sea).
Possible cross-reference to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms)
MUNFLA83-151
[(C6224,MSp.22)]
{Cal Cavendish, 'The Loss of the Ocean Ranger,' CFMB 16:4 (19S2), ll}
{'Fellow Newfoundlanders,' 'The Ocean Ranger,' CFMB 16:4 (19S2), 10}
{Lehr, 99, #55}
{Gilbert Lynch, 'Loss of the Ocean Ranger,' Evening Telegram, S March
19S2,p.6}
{Bruce Moss, 'Your Last Goodbye" on The Islander, Clode sound CS S072
[19S2] (disc)}
{Bruce Moss, 'Your Last Goodbye,' CFMB 16:4 (19S2), O}
{Michael T. Wall (The Singing Newfoundlander), Ocean Ranger Disaster,
Canadian Country Music CCMI00 [19S2J, Side 1. Also on Sing Along with
Michael T. Wall, Canadian Country Music CCMLPOOI [19S2J, Face A (disc)}
{Vianne Walsh, 'Fight Fearless and Bold,' Evening Telegram, 10 April 19S2,
p.6}
{Seepp. 3,950fthis thesis}
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Tbis, one of tbe most recent data in tbecorpus, tellsoftbe fate of tbe
oil-drilling rig Ocean Ranger and tbe loss of ber work crew during a storm
on 15 February 1Q82.

leol!. note (Lehr, 100)]: The largest semi-submersible oil-rig in the world,
tbe Ocean Ranger, like tbe Titanic, was thought to be unsinkable.
During a storm in the early bours of 15 February 1Q82, the rig was sunk
carrying eighty-four men with her[firty-four of tbem were Newfoundlanders].
Tbere were no survivors. It was tbe first oil-rig to go down in Newfoundland
waters, tbough, as has been suggested by some, perhaps not the last. During
the enquiry into the cause oftbe sinking, the suggestion that the supply boats
did not try hard enough to save tbe men on board inspired political satirist
and songwriter Jim Payne to compose these lines.
IResearcber's note): The song, "In Memoriam" was composed by a native
Newfoundland musician, Jim Payne, and displays some of the characteristics of
the "treason song" in its attitude toward tbose considered responsible for the
tragedy. The songs written and recorded about this catastrophe had a brief but
intense popularity on Newfoundland radio. An excellent, though brief article
on the songs commemorating this tragedy is to be found in Canadian Folk
Music Bulletin 16:4 (lQ82), 8-12, and is entitled "The New Balladeers" by Tim
Rogers. It includes three texts.

It is notable tbat the MUNFLA informant, Mae Flynn, was also the composer of
tbe Ocean Ranger song she sang, that two poems by local persons were
published in the local newspaper with the tragedy as a theme, and that, two
years later, a local band premiered a classical composition, "Night Watch," by
Michael Tucker, which was purportedly inspired by the capsizing of the Ocean

Ranger.
It is quite clear even without musical notation tbat these songs differfrom
the others here presented in several dramatically evident ways. First, the
story of the sinking itself is not presented factually and Q£scriptively
in most of them, but the emotions of the victims and the bereaved are
strikingly emphasized in an !Scriptive manner. Theartermathofthis
modern disaster also has itsshareofthefocus--courts trying to decide
where culpability lies. Secondly, the language in which the verse is coucbed
is strikingly different from tbeolder types and none of the traditional
formulae are used [See Chapter 5, with special attention to Peacock's notes
from "The Loss of tbe Eliza and tbis researcher's rebuttaL]
Still, these are beautifully empatbetic pieces of memorial verse, commemorating
a) the loss of eighty-four lives, b) the courage of those who attempteda
rescue, and c) the grief of the surviving families and friends. Surely this is
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an excellent modern example oC that Corm oC Catalism described by Goldstein in
his ·Faith and Fate... • article. lam assured that there are other songs which
were written about this tragedy, but I have not Cound them easy to locate, even
on commercial recordings, this long after the event. Those which I did Cind
are noted above. I was also told that there had been one recording by Reg
Watkins and Loretta Cormier and one by·a Gary something, maybe Collins, maybe
Brown,·IO butl could CindneitheroCthese, nor ·Gary's· surname.
A brieC account oC the sinking appears in Marine Disasters of Newfoundland
and Labrador by J.P. Andrieux, 164-169, and includes a number oC photographs
oCtherigitselfandoCsalvageoperations. ACurther brieCnote appears in
Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 88.

ll. A. ·Perilous, The·f" Gloucester Tragedy, The·f"Sailors Crom Gloucester·
See main entry under I.B. (Loss oC Vessel(s) in Storms).
Also cross-reCerenced to I.C. (Loss oC Vessel(s) by Capsizing).

ll. A. ·Raleigh/Rally, The Wreck oC the HMS·
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss oC Vessel(s) Through Grounding or IStriking).
Also cross-reCerenced to ill.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s)) and
ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

ll. A. ·Petty Harbour Bait SkiCC, The· [LehrJ
See main entry under I.C. (Loss oC Vessel(s) by Capsizing).
Also cross-reCerenced to I.B. (Loss oC Vessel(s) in Storms) and ill.E. (Heroic
Attempt to Rescue Person(s) Crom Sea Disaster).

ll. A. ·Riley's Farewell· [Laws]
See main entry under ill.A.a. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea Parental Opposition Involved).
Also cross-reCerenced to I.B. (Loss oC Vessel(s) in Storms).

IOJ. Gordon O'Brien, O'Brien's Music Store, Water Street, St. John's, personal communication. Mr.
O'Brien's brother, Roy, later told me that the title oC the Watkins/Cormier song was ·St. Valentine's Day
Disaster,' but 1 still haven't Cound it.
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n. A. "Riseover/Rise Over,

The Loss of the"

See main entry under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

n. A.

"Rose in June, The"

Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and I.C. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Capsizing).
MUNFLA 66-10; 66-24(frag.); 68-34; 73-89; 76-181; 82-248; 84-398; 84-399 &
85-249(2)
[MS p.49; C278; C474; (C2401, MS p. 13); (CI843, MS pp.91-93); C5866; C7218A;
C7208 & (C7829, C7830)]

The boats go out from a Scottish village and all return except the Ros ein
June. Her captain is Andrew Davis (or Davisson or Davidson) and her mate is
John Allen (or Elden or Eldon). Before sailing, the captain had prayed with his
wife that no ill would befall her while he was at sea. She was worried,
because he hadn't prayed for himself. The boat capsizes in a storm. The
entire crew is clinging to her upturned hull. The captain leads the crew in
singing "Hallelujah, Thine the Glory" until he is washed away by a heavy sea.
The mate continues in a similar Cashion, leading hymns, until he, too, is
washed away. The remainder oC the crew are rescued.
[Researcher's note]: There is at least one commercially recorded version of
this song, stating that the vessel sailed from a village in NewCou ndland, and
lacking the internal hymn. The researcher has heard it on a local radio
station, but is unsure which one, and thereCoreis unable to Cind the name 0 f
artist or label. See comments on p. 68 and Cootnote #164 on p. 69 of this
thesis.

n.A.

"Sabbath Eve, A"

See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss oC Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

n. A.

"Sailor Boy, The" (I)j"Willie Boy" [Laws]

Stri~(ing).

See main entry under ill.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at SeaNo Parental Intervention).

II. A. "Sailor Grove, The Loss oC the"
See main entry under I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).
Also cross-reCerenced to ill.E.b. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) Crom Sea
Disaster -- Unsuccessful), and ill.G. (Salvage oC Vessel(s) or Cargo
Attempted).

II. A. "Sailor's Home, The Loss oC the" [Peacock]
See main entry under I.B. (Loss oC Vessel(s) in Storms).
Also cross-reCerenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).

II. A. "Scarboro Sand" [LawsJl"In Robin's Hood[sic] Bay"
See main entry under ill.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at SeaNo Parental Intervention).

II. A. "Scotsman at Straits of Belle Isle, The Lost" [Burke 8£ Oliver]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-reCerenced to I.G. (Loss oC Vessel(s) Through Man-Made Disaster) and
ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

II.A. "SeaWasRough,The"
Cross-reCerenced to I.C. (Loss oC Vessel(s) by Capsizing).
MUNFLA 84-399

[C7215]

Two "boys" leave home to go gunning, but never come back. Night Calls and they
row, but are capsized by a wave. Their wives and mothers grieve. It is God's
will. We must pray to meet on the golden shore.
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D. A. 'Shamrock, The Loss of the' (peacockJl' James Murray'
See main entry under J.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

D. A. 'Shea Gang, The'/"Roving Newfoundlanders, The' [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
Cross-referenced to J.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.F. (Losses Through
Natural Disaster), and m.F.a. (Disaster AvertedfVessel(s) Threatened or
Damaged, biit not Lost).
MUNFLA 66-24; 70-8; 71-26; 72-6; 73-7; 81-339; 82-248; 84-398(2); 84-399(2) &
86-161
[C243; C695; CI024(2 dup.); C1078; CI373/MS p. 11; C7848; C5860; (C7217A,
C7219B); (C7209, C7210) & KG/AB 26(86)1
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 306, #150 ('The Roving Newfoundlanders')}
{Leach, 204, #78 ('George'sBanks')}
{Mercer,172,176,198}
{Peacock,m,916('George'sBanks')}
Alternate titles: 'The Ambrose Shea,' 'George's Banks,' 'The
November Gale,' 'We Sailed for Canada'
Ambrose Shea, a well-known ewfoundland political figure of the late 19th
century, who strongly espoused Confederation of Newfoundland with Canada,ll
takes a large crew of Newfoundlanders to the Canadian mainland to work. Some
of their number rebel against the harsh conditions and make for Boston,
eventually shipping on a fishing vessel out of Gloucester, bound for George's
Banks. While they are out, a storm comes up and many vessels are lost. They
eventually sight a3-nash, revolving, white beacon, which they recognize as
the light at Sarne's Point, Cape Race. Although their vessel is saved,
eleven of the eighteen-man crew are lost. The vessel is variously styled the
Morning Dew, the Morning Gloom, the Morning Glow, the
Morningbloom, the Morning Blue, and the Morning Bloom. The
Jubilee is mentioned as having gone down on the Banks with the loss or her
entire twenty-two-man crew. It is stated that the theme vessel of the song

lIHistorical rererence to Shea may be round in D.W. Prowse, A Hislory of Newfoundland from the
English, Colonial and Foreign Records (Belleville, Ont.: Mika Studio, 1972), 485, 494, 500 and Frederick
R. Rowe, A History of Newfoundland and Labrador, (Toronto: McGraw-Hili Ryerson Limited, lOBO),
2W-301, 43Q..440, 443. A biography or the gentleman is The Life and Times of Sir Ambrose Shea, Father
of Confederation, by Frank Galgay (St. John's: Harry curr Publications Limited, 1986).

arrived on the Banks 22 November. The storm is described as the "November Gale
of '62" in one version, but another gives the year as 18j!2. The original
complement of men "trepanned" by Shea was numbered at fifty-five.

II. A. "Snoree/Snorre, The (Loss of the)" [LehrJ
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.F. (Losses
Through Natural Disaster), ill.E.a.& b. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue
Person(s) from Sea Disaster - Successful and Unsuccessful), and ill.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

II. A. "Southern Cross, The" [Laws] [lJ
Cross-referenced to I.A. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified) and I.B.
(LossofVessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 64-17; 66-24; 70-8; 72-195; 80-136(3); 81-339(2); 82-167(2); 82-177;
82-248(3);83-378; 84-398; 84-399; 87-117 &88-277
[C129; C256; C695; C1348; C4805(2), C4806; C7841(MS pp. 26, 122), C7848; C5784,
KG-13(82); KG-2(82); C5860, C5863, C5868; C6658; C7217A; C71gg; KG/AB 1(87) &
C11573J
{Omar Blondahl, "The Southern Cross" on The Great Seal Hunt of Newfoundland
(Songs of the Sealers), Rodeo RLP-80, Banff RBS-1173, [n.d.] (disc)}
[Doyle (1955), 54]
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,281,#139}
{Laws dD36, NAB, 264}
{Leach, 202, #77}
{Lehr, 175, #101}
{Mercer, ISO}
{Mercerthesis,292,#167}
[Alan Mills, Folkways FW-S771 (disc)]
{Jim Payne, The Southern Cross, SingSong Productions, no #, 19S9, Side I}
{Peacock, ill, 973 (PEA 186 No. 1129)}
{Ryan & Small, gg}
{Taft,5S,64,71,73,94}

Partially involved in the "Great Sealing Disaster of 1914", the Southern
Cross left the ice with a prodigious load of sealskins, andwasattemptingto
be the first of the sealing fleet to reach St. John's, when she went down with
all hands somewhere in the vicinity of Cape Race. She passed the town of
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Channel safely, and was last spoken by the Portia. The SS Kyle, sent
to search for her, looked in every bay and inlet from Cape Ray to Cape Pine,
but no trace was found. The total complement of the Southern Cross was 172
men from St. John's, Brigus, and Harbour Grace. One version of the song was
produced when she was twenty days overdue. The ballad ends with an exhortation
to the listeners to trust in Providence, as all things happen for the best, and
the lost men will go to heaven where they will find no further troubles.

[ColI. Note (Peacock, ill, 974)]: This famous native sea ballad achieved wide
circulation in Newfoundland through the Gerald S. Doyle booklets, where it was
reprinted from Ballads and Sea Songs of Newfoundland by Greenleaf and
Mansfield. The original singer was Lizzie Rose of Fox Harbour, Labrador. This
present variant has a completely different tune from the one noted by Greenleaf
and Mansfield.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 176)]: The Southern Cross was lost in the spring of 1914
when returning to St. John's from the ice. She was full laden with seal pelts
and was last sighted by the Portia. Between 170 and 173 men lost their
lives, and there was never a trace found of the ship or crew. This was a
particularly sad and tragic time for Newfoundland since the crewofthesealing
ship Newfoundland were lost on the ice in the same storm, leaving a total
of about 252 dead in one month. There is another more well-known song written
about the same event butI believe this is the first time thissongh as
appeared in print.
[Researcher's note]: The Lehr item, although still a ballad, is far more a
sentimental verse than a detailed memorial. It resembles the Ocean Ranger
versesinbeing~criptive,ratherthan~scriptive.This fact makes
it remarkable within this corpus, especially since the variant isin the more
standard journalistic style
An in-depth study of this particular item was done by Tim Rogers. Under the
title "The Southern Cross: A Case Study in the Ballad as History," it
appears in Canadian Folk Music Journal 10 (1982), 12-22. Greenleaf &
Mansfield,282addsaworthwhilenote, as well.
An historical account of the loss is "An Unsolved Mystery of the Sea, The
Disappearance of the S.S. Southern Cross, March 31,1914" by Frank Galgay
in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and Michael McCarthy,
45-50. An additional note appears in the same book on page 91, and one short
account in J.P. Andrieux's Marine Disasters of Newfoundland and Labrador,
85, and another in Amazing Newfoundland Stories from Jack Fitzgerald's
Notebook,124. The story is also included in Cassie Brown's Death on the
Ice: The Great Newfoundland Sealing Disaster oflg14, (written with Harold
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Horwood, [Toronto/New York: Doubleday Canada Limited/Doubleday & Company,
Inc., 1972]), altbough the primary focus of the book is on the stranded sealers
from the Newfoundland, many of whom died of exposure.

II.A. "Spanisll Captain, The" [Lehr]
Cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
MUNFLA 78-S0 & 81-339
[C376S & C78SI]
[Blondahl,1964,87J
{Omar Blondahl, "The Spanish Captain, on Down to the Sea Again, London
(Canada)RLP7, [n.d.1 (disc))
[Doyle (1940), 38]
[Doyle (1946), 63J
[Doyle(1978),S4]
[English (19S9), 7)
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,27S,#137}
{Laws dD33, NAB, 264}
{Lehr, 176, #102}
{Mercer,180}
[Mills, Folkways FW 8771 (disc)]
[Nfld. Songs (3 Ballads 16:2 (1970), llJ
{Tart, SS, 64, 71, 73, 94}
A Spanish captain, en route to Newfoundland, brings his wife and daughter along
on the voyage. They sail on 20(28) July in the Margrietta/Margarita.
On 18 August, arrived in Newfoundland and with the only available tug now en
route to Burin and unable to assist, and no pilot, the ship strikes a point of
rock and is sunk at midnight in a violent storm, and all aboard are Iost. A
companion vessel, the Helen/Ellen, apparently makes port safely.
[Coil. note (Lehr, 177)]: The Margrietta referred to is very likely the
Mayaquezanna, a Spanish brig lost at Blackhead, near Cape Spear, on 14
August 1876. Both the captain and his wife were drowned.
'The Spanish Captain' has always been one of my favourite songs to sing. Itis
typicalofthe'heave-it-out-of-ya' type of singing so favoured by many
Placentia Bay singers. The images in the firth verse are quite arresting,
albeit somewhat mystifying.
My mother learned this song from her grandparents in Tack's Beach, Placentia
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Bay. A.B. [end note]
[Researcber'snote]: If, indeed, tbis narrative relates the loss of the
Mayaquzanna[sic], a note on the occurrence appears in Shipwrecks of
Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 87.

II. A. "Susan, The" [Lehrl/" Loss of the Schr.[sic] Susan on the
Labrador" [Burke]
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
{Burke (1912), 23}
{Lebr, 178, #103}
{Mercer,150(IncorrectlistingforBurke.ltisp.23,!!2!p.19)}
Tbe schooner Susan, under Captain Miller, with a crew of four, all from
Bonaventure, Trinity Bay, Newfoundland, goes fishing on the Labrador. On her
return trip, near Cutthroat, Labrador, she founders in a heavy northeast gale
and is lost with all hands. A telegraph message is received in her home
community, saying all have been lost. There is a memorial closing.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 178)]: Mr. Power learned the song from his father when he
was a child.

II. A. "Susan Strayed the Briny Beach, (As)" [LawsJ
See main entry under ill.A.a. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea Parental Opposition Involved).
Also cross-referenced to I.A. (Loss of Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified).

II. A. "Terra-Nova, The"
MUNFLA 67-36
[C445J
{Ryan & Small, 98}*** Ryan & Small cite transcript of MUNFLA tape
C445,listedabove.
On Monday, 10 March, the weather is clear, but there is slob ice in the Narrows
leading into St. John's. Captain Kean attempts to take the Terra-Nova out,
despite the ice. Three members of the crew are drowned when the ship
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encounters an ice-pan off Torbay. The dead are David Wheeler of St. John's,
leaving a wife and four children; Hubert Hiscock of Trinity Bay, and Mercy
Breen from the Southern Shore. The song ends with a memorial closing formula.
[Researcher's note]: An history of another Terra-Nova that was lost during
the seal fishery is found on page 140 of Andrieux.

n. A.

·Thomas and Nancy·

SEE DOUBLE ENTRY FOR THIS TITLE. TWO VARIANTS WITH
DIFFERENCE.

SIGNIFICANT

Lehr variant -- m.A.a. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea -Parental Opposition Involved).
Greenleaf & Mansfield variant - m.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death
atSea-- No Parental Intervention).

n. A.

·Tiny Red Light, The·

See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

n. A. • Titanic,

The Loss/Wreck of the·[A & B][peacock/Laws]

See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).

n. A.

·Tobias Murphy From The Rams·/"·Tobias Murphy and Tom Hann·[Lehrl/
·Tom Hadden From Petite Forte·/"Tom Hann and Pius Murphey[sicJ·

Cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), I.F. (Losses Through Natural
Disaster), and m.E.b. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster--Unsuccessful).
MUNFLA 68-2; 70-8; 73-180; 7l)..1; 83-378 & 85-245
[C720; C672; C1623; C3837; C6653 & C7826]
{Lehr, 187, #110, ·Tobias Murphy and Tom Hann·}

This is an account of the loss of two vessels in St. Mary's Bay, near Golden
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Bay, close to Cape St. Mary's. The losses occur during a September storm,
possibly in 18QO. OneoCtheinCormants, however, spoke oC the song as being
over two hundred years old. During the storm, a group oC men and women are led
by the priest in a rosary. ·TheHolyMother raised her hand and brought her
children clear.· IamunsureoCtheimplicationsoCthisline,sinceboth
boats and men are lost. Some oC the spectators just watch. Others attempt a
rescue, although it is unsuccessCul. Tom Hann (Hand, Hadden) hits Briley(?)
Rock off St. Mary's Bank, near Golden Bay. Murph(e)y runs Cor North Harbour,
but doesn't make it. Peter Murphy and Bruce Hill (Bruce, Bob Brucey) are also
named among the drowned. A total oC eighteen men are stated as lost. Both
Hand (Hann, Hadden) and Tobias (Pius) Murphy were skippering their own vessels.
The Peter Murphy mentioned isidentiCied as the brother oCtheskipper.
[CoIl. note (Lehr, 188)]: According to Aunt Carrie Brennan, this sea tragedy
occurred in 1878: 'The priest was having Mass in Lear's Cove near Cape St.
Mary's -- that was the Cape they were rounding - when the storm arose. Some
men went in and said: ·Father, there's a boat in dire distress out in the bay.·
The priest got ready and went out, and the wind blowing a gale - he got down
on his knees and prayed to the blessed Virgin and our blessed Mother
raised her hand and brought Her children Cree.' Aunt Carrie has the Collowing
lines as the beginning oC the first verse:
Come allye hearty Cishermen and listen unto me
While I relate the dangers that do attend the sea
The song was composed by Peter Leonard whom Mr. Power learned it Crom. 'The
last time I heard him sing ·Tobias Murphy· 'twas in the '305 - I was in my
twenties. That was the night we had the soup supper in Clattice Harbour that
he made the song about. He sung it [the Soup Supper in Clattice Harbour] Cor
us on the way home Crom Mass in St. Kyran's the next Sunday.' Peter Leonard
was called Gandy.[end note]
[Researcher's note]: InCormation Crom a variety of other sources incline one
to the belieC that Mr. Leonard was also known under the soubriquet of ·Peter
the Poet.·
Jack Lake oC Rushoon, Placentia Bay, the MUNFLA 68-2 inCormant, said the men
were lost because they hadn't been lashed to the boats, as was customary in a
heavystorm.(MSp.lQ2)

II.A. ·Tragedy,A·
Cross-reCerenced under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and LF. (Losses
Through Natural Disaster).
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MUNFLA 76-103
[(MSp.14,C2435)]

On 28 March, a fleet of skirrs leaves Rose Blanche, Newfoundland, for the
fishing grounds. A strong wind arises, and the bodies of the drowned drift
ashore and are recovered on Good Friday.

D. A. "Tragedy Before Christmas, The"
MUNFLA69-34
[C555J

Two (risher)men are walking home across the ice on the day before Christmas,
fall through, and are drowned.

D.A. "TrepasseyBay"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).

II. A. "Truxton and Pollux Disaster"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), D.B.b. (Death at
Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation, etc.), and ill.E. (Heroic Attempt
to RescuePerson(s) from Sea Disaster).

D. A. "Turret Bay on St. Paul's Island, The Loss of the"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss ofVessel(s) through Grounding or Striking).

II. A. "'Twas of a Maid Lived in Brazil"
See main entry under ill.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea No Parental Intervention).

D. A. "Two Fishermen Missing"
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Cross-referenced to LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking)
and ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued.)

The Andrea Deni8e leaves Bay de Verde, Newfoundland, for a two-day fishing
expedition in the month of September. She takes on fuel in Old Perlican, but
is somehow wrecked on the Baccalieu Cliffs. Three of her crew, the captain,
Bruce Button, and Warren Cooper and Gar Bursey, are rescued. Despite efforts
by both sea and aircraft to locate them, the other two crew members, Rol
Driscoll and Randy Bursey are missing and presumed drowned.
[Researcher's note]: Composed by Jim Payne in September 1984 as a result of
hearing radio news broadcasts. A complete text of this item and commentary
thereon is to be found on p. 118 of this thesis.

II. A. ·Vestra/jVe8tri8jE8teru8, The (Sinking/Heroes of the)· /"Proudly
She/We Sailed (From New York City)·/"SO S Ve8tri8·/"A Storm on
theSea:TheSinkingoftheSteamshipVe8tri8·
See main entry under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
Also cross-referenced to I.G. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Man-Made Disaster) and
ill.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s).

II. A. • Viknor in Defence of the Empire, January 31st, 1915, In Memory of
25 Newfoundland Heroes who went down in HMS·[Burke]
See main entry under II.G.a. (Death in Battle at Sea (Military)).
Also cross-referenced to LG.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Military Action).

II. A. ·Virgin Mary's Banks, The·/"Virgin on the Strand, The· [Lehr]
See main entry under LH. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through supernatural Agency).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and LD.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).

II. A. • Water Witch, The Wreck of the· [Lehr]
See main entry under m.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and I.D.a. (Loss of
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Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking)

II. A. "Whaling Song" (The Greenland Whale Fishery) [Peacock]
Cross-referenced to I.C. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Capsizing).
MUNFLA 78-050
[C3763]
[Belden, lOS]
{Colcord, 151, ("The Greenland Fishery")}
{Eckstorm & Smyth, 226}
{Huntington, Whale, Il}
{Laws K21, ABBB, ISO}
{Mercer, 12Q}
[Palmer, 160,#72}
{Peacock, I, 147(MS IlQ)}
[Ryan's Fancy, Audat 477-QOO1]
{Sharp, Spring, Vol. I, 50, #47 "The Greenland Fishery"}
{Taft, 65, 82}

On 20 March (181)55, the Lion, under Captain BIowhard[sic], leaves port for
the whale fishery. While engaged in an attempt to capture one whale, a boat is
upset and a man lost. The whale is not captured. The final verse indicates
that the loss of the man was fated and nothing could have been done to prevent
the death.
[CoIl. note (Peacock, vol. I, 148)]: Though seemingly of mid-nineteenth
century composition ("'Twas in the year of fifty-five") this sea ballad
originated more than one hundred years earlier. A black letter broadside
telling a similar tale appeared before 1725. The heyday of the Greenland whale
fishery was in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and three
broadside versions, issued by Pitts, Catnach, and Such, appeared during this
period. All the variants collected in the North Atlantic region are based upon
orinnuenced by these later broadsides. The robust Mixolydian tune of this
Newfoundland variant is a perfect vehicle for the text.
[Researcher's note]: Aversion of this song in which three or four menwere
lost, rather than only one, and in which neither the vessel nor her captain is
given a name, achieved wide popularity throughout North America on various
commercial recordings during the "folkmusicrevival"ofthe1Q60s.
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[NB]: This item should NOT be conrused with "The Greenland Disaster."

n. A.

"Yosemite, The Loss/Wreck or the" [Lehr]

See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss or Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).

n. A.

"Young Bride's Lament, The" /"Sailor and His Bride, The" [Laws]

See main entry under ill.B. (Laments ror the Death at Sea or Loved Ones).

n. A.

"Young Sally Munro" [Peacock]

See main entry under ill.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at SeaNo Parental Intervention).
Also cross-rererenced to I.D.a. (Loss or Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking).

n. A.

"Young Ship's Carpenter, The" [Peacock]

MUNFLA 87-1S9
[C10643]
{Child 243, vol. IV, 360 "The Daemon Lover"/" James Harris"}
{Corrin, 196, 201, 263-267, 271}
{Mercer,1l1,199}
{Peacock, ill, 740 (PEA 194 No. 1146)}
{Sharp, Appal., vol. I, 244, #3S}
{Warner,137,#4S, "The Ship Carpenter"}

The wire or a ship's carpenter is seduced by a sea captain, who convinces her
to run away with him to Newroundland. She becomes depressed and admits that
she is mourning ror her abandoned children. Finally, she commits suicide by
jumping overboard "at the height or the storm." The ballad ends with the
husband in England receiving word or his wire's demise and cursing all wicked
mariners and the sea captain in particular.
[Coli. note (Peacock, ill, 741)]: Usually known as The House Carpenter,
especially in its North American variants, this ballad has lost most or its
'daemonic' character. Ir one reads the daemonism back into this Newroundland

variant, one finds that the woman was originally betrothed to the sea captain.
However, when she jilts him for the young ship's carpenter he vows tobave
revenge and enlists tbe help oftbe devil. Appearing in the likeness of the
captain, the devil woos ber away from domestic bliss to ber ultimate
destruction. All tbese latter-day variants of tbe story are quite possibly
descended from an arcbetypallegendoftberemotepastwbenseadaemonslured
unsuspecting maidens into tbeir submarine parlours.
[Researcber'snote]: In most of its variants, tbis ballad would fall under
Sect. I.H. (Loss of Vessel(s) tbrough Supernatural agency), because the ship
itself sinks in a magical storm. Here, the situation is different. See
Peacock's note, above, inwhicb be appears to "read tbe daemonism back into tbe
Newfoundland variant" in a somewbat fanciful form and with little on which to
base a firm footing.
[NBJ: See note in Section I.H. under "Daemon Lover, Tbe."

II. B. Death at sea from causes other than drowning.

II. B. a. Death at seu from disease.

II. B. a. "Bound Down to Newfoundland" (I)/"Tbe Scbooner Mary Ann(e)"
[Peacock]
MUNFLA 66-23; 68-40; 69-36; 71-50; 78-238; 80-135(2); 83-376(2); 85-245 & 87-117
[C234; C544; C586; C979; C3573; C4798, C4802; C6635, C6643; C7834 & KG/AB 5(87)
{Creigbton, Maritime, 195, "Bound Down to Newfoundland"}
{Creigbton, NS, 223, #104, "Tbe Banks of Newfoundland (2)"}
{Doerflinger,201}
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,317,#156}
{Laws D22, NAB, 171}
{Lehr, 126, #73, "The Schooner MaryAnn"}
{Mackenzie,228,#87, "Newfoundland"}
{Mercer,103,174,342}
{Mercertbesis308ff.,#185}
{Peacock, ill, 905 (PEA 82 No. 704)}

I
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A vessel leaves the port of New York for Newfoundland on St. Patrick's Day.
During the voyage, smallpox breaks out on board and eightoftheten(sixof
the eight) crew members, including the captain, die. The captain,a newlywed
bridegroom, leaves the ship to the care of the mate. Only two of the crew
survive. The dead are taken ashore for burial somewhere in Nova Scotia.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 127)]: In other versions of the song the monument referred
to in the second verse is called the Statue of Liberty. This would mean the
song was composed after 1886,theyearthestatuewaserected.
In some collections, 'The Schooner Mary Ann' or 'Bound Down to
Newfoundland'isassumedtobeanativeballad,whileinothersitis
considered to be American.
[ColI. note (Peacock, ill, 906)]: This American sea ballad about a smull-pox
epidemic at sea appears to be older than it actually is. The reference to the
Statue of Liberty in verse 2 places its composition after 1886 when the statue
was erected.
[Researcher's note]: Greenleaf & Mansfield also have a worthwhile collector's
note on page 317, as cited above. Composition of this item is attributed to
Capt. Cale White of Colchester County, N.S. by an informant (Mackenzie, 228).

II. B. a. "Bound Down to Newfoundland" (II)
MUNFLA 69-28
[MS p. 107]

The vessel, Gasper EmbreejGasparee(?), is en route from Barbados to
Newfoundland on 13 April 1896, under Capt. McLean. She has two weeks of good
sailing, but then there is a severe storm, during which the ship springs aleak
and her water cask is lost. The crew man the pumps, although exhausted from
thirst and overwork. Two hands become ill. The captain remains at the wheel.
There is an at.tempttojettison the oil bags (cargo?), but it becomes
impossible to run berore thewind,or to stand at the wheel. They heave to
under a single sail, and when the weather abates man the pumps again. They
meet a passing vessel from which they obtain water, food, and coal. Frank
Lerath becomesill,diesat4p.m., and is buried at sea. They finally reach
Newfoundland safely. The final verses express thanks to God and to the passing
vessel which gave them food and water.

11 B. a. 'The Meter Flag' /"Young Kelley'
MUNFLA68-40
[C546]

Kelley leaves his family to join the crew of the Meter Flag. He becomes
ill near Grady Harbour, Labrador. His captain, his captain's wife, and his
shipmates accuse him of laziness and shirking of duty. A girl named Sara
Kelley nurses him. The captain of another vessel sends medicine, and
nourishing food and drink. It is specified that Kelley was a Roman Catholic,
and that he was from 'up Southern', not from Goose Cove or St. Anthony.

II. B. b. Death at sea t'r-om t'r-eezlng, exposure, starvation, etc.

II. B. b. • Atlantic, The Loss of the'
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding, Striking, or
Stranding).
Also cross-referenced under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

II. B. b. • B.C. McGrath/ McGray/ McGree Near Pass Island, The Loss
of the'
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

II. B. b. 'A Brave Newfoundlander' [Burke]
See main entry under ill.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster.
Also cross-referenced to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified), and
ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Perij, but Rescued).

II.B. b. 'DiedontheIceFields'[Murphy]
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{Mercer,113}
[Murphy(lg25),18.]
{Ryan&Small,3g}

Richard Parsons, of Flat Rock, Newfoundland, is sealing on an ice floe with his
two sons (and, apparently, a number of others), when the wind changes and the
ice begins to drift seaward. The men race for the safety of shore. The
younger Parsons boy has left earlier. The father and the elder son are
attempting to reach safety when the boy, his wet clothing beginning to freeze,
says he can go no further. The father removes his own clothing and wraps his
son in it, then embraces him in an errort to keep the lad fromfreezin gto
death. They are found the next morning, bothneardeath,andastheyarebeing
bornehomeward,thecorpseoftheyoungerboy(whomtheyhadthoughtsafe) is
discovered. Amemorialstanzaclosestheballad,praisingthefather's
self-sacrifice.
[Coli. note (Ryan & Small, 40)]: Tribute to the heroism of Richard Parsons, of
Flat Rock.
"The song was written by P.J. Dyer, 'a native of St. John's, but now a
resident of the United States. The... incident, in which a son of Richard
Parsons, of Flat Rock, near St. John's perished on the ice floe, took place on
March24th,18g4." (Original note).

11 B. b. "Glen Alone, The" [LehrJ

Cross-referenced to m.F.a. (Disaster AvertedfVessel(s) Threatened or Damaged,
but not Lost).
MUNFLA 68-2j 83-378; 84-3ggj 85-245(2) & 87-117
[C726; C6654; C7205; C782g, C7830 & KG/AB 3(87)]
{Ives, Scott, 364-5, [frag.] "The Wreck of the Glenaloon"}
{Lehr, 76, #43}
{Mackenzie, 387, #162, "The Wreck of the Glenaloon"}

The crew of a becalmed vessel find a derelict vessel with her foremast and
mainmast gone and her boats shattered. Aboard are a number of skeletons, all
that remains of her crew. A note, clutched in the bony hand of the skeleton
captain, indicates that they were wrecked in a storm and their food supply was
exhausted.
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[ColI. note (Lehr, 77)]: Mr. Power learned this song from Mr. George Follett
in the 1920s when Mr. Follett was in his seventies.
[Researcher's note]: Indications of possible local origin arise from the fact
that Newfoundlanders often "tan" or "bark" their sails to preserve them from
rapid deterioration, and the process leaves them a reddish brown colour. Also,
the "Guernsey" type of pullover sweater mentioned in the text is frequently
worn by fishermen in Newfoundland and Labrador.

II. B. b. "Greenland Disaster, The" [Laws]
MUNFLA 65-25; 68-40; 75-294 & 85-161
[C298; C522; MS p. 59 & KG/WW 12(86)]
[Blondahl(1964), 79]
[Devine, M.A., The Harbour Grace Standard, 28 March, 1898]
[Doyle (1940), 40]
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,299,#146}
[The Harbour Grace Standard, 1898, (2 versions)]
{Laws dD34, NAB, 264}
{Mercer, 128(2versionslistedseparately),182}
{Mercerthesis,169,#21;2210,#72}
{Jim Payne, The Southern Cross, SingSong Productions, no #, 1989,
Side 2, "The Greenland"}
{Peacock,m,926}
{Peacock, "Native," 215.}
{Ryan & Small, 46, 48, 50, 53, 54, 55,57; 7 versions of the story, all but one
titled "(The) Greenland Disaster;" the version on p. 53 is the exception,
entitled ·Written in Memory of the 48[sic] Men Who Lost Their Lives in the S.S.
Greenland Sealing Disaster of Monday, March 21st, 1898."}
[Wornall, A.C., Newfoundland Stories & Ballads, 8:2 (1962), 27]
The Greenland is a four-hundred-ton sealing ship owned by Baine Johnston
and Company, of St. John's. She has a crew of two hundred seven men under the
command of Capt. George Barbour. She sails from St. John's on 10 March 1898,
and the first seal is caught on the twelfth of that month. From that time
until the twenty-first, all goes well, and the voyage is prospering. On the
twenty-firstofMarch,asuddenstormarises,whiJetheyareintheStraits of
Belle Isle, stranding 148 men on the ice. Only one hundred are rescued.
Twenty-five are found frozen and brought in, and twenty-three are "missing".
Among the dead are Mike Hennessey from St. Brendan's and Willie Hart of Harbour
Grace.

[Researcher's note]: An account of this tragedy is entitled "The Greenland
Disaster, March 21,1898" by Frank Galgay, and is found in Shipwrecks of
Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and Michael McCarthy, 37-43. There is
also a note in Appendix B of the same book, on page 82 and a further mention of
the incident in Amazing Newfou.ndland Stories from Jack Fitzgemld's
Notebook,125. A first-person account was printed in the St. John's
Evening Telegram of 27 April 1967.
[NB]: This item should not be confused with the" Newfoundland Disaster,"
"The Loss of the Sealer Newfoundlander," or the "Greenland Whale Fishery."

II. B. b. "Heroic Fisher Boy, An"
See main entry under m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and m.D. (Loss of
Vessel(s) without Loss of Life).

II. B. b. "Hesperus/Hesperous, The Wreck of the" [Longfellow]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).

II. B. b. "Ice-Floes, The"
[Pratt (1962), 58]
{Ryan&Small,59}
The round of work involved in the sealers' occupation is described as it
pertains to the crew of the Eagle. The last two pages of the text involve
the sudden onset of a snow squall and the tribulations of a group oCt hese
sealers stranded on the ice. The last line states that sixty men were lost.
The form of this text is non-traditional.
[Researcher's note]: This appears to be a professional poet's effort and
perhaps is not found within the traditional processes oCtransmission,stillit
is included by Ryan & Small, and thus appears here. It is not evident that it
portrays an actual historical event. Perhaps it is simply a typification of
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what might have happened.

II. B. b. • John Harvey, The Loss of the' [Peacock]
Cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), m.E. (Heroic attempt to
Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster), and m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/
Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 65-21; 6&-10; 72-1; 73-89; 78-36; 78-238; 81-339; 82-248; 83-376;
85-245&88-277
[C435; MS p.38; C1038; MS pp.9o.91; MS pp. 16, 25, 33, 45, 72, 75; C3586;
C7842; C5868; C6645; C7827 & C1l573]
{The Dorymen, The Dorymen, Paragon (Marathon Music) ALS 321, n.d., A-3,
'The Wreck of the John Harvey' (disc)}
{Fowke, CFMJ, 56}
{Mercer, 149}
{Peacock, m, 950 (PEA 127 No. 890)}
{Taft,7,73,98}
Alternative titles 'Oh, Ye Landsmen All' /"The Wreck of the John Harvey
(of the Belleorum Bay)' /"The Shores of Gabarus'
The John Harvey under Capt. Kearley (Kerley, Kearly, Kell[eJy) is bound
from Gloucester to St. Pierre in general cargo. In a storm on 10 January 1912,
she goes on the rocks near Gabarus on the coast of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.
The boats are frozen to the deck, so John Foote of Belleorum Bay, NOd., swims
ashore with a rope, saving the entire crew of six by his actions. Laterboth
he and shipmate John Keeping die of exposure and exhaustion. The captain
returns to Newfoundland with the surviving crew members and the two bodies for
burial.
[Coil. note (Peacock, m, 951)): Another example of the numerous native
shipwreck ballads from the south coast of Newfoundland. Small boats like the
John Harvey often get contracts to carry general cargo from Canadian and
American ports to places in Newfoundland and the offshore French islands of St.
Pierre and Miquelon. Belleoram is in Fortune Bay on Newfoundland's south coast,
and Gabarus is on the east coast of Cape Breton. 'Keeping' is a common south
coast name. The tune of this ballad is of more than passing interest. Though
ostensibly Dorian, the strong Mixolydian bias of the two inner phrases makes it
rather unstable.
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II. B. b. "Lines on the Terrible Death of a Poor Liverpool Stowaway"
{Mercer,146}
{OHWS(1904),18z}
A young boy stows away in the hold of the 88 Austrian and dies after
eighteen days without food or water.

II. B. b. "Newfound/and Disaster, The" [Peacock]
MUNFLA 75-147
[M8 p. 46]
[The Harbour Grace Standard, 1914]
{Mercer, 160}
{Peacock, ill, 967 (PEA 172 No. 1080)}
{Ryan & Small,94,96}

The sealing steamer Newfound/and loses a great number of men through
exposure and freezing while they (the men) are stranded on theice. The entire
story is to be found in the documentary book, Death on the Ice: The Great
Newfound/and Sealing Disaster of 191'; by the late Cassie Brown with Harold
Horwood (Toronto/New York: Doubleday Canada Limited/Doubleday & Company, Inc..
1972). A briefer description of the event appears in Marine Disasters of
'
Newfound/and and Labrador by J.P. Andrieux, 84-85.
[Coil. note (MUNFLA 75-147)]: "The Newfoundland Disaster was learned from
an older brother who helped in the search for survivors. He was among the crew
of the Bellaventure, another sealing boat near the site of the disaster,
which happened in March, 1914. The song would usually be sung by one singer
andwouldcreateasad,mournfulatmosphere. Singing in groups created an
exciting or happy mood."

[NBJ: This item should not be confused with the "Green/and Disaster" or
"The Loss of the Sealer Newfound/ander."

II. B. b. "Peter's Banks, IThe Wild] (St.)" /"Bill Strickland Belong to
Spaniard's Bay" [Peacock]
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MUNFLA 65-21,66-24; 76-131 & 78-36
[C433; C252; C2481/MS p. 27 & MS pp. 20, 87J
{Peacock, ill, 969 (PEA 151 No. 989) ("Peter's Banks")}

Men from a fishing vessel go out in their dories. A squall comes up and they
are separated from the "mother ship." After six days of drifting without food
or water, Gord Hart (Peacock says Goddard) dies. His dory-mate, William
St(r)ickland, is rescued by men from Ramea (Burgeo). The storm is said to have
occurred on the St. Pierre ("St. Peter's") Banks, about 100 miles from Harbour
Breton.
[Coll. note (MUNFLA 76-131 [MS p. 29])]: [A transcription of the informant's
comments following the song]: " ow that's Strickland out here. I don't know
if he is dead or living. When I was able to sing it, I was a servant out there
withSeymore's.[sic] I didn't know Strickland from the devil then and John
Seymore, that's the fellow I was minding, rocking 'im in a cradle and this was
the song I was singing and they was playing cards and I didn't take noticeof
them stopped playing the cards and after I finished he said, 'Me maid, where
did you learn that song to?' I said, 'I learned it from me uncle.' He said,
'Do you know who you're singing about?' I said, 'No sir. I'm only singing a
song.' 'Well,'hesaid,'That'smeandyougottosingthatsongformeagain
and,' he said, 'The best pair of shoes you put on your feetyou'regoin put
them on.' And I said to Mrs. Seymore, 'I can't sing that song no more. He
got me scared to death.' She said, 'Lie your head down on my shoulder and
sing the song.' And that's what I done. I lied my head down on her shoulder
and sung a song and the next day he was over with the pen and paper and took
down the song. He said, 'Ioftenheard,'hesaid, 'There was a song made up
about me, but that's the first time I ever heard it in my life.' And I
said,'l'mgladlsungitforyou.'"
[Coli. note (Peacock, ill, 970)J: Peter's Banks is a fishing area off the
south coast of Newfoundland near the French island of St. Pierre. Ramea is an
island port also off the south coast. Although the third tone of the mode does
not occur in the first phrase of the tune, a definite Dorian feeling is
established at the beginning. Thisisdispelled,however,when the third tone
turns out to be sharpened in the second and third phrases, establishing the
tune as Mixolydian. Everett Bennett's variant is the only record I have Cound
oCthisnativesouthcoastballad.
[Researcher's note]: Spaniard's Bay is NOT off the south coast, although St.
Peter's Banks ARE. Spaniard's Bay is on the northeast Avalon Peninsula. It is
to be assumed that the reason Peacock Cound few variants of this ballad in
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south coast tradition is that the survivor was a native oCSpaniard's Bay, and
the song had greater relevance and thereCorecurrency in the Conception Bay
area. Itisalsotobenoted,however, thattheinCormantquotedabove,who
sang the variant Crom MUNFLA 76-131, seems to indicate in her comments that
the song was not widely perCormed, even in its heyday, or Mr. Strickland would
likely have heard it prior to her perCormanceduringthe card party.
Sear)' has no listing Cor Goddard as a NewCoundland surname, but lists Hart,
(pp. 217-218), as scattered, especially in St. John's and at Fogo. Galway, as
one transcription has it, is listed on p. 183 oC Seary's book. It is possible,
but less probable than Hart.

IT. B. b. "SpringoC'Q7, The" [Peacock]
Cross-reCerenced to LD.b. (Loss oC Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).
[B1ondahl,RLP-34(disc)]
[Doyle(IQ55),74]
{Mercer,181}
{Peacock, ill, Q76 (PEA 5 No. 2Qn
{Ryan & Small, 44}
{TaCt,56,73,Q4}

This is another story oC a sealing disaster. The Cishery has been successCul,
but the vessel is holed by ice and the men marooned on the fioe, where several
deathsarechronicled,presumably as a result oC Creezing, exposure,and
starvation.
[ColI. note (Peacock, ill, Q77)]: The name oC the sealing vessel is not
given in theballad,soitwould bediCCicult to trace its origin. The 'harps'
in verse 3 are aspeciesoCGreenlandsealwith a dark harp-shaped rnarkingon
the back Cur. This is one oC several native songs Crom the National Museum's
collection given to Gerald S. Doyle oCSt. John's Cor his lQ55 booklet
Old-Time Songs of Newfoundland.

IT. B. b. "Swansea/[Queen of Swansea], The Loss oC the"
Cross-reCerenced to LB. (Loss oC Vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA68-43
[C526] (Commentary on song, not perCormance. No text available.)
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A vessel is lost in Notre Dame Bay, Newfoundland. Fourteen survivors manage to
reach a small barren islet, where they shelter under a piece of canvas. All of
them eventually die of exposure and starvation. The story is known because of
a written account left by the last to die, one Dr. Dowsley.
[Researcher's note]: Full accounts of this event are ·The Castaways of Gull
Island· in Michael Harrington's Sea Stories from Newfoundland, (St. John's:
Harry Cuff Publications Limited, lQ86), 31-42, in which the victim vessel is
listed as the Queen, with Swansea, Wales as her home port,· and ·Letters
From Gull Island, The Queen of Swansea Tragedy, December 12,1867,· by Mike
McCarthy, in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Frank Galgay and
McCarthy, 27-32.
·Since Mr. Harrington is painstakingly meticulous in his research, one may give
his data the benefit of the doubt.

II. B. b. ·Trinity Bay Tragedy, The· [Leach]
Cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, But
Rescued).
{Leach, 187, #71}
{Mercer, 188}
{Ryan & Small,37}

On 27 February 18Q2, a number of small craft left small outport communities on
the shores of Trinity Bay, Newfoundland,togosealhuntingonthenearbyice
noes. The weather was good when they embarked, and they went farther out into
the bay than perhaps they should have done. A sudden heavy snow
squall/blizzard arose, and although some managed to save themselves and a few
who were stranded on the ice were rescued, a large number (twenty-four,
according to a newspaper report) were frozen to death in their boats or driven
up the bay to perish. Three of the eleven verses in the Leach text are
memorial and fatalistic in character.
[Researcher's note]: Mercer'sthesis,132,attributesauthorshipofthisitem
to NicholasPeddel.

II. B. b. • Truxton and Pollux Disaster·
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See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Cross-referenced also to I.E. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), and m.E.a.& b. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue
Person(s) fromSeaDisaster--SuccessCul and Unsuccessful).

II. B. b. "Union from St. John's, The"[Laws]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-listed under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

II. B. b. "William and Harriet" [Laws]
See main entry under m.A.a. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea -Parental Opposition Involved).
Also cross-referenced to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified).

II. B. b. "Willy March" [Ryan & Small]
[Blondahl,67J
[Doyle (1940),80]
[England (1969), 126]
{Mercer,lg6}
{Ryan&Small,107}

Two men sealing on the ice-floes attempt to walk in to Cape St. Francis,
Conception Bay, after three of their companions have Crozen to death. The time
isMarch,andEasterSaturdayismentioned,althoughitisnotclearexactly
when this day appears in the chronology. At length, when the Cape St. Francis
lighthouse issighted,March tells his last companion to goon alone andsend
help back. When the aid Cinally arrives, WiIly March is found dead.
[Researcher's note]: The text is delivered in heavy dialectorthography,which
somewhat obfuscates the meaning of some passages.

II. B. c. Death at sea from uDspeelned eauses.
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II. B. c. "Butt and Rose"
Cross-referenced to I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).
MUNFLA 71-57
[C10WJ

Two men, surnamed Butt and Rose, are driven off from Cape St. Francis sometime
in the 1880s0r '90s. They are stranded on the ice, and a (radio!) message is
sent to St. John's. The coastal steamer, Lady Glover is sent to rescue
them,butCindsnothing.

II. B. c. "Faithful Sailor Boy, The"[Laws]
MUNFLA 67-34; 68-40; 69-34; 72-238; 73-89; 76-380; 78-50; 80-203; 82-248 &
83-376(2)
[C428; C471; CSSS(frag.); C1370(frag.); MS pp. 10S-106; MS p. 112; C376S;
C489S; CS866 & C6643(2)]
{Doerflinger, 164, ("The Sailor Boy")}
[English 19S9, SJ
{Fowke, CFMJ, 39}
{Healy, 24, #9, ("Your Faithful Sailor Boy")}
{Huntington,Henry,S9}
{Laws K13, ABBB, 147}
[Manny, 237]
{Mercer,117}
{Ntld. Songs fj Ballads 16:2 (1970), 7}
{Ranson,p.32,sametitle}
Alternate title 73-89 "Good-bye My Own True Love"

A young man goes to sea, leaving his sweetheart to await his return. He
promises to be faithful. He dies at sea. Although no cause for his demise is
given, one assumes disease, or possibly injury. Drowning is highly unlikely,
as he manages to send a message to his bereaved lover by way of his shipmates.
[ColI. note (MUNFLA 76-380, MS p. 114)]:
On "The Faithful Sailor Boy":
Walter Joseph Nash,acousinofCarrie's,sangthis "the Cirst night after they
came back from the Mediterranean." There were tears in Aunt Carrie's eyes,
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arocndmidwaythroughthissong. It meant to her a thing that can only,
perhaps, be felt fully by someone who has lost a loved one at sea - a common
enough occurrence, herein Newfoundland. In her case it was no lover, but her
own son, Patrick, she was remembering, who drowned years ago in a boat off New
Orleans.
[Researcher's note]: For a complete text of this item, with commentary, see
page 92 of this thesis.

ll. B. c. "Fisherman's Bride"/"George's Banks" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
See main entry under ill.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).

ll. B. c. "Golden Hind, The" [Peacock]
{Peacock, ill, 922 (PEA 16 No. 97)}

Jim Harding sails on the Golden Hind for Bahia, Brazil, during the month of
November. The ship is overdue returning with a cargo from Barbados, but
finally is sighted off Cape Race in difficult weather. The crew are attempting
to beat off the ice, which is forming on decks and rigging, when suddenlyJim
collapses and dies lpossibly a heart attack? -- MPH]. As in a newspaper
obituary, the man's surviving family is mentioned. The final verse is
fatalistic, indicating that God "does things for the best."
[CoIl. note (Peacock, ill, 924)J: The distant port in verse 1 (pronounced
"Bahay") I have assumed to be the large Brazilian port Bahia. This native
ballad is one of the best of the Newfoundland collection. The singer's style
is very free; notes are lengthened or shortened to suit the sense of the text.

ll. B. c. "Lady Franklin's Lament"/"SaiJor's Dream, The" [Laws]
S('e main entry under ill.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Stranding or Jamming).

ll. B. c. "Willie FairJVare" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
See main entry under ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).
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Also cross-referenced to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).

II. C. Loss or person(s) through man-made disaster.

II. C. a. Death In battle at sea (Military)

II. C. a. "Baird and Waterman"/" James Bird"
MUNFLA68-40
[C473]
{Fowke, CFMJ, 44}
{Laws A5, NAB, 121, "James Bird"}
{Warner,78,#17}

Baird bids farewell to his family and sweetheart, and goes to fight on Lake
Erie, under the command of Admiral Perry. He fights valiantly, is wounded, and
dies in battle. This synopsis contrasts with the form reported by Laws, in
which Baird (or Bird) first fights, then turns traitor (or deserts), and is
eventuallycourt-martialledandsentencedtobang.
[Researcher's note]: It seems reasonable to assume that the desertion and
court martial were dropped from tbepopular version on the groundsthat
desertion (or treason) was an "unheroic" action from tbe popular standpoint,
and would therefore be uncharacteristic ofa ballad bero.

II. C. a. "Cumberland's Crew, The"
See main entry under LG.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Tbrough Military Action).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

II. C. a. "Nelson'sVictory"
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MUNFLA 68-26; 71-2 8l 83-376
IC510; C801 8l C6638]
{Laws 117, ABBB, 136}
{Sharp, Eng/ish, #38}
{Shepard,149}

Although, as the title indicates, 'we' were victorious in this battle, still
Admiral Lord Nelson, the commander of the British fleet was killed, and thus
there was cause for considering the situation disastrous.
[Researcher'snotej: There are a number of ballads on this general theme, but
I have not had sufficient time to ascertain the relative degree ofemphasison
the death as opposed to the victory. I therefore have appended only the three
annotations.

n. C. a. 'Three Newfoundlanders blown up on the battleship Main[sic], in
Havana harbor by an explosi0!1"
[NB]: See also I.G.a.• Maine, The BattlesLip the'

n. C. a. • Viknor in Defence of the Empire January 31st, 1915, In Memory
of 25 Newfoundland Heroes of the Royakl Naval Reserve who went down
intheHMS'
Cross-referenced to I.G.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action) and
n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
{Mercerthesis77,183,#40}

Nosynopsisisavailable,asIwasunabletoexaminethetextorthisbroadside.

n. C.

b. Death in battle at sea (Non-military}

II. C. b. "Bold Manan the Pirate"/"William Craig and Bold Manone" [Peacockj
{Doerninger, 139, ("Bold Manning")}
{Eckstorm&Smyth,259}
{Healy, 44, #23 ("Manning the Pirate")}
{Mercer,195}
{Peacock, ill, 848 (PEA 146 No. 971)}

"Our ship" is brutally attacked by Manone, who slaughters crew and passengers
mercilessly. At length he meets "Rodney" and is defeated.

ll. C. c. Death at sea by human error or miscalculation.

II. C. c. "Halifax Explosion/Disaster, The"
See main entry under I.G.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Explosion, Fire, Etc.)

II.C.c. "Spanish Main, The" [Peacockj
Cross-referenced to ill.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea -- No
Parental Intervention).
MUNFLA 65-16; 66-23; 70-8(2); 72-208j 75-292; 78-050j 81-339 & 85-245
[C149j C236j (C673, C778)j CIlBOj C2IlOj C3763; C7851 & C7827J
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,204,#102}
{Hiscock,186}
{Karpeles, 153}
{Mercer, 180}
{Peacock,ill,720(MSI09)}

Despite the pleas of his parents to stay at home, a young man goes to sea. In
some unspecified port, he meets a young woman, apparently a servant-girl, with
whom he has a three-year courtship. Hesailson2January,aftersecuringher
promise to be faithful. He. in his turn, promises to write. She seems to be
grieving on the night they part. The next morning, she is Cound dead in her
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chamber, with a letter under her pillow which says: ·Farewell...forever.... •
Three weeksarter her funeral,alettercomes, addressed to her, which carries
tbeinformation that the young man has been killed in a fall from ther igging.
Closing lines indicate that they have gone to Divine judgement.
[Coil. note (Peacock, Ill, 721)]: Three Newfoundland variants of this didactic
ballad are very similar in text and tune. Greenleaf and Mansfield give a
ten-verse variant without tune in Ballads and Sea Songs of Newfoundland.
However, I was unable to find it in other collections. Perhaps it has survived
only in Newfoundland. The preoccupation with sin would seem to suggest a
zealousmissionaryinrIuence, but in other respects the ballad is normal enough
to pass the test of traditional authenticity.

II. C. c. 'To the Memory of the Late Captain Kennedy' [Ryan & Small]
See main entry under Ill.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to I.G.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Explosion, Fire,
etc.) and m.E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster).

II. C. c. 'Where the Boatswain and another man by explosion lost their lives.'
(first line)
MUNFLA 73-46
[C1958](frag.)

This is a fragmentary datum, obviously dealing with death by explosion, and
having to do with the sea (use of the word ·boatswain·). Lack of further
information makes it impossible to pinpoint its proper location any more than
generally. See remarks on p. 46 of this thesis.

II. C. d. Shipboard murder and death by Intentional maltreatment

II. C. d. • Charles Augustus Anderson "[Peacock]
Cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
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MUNFLA 83-151; 83-376; 84-399 & 85-245
[MS p. 70; C6636; C7206 & C7834]
{Creighton, Maritime, 196 'Saladin Mutiny'}
{Creighton, NS, 235, #109, 'Charles G. Anderson'}
{Doerflinger, 291 ('Charles Gustavus Anderson')}
{Fowke, CFMJ, 35}
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 319, #158 ('Fielding')}
{Laws D19, NAB, 170}
{Mercer,108}
{Mackenzie,289,#113,403(tune)}
{Peacock, ill, 867 (PEA 76 No. 675)}
Alternate titles: 'Carl Anderson,' 'Karl Anderson'

See synopsis and [Coli. note] below under 'Saladin Mutiny, The.' The major
dirrerencebetweenthevariantsisthatthisonenarratesthetalefrom the
standpointofitstitlecharacter,whiletheotherspeaksinthevoice of his
shipmate, George Jones. Although the captain is named in this variant, the
other crew members are not. Information on the mutiny itself is less detailed,
but much more emphasis is placed on the moral wrongs done and the execution of
those responsible. This is as close to a classic of the ·goodnight· broadside
type as the current researcher has ever seen.
[NBJ: A very good note on this ballad is to be found in Greenleaf & Mansfield,
p.320.

ll. C. d. • City of Baltimore, The'I'Bold McCarthy' [peacock]
MUNFLA 66-23(2); 74-266; 82-248; 83-376(2); 84-399(2) & 85-245
[(C233, C243); C2014; C5868; C6639(2); (C7204, C721O) & C7822J
{Creighton,NS, 117,#58}
{Doerflinger, 128, (both titles)}
{Fowke, 19th, 46}
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,354,#174}
{Healy, 15, ('Bold Denis McCarthy')}
{Hugill, 7,56 'Bold MacCarteney'}
{Laws K26, ABBB, 154}
[Manny & Wilson, 22]
{Mercer,101,108}
{Palmer, 224, #lOQ}
{Peacock, ill, 860 (PEA 164 No. 1042)}
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McCarthy, a stowaway bound for North America aboard the City of Baltimore,
is discovered by the cruel first mate and dragged from his hidingplace. The
mate then attacks the stowaway, who bests him (in some instances killing him)
and is praised and made a ship's officer by the Scottish captain, one MacDonald.
[Coil. note (Peacock, ill, 861)1: The City of Baltimore was operated in
the 1850's between Liverpool and New York by the Inman Line of Liverpool. At
2,000 tons she was one of the largest ships in the Atlantic trade at that time.
[Researcher's note]: According to Kenneth S. Goldstein (MUNFLA 88-279, MS p.
3)songssuchasthis,wheretheIrisharevictoriousoverotherethnic
backgrounds, are sometimes considered "treason" songs.

ll. C. d. "Jimmy and Nancy" [peacockl
Cross-referenced to ill.A.a. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea -Parental Opposition Involved).
{Creighton, NS, 81, # 41 "Jimmie and Nancy"}
{Huntington, Henry, 492 "Jamie and-Nancy"}
{Laws N8, ABBB, 206 is NOT the same}
{Merasheen, 42 is NOT the same}
{Mercer,139}
{Peacock, ill, 682 (PEA 104 No. 794)}
{Mercer thesis, 308 ff., #185 (by title only}
The title characters are sweethearts. Her parents oppose the match. The
father sends Jimmy to Bermuda aboard the Sea Mare, which he, the father,
owns; meanwhile Nancy's parents try to discourage her from her love of Jimmy.
A rich Bermudan woman tries to seduce Jimmy. When he rejects her, she commits
suicide. Nancy's father pays the boatswain to kill Jimmy, which he (the
boatswain) does by pushing him (Jimmy) overboard. Jimmy's ghost visits Nancy
atherparents'home,wherehetellsherofthesituationanddeclaresthat,if
her love is true, she will follow him in death. She drowns herself. The
boatswain admits to his misdeed and is executed (hanged at the yardarm), while
the girI'sfather breaks his heart over the situation. The ballad endswitha
moral, which warns other "cruel parents" to "never do the same."
[Coil. note (Peacock, ill, 686)J: This ballad has just about everything a
traditional love-death ballad can have- early betrothal, cruel parents,
forced separation, attempted seduction in a foreign country, adventure on the
highseas,exchangeoflovetokens,murder,love-ghostvisitations,and
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finaIlY,ofcourse, the consummation in death. As a broadside it appears in
Garret's Merrie Book of Garlands with fifty-six verses, but this
Newfoundland version is the longest and best I have seen collected from oral
tradition. The Dorian-type tune is also of superior quality.

II. C. d. "John Yetman, (The Ballad of)"
MUNFLA 68-16; 74-226; 76-1; 86-161 & 87-117
[C491; MS p.I88; C2448; KG/AB 24(86)(2 versions) & KG lAB 9(87)1
[Blondahl, Newfoundlanders, Sing!, 71]
{Omar Blondahl, "John Yetman," on The Roving Newfoundlander, Rodeo RBS
1142, [n.d.]; also on Songs of Sea and Shore, Arc A-537 [n.d.1 (disc)}
[Doyle(1955),341
{Mercer,140}
{Mercer thesis, 316, #195; 381, fig. 40 (#I95)}
{Tart, 57, 68, 69, 85}
In MUNFLASTI, the reference to MUNFLA 68-16 states that Yetman shoots his
captain and is jailed for it. Contrariwise, in Newfoundlanders, Sing! by
OmarBiondahl, p. 71, it states:
John Yetman, a fisherman from St. Mary's Bay, was killed in Cape Broyle
harbour by the American captain of his fishing vessel. The captain was
sentenced to fifteen years hard labour in the St. John'spenitentiary.
This, like the text from MUNFLA 74-226, indicates that Yetman was the victim of
the murder, and that the captain was prosecuted by the law.

II. C. d. "Martha (Marter) Jane, The" I"Ordeal of Andrew Rose, The"[peacock]
{Colcord, 156, "Andrew Rose"}
{cr. Creighton, NB, 185, #88 "Captain James"}
{Mercer,165}
{Mercerthesis,36}
{Palmer, 233, #115 "Andrew Rose"}
{Peacock, ill, 825 (PEA 189 No. 1136)}
This ballad catalogues the various ill-treatments of a sailor by his cruel
captain and mate, culminating in the victim's death. When the ship arrives in
Liverpool, someone (presumably a crew member) reports these horrors to the
authorities and Captain Rogers is hanged for the crime. The final verse is the
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captain's farewell to his family. Despite the graphic scenes of horror in the
earlier verses, this ballad retains its journalistic character to the end and
makes no strong moralistic statement as a concluding formula.
[Researcher's note]: This memorial ballad has a strong factual basis, to wit:
Not far from Dove stood the stiff likeness of Captain Henry Rogers, "A jolly
master (by repute), who systematically murdered members of his crew in the
days when ships were sunk for the insurance money." This merry mariner was
eventually hanged in grim old Kirkdale Gaol for the murder of Andrew Rose, a
seaman aboard the Martha and Jane. 12
This indicates that even the most seemingly far-fetched of the textsmay,
indeed,bebasedonafactualsituation.ltisforthisreasonthatIhave
used the term "fictive" rather than "fictional" in dealing with thismateriaJ.
Mercer's thesis holds that this incident occurred in 1855,yettheballadwas
still being collected from active perCormance tradition in the 1950s.
According to Kenneth S. Goldstein (MUNFLA 88-279, MS p. 3) this song is
sometimes considered a "treason" song, because it presents theestablished
authority (in this case, the captain) as being cruel and unjust.

II. C. d. "New York Trader" [peacock]
See main entry under II.D. (Loss of Person(s) Through Supernatural Agency).

II. C. d. "Pat O'Donnell" [Leach]
MUNFLA 84-398(2) & 84-309
[(C7216, C721M) & C7197]
{Leach, 122, #42}
Patrick O'Donnell kills James Kerry (Carey) aboard the Melrose en route to
Cape Town in August of 1883. He is subsequently taken to London for trial,
where he is executed.

[NBJ: An extensive account of the incident is given with the text in Leach

12Richard Whittington-Egan, Liverpool Sounding., (Liverpool: The Gallery Press, 1009), 34.
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(p.123).

II. C. d. "Saladin Mutiny, The" [peacock]
Cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
{Creighton, NB, 220, #113, "George Jones'}
{Creighton, NS, 238, #110, 'George Jones;' see also 241, #111,
• Saladin's Crew,' which is a different rendering from either this or
• Charles Augustus Anderson,' above}
{Laws D20, NAB, 17l}
{Mackenzie,286,#112,'GeorgeJones'}
{Mercer,124,174}
{Palmer, 214, #104}
{Peacock, ill, 887 (PEA 192 No. 1l41)}

This ballad tells the story of the mutiny aboard the Saladin from the
standpoint of the cabin steward, one george Jones, of County Clare, Ireland.
The mutiny occurs during a return voyage from Valparaiso, Chile and was
engineered by the passengers, Mr. Fielding and his son. The names of two other
crew members, Ed Gidding and Garvin Gallaway, are mentioned, the latter as
having killed the former. The original mutineers subsequentIy then turn on the
instigators and kill them. Finally, on 29 May, the ship wrecks by going
aground. The last verse tells of prison at Newgate and trial. Execution is
indicated,butnotspecificallystated.
[Coli. note (Peacock, ill, 888)1: Both this ballad and Charles Augustus
Anderson tell the story of the mutiny aboard the English barque Saladin
captained by Sandy Mackenzie, the soft-hearted skipper who took pity on a Mr.
Fielding and his son in Valparaiso, Chile, where they were stranded without
funds. The Fieldings led a mutiny with the purpose of seizing money from the
ship's strong-box and later planned to abandon her off the coast of
Newfoundland. The sailors, in turn, mutinied against the Fieldings and threw
them overboard. The original plan of abandonment was carried forward, but
without a skilled navigator, the ship ran aground on the rocky shore of
Guysborough County in Nova Scotia. The survivors finally confessed the whole
bloody story, and the ringleaders were hanged in Halifax on July 30,1844. For
a Nova Scotia variant of this ballad see Roy Mackenzie's George Jones. In
this Newfoundland variant the mutineers are taken to Newgate prison in London.

ll. C. d. 1. Occurrences

or cannibalism.

ll. C. d. 1. "Fanny Wright, The"
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), ll.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), and ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in
Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 78-238
[C3576]

On 22 November the Fanny Wright sails from St. John's, Newfoundland. There
are eighteen aboard, plus the captain. The first ten days of the voyage are
uneventful, but then, fivehundredmilesfromland,thevesselslaysoveron
her beam ends in a storm, and the crew have to jettison her spars to right her.
Two are drowned, Ben McCuziky(?) and Griffiths, the first mate. Only three
bottles of wine and no food are saved. On Sunday morning, the eighteenth day
they have been without Cood, the captain says that the single men must draw
lotsandthelosermustbekilledtofeedtherest. "Young O'Brien" loses and
is blindfolded. He asks his shipmates not to tell his mother (in Limerick!)
the manner of his death. The cook takes a knife, cuts the boy's throat, and
drinks his blood. On Monday morning, a steamer, the Sandlark, is sighted.
She picks up the remainder of the crew and takes them to their friendsin
America.
[Researcher's note]: An account of this incident is found in Amazing
Newfoundland Slories from Jack Fitzgerald's Notebook by Jack Fitzgerald, 45.
This indicates that O'Brien was killed unnecessarily and not eaten, for the
timely arrival of an American vessel, the Agenora prevented this act. It
also states that Gorman, the cook, was the only Newfoundlander in the crew, the
rest being Irishmen.
It is not impossible that "The Storm of New Year's Eve," which is listed under
I.B.isaversionofthisitem,sinceitnotestheinabilityofthecrewt0
reach stores of meat and freshwater, but the unintelligible quality of most oC
the tape-recorded item makes it impossible to achieve any degreeofcertainty
in this regard.
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11 C. d. 1. "Silk Merchant's Daughter, Thel/"Bristol Town I [Laws]
Cross-referenced to ill.A.a. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea Parental Opposition Involved).
See also "Thomas and Nancy" ill.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy without Parental
Opposition).
MUNFLA 69-34; 82-248 & 86-161
[C554; C6229 & KG/WW 9(86)]
[Campbell & Sharp, #54 (1)]
{CareY,69,IASeaSongNo.23"}
[Cox, #99m]
{Doerninger, 296}
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 57, #25 ('The Castaways I liThe Silk-Merchant's
Daugbter")}
{Laws NI0, ABBB, 207}
{Mercer,107,177}
{Palmer, 139, #61}
{Peacock,ill,729}
{Sharp, Appa/., 381, #64}
Alternate titles: I A-Sailing From Dover, I "Tbe Sbip's Crew (Casting Lots)"

A girl dresses in men's clotbing and follows ber lover to sea, arterber
parents have dismissed him from tbeirservice. The ship sinks and the
survivors, in a lifeboat, draw lots to see who will be killed to save the rest
from starvation. The girl's lot is drawn, but she reveals her identity to her
lover,wboofferstotakeberplace. Botb are saved by the timely sighting of
land(or,insomeversions,ofanothervessel).
[Researcber'snote): AJthough Ibave located only two texts in this category
(with tbe possibility of atbird, as noted above), I bave been assured tbat
there are other songs and stories from ewfoundland'sSouthernSboreareawbicb
dealwiththisproblem. 13
In Shields (46, #6) there is a text entitled "Tbe Banks of Newfoundlandl/"The
Barque Mariner" which also deals with "arrested" cannibalism. It seems
that this situation inwbicb cannibalism nearly occurs, but is for estalledat

13Kenneth S. Goldstein, personal communication.
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the last moment is a more favoured subject for popular narrativethan is the
actual commission of the act. There is also a book dealing with cannibalism
(primarily at sea) from the legal standpoint. This book cites at least one
text of a song dealing with a vessel bound for Newfoundland. The book is:
Simpson, A.W. Brian. Cannibalism and the Common Law: The Story of the
1i'agic Last Voyage of the Mignonette and the Strange Legal Proceedings to
Which it Gave Rise. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984.
Compare also Child #24, "Bonnie Annie," in which the woman is sacrificed for
the good of the vessel.
[NBJ: Lehr, 183, #107, "Thomas and Nancy", begins "In Bristol there lived. ,
but is!!2! this story.

II. D. Loss of person(s) through supernatural agency.
II. D. "New York Trader" [Peacock]
Cross-referencedtoII.C.d. (Shipboard Murder and Death by Intentional
Maltreatment).
{Creighton, NS, 111, #55, "Captain Glen"}
{Huntington, Henry, 346, "The Trader"}
{Laws K22 (A&B), ABBB, lSI, both subtitled "The Guilty Sea Captain"
Version A is "Captain Glen," while version B is "New York Trader"}
{Mackenzie, 241, #91; (see also #90 "Captain Glen," 238, #90)}
{Mercer,161}
{Palmer, 129, #56 "Captain Glen's Unhappy Voyage to New Barbary"}
{Peacock,II,396(MS87)}
{Shields, ISO, #68 "The Trader" /"The Loss of the Trader and Crew"}

A man sails as one of thirty-four member crew under Captain William Gore on
ship bound for the USA. Ship seems plagued with bad luck of various sorts.
The captain has a frightening, portentiousdream and unburdensh imselftothe
boatswain, confessing that he has kiIled his wife and children, and laid the
blame on a servant, who has been executed. The boatswain counsels secrecy.
Finally the iII-luck of the vessel increases to the point that the boatswain
tells what he knows of the captain's misdeeds. The crew throw the captain
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overboard,and the wind immediately abates. When the vessel arrives in port,
all are amazed ather disabled condition as well as that of the crew.
[ColI. note (Peacock, II,397)1: This is one of a series of ballads dealing
with the exposure ofa murderer on board ship by supernatural means. Forother
examples in this collection see The Sea Ghost and The Ship's Carpenter.
New York Trader has appeared in England under various broadside titles, and
Roy Mackenzie has noted it in Nova Scotia.

II. D. ·Sailor's Tragedy, The·rIn St. Tobin's Your Young Man Died· [Laws]
MUNFLA 64-17 & 66-24
[C132& C253]
{Corrin, 235}
{Creighton, Maritimes, 116 ·The Dreadful Ghost·}
{Creighton & Senior, 151 (·The Dreadful Ghost· -- 3 versions under this title)}
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 120, #57 ·Sally Monroe·}
{Laws P34A, ABBB, 265 (·The Sailor's TragedY·I·The Sailor and the Ghost A·)}
{Leach, 70, #lS (second title: ·The Murdered Girl·}
{Mackenzie,243,#92}
{Mercer,173,175}
{Peacock, II,39Sff. (·TheSeaGhost·)}

A sailor beguiles and seduces two girls. One becomes pregnant; the other hangs
herselr. In her suicide note, she asks to be lert unburied as a warning to
other young women, and also promises to haunt her lover. Her ghost then
follows the man to sea, and makes off with him. Their boat sinks· in a name
of fire.·
[CoIl. note (Peacock, II, 403)1: This is another ballad dealing with
supernatural agencies who uncover criminals at sea (Sc<! also New York
Trader and The Ship's Carpenter). The English poet George Crabbe was
obviously impressed with this tale, for he quoted theclosingcouplet(of
variant A) several times throughout his liretime. The ballad dates from
the middle of the eighteenth century, and until the turn of the next century it
appears to have enjoyed some popularity on the stage. Perhaps this is where
Crabbe first heard it. Atanyrate,afancyillustrated broadside appeared on
March 25, lS05, entitled The Sailor and the Ghost, as sung by a trio of
stage personalities. Roy Mackenzie collected a variant in Nova Scotia called
The Sailor's Tragedy and is responsible for the above background
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information. Although variant A is the most complete of the Newfoundland
versions, all have something to contribute to the ballad. The tune of B is
the best, for example; and Chasan extra closing verse not found in other
variants. Those who wish to use a complete version of the ballad will no
doubt make their own collation of the texts.

II. D. "Ship's Carpenter, The" [Peacockl/"The Gosport Tragedy"
MUNFLA 79-1; 82-248; 84-399(2); 85-245 & 86-161
[C3839; C5864; (C7211, C7197); C7824 & KG-15(86)]
{Buchan, 46, "The Gosport Tragedy"}
{Creighton & Senior, 114, 117, 118, 119 (4 versions, all called "The Ship's
Carpenter)}
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 120, #57 ("Sally Monroe")}
{Grover, 43, #30, "The Gosport Tragedy"}
{Huntington, Whale, 129 ("The Ship Carpenter")}
{Huntington, Henry, 483, "Molly, Lovely Molly"}
{Karpeles, 117,#28}
{Laws P36 (A&B), ABBB, 268, 269}
{Mackenzie, 96, #29, ('The Gaspard Tragedy")}
{Mercer,I11,127,167,177}
{Peacock, II, 404 (PEA 177 No. 1094)}
{Sharp, Appal., 1,317, #49}
{Sharp, Spring,
{Shepard,149}
{Shields, 121, #52, 'Molly, Lovely Molly," etc.}
Alternate titles: "The Ghost on the Ship," 'There Was a Rich Merchant·

Ship's carpenter courts Polly and impregnates her. Under pretext of marriage,
he lures her to an isolated spot, where he murders and buries her. Hethen
returns to his vessel and ships out. A vision of the murdered girl with her
baby in her arms appears to a tipsy steward aboard the vessel. Thecaptain
assembles the crew and faces them with the possibility that one of them is a
murderer. All deny culpability, but Polly seizes Billy, "rips him, strips him,
and tears him in three.' The ghost places a benison on the vessel, now
sans murderer, and departs.
[ColI. note (Peacock, II, 405-406)J: Three variants of this sea ballad were
noted, all very similar, though Mr. Willis knew the longest text. The earliest
known text was printed in London about 1750 and was called The Gosport
Tragedy, or Perjured Ship's Carpenter. It has been found in several areas in

the United States, but the best and most complete texts come from Nova Scotia
and Newfoundland.
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m.

CONSEQUENCES AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF SEA DISASTER

m. A.

Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death At Sea.

[Researcher's note]: For the basic, na-nonsenseversionofthesailor lover
drowned washes ashore, is found by sweetheart who dies of grief and they are
buried together ballad, cf. "The Drowned Lover," Sharp, Spring, 19, #17.

m. A.

a. Romantic Tragedy Resulting from Parental Opposition.

m. A. a. "By. the Lightning We Lost Our Sight" [Lawsl/" Cork Harbour"
Cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and m.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 65-21; 68-34 & 79-1
[C437j C475 & (C3837, MS p. 17)]
{Healy, 38, "The Ballad of the Blind Sailors"}
{Laws K6, ABBB, 143}
{Mackenzie,226,#86}
{Ranson, 24, "The Blind Sailors"}

A young man of 20 is "impressed" to sea through the machinations of his
sweetheart's well-ta-do parents. While reefing sail in a storm between England
and Gibraltar, he (and others) is/are struck by lightning and blinded. Other
crew members are washed overboard and drowned. The subject expresses thanks to
providence for a safe (if disabled) return to Cork,Ireland, and marriage with
his sweetheart.

m. A. a. "Jimmy and Nancy"[Peacock]
See main entry under I1.C.d. (Shipboard Murder and Death by Intentional
Maltreatment).

m. A. a. "Riley's Farewell" [Laws] (two unique variants)

Cross-reference to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).

MUNFLA 64-17; 66-24; 68-7; 69-36(2); 70-37; 71-2; 71-50; 72-108; 76-346;
78-006;78-008;78-238;79-2;80-135;80-203;81-339;82-248(2);84-399&86-161
[CI30; C282; C477; (C579 & C592); C752; C803; C965; C1297; C2233; C3328;
MS p. 80; C3575, C3579(2); C3695; C4799, C4S02; C4S9S; C7847; C5862, C5863;
C7203 & KG-ll(S6)1
{Coffin,235 "Riley's Farewell"}
{Creighton, Maritime, 102, "Young Riley"}
{Creighton, NB, 133, #60 "Johnny Riley"}
{Creighton & Senior, 171 (Master title: "JohnnyRiley"--4versions,2called
"Johnny Riley," one "George Riley," and one "Young Riley")}
[Fowke, 1973, 156J
{Fowke, CFMJ, 51}
{Greenleal & Mansfield, 182, #90 ("Riley to Ameriky")}
{Huntington, Whale, 105, "John Riley"}
{Huntington, Henry, 9S, "John Reilly the Sailor Lad" & 17S, "James Reilly"}
{Karpeles, 163, #45 "Reilly the Fisherman"}
[Karpeles,1974,3571
[Kodish,1983,137]
{Laws M8, ABBB, 183 ("Riley's Farewell")}
{Leach, 58, #13 (John Riley)}
{Lehr, 149, #84, "O'Reilly the Fisherman"}
{Mackenzie, 126, #43, "Reilly's Farewell"}
{Mercer, 139 ("John Riley"), 140 ("John Riley 11"),165 ("O'ReillY the
Fisherman"), 171 ("Reilly to Amerikay"), 172 ("Riley's Farewell"), 195, 199
("Young Riley")}
{Peacock,ill,698}
{Peacock, "Nine," 127,#ill}
{Warner,338,#147}
Alternative titles "O'Reilly the Fisherman" /"Reilly to Amerikay"/"Reilly's
Death "/"Young Reilly" --- alternative form title "John (O')Reilly"

Reilly's courtship is opposed by his loved one's lather, who threatens to kill
him. Her sympathetic mother, however, provides money lor the boy to go to
America and buy land. Hedoesso,returnsforthegirl, and they are
shipwrecked and die (drown!) in each other's arms. A note attached to the body
ol the girl alternately warns young women not to let their lovers go away or
blames her lather lor their late.
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IColl. note (Lehr, ISO)]: 'John Riley' or 'Riley to Amerikay,' 'Riley's
Farewell,' and other titles, was very popular in England, Ireland, and America,
and is well known through Newfoundland.

ID. A. a. "Silk Merchant's Daughter, The"/"Bristol Town" [Laws]
See main entry under II.C.d. 1. (Occurrences of Cannibalism).

ID. A. a. "Susan Strayed the Briny Beach, (As)"(Laws]
(Variations in this title are minimal. The name changes spellings and
sometimes occurs in the diminutive form, while the action performed is
occasionally "treading" or "walking" rather than "straying."
Cross-reference to I.A. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified) and II.A.
(Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MU~TLA 67-34; 68-34(2); 68-40; 70-8; 71-1; 71-2; 71-S0; 72-4; 73-87; 73-1S3;
74-83;76-323; 7G-2; 80-134; 81-33G;82-167; 82-248; 83-376(3) & 87-117
[C424; C474(2); CS24; C68G; C78G; C803; CG7G; CI070; CI838; C1618; MS p. 020;
C28GG/MS pp.I8-1G; C36G6; C47GS; (C78SG, MS pp. 81, 112); KG-13(82); (CS863,
C6230, MS n.p.); (C6641, C6642, C66S0) & (KG/AB S(87), KG/AB 4(87)(2))1

{Greenleaf&Mansfield,206,#103}
{Healy, 19, "Sligo Shore"}
{Huntington,Henry,62, "Susan on the Beach"}
[Karpeles, #43]
{Laws K19, ABBB, 149}
{Leach, 78, #21}
{Lehr, 183, #107 ("Thomas and Nancy")}
IManny & Wilson, Songs of the Miramichi, #101]
{Mercer, G4, 183}
{Peacock,ID, 646}
{Ranson,70, "Sligo Shore"}
{Sharp,1929(?),I,S2]

The daughter of a nobleman loves a sailor. As she walks along the beach, a
body washes up at her feet. She identifies her lover by his ring, dies of
grief or a broken heart, and they are buried together.
[Coil. note (MUNFLA 74-83)]: "This was another popular song when my father was
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a child. He can remember it being sung by people at dances."
[Researcher's note]: Parental opposition to the romance is not explicit in
this text. It is only vaguely implied by line 4 verse 1, where "Suzan" thinks
it "no shame" to wed her sailor lover. There is a vague hint that someone else
did think it a shame. Compare also a number of these romantic and fictive
;.;tries with the texts of "The Loss of the Mollie," (p. 16 of this thesis)
in which a corpse (that of the captain) is also identified by means ofaring.

ill. A. a. "Thomas and Nancy" [Lehrl
DOUBLE REFERENCE BECAUSE OF VARIANTS - ALSO FOUND IN

ill.A.b.

Cross-reference to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 68-40; 83-376 & 86-161
[C522; C6641 & KG-11(86)J
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 114, #54 (Has no parental intervention)}
{Laws K15, ABBB, 148}
{Lehr, 183, #107 (HAS parental intervention. See "Silk Merchant's
Daughter" I "Bristol Town" above at ill.A.a. but more specifically, see
"Scarboro Sand" and "Susan Strayed the Briny Beach")}
{Mercer,185}
A sailor is shipwrecked and drowned. His body floats back to his sweetheart,
who dies of grief.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 184)1: This was the first song I heard Annie Green sing,
and she sang it beautifully while providing a rhythmical accompaniment with the
motion of her rocking-chair. This gave the impression of the sound of a ship
upon the sea; her timbers creaking as she rolled gently in the waves.

ill. A. a. "William and Harriet" [Laws]
Cross-reference to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified) and D.B.b.
(Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation, etc.)
MUNFLA 70-8j 71-1j & 71-2
[C672; C787j & C803]
{Laws M7, ABBB, 183}
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A rich man forbids his daughter to marry her chosen suitor, so they elope to
sea, are shipwrecked on a desert island, and die together of exposure and
starvation.

ill. A. b. Romantic Tragedy Without Parental Opposition.

ill.A.b. "Captain,The"
Cross-reference to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking) and
ITA (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 73-155
[MSpp.17-18]

A visiting sea captain falls in love with a local girl, but his proposal of
marriage is rejected. When he returns to sea, his vessel is wrecked on a reef,
and he is drowned. The song ends with a warning to fickle female lovers.

ill. A. b. "Gay Spanish Maid, A" [Laws]
Cross-reference to I.A. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified) and ill.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 68-40; 71-48; 75-102; 78-050; 7Q-2; 8Q.-134 & 84-3Q8
[C46Q; C8Ql; C1582; C3144; C36Q4; C47Ql & C7218B]
{Barry,84}
[Cox, 371]
{Creighton, NS,71,#35}
{Dibblee,7Q}
[Flanders & Barry (?), 84]
{Fowke, CFMJ, 40}
[Gardner, 123]
{Laws K16, ABBB, 148}
{Leach, 66, #17}
{Mackenzie, 102, #33}
{Mercer, 124}
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{Thomas,Il,25,84}
{Whitehorse, The Ship That Never Returned, Whitehorse Records WH-l1186-1,
1987 (A-5) (disc)}

A girl's lover goes to sea and his vessel is wrecked. He is the sole survivor,
but she hears that he has died and herself dies of grief before his retu rn.

ill. A. b. "(H'lEmmer Jane, The" [Fowke]
Cros-reCerenced to I.A. (Loss of Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified) and ill.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 87-157(2)
[(ClI031, ClI033)]
{Doyle(1978),21}
{Fowke, Cdn, 120, #50}
{Mercer, 131}
{Mercerthesis,242,#109;248,#1I4}
{Taft, 56, 57, 62, 68,72, 73,83}

A man names a vessel after his sweetheart. He sails away with a load oC
shingles and is presumed lost. The girl is found dead by the shore and
presumed drowned. A stranger comes to town, asks for her, and is directed to
her grave. The next day his body isCound there, with her handkerchief in his
pocket. He is presumed to be the lover returned. He is buried beside her. A
willow grows Crom her grave, a briar Crom his. They entwine.
[Researcher's note]: A similar piece to "Gay Spanish Maid" in actual content,
this piece is couched in a theatrically humorous dialect Corm which did not
seem relevant at the onset oCmy research andwasthereCoreinsertedonlyasa
last minute addition. The documentation is, as a result, somewhat sketchy.
Doyle attributes authorship to one Bob McLeod.

ill. A. b. "Old Robin Gray" [Peacock]
Cross-reCerenced to I.A. (Loss oC Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).
{Fowke, CFMJ,31 "Auld Robin Gray"}
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{Peacock, D, 482 (MS 101)}

Jenny is courted by Jimmy, but both are poor. He goes to sea to make his
fortune. Various misfortunes befall the girl's family and Old Robin Gray comes
courting, saying he will take care of her parents if she will marry him. At
first she refuses, since she truly loves Jimmy, but, when she hears Jimmy's
ship has been wrecked, she acquiesces at the behest of her parents. After she
has made this marriage of convenience, Jimmy appears to her. At first she
thinks him a ghost. They speak briefly, kiss,andarepartedforever,while
she swears to try to be a good wife to Gray, as he has been kind to her.
[ColI. note (Peacock, D, 483)]: A similar variant of this little Scotch
ballad appears in The Quaver, or Songster's Pocket Companion published by
William Milner, Cheapside, 1841. Jimmy is called Jamie in the printed version.

m. A. b. 'Sailor BoY,The' (I)/"Willie Boy' [Laws]
Cross-reference to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 68-40; 75-147; 78-006; 78-019; 78-050; 82-248(3); 84-399(2) & 85-245
[C538; MS p. 34; C3326; C3189; C3144; (C5861, C5862, C6229); (C7203, C7211) &
C7827]
[Belden(?)J
[Cox, 1925, 110]
{Creighton, NS, 89, 90, #44 (1) & 44 (2), 'My Sailor Lad', and 'Sailor
Bold'}
[Eddy, 1939, 97]
[Emrich, 1974, 46]
[Gardner, 1938,94]
{Karpeles, 159}
{Laws K12, ABBB, 146}
{Leach,46}
{Mercer,I73}
{Moore, 174}
[O'Lochlainn, 112]
{Peacock,m,707}
[Scott,39-40]
[Sharp, 1920, D, 47J
[Taft,77J
Alternate title: 'Father, Father Build Me A Boat· /"The Kingship (King's Ship)'

A girl has her father build her a boat, and sails off to find her lover. At
one point she makes inquiries ofa ship's captain, who tells her Willie has
drowned. After leaving instructions for her funeral, she kills herself.
[CoIl. note (MUNFLA 75-147)]: This song, like many others, possibly originated
in Ireland. In Plate Cove it was usually sung by a woman whose husband's name
was William. If she were present, as she was at most gatherings, people would
prefer to hear her sing it alone. However, it was often sung in groups at
other gatherings."
[NBJ: Do not confuse this item with "The Sailor Boy [Saved]" (ill.F.b.)

ill. A. b. "Scarboro Sand" [Laws]/"In Robin's Hood[sic] Bay"
Cross-reference to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 64-17; 78-6; 81-33Q(2+) & 82-248
[CI32; C3321; C7840, (C784Q, MS pp. 5Q, Q4) & C5868]
{Coffin, 246}
{Karpeles, 161, #44 "Arbour Town"}
{Laws K18, ABBB, 14Q ("Scarboro Sand"/"The Drowned Sailor")}
{Mercer,Q3,174,182}
{Peacock, ill, 722 ("Strawberry Tower")}
{Warner,346,#151}
AJternatetitle: "Strawbello(Strand)"

A sailor courts a girl, then goes to sea and is drowned. His body washes up on
the beach. Shefindsit,diesofgrief,and they are buried together. In some
versions the girl is notified of the man's loss and is walking off hersorrow
when the corpse washes ashore.
[NB]: See also "Susan Strayed the Briny Beach," p.304, above.

ill. A. b. "Spanish Main, The" [Peacock]
See main entry under D.C.c. (Death at Sea by Human Error or Miscalculation).

ill. A. b. "Thomas and Nancy" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
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DOUBLE REFERENCE BECAUSE OF VARIANTS - ALSO FOUND IN ill.A.a.

Cross-reference to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 68-40; 79-1; 80-134 & 84-399
[C522; C3837; C4795 & C7207]
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 114, #54 (This has no parental intervention, but
contains the cannibalism motif.)}
{Laws K15, ABBB, 148}
{Lehr, 183, #107 (This item involves parental intervention. See ·Silk
Merchant's Daughter·j"Bristol Town· above at ill.A.a. but more specifically,
see ·ScarboroSand· and ·Susan Strayed the Briny Beach.·)}
{Mercer,185}
Alternate title: ·Our Good Ship Ploughs Over the Ocean·

A sailor is shipwrecked and drowned. His body floats back to his sweetheart,
who dies of grief.
[Researcher's note]: See Lehr's collector's note cited above on page 302.

ill. A. b. • 'Twas of a Maid Lived in Brazil·
Cross-reference to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 72-6
[C1080]

On learning that her lover has been drowned, a young woman dresses in men's
clothing and goes to sea as a sailor until she dies.

ill. A. b. ·Young Sally Munro· [Peacock]
Cross-reference to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking) and
II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 79-1 & 84-39g
[C3837 & C7197]
{Dibblee,88}
{Huntington, Henry, 57}
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{Laws K11, ABBB, 145 ·Sally Monroe·}
{Leach,108,#36(·SallyMonroe·)}
{Mercer,174}
{Palmer,190,#90·SallyMunro·}
{Peacock, II, 488 (PEA 204 No. 1178)}

Pat O'Brien, the blacksmith, courts Sally by means of an intermediary who
poisons her mother's mind against Pat. They elope by sea, but the ship strikes
a rock while fogbound and Sally is among those drowned. Pat vows to mourn her
death until his own.
[ColI. note (Peacock, II, 489)J: There seems to be some confusion in the
hero's history, in that he was • born and reared· in New Orleans yet has a girl
in his ·own country.· Either he or Sally should live somewhere else
(preferably Ireland) to avoid confusion. I cannot recall seeing the ballad
before, butlthinkitsafetoassumethatitisanlrishimmigrantballadof
American origin. This Dorian tune is a somewhat restrained example of Patty
Rossiter'sfascinatingfioraturastyle.

[NB]: The item listed in Greenleaf &-Mansfield under the title ·Sally Monroe·
(p.120,#57)isnotthisstory, but rather ·The Sailor's Tragedy· and is thus
listed properly under II.D. (Loss of Person(s) by Supernatural Agency) in this
appendix.

ill. B. Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones.

ill. B. ·Bold Larkin, (The Captain)·f"Bull Yorkins·[peacockJ
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

ill. B. ·Brave Volunteers, The· [peacock]
Cross-reference to I.A. (Loss oC Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified and II.A. (Loss
oCPerson(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 71-26

[C1024/MSp.12]
{Mercer,103}
{Peacock, n, 432 (PEA 195 No. 1149)}

Henry leaves Mary, his bride of one year, to go with thevoluntc!lrs. Theship
sinks and all are drowned off the coast of Galway.
[Coil. note (Peacock, n, 433)]: The tune of The Brave Volunteers has been
used for another lament, Willie. Thetextsalsoseemtoberelated,though
very distantly.

m. B.

'City of Boston, The'

Cross-reference to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified).
MUNFLA 64-10; 66-23;
[C34; C236; &, C1293]

&,

72-101

A woman's husband ships on the 5.5. City of Boston, bound from New York to
Liverpool. The ship is eight weeks overdue and there is no news. It is
rumoured that she has sunk in a storm. The woman laments her husband's assumed
loss. (One version has the vessel leave from Aeran Quay, which would not be in
New York, but on the Liffey River in Dublin.)

m. B.

'Fisherman's Bride' /"George's Bank' [Greenleaf &, Mansfield]

Cross-reference to n.B.c. (Death at Sea from Unspecified Causes).
MUNFLA 73-7
[C1373/MSp.34]
{Greenleaf

&,

Mansfield, 262, #130}

A fisherman, lost on George's Banks, leaves a widow and three children to
lament him.

m. B.

'Gentle Boy, The' [Greenleaf

&,

MansfieldJl'Father's Ship'
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Cross-reference to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified) and ILA.
(LossofPerson(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 70-5; 70-8; 79-2; 83-376 & 84-399(2)
IC640; C689; C3698; C6641 & (C7201, C721O)!
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,224,#1l3}
{Lehr, 203, #120, "Why Don't Father's Ship Come In?"}
{Mercer,124,177}
{Peacock, ill, 795 ("The Ship That Never Came")}
Alternate title: "Tell Me Why My Daddy Don't Come Home"

A small boy is weeping because his father's ship has not returned fromsea.
His mother explains that the ship was lost and the crew drowned.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 204)]: This was one of Annie Green's favourite songs.
There is a large body of such songs which are sung with great emotion and are
evidently very meaningful to the men and women who often call for them.
Annie Green learned most of her songs from her father, Aunt Clare Carter, and
her husband, who was a fine singer and accordion player.

ill. B. "In Memorial of 77[sic] Brave Newfoundland Sealers"(Ryan & Small]
{Mercer thesis, 256, #123 " ..Who Lost Their Lives in a Blizzard at the Ice,
March31st,1914"}
{Ryan&Smali,93}

This text is a lament which ismoreascriptivethan narrative in content, but
which includes a number of memorial formulae in its brief three-verse format.
Following the conclusion of the verse itself, the broadside ends with the line:
Who 108t Their Lives in a Blizzard at the ice March 918t, 191-1.
[Coli. note (Ryan & Small, 93)): This Broadside is in all probability the work
of Johnny Burke. It was copied from an original now in the possession of Mr.
Herbert Cranford of St. John's. Courtesy of Paul Mercer.

ill. B. "Isle of Man Shore, The" [Laws] I "Desolate Widow, The" I"Quay of
Dundocken, The"/"Willie"
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Cross-reference to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking) and
IlA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA66-24
[C261]
{Creighton, Maritime, 106, "The Quays of BeUast"}
{Fowke, 19th, SQ "The Desolate Widdow[sic]"}
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,20S,#104}
{Grover, 204, #137 "The Desolate Widow"}
{Laws K7, ABBB, 143}
{Mercer,137,170,IQ6}
{Peacock, II, 486 ("Willie" PEA 165 No. 1048)}
A young widow tells of the shipwreck in which, after saving her and the baby,
her husband was drowned trying to rescue his aged father.
[ColI.note(Peacock,II,487)]: Greenleaf and Mansfield collected this
previously in Newfoundland as The Quay of Dundocken. See also The Isle
of Man Shore in the Bulletin of the Folk Song Society of the Northeast
(Maine)No.I,p.S-Q.

m.B. " John/Johnny Burke" [Peacock]
Cross-reference to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA68-40
[C547]
{Mercer, 13Q}
{Peacock, II, 467 (PEA 172 No. 107S)}

John Burke drowns off Kerry Bay (Ireland?) "in the flurry." His family mourns
him and blames "Percy," who did not help him.
[CoIl. note (Peacock,II, 468)]: I was unable to find any reference to this
lament in the Irish collections at my disposal. Although obviously of late
composition, the text is quite good, with many felicitous turns of phrase. The
tune has no great beauty but is nevertheless distinctive enough not to be
mistaken for any other (unlike so many late Irish tunes).
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ill. B. ·Lady Franklin's Lament·/"Sailor's Dream, The· [Laws]
Cross-reference to I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming) and
IT.B.c (Death at Sea from Unspecified Causes).
MUNFLA 66-24 & 82-177
[C267 & KG-2(82)J
{Colcord, 158, ·Franklin's Crew"}
{Creighton, Maritime, 145, "Franklin and his Ship's Crew"}
{Creighton, NB, 202, #97, "Franklin and His Bold Crew," frag.}
{Doerflinger, 145}
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 308, 309, 310, #151 ("The Franklin Expedition")}
{Huntington, Henry, 55 "Franklin the Brave"}
{Laws K9, ABBB, 144}
{Mercer, 123 (·TheFranklinExpedition"), 143}
{Mercer thesis, 308 ff., #195 "Franklin in Search of the Northwest Passage"}
{Palmer, 229, #1l2}
{Shepard, 155, "Sir J. Franklin And ijis Crew"}
[Alphonse Sutton, Folkways, FE-4075, 1951 "Franklin" (disc)]
{Tart, 48, 7l,81}

A sailor dreams he hears Lady Franklin lamenting the loss of her husband, when
his (Lord Franklin's) ship is driven on the ice during an expedition to find
the Northwest Passage. All on board are either drowned or frozen.
[NB]: Greenleaf & Mansfield, 310, gives an interesting note on this item.

ill. B. "Lines on the Terrible Death of a Poor Liverpool Stowaway"
See main entry under IT.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation,
etc.).

ill. B. "Liza Grey" /" Lady 01 the Lake, The·
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Cross-referenced also to IT.A. (Loss of Person(s) By Drowning) and ill.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
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m.B. "Mollie, The Wreck of the"
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss Of Vessel(s) through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), ILA. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), and m.E.b. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s)
fromSeaDisaster--Unsuccessful).

m. B. "Ocean Ranger Tragedy/Disaster, The" /"Your Last Goodbye" /"In
Memoriam" [Lehr]
See main entry under n.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

m. B. " Thorwaldsen, The" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
See main entry under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

m. B. "To the Memory of the Late Captain Kennedy"[Ryan & Small]
Cross-referenced to LG.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Explosion, Fire, etc.),
n.c.c. (Death at Sea by Human Error or Miscalculation), and m.E.
(Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster).
[King, 1936]
{Ryan & Small, lO5}

The Viking embarks on a voyage to the seal fishery, but explodes, burns,
and sinks. Captain Kennedy, the navigating officer, despite injury, saves
young crew member, Clayton King from drowning. King and an American named
Sargent cling to wreckage for forty-eight hours before they areeventually
rescued, but Kennedy loses his life. The ballad ends with a memorial verse.
[Researcher's note]: Although the text is annotated: "By an Unknown Author,"
it has been reprinted in Ryan & Small from The ~'s Last Cruise by
Clayton King, apparently the same survivor of the disaster saved by Kennedy.
An account of the incident may be found in Newfoundland Disasters by Jack
Fitzgerald, 115-134. Another brief account is published in Marine Disasters
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of Newfoundland and Labrador by J.P. Andrieux, 103-105.

III. B. "Young Bride's Lament, The"I"Sailor and His Bride, The"iLaws]
Cross-reference to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 66-24 & 78-050
[C260&C3144]
[Bissell (1)]
{Laws KIO, ABBB, 145 ("The Sailor and His Bride")}
{Mercer,1l5,173,198}
{Peacock, II, 439 (PEA 102 No. 787)}
[Tart, 60]

A grieving woman laments the loss of her husband, who was "impressed" to sea
and drowned. Laws cites the short duration of the marriage to be "six months,"
which I believe to be more reasonable.Jhan the "six years" given in the MUNFLA
text. The Peacock text provides less concrete information tothereaderthan
the above synopsis would indicate.
[Coll. note (Peacock, II, 440)]: This Newfoundland variant of The Young
Bride'8 Lament is one of the most poignant lyrics in traditional English
verse. And the pure pentatonic tune is a perfect vehicle for the words. It is
the first song Aunt Charlotte remembers learning from her mother about
seventy-five years ago. She was six years old. Aunt Charlotte's style is
usually quite free, and in this song the metre is impossible to put into
notation. It is not strictly duple or triple, but somewhere in between. The
best way to approach it is to read the first verse very slowly with exaggerated
inflection, and then repeat it using the melody as an inflective device. One
will discover an intermediate region where the music and poetry become one.
All song tended toward this ideal, but only a few lyrics like Early Spring
have achieved it.

III. C. Supernatural Appearance(s) of Vlctim(s) or Sea Disaster.
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m.

C. a. Supernatural Appearance(s) of Lost Vessel(s).

[Researcher's note]: Although no examples of this category occurred in the
sample,thefrequencywithwhichtheformoccursinprosenarrative and in
other song repertoires outside Newfoundland ("The Flying Dutchman," etc.)
indicated that its inclusion in the system was appropriate.

m.

C. b. Supernatural Appearance(s) of Lost Person(s).

m.

C. b. "Ghostly Crew, The" [Laws]

Cross-referenced to I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Ramming or Collision One
With Another) and II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
MUNFLA 64-16; 69-3; 71-50; 72-153; 73-104; 73-124; 78-050; 78-236; 82-248(2) Nt
86-161
[C126; C563; C976; C1020; C1819; MSC 34-35; C3760; MS p. 177; (C5861, C5864) Nt
KG JAB 26(86)]
[Beck,176]
{Creighton, NB, 223, #114 ("The Ghostly Sailors")}
{Creighton, NS, 254, #117 ("The Ghostly Sailors")}
{Doerflinger, 181}
{Fowke, CFMJ, 40}
{Fowke, 19th, 116 "The Ghostly Sailors"}
[Fowke(?),06]
{Greenleaf Nt Mansfield, 227, #115 ("The Spirit Song of George's Bank"/"The
Ghostly Sailors")}
[Morris Houlihan, Songs from the Outports of Newfoundland, Folkways FE
4075; 1050 (disc)]
{Laws D16, NAB, 168}
{Leach, 244, #96 ("Ghostly Fishermen, The")}
{Mercer,125,180}
{Peacock, m, 873 Nt 874 (PEA 130 No. 903 Nt PEA gO No. 733) ("The Ghostly
Sailors")}
{Taft,I8,71,81}
Alternate titles: "Twelve Ghostly Seamen", "The Georgie Shoals," "Georgie's
Shoals," "The Wreck of the Georgie's Banks". One assumes that this latter
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was originally "The Wreck Qi! the George's (or the Jersey) Banks."

A fisherman aboard a vessel crossing Jersey Shoals,offthecoastof
Newfoundland, en route to (or from) the Grand Banks, sees dripping, ghostly
sailors board his craft. It transpires that the vessel in questionhad,on a
previous voyage, rammed and sunk a fishing schooner, which went down with all
hands. It is the ghosts of this crew who have come aboard. They remain aboard
theculpablevesseluntilthelighthouseandlandaresighted,andthen
disappear.
[Coll. note (Peacock, ill, 874)]: The words of this widespread tale were
composed by Harry L. Marcy and first appeared in Fishermen's Ballads and
Songs of the Sea, compiled in 1874 by Proctor Brothers, a stationery firm in
Gloucester, Massachusetts. Used first as a recitation, the poem soon acquired
a tune, and sailors and fishermen throughout the whole North Atlantic region
learned it.
[NB]: There is quite an interesting note on this item in Greenleaf &
Mansfield, 228-229. Although it is indicated in that work that it may be an
excerpt from an article by Greenleaf in Journal of American Folklore, I was
unable to locate such an article. See also remarks concerning this ballad on
p.1380fthisthesis.

ill. D. Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life.

ill. D. "Algerine, Loss of the S.S. " [Burke]
See main entry under I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).

ill. D. "Alku at Ferryland, Loss of the Russian Barque"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).
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ill. D. • Annie, The Loss of the·
Cross-reference to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
MUNFLA 70-8; 75-g7; 76-380 &, 78-238
[C645; C2181; MS pp. 115-11g &, C3572]
Jim McCarthy of Red Island, P.B., Nfld., and his crew of two on the Annie
are battered and damaged by ice and storms. After the vessel has become a
floating hulk with means neither of propulsion nor of steering, they spy a
passingvessel,signaltoher, and are removed. They set fire to the hulk of
the Annie, to keep her from becoming a hazard to navigation, and are
transferred to yet another vessel which takes them horne.
[Coli. note (MUNFLA 76-380, MS pp. 120-121)]:
On ·The Schooner Annie·:
·Where did you learn 'The Schooner Annie'?· I asked Aunt Carrie.
·Oh, the Schooner Annie -- well, they're all dead, now, the little fellas ...
Well, it was made up, composed, over on the west side of this bay.
Composed by - I think it was a Mr. Leonard. [It was. -- Coli.] He used
to compose a lot of Newfoundland songs... And Henry Tobin, you know, was
fishing·· he used t'go back and forth on ships, now, from everywhere. He'd be
on boats over there, sometimes. But Henry come home an' he'd say - 'Aunt
Carrie, we're going t'sing a little song, myseIrandFran'-- they're both
dead, now. Fran Tobin was another cousin. An' they sat on a little stool. I
remember. An' they started off 'The Schooner Annie' ... •
Aunt Carrie had some trouble in remembering this song, and she stumbled on some
of the verses, and then had to retrace her steps, a bit. But it was obvious to
me that she'd known that song very well -- she sang it as if she were walking
on some trail she'd once known well, now having to finger her way and touch on
every landmark, but still quick to recognize any divergence from the path, and
to turn back to course. It had also been one of Neddie's favoritesongs-- and
he sang it orten. [NB: ·Neddie· was ·Aunt Carrie's· late husband - MH.]

ill. D. • Banbury, The·
See main entry under I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).
Also cross-referenced to I.E.c. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Collision with
Stationary Objects) and ill.G.b. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted
--Unsuccessful).
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ill. D. ·Bay Siale in Cape Ballard, Loss· [Burke 8£ Oliver]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).

ill. D. ·Brule(y) (Song/Boys), The·/·Boys from Bruley, The· [LehrJ
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and ill.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 68-23; 68-26(2); 70-8(2); 72-129; 78-238; 79-2; 80-135(2); 81-339 8£
85-245(2)
[MS pp. 158-159; (C509 8: C520); (C670 8£ C676); CI017; C3574; C3697; C4799,
C4802; C7842 8£ C7833(2)]
{Lehr, 23, #14, ·The Brule Boys·}
{Thomas, 13, 28, 66 (·Brewley·f"It was two men from Brewley·)}

A small boat returning from St. Pierre to Newfoundland with a load of illegal
liquor encounters trouble in a storm. The two men aboard pray to be rescued
and are removed from their foundering craft by avesselcll.ptained by ·Harvey,·
and landed at Marystown. The song ends with a warning to wait unt.il later in
the year to begin ·fishing,· since Harvey may not always be available for
rescue work.
[Coli. note (Lehr, 24)J: Brule [actually Brule], a community on Merasheen
Island in Placentia Bay, was one of the prime smuggling areas for the St.
Pierre rum-running operation. The two lads in the song were on such a venture
when caught in a severe storm. Much of the smuggling was done between 1850 and
1950. However, this song takes place in the early 19OOs.

ill. D. ·Capulel at St. Shott's, Loss the steam'r[sicJ·[BurkeJ
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).

ill. D. ·Chrislabel, The Loss of the·
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See main entry under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

III. D. "Clementine, The"
See main entry under I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).

III. D. "Deane, The Steamship" [Lehrl
Cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking),
III.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster -Successful), and III.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).
MUNFLA 79-2(3)
IC3693(2),836951
{Lehr, 49, #29}
The S.S. Deane (orten locally pronounced 'Dane'14) a whaler with a crew of fifty, most
of whom, we are informed, are married men from Placentia Bay, leaves Harbour
Grace, Conception Bay, Newfoundland, sailing North to Hawke's Harbour. It is
a Sunday in June. Suddenly she runs full speed on arock. The
lighthouse-keeper at "Penguin" assists the men to come ashore with their
ditty-bags, although the vessel is lost.
[CoIl. note (Lehr, 50)1: The Deane was wrecked 23 June 1935 on the North
Penguin Shoals, near Musgrave Harbour. She was owned by the Newfoundland
Whaling Company and commanded by Captain Bronneck.

III. D. "Devonia, The Loss of the" [Burke]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).

III. D. "Edmund Pike"
See main entry under III.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but

14Anita Best, graduate student at Memorial University of Newfoundland and co-worker of Genevieve
Lehr.

Rescued).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storm.s).

ill. D. "Elsie M. Hart, The" [Lehr]
Cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), LD.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and ill.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
{Lehr, 57, #33}

[Coli. note (Lehr, 58)]: This shipwreck took place on 18 November Ig35, close
to the community of Plate Cove, Bonavista Bay. The Elsie M. Hart was en
route to Port aux Chou from Trinity Bay with a load of freight when she ran
ashore. The crew were hospitably treated by the people of Plate Cove, and Mr.
Mike Keough of that community composed this song about the event. I[GL]
recorded the song from his son, Mr. Benedict Keough, at Plate Cove.

ill. D. "Ethie, The Wreck of the Steamship" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
See main entry under m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), LD.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and ill.F.b (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

ill. D. "General Rawlinson/Rollison/Rolliston, The (Schooner)" [Lehr]
Cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), LD.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and m.F. b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

MUNFLA 64-7; 68-2; 7g-1 & 84-3gg
[CHi C720; C3838 & C7205]
{Lehr, 6g, #40, "The General Rawlinson"}

This ballad tells of the schooner, General Rawlinson, which is blown from
her moorings onto rocks at New Harbour, [Newfoundland or Portugal!] after
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sailing from Marystown to Oporto, Portugal, and there sinks. The rescued crew
members are taken to a local hostelry where the food and drink are inadequate
to their desires, and where they find the wait for passage home (on the Maud
and Jacob) almost intolerable as a result. The captain stays behind to
arrange insurance and other ship's business.
[ColI. note (Lehr, 71)1: The General Rawlinson, built in Marystown, was in
the charge of Captain James Harris on a voyage to Oporto in Portugal in 1921-2.
While at New Harbour on 7 January during the return voyage, the Rawlinson
tied up to await good weather. However, the wind grew stronger causing the
ship's anchors to drag. The Rawlinson struck against the dock, took on
water, and sank. She was raised in July 1922 and eventually sold to be used by
the Portuguese (renamed Pacos de Brando) as a Bank fishing vessel.
The General Rawlinson was composed by Mr. Ben Doucey of Marystown. Since
the first verse is incomplete, we have used the second with the music.[endnotej
[Researcher's note]: I believe this song to have been written in a serious
mien,althoughtheresultishighlyamusing.

ID. D. 'Gladiola Near the Brazilian Coast, Loss of the'
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).

ID. D. • Helen Isabel on Mistaken Point, Loss of the'
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).

ID. D. 'Heroic Fisher Boy, An'
See main entry under ID.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster-- Successful).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and D.B.b. (Death
at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation, etc.).

ID. D. • Jewel, The Loss of the' [Peacockl
See main entry under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

ill. D. • Jura, Loss of the Rrig·[Murphy]
See main entry under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
AJso cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).

m. D.

·Kite Abandoned in White Bay, The· [Ryan & Small]

See main entry under I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).

ill. D. • Mastiff Near Funks, AJI Rescued, Loss· [Burke]
See main entry under I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through stranding or Jamming).

ill. D. • McClure, The" [Lehr]
See main entry under I.G.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action).
AJso cross-referenced to I.G.d. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Scuttling) and
ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

ill. D. • Newfoundlander, The Loss of the Sealer·
Cross-referenced to I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming) and
ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 73-7
[MSp.27]
{Ryan & Small, 130 ·The Sinking of the Newfoundland"}
[Samson (Ed. bySaunders),(1963),53]
The sealing vessel, Newfoundlander, making her laborious way through
rafting ice in a heavy gale, strikes two "growlers" (small submerged icebergs)
is holed, and eventually sinks. She is heavily loaded, and carrying sixty men.
The men go overboard onto the ice, preserving their boats and food, and manage
to make their way safely back to land, though not without difficulty. The song
ends with a prayer for God to protect sealers.
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The Ryan & Small text gives the vessel's name as Newfoundland, and the
builder's name as Captain John Blackmore. The first half of the text is given
over to Blackmore's biography, and the ships he built. It states that he lived
at Port Union and built the Newfoundland at Clarenville. After turning the
command of the vessel over to his son, Fred, he decided that he could not,
despite his years, stay away from the seal fishery, so he took the vessel out
again and,on St. Patrick's Day, with a load of seal pelts, the vessel is
jammedandcrushedintheice,althoughthecaptainandcrewescape. Sympathy
is offered to them for the loss of the hard-won fruits of their labours.
[Researcher's note): It is probable that, despite the slight difference in the
vessel's name, both texts describe the same event. An historical note on the
occurrence, giving the vessel's name as Newfoundlander, appears in
Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 88.
[NB): Do not confuse this text with that of either "The Greenland
Disaster" or "The Newfoundland Disaster."

ill. D. "Six Men and One Woman Taken Off The Ice At Petty Harb'r" [Ryan & Small]
See main entry under I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).
Also cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
But Rescued).

ill. D. " Tolesby, The Loss/Wreck of the"
See main entry under ill.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster--Successful).

Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and ill.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

ill. D. "Torhamvan, The Wreck of the"
See main entry under ill.G.a. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted Successful).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking).

ill. D. "We Will Not Go To White Bay With Casey Any More" [Ryan & Small]/
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"Sealer's Ballad"
See main entry under LD.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).
Also cross-referenced to li.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril,
but Rescued).

li.D. "ZinY,The"
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Grounding or Striking).

li. E. Heroic attempts to rescue person(s) !'rom sea disaster.

li. E. "A Brave Newfoundlander" (Burkel
Cross-referenced to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) - Cause Unspecified), II.B.b.
(Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation, etc.), and li.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
{Mercer,103}
{White/Burkel06,#67}

Noah Gudger joins a ship in Harbour Grace, Newfoundland, as a common sailor.
The vessel is wrecked, and seventeen crew members take to one of the boats,
with Gudger steering. All but four die of exposure and/or starvation, before
theboatmakesland,butGudger'seffortstocheerthesurvivorsandkeepthem
from despair are hailed as heroic.

li. E. "John Harvey, The Loss of the" [peacockl
See main entry under II.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation,
etc.)
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and li.F.b. (Disaster
Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).
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ill. E. "Petty Harbour Bait Skiff, The" [Lehr]
See main entry under LC. (Loss of Vessel(s) by capsizing).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).

ill. E. "Raleigh/Rally, The Wreck of the HMS"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.F.b.
(Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme PeriJ, but Rescued).

ill. E. "Snoree/Snorre, The (Loss of the)" [LehrJ
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), LF. (Losses
Through Natural Disaster), II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), and
ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/ Perscn(s) in Extreme Peril, but Rescued).

ill. E. "Truxton and Pollux Disaster"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), and II.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure,
Starvation,etc.)

ill. E. "VestraljVestris/Esterus, The (Sinking/Heroes of the)" /"Proudly
We/She Sailed (From New York City)"/"SO S Vestris"/"A Storm on
the Sea: The Sinking of the Steamship Vestris"
See main entry under I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
Also cross-referenced to I.G. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Man-Made Disaster and
II.A. (Loss of PErson(s) by Drowning).

ill. E. "Water Witch, The Wreck of the" [LehrJ
Cross-referenced also to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), LD.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by
Drowning).
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MUNFLA 69-28 & 86-161
[MS p. 113 & KG/AB 27(1986)]
{Doyle(1966),78}
{Lehr, 197, #116, 'The Water Witch'}
{Mercer, 103 ('Bravery of Pouch Cove Fishermen'), 132 ('Heroism of Newfoundland
/Pouch Cove Fishermen'), lSI}
[Murphy(1923),I1]

This is the story of the rescue of the crew of the Water Witch by the men
of Pouch Cove, Newfoundland - who received medals from England for their feat
of courage. Although the ballad text indicates the song belongs in this
category,historyshowsthatnotallaboardthevesselescapedwiththeirlives.
[Coil. note (Lehr, 198)]: Mr. Power learned 'The Water Witch' from his
Uncle Frank: he presumed the ship left England for Newfoundland but went
aground in Pouch Cove, that the loss occurred in 1875, and that she belonged to
Cupids. However, in When Was That'? Mosdell says the Water Witch, a
Brigus schooner commanded by Captain Spracklin, was lost at Pouch Cove with
nine persons on 29 November 1873; eleven lives were saved by Alfred Moore.
[Researcher's note]: An account of the tragedy is to be found in
Newfoundland Disasters by Jack Fitzgerald, 89-95, including a text of the
ballad. It is also listed, but without a full account, inAppendixBof
Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Frank Galgay and Michael
McCarthY,93. A full text with commentary will be found on p. 61 of this
thesis.

m. E.

a. Rescue attempt successful.

m. E. a. •Adrift Four Days at Sea' /. Song of Paddy Crane'
See main entry under m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).

m. E. a. • Alma Cooke, The Loss of the'
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Cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster averted/Person(s) in extreme peril, but
rescued.
MUNFLA83-10l
[(MSp. 14 (storY),MS p. 18 (song))]

[Researcher's note: 1 have included the entire story from the MS, in place of
a synopsis. It was too interesting to paraphrase and condense. Italics are
mine. The collector was Margaret Mary Roche, the informant Ambrose Power, who
wasseventy-fiveyearsoldatthetimeoftheinterview,whichtookplace at
Branch, St. Mary's Bay from 10 to 14 November 1982.]
Quote:
The next shipwreck story is of the A/rna Cooke at Lears Cove. The shipwreck
of the A/rna Cooke took place on the night of November 25th, 1903. This
account was recalled and told to my Grandfather by Arthur Young.
That night the wind was westerly about 20 miles an hour. There was heavy rain
and a big sea. At the time Mr. Young and his family had a little black
waterdog. On that night thedogwas--out in the yard and started barking. He
recalled that the dog had never barked like that before at night.
So Mr. Young's father said to his brother Thomas ·1 must go out now and see
what see's[sic] barking at. She never barked this way before.· When Albert
went out into the yard he heard some men singing out ·Help· from out on the
water. He said to Thomas ·There's a shipwreck crew out on Lear's Cove.· He
said they couldn't land because it was too rough and they couldn't get near the
land.
Then Albert, Thomas and their older brother James got dressed and took a
lantern each. They had a mile and a half to go up along the edge of the cliff
in Beachy Cove. When they were going up the cliff which was about 600 ft.
high, they used to wave the lantern lights to show the way they were going.
Now they had to go down into Beachy Cove to get the men ashore. When they went
down into Beachy Cove, it was terribly rough. They waited for a smooth time,
then they told the men to come on in. They laid their lanterns on top of the
beach. When they went out waist-up in the water, they caught the dory and
hauled itupon the beach manned and all. It was also half full of water.
After, they climbed up again to the footpath over the cliff with the five
sailors. They arrived home at 5 o'clock with the shipwreck crew saved. When
they got there the captain said his name was Eli Ayres, and that he belongedto
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St. Jacques. Their vessel went up on a reef near Golden Bay. The captain was
off his course and they didn't know where they were located. They hove out
their dory when a big sea struck their ship. Her name was the Alma Cooke.
They just had time to get half of their clothes. They could see the Cape St.
Mary's light and they came all the way around it. It must have been pure luck
that they were saved. When they saw the lights of the five houses in Lears
Cove, they shouted for Help! On that same night when they arrived home to
Albert's house, James Young had to go for a midwife for his wife. She had been
terribly frightened about the news of the shipwreck and scared th at something
might have happened to James. A baby girl was born that same morning. Years
aCter, when she grew up, she became a nun.
The next day, the shipwreck crew walked to Placentia. The Alma Cooke
washed ashore smashed in bits. At that time Patrick Houlihan was lighthouse
keeper at Cape St. Mary's which was only 2 1/2 miles from Lears Cove. When he
heard the details of the shipwreck he wrote the...song.

m. E. a. "Deane, The Steamship" [Lehr]
See main entry under m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking) and m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).

m.E.a. "Ethie, The Wreck of the Steamship" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
Cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s)
Without Loss of Life), and m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme
Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 64-17; 66-24(4); 68-40; 79-274; 82-248; 84-398(2) & 86-161
[C130; (C261, C265, C268, & C286); C471; C4251; C5860; C7217, C7219B &
KG-13(86)]
{Greenleaf 277, #138}
{Mercer, 197}
{Mercer thesis, 245,#1l1A}

The S.S. Ethie (Etty) is bound to (from?) the Labrador with freight,
mail, and passengers, when she encounters a storm. Having left Daniel's
Harbour at four p.m., she is bound for Cow Head and attempts to make Bonne Bay,
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but is unsuccessful. Capt. English is her skipper, but it is two local men,
Walter Young, the purser, and John Gullage, the first mate, who manage to get
her in to Martin's Point at about one a.m. There, she is intentionally
grounded and all aboard rescued bymeansofa "bosun's chair." Differenttexts
cite the date of the occurrence as 10 December 1899, 10 December 1919, and 14
November 1919. Since the 10/Xll-1919 date is the most frequently used,I
assume it is the correct one.
[Researcher's note]: There are extensive notes on this occurrence in Greenleaf
& Mansfield, 278-280. These include some first-person remarks from the Mr.
Gullage mentioned in the text of the song. Further information on the wreck
itself is found in Andrieux's Marine Disasters of Newfoundland and
Labrador, 91-92 and in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay
and McCarthy, 80-81.

ill. E. a. "Flemings of Torbay, The" [Peacock]
See main entry under ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued)

ill. E. a. "Great Bravery of a Newfoundlander: Bill Doyle Drops from the Bow
of a Brigantine and Saves a Man's Life" [Burke]
Cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).
{Mercer,127}
{White/Burke21,#8}

Billy Doyle, a Newfoundlander, is aboard the Nancy Lee out of either
Tennessee or Boston (the text is unclear about this) with a cargo of sugar and
mixed merchandise. During a heavy gale William King, "the colored stewart," is
carried overboard. Doyle leaps into the sea and holds the steward "dead grip
around the waist" until a boat can be lowered and rowed to their aid.

ill. E. a. "Heroic Fisher Boy, An" [Burke & Oliver]
Sub-titled: "An Incident of the Gale on Labrador, Oct. llth, 1867"
Cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), D.B.b. (Death at Sea
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through Freezing, Exposure, Starvation, etc.), and m.D. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
{Burke & Oliver, 26}
{Mercer, 132}
[Murphy(IQ02),20]

People shipwrecked by a gale attempt to find shelter ashore. Twenty people die
of exposure. Four children are left behind, as they cannot keep up with the
rest. Arourteen-year-old boy from the group finds the children, makesthem
lie down together, covers them with moss, watches over them all night, sets out
the next morning to find their parents, whom he meets, searchingfor their lost
children and directs them to the place where he has left them (the children).
On their way back with their children, they find the boy, dead of exhaustion,
etc. He is buried on the shore in an unmarked grave with the other twenty who
died during the night. God recognizes his worth nonetheless.

m. E. a. "Newfoundland Hero, A" [Ryan & Small]
Cross-referenced to ill.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescue(~).

MUNFLA 7Q-l
I(C3841,MSp.22)]
{Greenleaf&Mansfield,2Q4,#145}
[Leonard Meehan, Songs of the Anchor Watch, Citadel CTL-l11, lQ61 "Brave
Captain William Jackman" (disc)]
{Mercer, 107, (prob.) 132 ("Heroic Feat of Captain William Jackman"), 160}
{Mercer thesis, 26Q, #140 "Brave Captain William Jackman"}
{Murphy(IQ04),44}
{Ryan&Small,2Q}
{Taft, 23, 70, 77 "Brave Captain William Jackman"}
Alternate title: "Captain William Jackman"

Captain William Jackman, a noted sealer, is walking along the shore, when he
hears a cry for help. Realizing that it is a shipwreck, he races to the shore,
plunges into the water, swims to the reef where the wreck is, and rescues one
man. He sends that man for aid, while he continues to save people. By the
time help arrives, he has saved ten more people. With the aid ofa breeches
buoy, he saves sixteen more. When he is about to quit, he is told that there
is still a woman aboard,andherescuesheraswell,returningwith her tothe
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shore amid tumultuous cheers.

[Researcher's note]: A full account of this rescue is "Labrador Rescue, The
Wreck of the Sea Clipper, October g, 1867," by Frank Galgay in
Shipwrecks of Newfoundland and Labrador by Galgay and Michael McCarthy,
23-26. Another brief account of this occurrence is found in Amazing
Newfoundland Stories from Jack Fitzgerald's Notebook, 60.

m. E. a. "To the Memory of the Late Captain Kennedy" [Ryan &. Small]
See main entry under m.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).
Also cross-referenced to I.G.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Explosion, Fire,
etc.) and II.C.c. (Death at Sea by Human Error or Miscalculation).

m. E. a. " Tolesby, The Loss/Wreck of the"
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s)
Without Loss of Life), and m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme
Peril, but Rescued).
MUNFLA 66-23; 73-153; 76-1 &. 87-117
[C241; MS p. 07; (see note below)* & KG/AB g(87)]
{Murphy(HJ23),13}

A ship loaded with cotton and en route from Galveston, Texas, to France is
wrecked in a storm on 15 January. She strikes a rock near Freshwater Point,
Little Seals Cove, Trepassey Bay. Capt. Kean and his crew of twenty-seven
attempt to launch the lifeboats, but the boats are destroyed in the effort.
They then manage to get ashore to a beach at the bottom of a high cliCC,and
there to light afire. In the morning, local fishermen see the stranded
sailors and lower a local man (Joe Perry) on a rope down the cliCCside. The
victims are then hauled up the five hundred footcliCCand the rescue is
completed.
[*Note on MUNFLA 76-1J:
This text is not in the MS, but with it. It is one of three texts
which had been given the collector, IdaSesk,by (Mrs.) Maude Sullivan,oneof
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her informants. Two texts were in different hands and one was in typescript.
That in typescript was entitled "Song of Patrick Crane Who Was Adrift At Sea
For Four Days· (see m.F.b., page 346, below).
[Researcher's note]: This wreck is mentioned in Shipwrecks of Newfoundland
and Labrador by Galgay and McCarthy, 91 and also in Amazing Newfoundland
Stories by Jack Fitzgerald, 134.

m. E. a. "Two Newfoundland Fishermen Fourteen Days Adrift in Open Dory"
[Burke]
Cross-referenced to m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).
{Burke (1912), 21}
{Mercer,ISg}
Dorymates George Barnes and Jack Bungay from Fortune Bay lose their schooner in
the fog. They row for fourteen days with no water and only "one small cake of
biscuit" for food. In nine days and nights, they make the shore. Their hands
and feet are frostbitten. They finally'sightand signal the Francis Mand
Pinsent, her captain, sends a boat for them and takes them aboard, subsequently
landing them at Sydney, N.S. The premier of Newfoundland comes to visit them
in hospital at Sydney.

m.

E. a. "Ye Landsmen That Live on the Land"

See main entry under m.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).

m. E. b.

Rescue attempt unsuccessful.

m. E. b. "Ella M. Rudolph, The Loss of the"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding, Striking, or
Stranding).
Also cross-listed under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and n.A. (Loss of
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Person(s) by Drowning).

m. E. b. "Mol/ie, The Wreck of the"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), II.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning), and m.B. (Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved
Ones).

m. E. b. "Sailor Grove, The Loss of the"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and m.G.
(Salvage ofVessel(s) or Cargo Attempted).

m.

F. Disaster averted.

m.F. a/b. "Slob Song, The" [Leach]
MUNFLA 82-177 & 82-248
[KG/DG 3(82) & C5859J
{Leach, 192, #73}
{Mercer, 178}
On 14 December, a vessel leaves Point Amour, Labrador, for a round trip to
Forteau, Labrador. They begin the trip home, with a load of furniture, when
they become caught in slob ice in "Launce" Amour cove, in sight of land. Three
men, "Eller, Stuart, and John," launch a small boat from the land with a heavy
line aboard, the other end of which is fastened to arock on the beach. It
takes them two and one-half hours to work their way through the ice to the
stranded vessel and drop off the line. Then "four men and three women" hold
the land end of the line, while the people aboard the boat warp their way in to
land,wherethey land the furniture on the snow and haul up the boat. The
lightkeeper from Point Amour goes on home, because "his wife and girl were
anxious to know if we were on the shore." The author gives his community of
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residcnce as "Launce au Loup."

[Researcher's note]: Leach ascribes autllOrship of this piece to Leo O'Brien
and states that it was composed in Ig28 and "has passed into tradition."

ill. F. a. Disaster Averted/Vessel(s) Threatened but not Lost.

IResearcher's note]: All cross-references to salvs.ge attempts (ill.G.) should
be carefully checked against this category.

ill. F. a. "Brule(y) (Song/Boys), The"/"Boys from Bruley, The" [Lehr]
See main entry under ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

ill. F. a. "Canso Strait/Drunken Captain, The" [Laws]
MUNFLA 68-3g; 68-40(2); 73-7; 82-248; 83-151; 83-376; 83-378; 84-3gg &, 87-117
[C4gg; (C521 &, C538); C1373/MS p. Ig; C5861; MS p. 21; C664g; C6653; C7207 &,
KG/AB8(86)]
{Creighton,Maritime,lg4, "In Canso Strait")
{Creighton, NS, 230, #107 "Canso Strait"}}
{Doerflinger, 183, "Canso Strait"}
[Fowke,60(?)]
{Fowke, CFMJ,35}
{Laws dD52, NAB, 265 "Casno[sicJ Strait"}
{Leach, 118, #40 ("Drunken Captain, The")}
{Lehr, 52, #31, "The Drunken Captain"}
{Mercer,106,114}
{Merasheen,12}
{Nfld. Songs (3 Ballads 16:2 (lg70), 7}
{Peacock, ill, 871 (PEA 100 No. 777)}
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A vessel, ca.ught in a heavy gale, is almost sunk bc~ause of errors committed by
he~ drunken captain. (One of) the crew 'mutiny,' overrule the captain, refuse
t.ofollow his orders, takeover the ship, and get her into port safely.
[CoIl. note (Peacock, ill, 872)]: Known as In Canso Strait in Nova Scotia,
this Canadian ballad has been collected several times by Helen Creighton.
Although the wording and rhyming of this Newfoundland variant is orten quite
different, it tells essentially the same story.
[CoIl. note (Lehr, 52)]: 'This song is known in Nova Scotia as 'Canso Strait'
with the following Cirst verse:
In Canso Strait our vessel lay,
We just arrived in from the bay,
Our vessel built both stout and strong
To Gloucester she does belong.

It would appear to have been composed in Newfoundland, but could very well have
been written in Nova Scotia.
[Researcher's note]: Although a mutinous situation develops in the course of
thenarrative,itistheactionsoCthecaptainwhichprovokeboththe mutinous
reactionoCthecrew and the dangertothevessel,soI did not feel it should
be placed in the mutiny category.
Lehr's first verse is:
In St. John's city our vessel lay
When our drunken captain went on a spree;
He came on board and to us did say:
'Getyour levers ready, b'ys,andheaveaway.·

ill. F. a. 'Cape Pine's Treacherous Shore'
MUNFLA 79-1
[C3843]
On 16 August thirty (thirteen?) vessels leave Trepassey to fish for caplin.
They leave their schooner off Baker's Head and row to Cape Pine. They have no
luck and have to wait for three hours before they can even get bait fish.
There is no wind, but a strong onshore current and sudden squalls interspersed
with calm. They catch a brief offshore breeze, but are then becalmed for an

hour. The skipper suddenly orders them to take in the mainsail and they are
hit by a strong squall, which carries the mainsail, as well as two men, over
the side and knocks the skipper over the wheel. They manage to get the two men
back into the boat, buttheirforeboomisbroken,theirpeakdropped,and
sheets and pins are gone. They are running for the rocks. There are high
seas, the wind is onshore, and it is impossible to get the foresail in. They
are all extremely worried, but they finally get a back squall and manage to get
the vessel safely off the land. They go back to Trepassey, where they repair
the vessel. The final portion of the text is a reminder not to "hug the rocks
in an offshore breeze," because the wind may change and put you in danger.
[Researcher's note]: Composition of this piece is attributed to the informant,
Cornelius Parsons, about lQ35-1Q40.

ill. F. a. "Cliffs of Baccalieu ("Back a Lou")"
MUNFLA 73-7 & 83-151
[CI373/MSp.25&MSp.21]
[Harry Hibbs, AIc AS-SIS, ca. lQ6Q (disc)]
{Hiscock,I77}
{Mercer,IOQ}
[WinstonSaunders,Marathon,ALS-51,IQ72(disc)]
{Tart, 16,46,51,53,6Q,71,72,7S}
[John White, International AItists lA-3014 (lA-I0l), ca. lQ66 (disc)]
{Edison Williams, Audat 477-QOO6, lQ72 (disc)}

The crew of a vessel battle storm and snow to keep her from foundering on the
cliffs and are ultimately successful.
[Researcher's note]: This researcher has only listened to one of the
discographic references above. Since this title applies not only to the ballad
described here, but also to a widely-known traditional dance tune of
Newfoundland,itisnotunreasonabletoassumethatsomerecordings,especially
thosebyinstrumentalists,maybethedancetuneratherthantheballad.
Philip Hiscock, in his M.A. thesis, cites two versions (six and five verses,
respectively) of this item, one composed byE. John "Jack"WithersinlQ4.7,and
one attributed to Pat DeBourke.
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III. F. a. "Columbel/a, The First Submarine Attack on the"
See main entry under I.G.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action).

III. F. a. "Columbel/a's Second Submarine Attack, The"
See main entry under I.G.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action).

III. F. a. "Come All Ye Jolly Ice-Hunters" [Ryan & Small]
See main entry under III.F.b. (Disaster Averted/Person(s) in Extreme Peril, but
Rescued).

III. F. a. "[Oh], Come All You Bright Seamen That Sail on the Ocean"
(first line)
MUNFLA 65-21 & 72-6
[C443& CI081]

The ship Advent (schooner Queen of Heaven), owned by W. Job, once owned
by George Follett, runs into difficulties off Cape Broyle while en route from
St. John's to Placentia. Her captain, Pat Tobin (Hoban), signals another
vessel and they are towed into Cape Broyle harbour by Capt. Connigan
(Cunningham) and the Mercy. Aboard the disabled vessel are the captain,
mate, cook, and two seamen. Problems may involve "sails", "gales", or a
combination of the above.

III. F. a. "Concerning of the Otto B, From Tack's Beach She Sot Sail"
(first line)
MUNFLA 75-289
[C2185]

The Otto B from Tack's Beach, P.B., sails to Isle Valen [pronounced
Isle-a-Valen], a nearby island, where they put ashore in search of a good time.
Mac Lockyer tells them they may have a dance at his place if they will "plank
theporch." This they do, and the dance is held. They return to their vessel
and setsail,promptly grounding her, perhaps because they have "drink taken".
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Alter several attempts, they manage to free her, but she is damaged, and they
must stay at IsleValen until she is repaired. During this sojourn, the
captain (Stanley) falls in love with an Isle Valen girl named Mary Ann (or
possibly Mabel). Alter the vessel and crew have returned home safely, Stanley
borrows his uncle's motorboat and returns to court his IsleValen girl.

m. F. a.

"Driven Into Spaniard's Bay" [Ryan & Small]

{Mercer, 182 ("Storm Bound in Spaniard's Bay")}
IMurphy(1916),46]
{Ryan&Small,26}

On 1 March, the wind comes up and drives a sealing vessel before it. She
almost grounds on Green Head before they can see the land and veer away. A
block falls from the masthead and nearly kills a man. Ice and shoal are
discovered to leeward, and in an effort to escape being driven on them, the
vessel is allowed to run blind in the snowstorm up Conception Bay. At the town
of Spaniard's Bay, they get their bearings and manage to heave out two anchors
from the vessel's bows and stop her. They do not leave there until 17 March.

m. F.

a. "Eugenio, The (Wreck of the)"

MUNFLA 69-33
[C553]
{seep. 72 this thesis}

On 27 September 1964, a Panamanian freighter grounds and strandsherseIrnear
Renews. (She later gets off and goes into dry dock at St. John's for repairs.)
Before her release, however, local fishermen get aboard and consume seven
bottles of liquor. The customs officers in St. John's subsequently wonder
where the liquor went, while the fishermen return home intoxicated.

m. F.

a. "Freda M, The Ballad of the"

MUNFLA 76-271
[MS: appendix]
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This is an account of how the Freda M under Capt. Evans managed to ride out
the hurricaneof4 September Hl48 after losing her riding sail.

m. F.

a. "The Garfield" I"Little Paddy Dover" /"Little Bay Boys"

MUNFLA 70-8; 68-16; 75-292; 79-2; 85-245 & 86-161
[C689; C493; MS pp. 6-11; C3697; C7833 & KG/AB 26-27(86)]

A ship bound from Newfoundland to Sydney, Nova Scotia, for coal is caught in
heavy weather. Shelosesherforesail,buthersixcrewmenmanagetoreplace
it and they reach port safely.
[Researcher's Note]: Kenneth S. Goldstein opines that "Paddy Dover (Dober)" was
the composer of the song, and that the most widely accepted title is "The
Garfield."IS See note on
p.104thisthesis.

m. F.

a. "Glen Alone, The" [LehrJ

See main entry under II.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation,
etc.).

m.

F. a. "Glenora, The"[Lehr]

{Lehr, 78, #44}

The Glenora, out of Burgeo, Newfoundland, under Tom Warren, meets with
heavy difficulties during a heavy northeast gale, and barely escapes
destruction. This is somewhat of a "treason song," since the person in command
wasashore,ratherthanaboardthevessel,atthetimeofherdifficulties,and
had to go out looking for her in a smaller motor craft. The text derides the
skipper's incapacities and suggests that he should not be in charge ofa vessel.
[ColI. note (Lehr, 79)]: Although I was not able to determine the exact
location of the Banks of Scotland, Mr. Clyde Rose informs me that they are
somewhere in the Burgee area off the Southwest Coast where as a boy growing up

ISKenneth S. Goldstein, personal communication.
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heremembershearingpeoplespeakoClocalCishingbankscalledtheBanksoC
Scotland. The other place names reCerred to in the song are also in the
Burgeoarca.

ill. F. a. "Grace 120 Days out, Bound for St. John's, N.F., Lines Written
on the" [Burke]
Cross-reCerenced to LA. (Loss oC Vessel(s) - Cause UnspeciCied), although
vessel is NOT actually lost.
{Mercerthesis46,273,#146}
ThetitleoCthispieceexaggeratesthesituationsomewhat,astheGrace,
under Capt. Fitzgerald, and with a crew oC Newfoundlanders, arrived safely in
St. John's on 2 December Ig08,aCteronly eighty-one (not one hundredtwenty)
days at sea. The excessive time expended on the passage was attributed to
Crequentstorms.

ill.F.a. "InvasionSong"
Cross-referenced to LD.a. (Loss oC Vessel(s) through Grounding or Striking)
and ill.G.a. (Salvage oC Vessel(s) and/or Cargo Attempted - SuccessCul).
MUNFLA 70-8 & 85-245
[C765 & C7826]

On Wednesday night at 3:00, in a blinding snowstorm, the Invasion, under
Capt. Freeman Slade, runs on a reef. She had left Harbour Buffett on 29
November, in the attempt to make a run to Sydney, N.S. Cor coal and get back in
dock beCore the really hard winter weather set in. The Collowing morning they
seeSt. Pierre and head Cor Sydney. Their dory gets smashed upin a squall.
They load in Sydney, which takes two weeks, and then have to stay in port there
Cor three more days and nights because oC the weather. When the wind abates
some, they start home, but it is still snowing and blowing and they hit a rock
on Green Island Shoal at three in the morning. The crew attempt to get the
dory out and clear the vessel. They are unsuccessCul, but she slides oCCthe
rock in a h()avy sea. Her rudder is broken. The captain calis Wareham and Sons
(the owners) on theship-to-shore and also assigns three men togo across t he
bay. At eleven that morning, they see Capt. Ryan, who puts a line aboard and
tows them to Long Harbour. The cook was Crom Parker's Cove.
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[Researcher'snotej: The composition or this item is attributed to the
engineer, Alrred Whiffen, or Clattice Harbour.

ill. F. a.. "(Jim) Harris in Paradise Sound" [Lehrl
See main entry under I.E.a. (Loss or Vessel(s) by Ramming or Collision One With
Another).

ill. F. a. "The Penny Fair in the Cove"
MUNFLA 70-37

[C7S2]
{Lehr, lSI, #86, "The Penny Fair"}

The Penny Fair drirts into the cove rrom her moorings at the wharr, but is
sarelyrecovered. Depending on the version, the captain is either Stanley
Rossiter or Abe Oxrord, the mate is either Abe Oxrord or Frank Hand. The one
who is neither captain nor mate is a crew member or a boatswain (named Ban in
one version). Mr. Reid is approached by Stan, who apparently wishes to use
the Penny Wise to tow the Penny Fair out or her dirriculties. He is
rerused. George Dunverdy (deVerde?) wakes Martha Jane to see the conrusion.
The rerry also goes aground with Jack Luscombe [probably Lushman!] aboard, rast
asleep. He is unaware or the situation until Leslie Cotter awakens him. They
have a laugh over his ability to sleep through crisis. Abe apparently
extricates Penny Fair rrom her predicament. The weather is stormy at the
time or the incidents.
[Coli. note (Lehr, lS2)1: This song was composed in 1970 by Blanche Pink, Ramea.

ill. F. a. "Red Cap's Hole"
MUNFLA 71-121

[MSpp.14-1SJ
[Blondahl, Newfoundlanders, Sing!, 9SJ
{Mercer, 170}

Fishermen go to Drunkard's Zone hook-and-lining ror rish, but a squall arises.
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Many individuals are named in a teasing manner. They are weather-bound in Red
Cap's Hole and cook up a mess of brewis, which they eat in company. When the
news reaches home that they are stranded, the boys from Gallows Cove come to
help them. It is stated that they are lucky to have made it into Red Cap's
Hole.

m. F. a. "Shea Gang, The" I"Roving Newfoundlanders, The" [Greenleaf &
Mansfield]
See main entry under ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), and I.F. (Losses
Through Natural Disaster).

m. F. a. "Thomas J. Hodder, The" [LehrJ
See main entry under LG.d. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Scuttling).
Also cross-referenced to LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking) and m.G.a. (Salvage of Vessel(s) or Cargo Attempted -Successful).

m. F. a. eYe Rambling Boys From Newfoundland"
MUNFLA 72-208
[CIl60]

A crew sailing from Grand Bank to Fogo is driven into Belleorum. The following
day they are driven into Chambers Cove. They set sail again and make Cape
Race, but are driven back to Chambers Cove a second time, and have to stay
there for eight days. They finally reach Fogo, but have to take a load offish
to Brazil, meet another gale, and are almost wrecked ocr the Funks.
[Researcher's note]: This item should not be confused with "The Shea Gang" in
Section II.A. (p. 262 cr.), which sometimes goes under this title as first line.

m. F.

b. Disaster Averted/Person(s} In Extreme Peril but Rescued.
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III. F. b. "Adrift Four Days at Sea" /"Song of Paddy Crane"

MUNFLA 7&-3
[MS pp. 21-25]
Patrick (Paddy) Crane from Brigus South goes to Tor's Cove to purchase a
fishing boat. On the return trip he falls into difficulties (which are not
specifically stated) and lies adrift for four days without sustenance, even
being overlooked by a passing dragger. Finally, however, he is spotted by a
searching plane and rescued by the SS Silver Wave, whose captain and crew
are applauded for the act. The final verse wishes a future of prosperity to
Crane and his community.
[Researcher's note]: See remarks under "The Loss/Wreck of the ToleBby" in
Section III.E.a. (Heroic Attempts at Rescue -- Successful), p. 334, above.

III. F. b. "Alku at Ferryland, The Loss of the Russian Barque"
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to III.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).

III. F. b. ",'lIma Cooke, The Loss of the"
See main entry under III.E.a. (Heroic attempt to rescue person(s) from sea
disaster--successful).

III. F. b. "Annie Roberts, The (Wreck of the)" [LehrJ
See main entry under I.E.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Collision One With
Another).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

III. F. b. "A Brave Newfoundlander" [Burkel
See main entry under III. E. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified), and
II.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation, etc.)
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m. F. b. "Brule(y) (Song/Boys), The"/"Boys from Bruley, The"[Lehr]
See main entry under m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).

ill. F. b. "By the Lightning We Lost Our Sight" [Lawsl/" Cork Harbour"
See main entry under ill.A.a. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea Parental Opposition Involved).
Also cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

ill.F. b. "Captain Colston"
MUNFLA 86-161
[KG/AB27(86)]

Captain Colston and his shipload of teetotal (it is specified) passengers, in
the year of (presumably 18) '69,fightoffan attack by pirates. Thecaptain's
ladyshootsthepiratecaptaindead,andColston'scomplementgoon their way
with their cargo or gold intact.
[Researcher's note]: This isn't really a disaster, but it is definitely a
threat.

ill. F. b. "Capulet at St. Shott's, Loss the steam'r[sic] " [Burke]
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to m.D. (Loss or Vessel(s) without Loss of Life).

ill. F. b. "Charming Sally Greer" [peacock]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

ill. F. b. "Come All Ye Jolly Ice-Hunters" [Ryan & Small]

, I
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Cross-reCerenced to m.F.a. (Disaster AvertedfVessel(s) Threatened or Damaged,
but not Lost).
[Doyle, (1927) 15]
{GreenleaC&Mansfield,244,#122}
{Mercer,10g}
{Ryan & Small, 17}
The Daniel O'Conne/lleaves Tilton Harbour, NewCoundland, Cor the seal
fishery, on 14 March 1833, under William Burke, with a crew oC twenty-eigbt.
On 4 April, at 4:00 p.m., their tow-line gives way, and they are Corced to work
their way outoCthe ice in a heavy gale, which breaks oCC their topm ast,about
threeCeet above the deck (it's stated in tbe text). For two days they lie
helplessatthemercyoChighseasandheavyweather,buteventuallythe
weather lightens and they are able to clear the wreckage and jury-rig masts.
ACewdayslater, they make land.
[Coil. note (Ryan & Small, 17)1: This song was written in 1833. It is about the
oldest song oC a sealing nature now inexistence, and has "brought down the
house" intheCor'castle[sic]oCmanyasealerinthedaysoCtheSquare
Riggers. (Original note)

m. F. b. "Deane, The Steamship"ILehrl
See main entry under m.D. (Loss oC Vessel(s) Without Loss oC LiCe).
Also cross-reCerenced to I.D.a. (Loss oC Vessels) Through Grounding or Striking)
and m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) Crom Sea Disaster SuccessCul).

m. F. b. "Edmund Pike"
Cross-reCerenced to I.B. (Loss oC Vessel(s) in Storms) and m.D. (Loss oC
Vessel(s) Without Loss oC LiCe).
MUNFLA66-24
IC268J

The title character goes fishing alone in a dory. TheengineCailsjhedriCts
in a storm; Calls overboardj saves himselC by grabbing the painter; and
eventually reaches shore. The dory is lost. Atonepoint,Pikeuseshis
sou'wester and gasoline Crom the useless engine to start aCire, but is
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unsuccessful in attracting attention by this means. At the conclusion of the
song, a warning is given not to go out alone in small boats.

ill. F. b. "Elsie M. Hart, The"[Lehr]
See main entry under ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Alf-O cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and LD.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Throug;h Grounding or Striking).

ill. F. b. "Ethie, The Wreck of the Steamship" [Greenleaf & Mansfield]
See main entry under ill.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster--Successful).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), LD.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), nnd ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s)
Without Loss of LiIe).

ill. F. b. "Fanny Wright, The"
See main entry under ll.C.d.!. (Occurrences of Cannibalism).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms) and ll.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by drowning).

ill. F. b. "Flemings of Torbay, The"[Peacock]
Cross-reference to ill.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster--Successful).
MUNFLA 78-36; 80-136; 81-339; 82-248(2); 83-376(2) & 85-245
[MS p. 19; C4805; C7847; (C5865, C5868); (C6642, C6647) & C7824]
{Creighton, Maritime, 202, "The Flemings of Tor Bay"}
{Creighton, NS, 248, #115 "The Flemmings of Torbay"}
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 285, #141 ("The Fishermen of Newfoundland; or, The
Good Ship Jubilee}
{Laws 023, NAB, 172}
{Leach, 198, #76}
[Ed McCurdy, Whitehall LP-850, "The Good Ship Jubilee" (disc)]
{Mercer, 121,126}
{Mercerthesis,235,#104;308ff.,#185}
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{Peacock, IJJ, 912 (PEA 15 No. 88) & 914 (PEA 143 No. 983)}
{Taft,63,74,82}
Alternate title: "Two Fine Young Men"
Two brothers named Fleming go adrift in their dory while fishing from the
Jubilee on 18 April. They drift without provisions for twelve days before
they are sighted by the Jessie Maurice (or Jessie Morris),en routcto
Quebec with a cargo of coal. The Jessie picks them up and, although they
are thought to be terminal cases, they are nursed for four days of corna until
the elder, Peter, regains consciousness. When he identifies himself and his
brother and tells their story, the news is dispatched home that theyaresa(e.
Both the A and B versions end with a paean to the helpful captain and
crewo(the Jessie.
[Coli. note (Peacock,IJJ,915)]: This native ballad is attributed to the late
John Burkeo(St. John's. Helen Creighton noted theb:\lJadin Nova Scotia, and
in a research visit to the Archives o(Hali(ax she came across the incident
written up in the May 31,1888 issue o( the Evening Mercury. The story
carried a Quebec dateline o( May 18,1888, just one month after the brothers
were set adrift. In the interview one o(the men said he was unconscious (or
five days, very close to the time mentioned in the ballad. Research among the
archiveso(variousnewspapersintheAtlanticregionwoulddoubtlessuncover
(urther datings for the numerous ballads of this sort.
[Researcher's note]: A full account oCthis near-tragedy is printed in Michael
Harrington's Sea Stories from Newfoundland (St. John's: Harry cure
Publications Limited, 1986) 52-60, under the title "Ordeal in April." It is
interesting to note that the given namesoCthe brothers in the Harrington
account are Joseph and William, whereas that in the ballad text is Peter. An
excellent note is also (ound in Greenlea(&Mansfield,287.

IJJ. F. b. "Gay Spanish Maid, A" [Laws]
See main entry under IJJ.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea No Parental Intervention).
Also cross-referenced to I.A. (Loss o( Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).

IJJ. F. b. "General Rawlinson/Rollison/Rolliston, The (Schooner)" [LehrJ
See main entry under IJJ.D. (Loss o( Vessel(s) Without Loss o( Li(e).
Also cross-reCerenced to I.B. (Loss o( Vessel(s) in Storms) and I.D.a. (Loss oC
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
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ill. F. b. ·Great Bravery of a Newfoundlander· [Burke]
See main entry under ill.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster--Successful).

ill. F. b. ·(H'lEmmer Jane, The·[Fowke]
See main entry under ill.A.b. (Romantic Tragedy Resulting in Death at Sea -No Parental Intervention).
Also cross-referenced to LA. (Loss of Vessel(s) -- Cause Unspecified).

ill. F. b. ·John Harvey, the Loss of the· [peacock]
See main entry under I.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation,
etc.)
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and ill.E. (Heroic Attempt to
Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster).

ill. F. b. • Jura, Loss of the Brig· [Murphy]
See main entry under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
Also cross-referenced to ill.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).

ill. F. b. ·Liza Grey· /" Lady of the Lake, The·
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to ILA. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and ill.B.
(Laments for the Death at Sea of Loved Ones).

ill. F. b. ·Loss of 3[sic] Newfoundland fishermen by the Capsizing of a
Schooner, The·[Burke]
See main entry under I.C. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Capsizing).
Alsocross-referencedtoILA.(LossofPerson(s)byDrowning).

·1
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m. F. b. "Mary Neal" [Peacock]
See main entry under LD.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Cross-referenced also to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), and n.A. (Loss of
Person(s) by Drowning).

m. F. b. "McClure, The"[Lehr]
See main entry under I.G.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Military Action).
Also cross-referenced to I.G.d. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Scuttling) and
m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).

m. F. b. "Newfoundland Hero, A" [Ryan & Small]
See main entry under m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt at Rescue - Successful).

m. F. b. "Newfoundlander, The Loss of the Sealer"
See main entry under m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or
Jamming).

m. F. b. "The Nimrod's Song"lMurphyJ
lMurphy (IQ25), IJ
{Ryan&Small,74}
On 20 March The Nimrod becomes jammed in the ice between St. Paul's Island
and Newfoundland while engaged in sealing. The crew go onto the ice and due to
"rafting" find it impossible to re-board the vessel for some time. The rafting
ice also causes extensive damage to the vessel. Among crew members named are
the captain, Baxter Barbour, of Wesleyville, Nfid., and the deck master, Jim
Barrett, both of whom are praised.

m. F. b. "Raleigh/Rally, The Wreck of the HMS"
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and m.E.
(Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s)).
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m.

F. b. "Sailor Boy [Saved], The"

MUNFLA 74-87
[MS p. 066J

AyoungNewfoundlanderonhisfirsttriptotheLabradorfisheryisknocked
overboard by the boom before the vessel reaches Catalina. He is alone at the
time, and his loss is not realized until much later. Meanwhile, the boy (who
cannot swim) kicks off his weighty sea boots and floats, praying, all night.
The following day he is spotted and rescued by a passing vessel, incidentally
on its way to the Labrador fIShery via Catalina. When his former shipmates
find that he is safe, they rejoice greatly. The "moral" is to trust in God no
matter what, and He will see you through even the most difficult of situations.
[Coli. note (MUNFLA 74-87)J: Pearce, the composer, was 76 years old at the
time of the collection. He began songwriting late in life, in lQ64, and only
continued for about three years, but during that period he produced a total of
45 songs/poems. He was a recognizedsinger at local concerts, but he would not
sing on tape for the collector. A native of Maberly, he wrote about events
which occurred in or near that village or that of Elliston, 1 1/2 miles
distant. Most of his songs were widely known in the community at the time of
the collection, but were seldom (not commonly) performed at that time. Many of
his songs were published in The Advocate. 16
He first made his songs in his head and then wrote them down. Most of his
composition took place while eating. (Quote: Inft) - "I'd sit at this end of
the table and me old woman across from me, and we'd be talking and I'd be
writing. "[end note]
[Researcher's note]: Aubrey Pearce was both the informant and the composer of
this particular item. Born in 18Q4 in Maberly, T.B., he lived there all his
life, as had his parents before him. He was of the Anglican faith and was a
fishermau by trade.
Although it is not mentioned by the collector, it seems probable that this song
was about one of the informant's own ancestors. The names alone would direct
one towards this assumption. It is most likely that the William Pearce of the

lllprobably tbe Fi.herman '. Advocate, publisbed in Port Union, Newfoundland, near tbe composer'.
borne community.
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song was either the grandrather or the uncle or the informant, Aubrey Pearce.
Less likely, but still possible, he may have been the informant's brother or
cousin. The clues are in the final vers~, which states that the hero of the
story had one son, Elijah, who told the story later.
[NB]: This song is NOT to be confused with "Sailor Boy, The" (I)/"Willie Boy"
(m.A.b.),p.308. It is to avoid such confusion that I have added the word
[Saved] to the title of this item.J

m. F. b. "Sailor's Home, The Loss of the" [peacock]
See main entry under LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

m. F. b. "Scotsman at Straits of Belle Isle, The Lost" [Burke & Oliver]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) by Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to I.G. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Man-Made Disaster) and
D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).

m. F. b. "Six Men and One Woman Taken Off The Ice At Petty Harb'r"
[Ryan & Small]
See main entry under I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).
Also cross-referenced to m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).

m. F. b. "Snoree/Snorre, The (Loss of the)" [Lehr]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Cross-referenced also to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.F. (Losses
Through Natural Disaster), D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning), and
m.E.a.& b. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster -Successful and Unsuccessful).

m. F. b. "Tolesby, The Loss/Wreck of the"
See main entry under m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster--Successful).
Also cross-referenced to LB. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
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Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s)
Without Loss of Life).

m. F. b. ·Trinity Bay Tragedy, The· [Leach]
See main entry under II.B.b. (Death at Sea from Freezing, Exposure, Starvation,
etc.)

m. F. b. ·Two Fishermen Missing·
See main entry under II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking).

m. F. b. ·Two Men Saved at Sea·
MUNFLA 7ll-1
[(C3843/MSp.25)]

The composer (Cornelius Parsons) is aboard his father's schooner, the Mary
J. Seeayonthefishinggroundson a calm, foggy day, when he espies a dory
drifting under sail with twomenaboard,and nosignofliIe. He calls his
father and the crew manage to hook the drifter on a line and pull her in. One
man is unconscious, but the other, although in bad shape, is coherent. Both
are taken aboard, warmed, and fed. They say they had missed their own schooner
in the fog and had drifted for several days without food, water, or aid. The
text expresses pride in having been able to rescue these men as well as a
warning to always carry food and water in small boats, since seamanship is not
always sufficient to keep one safe.

m. F. b. ·Two Newfoundland Fishermen Fourteen Days Adrift in Open Dory·
[Burke]
See main entry under m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster).

m. F. b. ·We Will Not Go to White Bay With Casey Any More·[Ryan & Small]/
·Sealer'sBallad·
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See main entry under LD.b. (Loss of Yessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).

m. F. h. ·Willie FairfYare·[Greenleaf & Mansfield]
Cross-reference to LA. (Loss of Yessel(s) .- Cause Unspecified) and II.B.c.
(Death at Sea from Unspecified Causes)[Willie's father].
MUNFLA 75-294 & 83-376
[MS pp. 53-58& C6647]
{Greenleaf & Mansfield, 132, #65 (·Willy Yare·)}
{Mercer, 196}
{Seep. 94 of this thesis}
Alternate title: ·Ellen/Helen FairfYare·

A woman who has lost her sailor husband has one son. Upon his majority, he
decides to follow his father's calling, whereupon his mother gives him a Bible
and tells him always to trust in God. His ship is lost and he, the sole
survivor, is marooned for three years on an island, his only consolation being
his mother's gift. Finally rescued, he makes his way, ten years after his
departure, to his old home and discovers his aged and destitute mother still
waitingforhim--neverhavinggivenuphope. It is unclear what the general
intention of the song is: 1) to paean motherhood, 2) to further Christian
faith,3) to encourage maintaining hope against all odds, 4) or simply to tell
an interesting story. Theopeningverseisunusual,aswell,sinceitgivesan
aura of ·story-telling· to the text not often found in items of this sort.

m. F. b. ·Ye Landsmen That Live on the Land·
Cross-referenced to m.E.a. (Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea
Disaster--Successful).
MUNFLA 75-147
[MSp.291
{Seep. 104 of this thesis}

An unnamed man attempts to cross Bonavista Bay in a small, open boat, and has
various troubles. At length, drifting out to sea, with no means of steering or
propulsion, he is seen by the Fortune, and rescued. The text ends with the
man's vow never again to attempt such a feat as crossing the Bay aloneina
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little open boat, but to remain working ashore, and with a final paean to
"Skipper Mick" of the Fortune, without whom...
[Coli. note (Sr. Theresa Ryan)]: "This ballad relates a true story composed by
the man in the song. It was learned by my father from an older brother who
frequently visited and worked in King's Cove.
"The main character is Murphy from King's Cove who left Chalky Head, a headland
near Tilting, Fogo Island, to row home, a distance of about sixty miles.
Little Denier is an island,with a lighthouse, on the opposite side of the bay
from Bonavista, in a direction that would bring the sailor far orr his course.
He was rescued by the crew of The Fortune, with Captain Mick Fennell from
St. Brendan's. The boat was returning from St. John's with a cargo of
supplies,havingbroughtaloadoffishtotheeity."

m.

G. Salvage

or Vessel(s) Attempted.

m. G. "Hoban Boys, The"[Lehr]
See main entry under I.F. (Losses Through Natural Disaster).
Also cross-referenced to I.B. (Loss of Vessel(s) in Storms), I.D.a. (Loss of
Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking), and D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by
Drowning).

m.G. "Mariposa" [Leach]
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to D.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning.

m. G. "Mary Dull, The Wreck (Auction) of the"
MUNFLA88-277
[C1l573J

Textbriefiy covers the lossofthevessel,then switches to the auction of
salvageable parts and cargo. Thestorygoes,accordingtotheinformant,that
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the man who bought thecargo(and,in fact, all the bidders) though t the vessel
was carrying coal, which would not be damaged by water. Instead, the cargo
turned out to benour, and entirely worthless, because it had been soaked into
paste.

m. G. • Sailor Grove, The Loss of the·
See main entry under I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking).
Also cross-referenced to II.A. (Loss of Person(s) by Drowning) and m.E.b.
(Heroic Attempt to Rescue Person(s) from Sea Disaster - Unsuccessful).

m. G.

a. Salvage Attempts - (Successful).

m. G. a. ·Invasion Song·
See main entry under m.F.a. (Disaster AvertedfYessel(s) Endangered or
Damaged, but not Lost).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) through Grounding or
Striking).

m. G. a. • Mayflower, The Old· [Peacock]
See main entry under I.G.c. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Piracy or Wrecking).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking).

m. G. a. • Thomas J. Hodder, The· [LehrJ
See main entry under I.G.d. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Scuttling).
Also cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or
Striking) and m.F.a. (Disaster AvertedfYessel(s) Threatened or Damaged,
but not Lost).

m. G. a. • Torhamvan, The Wreck of the·
Cross-referenced to I.D.a. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Grounding or Striking),
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and m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).
MUNFLA 76-3
[MSp.53]
{Seep. 72 of this thesis}

The steamer Torhamvan runs ashore near Cape Broyle Head on the Southern
Shore of the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland. The local people scavenge the
wreck for provisions for the oncoming winter. Collector's notes indicate that
the steamer was named Torhamvan for TORonto, HAMilton, and VANcouver, three
Canadian cities, and that the 'shoes' mentioned in the penultimate verse are
horseshoes.
[Researcher's note]: It is not immediately evident from the text of this song
whether or not any persons.were lost in the wreck. However, it might naturally
he assumed, because of the song's humorous and rollicking nature, thatthere
were no deaths involved. 17 This is the type of song which occasionally falls under
therubricof·treasonsong· because of the slanderous way it refers to local
residents by name and brings to light their foibles and misdeeds. These songs
point out people's shortcomings in avery blunt manner and it is often
requested that their circulation be restricted outside aparticu larcommunity
or group where they were ·made.·
A brief account of this wreck is found in Andrieux's Marine Disasters of

Newfoundland and Labrador, 99-101.

m. G.

b. Salvage Attempts -- (Unsuccessful).

m. G. b. • Banbury, The'
See main entry under I.D.b. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Stranding or Jamming).
Also cross-referenced to I.E.c. (Loss of Vessel(s) Through Collision With
Stationary Objects) and m.D. (Loss of Vessel(s) Without Loss of Life).

1710 actual fact, Aodrieux, see below, states that the crew wao rescued.
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